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Introduction, Theory, and Research Design
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1  |   The Challenges of Building  
Opposition Alliances

At 11:00 p.m. on December 11, 1985, a mere one hour before the midnight 
deadline for filing nomination papers to contest in the upcoming Philip-
pine presidential elections, Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel finally 
agreed to a compromise and filed for their joint candidacy.1 Corazon 
Aquino would be the presidential candidate for the opposition alliance 
known as the United Nationalist Democratic Organization (UNIDO). Sal-
vador Laurel would be her vice- presidential candidate. Over the next few 
weeks, they would campaign together against Ferdinand Marcos, the auto-
cratic and irrepressible president who had ruled the Philippines for the past 
20 years. They would give speeches around the country adorned in yellow 
and green— yellow was associated with Benigno Aquino, Corazon’s late 
husband, who was assassinated in August 1983, while green was the party 
color of UNIDO, Laurel’s political party. Later in the election, held on Feb-
ruary 7, 1986, one marked by various electoral irregularities, the pliant elec-
toral commission declared Marcos the winner by more than 1.5 million 
votes, while external election observers declared Aquino the winner with 
more than half a million votes. In the ensuing impasse, millions of Filipinos 
poured onto the streets to protest against the Marcos regime in the now- 
famous “People Power Revolution.” The Philippine military defected from 
Marcos, throwing their support behind the protest movement and the two 
opposition leaders. Finally, on February 25, 1986, Ferdinand Marcos fled to 
Guam with his family after being airlifted aboard two U.S. Air Force trans-
port airplanes, ending two decades of dictatorship.

The shocking and humiliating collapse of the Marcos regime inspired 
other opposition leaders and movements across the world, none more so 
than those in South Korea. Opposition leader Kim Dae Jung declared the 
country’s autocratic military leader, Chun Doo Hwan, a “second Marcos” 
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and the possibility of the country becoming a “second Philippines.” Sure 
enough, just over a year later, on July 1, 1987, the South Korean military 
regime capitulated in the face of massive street protests. They agreed to 
release all political prisoners, liberalize the media, guarantee civil rights, 
and, most importantly, hold direct presidential elections in December of 
that year. In the ensuing months, interparty jostling and negotiations 
between the two main opposition leaders, Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young 
Sam, intensified over who would be the opposition’s sole presidential can-
didate contesting against the incumbent regime’s nominee, Roh Tae Woo. 
To everyone’s horror, two young opposition supporters even protested 
against opposition disunity by committing suicide.2 But their deaths were 
to no avail. In the elections on December 16, 1987, Roh cruised to victory 
with 36.6 percent of the votes. The anti- regime vote was split among three 
opposition candidates— Kim Young Sam won a 28 percent vote share, Kim 
Dae Jung 27 percent, and Kim Jong Pil 8.1 percent.

This stark divergence in opposition unity and electoral outcomes 
between the Philippines and South Korea mirrors similar variation in 
opposition pre- electoral cohesion and its consequences in other electoral 
autocracies around the world. In Africa, the most famous opposition pre- 
electoral coalition3 was the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) formed 
in Kenya in 2002 (Arriola 2013; Kadima and Owuor 2006; Ndegwa 2003). 
The coalition’s Mwai Kibaki secured victory with 61 percent of the votes 
against the long- dominant Kenya African National Union’s Uhuru 
Kenyatta, who had only 30 percent of the votes. NARC also won 125 out of 
210 contested legislative seats. In postcommunist Eastern Europe, the tri-
umphs of the Slovak Democratic Coalition in Slovakia in 1998, and the 
Social Democratic Party– Croatian Social Liberal Party coalition in Croa-
tia in 2000, served as models for opposition party cooperation and subse-
quent opposition victories throughout the region (Bunce and Wolchik 
2009, 2011). From 2005 to 2015, opposition parties in Venezuela deepened 
their cooperation progressively into an all- inclusive Democratic Unity 
Roundtable alliance. The alliance won a supermajority in parliamentary 
elections in 2015, the first time since Hugo Chávez took power in 1998 
(Morales 2018). Overall, global data on electoral autocracies reveal that 
when opposition parties form alliances in the run- up to autocratic elec-
tions, they are more than twice as likely to defeat dominant incumbents 
compared to elections where they contest alone (Sato and Wahman 2019).

By contrast, when opposition parties fail to coordinate and coalesce 
into a coherent pre- electoral alliance, then electoral authoritarianism is 
much more likely to persist. Kenya’s Daniel arap Moi, for instance, was 
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able to win the country’s presidential elections in 1992 and 1997 with less 
than an outright majority of votes because the rest of the votes were split 
between at least three other major opposition candidates. The similar fail-
ure of Turkey’s opposition parties to coordinate behind a single opposi-
tion candidate in the country’s 2014 and 2018 presidential elections also 
strengthened the long- ruling Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (Çarkoğlu and 
Yildirim 2018; Selçuk and Hekimci 2020; Yardımcı- Geyikçi and Yavuzy-
ilmaz 2020). Both times, their pre- electoral fracture allowed him to win 
with a majority of votes in the first round of elections, thereby avoiding a 
second- round runoff. In Tunisia, the recurring failure of the opposition 
parties to coordinate with each other throughout the 2000s arguably 
allowed the autocratic Zine El Abidine Ben Ali free rein to consolidate his 
rule (Haugbølle and Cavatorta 2011).

That building opposition pre- electoral alliances could result in mon-
umental consequences— continued repression under an autocratic 
incumbent or a regime transition— motivates a deeper, more perplexing 
question: under what conditions will opposition parties and their lead-
ers build pre- electoral alliances? Answering this question is crucially 
important insofar as the opposition parties are one of the “specific col-
lective actors that are doing the hard work of demanding, forging, and 
sustaining democracy,” and are therefore “usually key to democratiza-
tion’s fate” (Bermeo and Yashar 2016, 2). A united opposition can mean 
maintaining pressure for continued liberalization or erecting a bulwark 
against democratic erosion (Bermeo 2016; Dresden and Howard 2016; 
Gandhi 2018; Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018; Lührmann and Lindberg 2019; 
Mechkova, Lührmann, and Lindberg 2017; Waldner and Lust 2018). 
Autocrats recognize that if their opponents coordinate to attempt to oust 
them, their days at the top of the pyramid are numbered (Howard and 
Roessler 2006; Bunce and Wolchik 2011; Teorell and Wahman 2018; 
Donno 2013; Wahman 2013; Stepan 2016). Conversely, if opposition par-
ties remain divided, then there are scant prospects for constructing or 
preserving democracy (Magaloni 2006; Ziegfeld and Tudor 2017; Lust 
2004, 2005; Svolik 2019; Gamboa 2017).4

In order to understand and explain when opposition pre- electoral alli-
ances are built, this book first emphasizes clarity on two distinct, but 
oftentimes conflated, tasks that such alliances accomplish. At the outset, 
opposition alliances coordinate and select opposition candidates contesting 
against the dominant incumbent. When there are too many opposition 
candidates, anti- regime votes will be split, and the incumbent can run 
away with victory. When opposition alliances minimize the number of 
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candidates running against the incumbent in executive or legislative elec-
tions, opposition parties maximize the chances of incumbent defeat. In 
addition, opposition alliances coordinate joint campaigns against the dom-
inant incumbent. These joint campaigns can include campaigning together 
using a common alliance name, logo, and color, endorsing each other’s 
candidates, committing to a common manifesto clarifying the policy 
agenda of an opposition- controlled government, or even a pre- electoral 
declaration of what a post- electoral cabinet will look like. Taken together, 
these joint campaigns work to maximize anti- regime vote share, again 
helping opposition parties to maximize their chances of victory.

But negotiating and coordinating candidate selection and joint cam-
paigns in opposition alliances entail highly uncertain benefits and costs to 
opposition parties and their leaders. Opposition party leaders need to 
delicately assess a broad range of factors that impact their decision- 
making. This book argues that two key variables most decisively sway 
their efforts and actions— their perceptions of regime vulnerability and per-
ceptions of mutual dependency for opposition victory. If party leaders 
detect that the incumbent regime is still overwhelmingly dominant and 
that they have a near zero chance of winning, then building full alliances 
is likely to be considered a futile endeavor. No party leader will want to 
invest in the costly efforts and compromises required to coordinate to 
achieve negligible returns. Even if they do attempt some form of coordina-
tion, they will only attempt partial coordination over candidate selection 
and allocation for the multiple districts in legislative or local elections at 
best. However, if party leaders perceive that an incumbent is on the edge 
of a precipice, then they will be galvanized to construct full- fledged alli-
ances to maximize their chances of pushing the autocrat over the edge. 
The tantalizing lure of potential victory motivates party leaders to redou-
ble their negotiation efforts to mute their differences and secure the ulti-
mate prize of incumbent defeat. Additionally, during the process of inter-
party negotiations, opposition party leaders must also assess whether they 
really do need the help of their rivals to achieve victory. Where opposition 
party leaders judge that their parties are not at all dependent on each other 
to seize victory, they will likely eschew building alliances. Instead, they 
will be more likely to drink their own Kool- Aid: self- rationalize that they 
have a path to winning on their own without relying on others at all. Alter-
natively, if party leaders judge that their respective parties must depend on 
each other’s help in order to win, then they will be more willing to expend 
costly resources and effort to construct pre- electoral alliances.

To be clear, this book’s focus is different from the existing voluminous 
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literature examining the variety of pathways toward democratization. The 
specific phenomena I am interested in explaining are when and how 
opposition parties and leaders build pre- electoral alliances. Such alliances 
increase the chances of, but do not guarantee, incumbent defeat (Bunce 
and Wolchik 2011). Nor does alliance formation and incumbent defeat 
guarantee democratization (Wahman 2013; Sato and Wahman 2019). 
What we do know, however, is that the process of democratization is a 
long- term, careening process played by frequently vacillating characters 
(Schedler 2002b; Slater 2013; Teorell and Wahman 2018; Ziblatt 2017). 
Opposition parties and their leaders are one of these major, but oftentimes 
neglected, characters. Demystifying how they strategically interact with 
each other can provide more analytical clarity surrounding the circum-
stances in which democracy ultimately rises or falls.

The Challenges of Building Opposition Alliances under  
Electoral Authoritarianism

Since the end of the Cold War, electoral authoritarian regimes are now one 
of the most common regime types in the world (Gandhi 2015; Gandhi and 
Lust- Okar 2009; Morse 2012; Schedler 2006). In 2021, Freedom House 
coded 30 percent of 195 countries as “Partly Free” hybrid regimes, along-
side 42 percent “Free” democratic countries and 28 percent “Not Free” 
autocratic countries (Freedom House 2021). The most recent report from 
the Varieties of Democracy (VDem) project indicates that there were 62 
electoral authoritarian regimes in 2021, more than the 60 electoral democ-
racies, 32 liberal democracies, and 25 closed autocracies (Alizada et al. 
2021). Modern electoral autocracies include Vladimir Putin’s Russia, 
Nicolás Maduro’s Venezuela, Yoweri Museveni’s Uganda, Recep Tayip 
Erdoğan’s Turkey, and Hun Sen’s Cambodia (Esen and Gumuscu 2016; 
Handlin 2016; Izama and Wilkerson 2011; Reuter 2017; Strangio 2014).

The primary characteristic of such hybrid regimes is that they combine 
the facade of democratic elections with autocratic repression (Diamond 
2002; Levitsky and Way 2010). Even as they permit opposition parties to 
contest in national elections, their dominant incumbents manipulate state 
institutions and resources to tilt those elections in their own favor (Mag-
aloni 2006; Pepinsky 2007; Slater and Fenner 2011). Common tactics 
include creating a partial election commission to implement biased elec-
toral rules, strategically deploying the state’s coercive forces to repress and 
intimidate the opposition and their supporters, controlling the media 
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environment to stifle dissenting voices and propagate an aura of domi-
nance, and buying support through extensive patronage (Greitens 2016; 
Lehoucq and Molina Jiménez 2002; Rajah 2012; Schedler 2002a; Stock-
mann and Gallagher 2011). The result is an institutionalized and stable 
form of autocracy that typically outlasts other autocracies such as monar-
chies, military juntas, or one- party states (Gandhi 2008; Geddes 1999; 
Wright and Escribà- Folch 2012).

Building opposition pre- electoral alliances in such hybrid regimes is 
deeply challenging for a number of reasons, reasons that originate from 
the recurring features undergirding the regime’s longevity. At the outset, 
dominant incumbents typically occupy the broad middle section of a uni-
dimensional ideological spectrum, to the extent that there exists ideologi-
cal spatial competition even in autocratic elections.5 In line with Down-
sian expectations, the regime implements policies and generates public 
goods that appeal to the vast majority of moderate median voters, thus 
pushing opposition parties to either end of the ideological spectrum 
(Magaloni 2006; Greene 2007). Additionally, to pay off and mobilize the 
large groups of elites and supporters in the ideological middle, incum-
bents require vast amounts of material and symbolic resources which they 
extract from and deploy via the state (Slater 2010; Slater and Fenner 2011). 
For fellow elites, autocrats can share material rents from state contracts 
and coffers, along with the selective invitation to participate in the legisla-
ture to negotiate policy concessions (Gandhi 2008; Gandhi and Przewor-
ski 2006, 2007). For the masses, autocrats selectively distribute patronage 
through a state- imposed “punishment regime,” rewarding those who 
acquiesce and punishing those who rebel (Diaz- Cayeros, Magaloni, and 
Weingast 2003; Magaloni and Kricheli 2010; Blaydes 2011). Ultimately, the 
longevity of an autocratic, dominant, ruling party turns, to a large extent, 
on its ability to systematically organize the cyclical process of resource 
extraction and redeployment to secure the necessary control over state 
and society (Svolik 2012).

Consequently, the twin dominance of autocratic incumbents in terms 
of ideological orientation and resources means that opposition parties 
find themselves ideologically marginalized and resource- starved (Rakner 
and van de Walle 2009). Without the necessary financial inducements to 
reward the upward mobility of its members, an opposition party can only 
recruit ideologically devoted candidates and activists from the ideological 
fringes of society. In this way, opposition parties in electoral autocracies 
typically become “niche” parties— emerging from and producing plat-
forms that appeal to specific geographical regions, ethnoreligious groups, 
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or extreme ideological positions (Wahman 2017; Bischof 2017; Greene 
2007). Islamic opposition parties within the Middle East and North Africa, 
for example, generally first arise from niche sources of support from mar-
ginalized conservative social movements, such as the Muslim Brother-
hood (Albrecht 2010, 2013; Wegner 2011; Wickham 2002, 2015). Similarly, 
in Mexico, the centrist dominant ruling Partido Revolucionario Institu-
cional (PRI) that had governed the country between 1946 and 2000 
encountered opposition from its ideological flanks (Greene 2002; Mag-
aloni 2006). The conservative Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) and the lib-
eral Partido de la Revolución Democrática (PRD) both competed from 
their ideological ends to attempt to win votes and seats against the centrist 
PRI, squeezing the PRI in a pincer- like movement.

The Challenges of Ideological Compromise

The “original sin” of resource- starved and ideologically niche opposition 
parties presents a first key stumbling block for building opposition pre- 
electoral alliances. In general terms, the intuition is that parties on the 
progressive left, or those representing the niche interests of one ethnic, 
religious, or geographical group, cannot bear to work with their ideologi-
cal rivals on the conservative right, or those representing the niche inter-
ests of other competing minority ethnic, religious, or geographical groups 
(Golder 2006; Greene 2002, 2007; Wahman 2017). That is, opposition par-
ties care about competing against each other as much if not more than 
competing against the autocrat (Przeworski 1991). Viewed differently, an 
autocrat’s dominance of the ideological middle embodies a divide- and- 
rule strategy. Riker’s analysis of multipartyism in the Indian legislature 
noted that “Congress in the center has usually been able to keep the oppo-
site ends from combining against it” (Riker 1976, 104). Similar conclusions 
were also drawn from observing the lack of cooperation between the 
Islamists and secularists in Tunisia and Egypt (Haugbølle and Cavatorta 
2011; Shehata 2010), and between the PAN and the PRD in Mexico (Mag-
aloni 2006). In all of these cases, the blame was placed squarely on ideo-
logically divided opposition party leaders for not being able to bridge their 
ideological chasms.

But beyond party leaders, ideological divisions among the masses also 
potentially hinder opposition coordination on two levels. First, an opposi-
tion party’s members may chafe at cooperating with their ideological 
rivals, even if their party’s leaders may desire to do so. After all, they have 
joined the party to advance specific ideological causes. But interparty 
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coordination in joint campaigns, such as campaigning using a common 
manifesto, requires their party to forsake some of these causes. An Islamic 
party, for example, may be compelled by its secular allies to drop its 
demand for implementing sharia law in a coalition manifesto. Corre-
spondingly, the Islamic party may also demand its secular partners com-
promise by staying silent on their position on religion’s place in the coun-
try. In fact, these were exactly the kinds of quid pro quo concessions 
observed in Yemen’s Joint Meeting Parties (JMP) opposition coalition 
(Browers 2007, 577– 81). In a joint election platform for reform circulated 
by the JMP in 2005, there was “the lack of a single mention of Islamic law” 
despite the fact that the two largest component parties in the alliance were 
Islamist and socialist opposition parties (Browers 2007, 581). But if opposi-
tion party leaders anticipate that their party members will not tolerate 
such ideological compromises, then they are likely to abandon alliance 
formation altogether. Opposition party leaders are wary of frustrated 
party members who can potentially mount an internal coup against the 
party leadership if they disagree vehemently with the compromises forged, 
reasoning that their party leaders are “sell- out[s] to a party that they per-
ceived as diametrically opposed to their preferences” (Greene 2007, 223).

Second, an opposition party’s mass supporters can also abandon their 
own party if it makes too many compromises to their ideological rivals 
that are inimical to their own preferences (Gandhi and Ong 2019). In 
Malaysia’s 1999 general election, for example, the Chinese-  and Indian- 
backed Democratic Action Party (DAP) formed an alliance with Malay- 
Islamist Parti Islam Se- Malaysia (PAS) together with the multiethnic Parti 
Keadilan Rakyat. The alliance, known as Barisan Alternatif, did not 
emphasize ethnic minority issues that were important to Chinese and 
Indian voters. Instead, its election platform chose to focus on the liberal 
democratic reforms that the opposition coalition would implement if it 
was victorious against the long- dominant Barisan Nasional (BN) ruling 
coalition. The DAP lost a significant portion of its supporters as a result. 
In a stunning setback demonstrating their own miscalculation, the DAP’s 
leaders, Lim Kit Siang and Karpal Singh, lost their own electoral races 
(Abbott 2000; Felker 2000; Khoo 2000; Mutalib 2000). If the party lead-
ers had more accurately anticipated that their own mass supporters would 
not follow them in their gamble, then they might not have collaborated at 
all. In the final analysis, we cannot assume the supporters of opposition 
parties are necessarily “stackable voting blocs that can be used to manu-
facture popular majorities” (Wahman 2016, 5).
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The Challenges of Electoral Systems

In addition to ideological differences splintering the opposition, certain 
features of electoral systems also pose formidable coordination challenges 
for selecting opposition candidates and managing joint campaigns. For 
presidential systems, in particular, forming pre- electoral alliances requires 
opposition elites to choose one single opposition candidate to contest 
against the regime. This is an extremely treacherous bargaining process 
generally known as the strategic entry problem (Cox 1997, 151– 78). If there 
are too many opposition candidates running against the incumbent, anti- 
regime votes will be split, and the chances of victory will be reduced. But 
uniting behind one single opposition candidate also entails selecting one 
leader to compete for a single indivisible prize (Fearon 1995; Gandhi 2014; 
Hassner 2009). The numerous opposition party leaders withdrawing their 
own candidacy in favor of another opposition party leader give up a 
golden opportunity to become the president of their country. This per-
sonal cost to their own electoral ambition may prove difficult to swallow 
(Arriola 2013).

In other types of autocratic elections with multiple, geographically seg-
regated electoral districts, such as legislative and local (i.e., gubernatorial, 
mayoral, or municipal) elections, there is no single indivisible prize for 
being the sole opposition nominee. Instead, forming pre- electoral alli-
ances entails interparty bargaining over allocating which opposition par-
ty’s candidate or teams of candidates run in which electoral district. Anti- 
regime voters can most easily identify and consolidate their vote for the 
opposition if there is only one opposition candidate in each electoral dis-
trict contesting against the ruling party’s candidate. Similarly, in electoral 
autocracies with closed- list, proportional representation systems, opposi-
tion parties need to coordinate fused lists of candidates to pool all anti- 
regime votes. Interparty bargaining subsequently occurs over which par-
ty’s candidates are ranked higher or lower on that list.

But regardless of the type of electoral system used, interparty coordi-
nation for these kinds of elections can still quickly escalate into a night-
mare. Opposition party leaders need ample information to decide their 
relative standing in each electoral district or their relative positions in a 
list. Many resort to rhetorical bluster to misrepresent their relative strength 
and claim a larger share of districts to compete in (Ong 2016). The single, 
nontransferable vote (SNTV) system also piles on more problems, to 
result in the most painful of coordination headaches (Cox 1997, 238– 50; 
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Batto and Kim 2012; Buttorff 2015). Over and above selecting candidates to 
contest in particular districts, party leaders also need to mobilize and 
instruct voters on how to vote so that all opposition candidates have 
enough vote share to win against the ruling incumbent party’s candidates. 
If opposition voters do not know how to vote and whom to vote for, then 
their votes are wasted. In countries that used or are using the SNTV, such 
as in Taiwan, Japan, and Jordan, resource asymmetry between the incum-
bent and the opposition mean that the former is simply more capable of 
overcoming these coordination challenges. Recent empirical research also 
suggests that dominant incumbent autocrats frequently change electoral 
rules to make it more difficult for opposition parties to make sense of how 
to best coordinate with each other (Ostwald 2013; Posusney 2002; Tan and 
Grofman 2018).

Lastly, all alliances coordinating candidate selection across any elec-
toral system entail at least some potential opposition candidates with-
drawing or shifting their candidacy in favor of other candidates. These 
maneuvers can generate potential intraparty revolt. Disgruntled party 
members may abandon the party and refuse to campaign for the alliance. 
Party leaders withdrawing their own candidacy must explain to their 
party members and supporters why they are giving up a chance at seizing 
executive office and what compensation they are receiving in return for 
supporting another candidate. If they are unable to persuade their follow-
ers that supporting an alternative candidate for president is in the party’s 
best interests, then they risk making a costly sacrifice for the disintegra-
tion of their own party. Even more, party leaders negotiating concessions 
across an electoral map over multiple districts are also likely to risk the 
wrath of their local party activists. These local activists who expect to be 
nominated as the opposition candidate in their own districts may refuse 
to swallow the bitter pill of making way for another party’s candidate. 
They may already have invested a great deal of time and resources in the 
election off- season cultivating grassroots support. Allowing another 
opposition party’s candidate to contest in their district nullifies their 
efforts. Come election time, these disgruntled local activists may decide to 
go ahead and contest on their own anyway, thus undermining any alli-
ance’s original intent of reducing the number of opposition candidates. 
When the United National Front for Change opposition coalition con-
tested in the Egyptian legislative elections in 2005, for instance, many 
local candidates ignored the instructions of their national leaders to with-
draw from their respective districts (Kraetzschmar 2010, 108– 11). They 
contested in the elections using their own personalist campaigns and their 
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own individual party label, ignoring their party leader’s instructions to use 
the opposition coalition’s common name, logo, and manifesto. To per-
suade their fellow party members to stand down, party leaders must either 
provide them with material side payments or threaten to expel them from 
the party. Either way, opposition party leaders deplete their already mea-
ger reservoir of material and symbolic resources.

The Challenges of Credible Commitment

To overcome interparty ideological differences and intraparty objections 
surrounding the withdrawal of candidacies, clearly more popular opposi-
tion leaders, also known as coalition formateurs, can promise to share 
power with their weaker allies after the opposition coalition is victorious 
(Arriola 2013). Absent the financial resources to adequately compensate 
their weaker allies before elections, promising to share post- election spoils 
is likely to be the dominant strategy for coalition formateurs. Specifically, 
they can promise to appoint alliance members as cabinet members, or 
enact legislation and implement policies favorable to their coalition part-
ners. Their weaker allies can attempt to hold coalition formateurs to their 
promises by publicly declaring the power- sharing agreement and poten-
tial policy concessions, threatening to shame them if they renege. 
Approaching Tanzania’s 2015 general elections, for instance, the compo-
nent parties of the opposition coalition, Ukawa, publicly signed a memo-
randum of understanding to cement the interparty cooperation between 
them.6 The document not only committed the parties to field only one 
single opposition candidate for all levels of elections throughout the coun-
try (executive, legislative, and local), it also detailed a power- sharing 
agreement in a future government if they won the elections (Roop and 
Weghorst 2016). Subsequently, Ukawa also launched a combined mani-
festo, promising to prioritize adopting a new constitution that the ruling 
party had abandoned, among other socioeconomic reform initiatives.7

Yet this intertemporal bargain— pre- election compromises for post- 
election spoils— is rarely reached because the coalition formateur cannot 
always credibly commit to share post- election spoils. The coalition forma-
teur’s credible commitment problem is likely to be inextricably deep for a 
number of reasons. First, no third party exists that can enforce the inter-
temporal agreement reached between a victorious opposition nominee 
and his coalition partners (Staton and Moore 2011; Svolik 2012). In other 
words, no actor can compel the newly elected leader to abide by his pre- 
electoral promises. As Arriola (2013, 20) writes, “Coalition partners 
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understand that they will have no means of enforcing pre- election prom-
ises once the formateur is installed in office.” Indeed, even the threat of 
public naming and shaming for reneging on his promises remains highly 
uncertain. The newly elected leader is likely to escape sanction if he is able 
to invent some convenient excuse for delays in fulfilling his promises. 
These rhetorical excuses can include the need to implement policies satis-
fying his own supporters first, authoritarian legacies in various state insti-
tutions preventing the successful implementation of new policies, or the 
lack of resources available to implement all his pre- electoral promises.

Second, while the coalition formateur may tie his own hands by pub-
licly promising to share post- election spoils, the incentives to renege after 
elections are likely to be equally powerful, particularly in presidential sys-
tems with outsized power residing in the executive office (Fearon 1997; 
Gandhi 2014). Newly victorious leaders may care less about rewarding 
their pre- electoral allies than about securing the loyalty of new actors who 
may threaten their ascent to executive office. The military, for instance, 
may require adequate compensation for their post- electoral acquiescence. 
Pre- electoral bills incurred by a newly elected leader’s close supporters 
also need to be paid with freshly gained post- electoral resources. There 
may be little left to go around to reward coalition allies once those 
resources run out.

Third, even if the weaker opposition leaders withdraw in favor of the 
coalition formateur, the selected nominee’s victory over the dominant 
incumbent is not guaranteed. If the dominant incumbent prevails, which 
is the typical expectation in the face of unfree and unfair autocratic elec-
tions, then the withdrawing opposition leaders’ sacrifices would be for 
naught. A pre- electoral commitment to share post- electoral spoils 
requires at least some level of certainty that those spoils are attainable in 
the first place.

The Challenges of Autocratic Interference

Finally, what makes the difficulty of opposition coordination under elec-
toral authoritarianism a uniquely autocratic story is the ability of the dom-
inant incumbent to actively employ various strategies to divide and rule. 
The incumbent, for instance, can rely on the legislature to co- opt some of 
his opponents at the expense of others (Lust 2005). Co- opted opposition 
members in the legislature are allowed to bargain with the regime for 
minor policy concessions, perpetuating a facade of regime largess and 
democratic competition (Gandhi and Przeworski 2006; Gandhi 2008). In 
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order to preserve their “special access” to the regime and the spoils of 
power, co- opted opposition parties are less likely to create alliances with 
non- co- opted opposition parties. In Morocco, the national leadership of 
the Socialist Union of Popular Forces (USFP) consistently declined to 
cooperate with the Islamist Party of Justice and Development (PJD) 
throughout the 2000s (Wegner and Pellicer 2011). It appeared that USFP’s 
leaders desired to retain their cabinet positions more than they were inter-
ested in political liberalization and democratic change (Wegner and Pel-
licer 2011, 321). Their co- optation thus dramatically reduced their incen-
tives to form alliances with the staunchly anti- regime PJD.

An autocratic incumbent’s institutional manipulation to divide the 
opposition can also manifest through electoral manipulation (Birch 2011; 
Lust 2006; Posusney 2002). When autocrats first take power, they fre-
quently craft electoral rules to perpetuate their dominance (Lust- Okar 
and Jamal 2002). As their dominance erodes over time, dominant auto-
crats can shift the electoral rules to shore up their own support and to 
throw new sand into the opposition’s wheels. Singapore’s dominant ruling 
party, the People’s Action Party, created supersized multimember group 
representative constituencies to replace numerous single- member con-
stituencies from the late 1980s onward, allegedly in response to its declin-
ing vote and seat shares (Tan 2013; Tan and Grofman 2018). The election 
commission, institutionally accountable only to the prime minister’s 
office, also changes the electoral boundaries every electoral cycle purport-
edly in response to “population shifts” (Open Singapore Centre 2000). By 
raising the barriers of entry for each individual opposition party and 
changing the lines of contestation for every single election, the ruling 
party effectively creates new obstacles to opposition interparty coordina-
tion every five years. Rather than preparing to negotiate with each other 
on established rules, opposition party leaders have to wrangle anew with 
each other on which opposition party is more popular in which district 
across the electoral map and therefore earns the privilege of contesting in 
whichever electoral district it chooses (Ong 2016).

Lastly, autocratic incumbents can also resort to strategic repression to 
deter opposition coordination (Bhasin and Gandhi 2013; Escribà- Folch 
2013). By targeting the most important opposition leaders for repression, 
dominant autocrats nip in the bud any attempts at collective action. With-
out a clear opposition leader to coalesce around, opposition forces find it 
difficult to mobilize supporters to turn out into the streets or to vote 
against the autocrat at the ballot box. That is why rising stars among oppo-
sition forces are frequently targeted for arbitrary arrest and incarceration. 
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In 2018 and 2019, the Ugandan opposition Member of Parliament Robert 
Kyagulanyi, better known as the pop- star Bobi Wine, was arrested and 
charged for illegally organizing mass protests.8 Apparently, his growing 
popularity and intention to contest in the 2021 elections against Yoweri 
Museveni was deemed too much of a threat. Similarly, in late 2019, Thana-
thorn Juangroongruangkit, leader of Thailand’s Future Forward Party, was 
disqualified as a parliamentarian as a result of breaking specific electoral 
funding rules.9 His newly created party, which placed third in the March 
2019 general elections, was too much of a threat to the military- backed 
political establishment. To be sure, such elite- focused repression also has 
the secondary effect of signaling autocratic dominance and spreading fear 
among ordinary voters that they too will be targeted (Shen- Bayh 2018). 
When faced with a choice of participation and arrest versus nonparticipa-
tion and safety, some voters may choose the latter. Overall support for the 
opposition can collapse as a result. Better still, such “calibrated coercion” 
spreads fear without incurring too much backlash (George 2007). Indis-
criminate repression by state security forces generates widespread resent-
ment among the populace, narrowing the autocrat’s potential sources of 
support (Curtice and Behlendorf 2021).

Existing Explanations of Building Opposition Alliances  
under Electoral Authoritarianism

Ideological differences, complex electoral systems, the credible commit-
ment problem, and autocratic interference appear to be four significant 
reasons explaining why building opposition pre- electoral alliances is so 
challenging and rare in electoral authoritarian regimes. Opposition par-
ties must not only navigate the shifting goalposts imposed by dominant 
incumbents but must also overcome their own interparty and intraparty 
impediments to coordination. Yet these obstacles do not explain why and 
when coalition formation occurs, and even if they occur, why and when 
they occur among ideologically heterogeneous opposition parties. In the 
existing literature, at least three theories provide some important insights.

The first explanation is a pecuniary one. In explaining why a multieth-
nic opposition coalition formed in Kenya in 2002 but not in Cameroon in 
2004, Arriola (2013) argues that the Kenyan coalition formateur, Mwai 
Kibaki, had access to financial resources, whereas his Cameroonian coun-
terpart did not. Mwai Kibaki could utilize the extensive finances that he 
had amassed from donations from the liberalized private business sector 
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to pay off his fellow opposition elites to secure their withdrawal and their 
endorsements for his candidacy. His fellow opposition elites did not have 
to rely on his noncredible promises to share rewards after the elections, 
but simply acquiesced with his pre- electoral payment. In other words, 
money solved the credible commitment problem. It also helped his cause 
that his fellow opposition elites were heavily indebted from earlier elec-
toral campaigns. In Cameroon, by contrast, no single opposition leader 
had an outsized financial advantage over the other. Both Fru Ndi and 
Ndam Njoya lacked the requisite resources to pay off each other or their 
supporters. Limited campaign donations from a small private business 
sector also could not tip one side over the other.

A second explanation for opposition alliance formation is also based 
on a close examination of African presidential autocracies. Van de Walle 
(2006) argues that formations of opposition coalitions are “tipping games” 
that involve rapid power transition from one coalition underpinning 
autocratic stability to another coalition securing opposition victory. He, 
like Wahman (2011), proposes an endogenous explanation for opposition 
alliance formation based on structural conditions. He argues that regime 
defection and subsequent “opposition cohesion become[s] more likely 
when an opposition victory appears more likely” (van de Walle 2006, 86). 
This perception of opposition victory and incumbent defeat is in turn 
influenced by a variety of factors such as political institutions, history and 
culture, ethnic fragmentation, and socioeconomic development, as well as 
international factors such as international pressures for democracy and 
expatriate support for the opposition. Economic crises, for example, gen-
erally encourage regime defection, while sanctions from international 
institutions and election observers increase the costs of regime repression 
and embolden the opposition (Hyde and Marinov 2014; Reuter and Gan-
dhi 2011; Levitsky and Way 2010).

A third and final set of scholarship emphasizes the nature of the 
democracy- authoritarian cleavage (Ibenskas 2016; Selçuk and Hekimci 
2020; Tudor and Ziegfeld 2019; Wahman 2011). Simply put, the greater the 
intensity and salience of the cleavage between the dominant incumbent 
and the rest of the opposition parties, the more likely opposition parties 
will form pre- electoral alliances, even if they themselves are ideologically 
divided. Selçuk and Hekimci (2020), for instance, demonstrate that 
increasing frustration and antipathy with autocratic repression in 
Erdoğan’s Turkey galvanized ideologically disparate opposition parties 
and leaders to deepen their efforts at pre- electoral coordination over time. 
Within five years, Turkish opposition parties from across the ethnic and 
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ideological spectrum managed to coordinate candidate selection for legis-
lative and subnational local elections across the entire country. They even 
coordinated joint campaigns with cross- party endorsements and com-
mon manifestos against Erdoğan’s dominant Justice and Development 
Party (AKP). While they were not able to depose Erdoğan himself, they 
did manage to deny the AKP a parliamentary supermajority and win local 
offices in four out of the five largest cities in Turkey.

Assumptions in the Existing Literature

Yet these various explanations of opposition coalition formation make at 
least two important assumptions about the perceptions of opposition 
party leaders and their followers. The first assumption is that both opposi-
tion elites and the masses who are sympathetic to the opposition’s cause 
are all similarly certain about the autocratic regime’s vulnerability. This 
implies that they all agree on the degree to which electoral victory is pos-
sible and that alliance formation is one of the final steps they can take 
toward boosting their chances of defeating the incumbent. Yet the true 
popularity and vulnerability of an autocratic regime is usually highly uncer-
tain and oftentimes in dispute. The government- controlled mass media are 
likely to project regime dominance and control, even when the dominant 
incumbent is under stress (Dimitrov 2017; George 2012; Stier 2015; Stock-
mann and Gallagher 2011). Preference falsification and self- censorship 
among citizens due to the fear of repression are also likely to muddy the 
waters on the true level of public support for the regime (Kuran 1991; Ong 
2021). As Bunce and Wolchik (2011, 244) caution about the persistent 
“political fog” of electoral autocracies,

Mixed regimes are fluid formations that send out contradictory and 
ever- changing signals. This means that it is very hard for citizens 
and opposition groups to read the strength of a mixed regime and 
to adjust their behavior accordingly. At the same time, regimes that 
straddle democracy and dictatorship provide very poor informa-
tion about the extent of public support for the regime and opposi-
tion groups.

Uncertainty about the regime’s vulnerability inhibits opposition alli-
ance building in a number of ways. From the elite perspective, high uncer-
tainty about the prospect of regime change generates inter- elite disagree-
ment about the prospective payoffs to cooperation (Kadivar 2013). 
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Opposition leaders who believe that the regime is truly vulnerable and 
electoral victory to be within their grasp will calculate a positive payoff 
from cooperation. They will be more willing to accept costly compromises 
in coordinating to construct pre- electoral alliances. By contrast, leaders 
who continue to believe that the regime is still dominant and that building 
alliances is futile will reckon that the overall payoff from cooperation is 
negative. They will therefore exert minimal effort to find acceptable 
mutual concessions in candidate selection or in joint campaigns. Ulti-
mately, intra- elite disagreement leads to varying and divergent levels of 
effort and motivation to coordinate. The result is inefficient and ineffective 
bargaining, shallow compromises, and half- baked outcomes.

Likewise, from the voters’ perspective, uncertainty about regime vul-
nerability is likely to condition their responses toward opposition alli-
ances. Voters who perceive the regime to be still dominant are unlikely to 
defect to an opposition coalition. Risk- averse voters will stick with the 
regime to continue receiving its benefits and for fear of repression (Diaz- 
Cayeros, Magaloni, and Weingast 2003; Magaloni 2006). Moreover, as 
Bunce and Wolchik (2011, 245) also highlight, citizens oftentimes “disliked 
the opposition and doubted that it either could or should win office,” even 
if they rejected the dominant incumbent. When opposition elites sense 
that voters sympathetic to the opposition are split or undecided, they are 
likely to forsake negotiations to create alliances altogether. Few will want 
to make costly concessions if they anticipate that not all of their support-
ers are behind them.

But even if everyone agrees with each other that the incumbent regime 
is on its last legs, the existing models also make a second assumption— 
that all opposition parties are mutually dependent on each other for poten-
tial victory. For instance, when Mwai Kibaki, an ethnic Kikuyu opposition 
leader, was contesting against the incumbent regime’s candidate, Uhuru 
Kenyatta, in Kenya in 2002, he had the ex ante expectation that he could 
not win on his own (Arriola 2013, 200– 205). Relying on his own coethnics 
to vote for him would not be enough to deliver victory. Hence, a pre- 
electoral alliance with Kijana Wamalwa, an ethnic Luhya opposition 
leader, was crucial to boosting his chances of winning. In forging his alli-
ance with Wamalwa, Kibaki further made the assumption, or had a high 
degree of confidence, that Luhya voters who had previously backed 
Wamalwa would be willing to “hold their noses” to vote for him if 
Wamalwa endorsed him. On the other hand, Wamalwa relied on Kibaki to 
deliver pre- electoral financial resources to pay down his debts incurred 
from earlier elections. Furthermore, Kibaki had promised Wamalwa the 
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vice presidency if Kenyatta was defeated. The mutual reliance of Kibaki 
and Wamalwa thus helped seal their quid pro quo deal, even as the two 
opposition leaders represented different ethnic groups from different 
regions of Kenya.

Now consider the counterfactual. If Kibaki had assessed that he could 
win against the incumbent Kenyatta on his own, or if Wamalwa had no 
debts to clear, then neither of them depended on each other. Kibaki would 
foresee little gain from paying Wamalwa for his acquiescence, and 
Wamalwa would not be desperate enough to seek a financial arrangement 
with Kibaki. Since neither party relied on the other for a deal to work, we 
can surmise that little effort would be spent on coordinating to build a 
pre- electoral alliance. Both Kibaki and Wamalwa could have been bellig-
erent opposition leaders insisting on their superior candidacies in the 
absence of mutual dependency. For this reason, perceptions of mutual 
dependence for victory are a key assumption we must recognize in the 
alliance- building process.

The Argument in Brief

This book begins with a simple proposal: opposition alliances consist of 
two different types of coordination between opposition parties. The first 
type of coordination involves candidate selection or allocation. In presi-
dential elections, this involves opposition elites selecting one single oppo-
sition candidate from among themselves to contest against the autocratic 
incumbent. In legislative or local (i.e., gubernatorial, mayoral, or munici-
pal) elections, coordination involves opposition parties negotiating with 
each other regarding whose candidate should contest in which district in 
countries with district- based plurality systems. Opposition parties con-
testing in legislative elections with proportional representation bargain 
with each other over which party’s candidate should occupy which spe-
cific position in a joint list of opposition candidates. In all cases, the intu-
ition is to maximize opposition vote share and the prospects of victory by 
reducing the number of or sets of opposition candidates competing against 
the autocrat (Cox 1997; Duverger 1954).

But intra- elite coordination among the opposition is not enough to 
qualify as a full- fledged opposition alliance. Defeating the dominant 
incumbent in autocratic elections requires mobilizing a majority of voters 
to support the opposition. In other words, opposition voters must be per-
suaded to vote strategically to support the nominee no matter the candi-
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date’s partisan affiliation. To do this, opposition alliances must coordinate 
joint electoral campaigns against the autocrat. This is the second type of 
coordination required in opposition alliances. Examples of joint cam-
paigns by opposition alliances typically involve opposition parties and 
leaders campaigning together using a common coalition logo, name, or 
manifesto. It can also involve opposition elites publicly endorsing the 
selected opposition candidate(s) or announcing what a post- election cabi-
net might look like. Such joint campaigns persuade voters to vote strategi-
cally via three mechanisms. First, by emphasizing the opposition’s joint 
unity against the regime, they enhance the salience of the anti- regime 
cleavage, thus persuading voters sympathetic to the opposition’s cause to 
prioritize regime change over their policy differences. Second, joint cam-
paigns highlight the ideological compromises that opposition parties have 
made with each other. These compromises can persuade the ideological 
purists in each niche opposition party to “hold their noses” to vote strate-
gically for the selected coalition candidate(s). Third, joint campaigns can 
also clarify the material and policy benefits that regime change will bring, 
reducing the uncertainty of what an opposition- controlled government 
might entail. When an opposition coalition announces the prospective 
makeup of a post- election cabinet, for instance, voters have less uncer-
tainty about the substantive policy agenda of the opposition. This can help 
reassure voters who are wary of the uncertainty in policy changes should 
the opposition be victorious.

Because these two forms of coordination entail very costly compro-
mises among opposition parties, they emerge only under unique condi-
tions. Whether opposition parties build alliances is a function of their 
leaders’ perceptions of the regime’s vulnerability, as well as their perceptions 
of the opposition parties’ mutual dependence. These two variables are, in 
turn, conditional upon the autocratic environment.

First, when party leaders assess their chances of winning in the forth-
coming election, they look for explicit and public signals of regime vul-
nerability. The existing literature on electoral autocracies suggests that 
economic crises, regime defections, or mass street protests are all signs 
of a weakening incumbent (Casper and Tyson 2014; Haggard and 
Kaufman 2016; Pepinsky 2009; Reuter and Gandhi 2011; Reuter and 
Szakonyi 2019; Sato and Wahman 2019). Nonetheless, when dominant 
incumbents experience these debilitating setbacks in isolated episodes, 
they are unlikely to generate widespread cognitive updating and agree-
ment about the regime’s faltering authority among the opposition. How-
ever, when the incumbent regime encounters an accelerating series of 
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regime- debilitating setbacks within a short period of time, then party lead-
ers are much more likely to update their assessments of the regime’s vulner-
ability. A surprising intra- regime defection, a deepening economic cri-
sis, recurring massive street protests, or startlingly weak election results 
all occurring within a few months or years is more likely to portend the 
regime’s impending downfall. Consequently, the enticing prospect of 
potential victory galvanizes opposition party leaders to find innovative 
solutions to overcome their mutual animosities and coordinate to push 
the regime over the edge of its precipice.

Second, even if opposition party leaders all agree on the incumbent 
regime’s accelerating vulnerability, they must also assess if their eventual 
victory is dependent on their mutual dependence with each other. Such 
perceptions of interparty dependence pivot on at least two variables: (1) ex 
ante information about the parties’ relative strengths and weaknesses, and 
(2) party leaders’ expectations of the degree of strategic cross- party voting 
that will occur among their supporters. In both instances, party leaders can 
be informed by numerous sources, such as past electoral results, polling 
data, or reputable third parties. Regardless, when opposition party leaders 
clearly know their relative strengths and weaknesses, then interparty 
negotiations on which candidates to select and the form of compromises 
acceptable in joint campaigns will be less fractious. There is very little rhe-
torical room to exaggerate one’s superiority or inability to accept any com-
promises if all parties have similar information telling them those claims 
are untrue. Also, if party leaders have strong ex ante expectations that 
their supporters will engage in strategic cross- party voting to support the 
nominated alliance candidate(s), then they will be more likely to assess 
that they can depend on their rival to maximize their vote share and 
chances of winning. Conversely, if opposition party leaders are very 
uncertain of who among them is more popular, more organized, or has 
more resources, then everyone will have incentives to misrepresent them-
selves and be belligerent about their relative chances of winning. Similarly, 
if party leaders possess low expectations that their supporters will vote 
strategically for the nominated alliance candidate(s), then they will hesi-
tate to make costly investments to compromise on candidate selection or 
joint campaigns. Under such circumstances, negotiations to coordinate in 
pre- electoral alliances are more likely to fail.

To be sure, hope is not lost even when an autocratic incumbent is 
judged to be so dominant as to make full- fledged national- level opposi-
tion alliances useless. A minor, less interesting side story can still occur. 
When opposition elites evaluate their chances of capturing national govern-
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ment to be low, opposition interparty coordination can sometimes still occur, 
albeit only at a lower level of coordinating the allocation of opposition can-
didates for elections with geographically segregated electoral districts, with-
out joint campaigns. By coordinating to reduce the number of opposition 
candidates competing against the incumbent ruling parties’ candidates in 
each district, opposition parties act in their own self- interest to maximize 
vote share and their associated probability of victory within those negoti-
ated electoral districts. They can focus on campaigning in those subna-
tional districts on their own, and do not necessarily need to invest costly 
time and effort in forging joint campaigns at the national level. Accord-
ingly, whether parties are successful in dividing up the electoral map is 
dependent on the availability of ex ante information about the relative popu-
larities of the different parties (Fearon 1995; Ramsay 2017; Reiter 2009). 
Clear information about which opposition party is stronger or weaker in 
particular geographical areas leads to less fractious negotiations about 
which opposition party should contest where. A clearly less popular and 
inferior opposition party has less incentives and legitimacy to insist on a 
right to contest in a district vis- à- vis a clearly more popular opposition 
counterpart. In contrast, where there is a lack of information and high 
uncertainty about the relative geographic popularities of different opposi-
tion parties, opposition leaders are more likely to be belligerent in refusing 
to give way to each other. Figure 1.1 illustrates the causal logic and poten-
tial outcomes that I have just explicated in the preceding paragraphs.

Core Contributions

This book makes at least three different contributions to the growing lit-
erature on opposition alliances under electoral authoritarianism. In clari-
fying the inner workings of opposition alliances, it first expands and ren-
ders more accurately the empirical range of potential outcomes we study. 
Existing scholarship on opposition alliances typically operationalizes alli-
ance formation as a binary measure— whether alliances are formed or not. 
For example, Arriola (2013, 8) defines an opposition pre- electoral coali-
tion as “an electoral alliance in which politicians from different ethnic or 
regional groups endorse a single candidate for executive office.” Similarly, 
Sato and Wahman (2019, 1423) define “opposition coordination as a situa-
tion where opposition parties or candidates unify under one banner to 
challenge the incumbent, rather than running alternate campaigns.” In 
both instances, coordination on both candidate selection and joint cam-
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paigns is necessary for inclusion as a pre- electoral coalition. In contrast, 
Gandhi and Reuter (2013, 147) define an opposition pre- electoral coalition 
as “a public statement of mutual support or a division of electoral districts 
for each party to contest.” Their conceptualization views fulfilling either 
criterion qualifying a coalition as an opposition alliance. More curiously, 
Howard and Roessler (2006, 371) define opposition coalitions as “multiple 
opposition groupings, parties, or candidates joined together to create a 
broad movement in opposition to the incumbent leader or party in power.” 
This definition is an expansive one, covering everything from electoral 
coordination to social movements. Regardless, this medley of definitions 
risks conceptual stretching and a corresponding loss in analytical and 
empirical precision (Sartori 1970).

Eschewing this binary and inclusive approach to operationalizing 
opposition alliance formation, this book’s proposed ordinal measurement 
focuses more narrowly on electoral contestation. Above the absence of 
alliances lies an intermediate stage where opposition parties coordinate 
candidate selection and allocation for legislative or local elections that 
have multiple geographically segregated districts, but do not run joint 
campaigns. These arrangements are what scholars studying opposition 
coordination in the Middle East and North African region have frequently 
alluded to as “tactical alliances” containing “non- competition agreements” 
(Browers 2007; Kraetzschmar 2010, 2011; Shehata 2010, 83– 89). Thereafter, 
opposition parties coordinating both candidate selection and joint cam-
paigns at the national level can be considered full- fledged opposition alli-
ances. This ordinal approach provides scholars with greater theoretical 
and analytical specificity on the coordination problems that opposition 
parties encounter and how they go about solving them. Future scholarship 
comparing cross- national instances of pre- electoral alliances can then rely 
on deep case- specific knowledge to identify what particular kinds of coor-
dination opposition parties engage in. This will facilitate a more rigorous 
and fine- grained examination of the causes and effects of opposition col-
lective action in the future.

Second, in specifying the conditions under which perceptions of 
regime vulnerability and mutual dependency arise, this book comple-
ments and extends the existing pecuniary, endogenous, and cleavage- 
based explanations of opposition alliance formation. All three explana-
tions have a vulnerable regime at the heart of the opposition coordination 
decision- making process. This is an oftentimes implicit but necessary con-
dition that motivates alliance formation in the first place. Indeed, multiple 
scholars have assessed the causal impact of individual regime- debilitating 
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events, such as economic crises, on increasing regime vulnerability and 
impending collapse (Pepinsky 2009; Reuter and Gandhi 2011; Reuter and 
Szakonyi 2019). In contrast, this book widens the temporal lens to exam-
ine multiple, likely related, regime- debilitating events occurring prior to 
autocratic elections (Hale 2013). This attention to a broader span of time 
then provides new theoretical leverage to suggest how a cascade of regime- 
debilitating events can pierce the foggy aura of regime invincibility, 
prompting opposition elites and masses to update their expectations of 
potential victory and rethink their strategies in an upcoming election.

In the same vein, the attention on the factors that inform perceptions 
of mutual dependency also suggests an important caveat to the existing 
scholarship that emphasizes how ethnoreligious or ideological differences 
between opposition parties hobble alliance formation (Golder 2006; 
Greene 2007; Magaloni 2006). What this book suggests and demonstrates 
is that neither ethnoreligious nor ideological difference is destiny. On the 
contrary, polarized parties appealing to niche groups of supporters can 
actually complement each other by bringing together different sets of vot-
ers to build a majority against the dominant incumbent (Greene 2002; 
Beardsworth 2016). So long as the masses prioritize regime change over 
their partisan differences, ethnically or ideologically divided opposition 
supporters can combine forces to push a faltering regime over the edge. In 
this scenario, what opposition elites do to persuade their supporters to 
back an alliance’s nominee(s) is crucial. Coordinated joint electoral cam-
paigns broadcasting the benefits of regime change can work to cajole and 
persuade reluctant supporters to prioritize achieving democracy over par-
tisan bickering. The potential gains from democratic reforms through 
prospective regime change can prove irresistible to long- weary opposition 
supporters. Of course, even when the incumbent is dominant and not vul-
nerable, polarized opposition parties can still coordinate “tactical” candi-
date allocation across electoral districts in service of their own self- 
interest— maximizing vote shares in the districts where they want to 
contest in. Possessing prior information about their relative popularities 
and associated chances of winning helps grease interparty negotiations 
and mitigate tendencies to be belligerent.

Third and finally, the book’s arguments enlighten a growing debate in 
the literature about the theory of democratization by elections. Propo-
nents of the theory argue that multiparty autocratic elections, even if such 
elections are unfree or unfair, have democratizing effects. Recurring mul-
tiparty autocratic elections provide opportunities for opposition parties to 
pressure the incumbent regime for reforms (Lindberg 2009; Schedler 
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2002b; Teorell and Wahman 2018). They also allow citizens to learn liberal 
values and how to deliberate on important topics among themselves, as in 
a modern democracy (Edgell et al. 2018). In contrast, the theory’s oppo-
nents contend that recurring elections are actually a stabilizing force for 
autocrats (Knutsen, Nygård, and Wig 2017). Even if we observe some 
autocratic elections leading to the downfall of dominant incumbents, we 
must conclude that they signal the end of democratization rather than its 
beginning (Morgenbesser and Pepinsky 2019). But as much as both sets of 
researchers have contrasting takes about the effect of recurring autocratic 
elections, almost everyone highlights the importance of opposition collec-
tive action potentially challenging dominant incumbents as a key factor in 
influencing the trajectory of democratization. Yet scholars still oftentimes 
stay silent on exactly what ends opposition collective action entails, and 
when they actually arise.

This book’s theoretical and empirical account pushes the debate in a 
new direction by shifting the level of analysis from the macro- level con-
cepts of elections and democratization, to the meso- level analytical units 
of opposition parties and their respective leaders. By specifying the diffi-
cult and uncertain strategic choices that these key actors confront, the 
theory underlines the conditional causal relationships connecting auto-
cratic elections and democratization. While most autocratic elections pro-
vide recurring opportunities for the incumbent regime to refresh its legiti-
macy and maintain its dominance over the long run, some autocratic 
elections in the short run inadvertently expose the autocrat to opposition 
challenges when they occur alongside other regime- debilitating events 
(Schedler 2013). Opposition parties bide their time until such “regime- 
subverting” autocratic elections occur, and then quickly seize the oppor-
tunity to coordinate and challenge the incumbent. From this perspective, 
opposition parties are opportunistic actors, unable to decisively alter the 
status quo over the long term, but ever ready to take advantage of cracks 
in the autocrat’s armor once exposed in the short term.

Plan of the Book

In chapters 2 and 3, I elaborate the book’s theory alongside the book’s 
empirical focus on cases in East Asia. In particular, in chapter 2, I specify 
exactly what opposition interparty coordination around candidate selec-
tion or allocation entails, as well as what coordination for joint electoral 
campaigns means. I then explicate how varying perceptions of regime vul-
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nerability and interparty dependence affect the propensity of alliance for-
mation. Most importantly, I discuss how multiple regime- debilitating 
events accelerating within a short period of time, the possession of ex ante 
information about the parties’ relative strengths and weaknesses, and prior 
expectations about strategic cross- party voting, all work to motivate alli-
ance formation. Chapter 3 discusses and justifies the research design 
involving the process tracing of two pairs of controlled comparisons juxta-
posing opposition alliance formation in the Philippines and South Korea, 
and in Malaysia and Singapore. I pay particular attention to how close 
similarities within the two pairs eliminate rival explanations of alliance for-
mation, and also how the variety of sources of quantitative and qualitative 
empirical evidence I use triangulate to enhance causal inference.

The rest of the book details the empirical evidence. To first demon-
strate how varying perceptions of mutual dependency affect opposition 
party leaders’ assessments on whether to forge alliances, Part II of the 
book undertakes a cross- national controlled comparison between suc-
cessful opposition alliance formation in 1986 in the Philippines and failed 
coalition building in 1987 in South Korea.

Chapter 4 process- traces the successful formation of an opposition 
alliance between Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel in the run- up to 
the February 1986 snap presidential elections called by Philippine autocrat 
Ferdinand Marcos. It describes how Benigno Aquino’s assassination in 
1983, a deteriorating economy, the gradual reduction in support for Mar-
cos within the US Department of State, and the declining health of Marcos 
all converged to foreshadow regime collapse. Additionally, clear knowl-
edge about their relative popularity and organizational strengths led to 
little doubt about who was the leading coalition formateur. Corazon 
Aquino, who was clearly the more popular among the masses, had the 
backing of a large number of opposition elites and among the general pop-
ulation, while Salvador Laurel, who had the better- organized party 
machinery to turn out voters, sought to extract post- electoral concessions 
from her. The fact that the elections involved a joint ticket with candidates 
for president and for vice president further ensured their mutual depen-
dency and created a high degree of confidence that their supporters would 
vote strategically for their joint ticket. All these factors induced Salvador 
Laurel to acquiesce to be the vice- presidential candidate and throw his 
party’s support behind Corazon Aquino as the opposition flagbearer. Sim-
ilarly, Corazon Aquino also grew to accept Salvador Laurel as a running 
mate and make a series of post- election promises to secure his pre- 
electoral acquiesce.
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Chapter 5 demonstrates the counterfactual of the absence of perceived 
mutual dependency. It process- traces the failure of Kim Dae Jung and 
Kim Young Sam to mutually agree to coordinate behind one candidate to 
contest against the military regime’s Roh Tae Woo in the run- up to the 
December 1987 South Korean presidential elections. Similar to the Philip-
pines, a variety of factors from the Kwangju massacre, to recurring mas-
sive street protests, to the reduction in American support for the South 
Korean government also indicated impending regime collapse. Despite 
the repeated pleas of their supporters to unite behind one anti- regime 
candidate, however, high levels of uncertainty over the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of the two Kims meant that no one acquiesced during 
interparty negotiations. The fact that they had their own sources of mass 
support from different regions of the country— Kim Dae Jung being the 
celebrated son of Jeolla province in the southwest of Korea, and Kim 
Young Sam having his support base in Gyeongsang province in the 
southeast— also fostered significant doubts whether their supporters 
would vote for any one selected opposition candidate against Roh. Conse-
quently, the two party leaders ultimately came to believe that they could 
defeat Roh Tae Woo on their own without depending on the support of 
each other. Both remained belligerent about their own chances of winning 
right up to the eve of election day.

But constructing opposition alliances is also dependent on opposition 
elite assessments that the regime is ready to fall in the first place. Because 
the Philippines in 1986 and South Korea in 1987 both possessed this initial 
condition, its causal effect must be illustrated via other empirical cases. 
Part III of the book, containing chapters 6, 7, and 8 demonstrates the tem-
poral variation in regime vulnerability and its effect through a second 
controlled comparison between Malaysia and Singapore between 1965 
and 2020.

Chapter 6 provides an empirical guide toward understanding diver-
gent party systems in the controlled comparison of Malaysia and Singa-
pore from 1965 onward. It describes how different party systems were 
established in the two countries, despite their similar British colonial ori-
gins. This chapter first accounts for how ethnic mobilization in the after-
math of World War II in Malaysia resulted in ethnoreligious political 
parties— a multiethnic, dominant BN ruling coalition in the middle 
squeezed by the secularist, non- Malay DAP on the left, and the Malay, 
religious PAS on the right. By contrast, the absence of ethnic mobilization 
in the decolonization process in Singapore resulted in the growth of 
personality- based opposition parties flailing against a dominant People’s 
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Action Party (PAP) that emphasized multiracial peace and pragmatic eco-
nomic development.

Subsequently, chapter 7, on Malaysia, demonstrates how electoral alli-
ance building among ethnically and ideologically polarized opposition 
parties can occur repeatedly over four decades whenever the opposition 
detects heightened episodes of regime vulnerability. In particular, the 
chapter details how interparty coordination between the DAP and PAS 
took on two distinct forms over four decades. First, during the period of 
BN regime dominance in the 1970s and 1980s, opposition party leaders 
initially floundered, but began to learn that interparty coordination of 
allocating electoral districts helped all parties maximize vote share and 
their chances of winning in each district against the BN. Self- interested 
opposition party leaders thus progressively institute rules and mecha-
nisms for resolving interparty differences over district allocation in Malay-
sia’s plurality single- member district parliamentary system. Second, 
Malaysia’s opposition party leaders further coordinated beyond candidate 
selection to develop joint pre- electoral anti- regime campaigns, but only in 
1990, 1999, 2013, and 2018. Prior to those election years, surprising intra- 
regime elite defections combined with mass street protests and economic 
crises led opposition leaders to perceive that the BN was increasingly vul-
nerable. They thus upgraded their coordination with joint coalition cam-
paigns to boost their overall chances of electoral victory. Even more, the 
opposition alliances of 2013 and 2018 saw far more sophisticated campaign 
strategies to persuade voters to abandon the autocratic BN than the ones 
in 1999 and 1990. The common manifestos put forth by the alliances were 
more substantive, the campaign messaging was sharper, and a common 
logo was adopted to signal their joint fate. In the rest of the electoral years, 
1986, 1995, 2004, and 2008, however, opposition party leaders declined to 
campaign jointly. The incumbent BN was far too dominant for any coor-
dination in joint campaigns to make any gains.

Chapter 8 reveals how opposition parties can still coordinate under 
circumstances of persistent incumbent dominance, albeit only at the stage 
of allocating subnational electoral districts in legislative elections. Specifi-
cally, I show Singapore’s opposition party leaders learned over time with 
greater information to institute rules to efficiently coordinate to reduce 
the number of opposition candidates in each electoral district contesting 
against the PAP. They came to the same conclusion as Malaysia’s opposi-
tion party leaders: coordinating to allocate only one opposition candidate 
or teams of candidates in each electoral district maximizes their chances 
of winning against the ruling PAP candidate. Yet, unlike Malaysia, Singa-
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porean opposition parties never upgraded their coordination to include 
joint anti- regime electoral campaigns. Costly compromises surrounding 
party identity and organization were prohibitive for opposition party 
leaders. Even more important was the perception that there were few or 
unclear benefits from joint electoral campaigns under the PAP’s consistent 
dominance. The PAP’s unrelenting grip over Singapore’s media, legal, and 
economic institutions also provided little new information over the 
decades that changed their minds about how stable the incumbent PAP 
regime was.

The concluding chapter 9 summarizes the book’s most salient insights 
and is divided into two sections. The first describes the book’s implications 
for researchers. In doing so, it considers its contribution to the theoretical 
literature on comparative democratization and democratic erosion, par-
ticularly its lessons for taking temporality and endogenous learning much 
more seriously. The second section then considers the book’s implications 
for a broader general audience of policy practitioners invested in under-
standing democratization, democracy promotion, and democratic con-
solidation. It highlights how policy practitioners can aid democracy by 
helping opposition actors learn to innovate their strategies over time, and 
how public opinion surveys can play a crucial role in revealing voter pref-
erences and choices in an information- deficit political environment.
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2  |   Coordination Problems, Regime Vulnerability, 
and Interparty Dependence

When opposition parties and their leaders choose to participate in auto-
cratic elections, they encounter a vast sea of challenges. They have to evade 
the autocrat’s repression, circumvent the biased media, raise funds from 
miserly donors, and build their grassroots organization. Additionally, they 
are confronted with at least two different types of coordination problems. 
On the one hand, opposition elites have to coordinate to select or allocate 
candidates to maximize their chances of winning against the autocrat. 
Thereafter, they have to coordinate joint electoral campaigns to mobilize 
ordinary citizens to support the nominated candidates on election day. To 
resolve these two coordination problems, rules and procedures are devel-
oped to structure interparty negotiations. These rules and procedures, 
together with the final coordinated outcomes to the respective coordina-
tion problems, represent the overall institutional architecture of pre- 
electoral opposition alliances in electoral autocracies.

Bargaining to Coordinate Opposition Elites

The opposition’s initial coordination problem of selecting or allocating 
candidates varies significantly depending on whether the elections are for 
a single nationwide executive office, or for multiple political offices that 
are geographically segregated in legislative and other subnational elec-
tions (e.g., gubernatorial, mayoral, or other local elections). This can have 
important consequences for the speed and ease in which opposition elites 
coordinate with each other against the autocrat. To begin with, in presi-
dential electoral autocracies such as Uganda and Venezuela, the executive 
office is typically helmed by a single autocrat who is typically elected in 
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presidential elections by plurality rule. Usually a personalist dictator or a 
military general backed by the armed forces, the autocrat has veto power 
over policy implementation and overall governance in the country. While 
legislatures in presidential systems may play additional roles in extracting 
policy concessions or by providing information to guide governance, the 
autocrat is the single most important executive figure (Gandhi 2008; 
Reuter and Robertson 2015; Schuler and Malesky 2014; Svolik 2012). Come 
election time, there is little doubt that the autocrat or his handpicked suc-
cessor will be the incumbent regime’s presidential candidate.

When faced with one powerful incumbent candidate elected by a plu-
rality of the popular vote, fragmented opposition elites have very low 
chances of victory if they contest alone (Rakner and van de Walle 2009; 
Wahman 2014; Ziegfeld and Tudor 2017). Multiple opposition presidential 
candidates splinter the anti-regime vote with divided loyalties, allowing 
the autocrat to stroll toward victory. Besides, a divided opposition can also 
dishearten erstwhile supporters and depress turnout. Opposition follow-
ers may be less likely to turn out to vote for their leaders if they perceive 
that the incumbent’s almost- guaranteed victory renders their vote mean-
ingless (Frye, Reuter, and Szakonyi 2018; Letsa 2019a). To maximize their 
chances of toppling the incumbent, opposition leaders need to coordinate 
behind a single opposition alliance candidate for president. A clear oppo-
sition flagbearer becomes an embodiment of the entire opposition move-
ment, and focuses the attention of the voting public by setting clear expec-
tations about who exactly will replace the one single autocrat, should the 
opposition prevail. This collective act of inter- elite bargaining and coordi-
nation to decide who is the opposition flagbearer is known more generally 
as the “strategic entry” problem (Cox 1997, 151– 78). That is, parties must 
strategize with each other to decide who enters the electoral arena to con-
test against the dominant incumbent.

In other types of elections in autocracies, such as legislative and sub-
national elections, electoral districts are geographically segregated and 
distributed across an electoral map. Therefore, interparty coordination 
is not about bargaining over who will be the opposition’s sole flagbearer. 
Instead, if we make a simplifying assumption that the winner in each 
geographically segregated electoral district is elected by plurality rule, 
then interparty bargaining and coordination takes on a different form— 
opposition parties must coordinate to allocate only one opposition can-
didate (or teams of candidates in multimember districts) in each elec-
toral district. This reduces vote splitting at the district level, potentially 
aggregates all anti-regime votes within each district, and maximizes the 
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chances of the opposition alliance’s candidates winning their respective 
districts. Multiple candidates from different opposition parties in each 
electoral district only serve to split the opposition votes, allowing the 
ruling party’s candidate in that district to win with less than an outright 
majority of votes— a logic not unlike that in presidential elections. But 
because electoral office is divided into multiple pieces across the coun-
try’s electoral map, opposition parties can develop multiple ways to 
decide how to split the electoral map.

Substantively, nationwide elections in parliamentary electoral autocra-
cies such as Ethiopia and Malaysia function in a manner similar to legisla-
tive elections in presidential autocracies. Both involve geographically seg-
regated electoral districts. Opposition parties contesting in parliamentary 
autocracies therefore encounter the same coordination problem as their 
counterparts confronting legislative elections in presidential autocracies. 
They need to coordinate to allocate a candidate from a particular opposi-
tion party (or teams of candidates) in each local electoral district across 
the electoral map. If they fail to coordinate candidate allocation, then 
incumbent ruling party candidates are more likely to have an easier time 
campaigning and winning against a divided opposition.

To better illustrate the differences between coordinating over candi-
date selection in national- level elections for a single executive office and 
other types of elections where electoral office is geographically segregated, 
consider the following hypothetical example. Assume that an opinion poll 
on an approaching election in a hypothetical electoral autocracy indicates 
that the ruling incumbent party will have a vote share of 40 percent, with 
opposition parties A and B polling 30 percent each. Let us further assume 
that these vote shares are evenly distributed throughout an entire country. 
In a presidential election with plurality electoral rules, the incumbent 
autocrat can run away with victory under these circumstances. Indeed, 
that is exactly what occurred in South Korea in 1987. Roh Tae Woo, the 
incumbent candidate affiliated with the military, won with a nearly 40 
percent vote share. Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam polled close to 30 
percent each. Because the opposition did not coordinate behind one sin-
gle candidate, Roh Tae Woo won the election. If Kim Dae Jung or Kim 
Young Sam had coalesced behind one candidate beforehand, however, the 
selected candidate could have won, assuming all the votes of one opposi-
tion leader were transferred to the other selected opposition candidate.

In elections with geographically segregated districts, though, consider 
table 2.1 and table 2.2. Each cell represents an electoral district where the 
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winner is decided by a plurality rule. The labels in each cell represent the 
candidates selected by their respective parties to run in those districts.

In table 2.1, opposition parties A and B are unable to reach a mutually 
acceptable compromise over an agreement to allocate the electoral dis-
tricts. Both have eight candidates contesting in all eight districts within 
the country. Since opposition votes in each district are split evenly between 
the two party’s candidates, we can expect the incumbent ruling party’s 
candidates to be victorious in all eight districts with only a 40 percent 
national vote share. In short, a 40 percent national vote share for the 
incumbent produces a 100 percent seat share. This scenario clearly dem-

TABLE 2.1. Lack of Opposition Coordination in Geographically Segregated 
Elections

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

Opposition Party A Candidate
Opposition Party B Candidate

TABLE 2.2. Opposition Coordination in Geographically Segregated Elections

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate

Opposition Party B Candidate

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate

Opposition Party B Candidate

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate

Opposition Party B Candidate

Ruling Party Candidate Ruling Party Candidate
Opposition Party A Candidate

Opposition Party B Candidate
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onstrates the majoritarian nature of single- member district plurality elec-
toral systems, all else equal.

In table 2.2, by contrast, a pre- electoral alliance sees opposition parties 
A and B agree to coordinate candidate allocation for each electoral dis-
trict. Each opposition party agrees to field only four candidates in four 
selected districts, avoiding conflict in the location of districts they contest 
in. If we further assume that the vote share for both parties is aggregated 
within each district, then the four candidates each from both parties A 
and B will win their respective races with vote shares of 60 percent. The 
ruling incumbent that will have no seats, even with a 40 percent national 
vote share. In this manner, a coordinated opposition can turn its fortunes 
around, from a complete wipeout to secure an overwhelming victory 
against the incumbent.

Interparty bargaining over candidate selection for a single opposition 
flagbearer and interparty bargaining over allocating multiple geographi-
cally segregated electoral districts are clearly not identical to each other. 
The indivisible prize of being the nominated opposition in a presidential 
election is likely to engender a much more intense and protracted bar-
gaining process between competing opposition elites (Fearon 1995; Hass-
ner 2009; Gandhi 2014). If opposition elites detect that the incumbent is 
ready to fall, few will want to give up the chance of displacing the autocrat 
and reap the gains of total control. But when opposition parties bargain 
with each other to allocate electoral districts in geographically segregated 
elections, the multiple ways of dividing up the overall electoral pie are 
likely to result in less acrimonious and swifter negotiations. Angst at los-
ing the opportunity to contest in one electoral district can always be com-
pensated by the opportunity to contest in another electoral district.

To be sure, there is another benefit of coordinating candidate alloca-
tion for geographically segregated electoral districts that enhances its effi-
ciency. After negotiations conclude, an opposition party is likely to contest 
in a smaller number of districts than what it would otherwise like to claim 
it can contest in. For a resource- starved opposition party, such an out-
come is not altogether unwelcomed (Ong 2016). The party can make use 
of its scarce resources more efficiently in terms of mobilizing voters for a 
smaller number of candidates. Conversely, if a resource- starved opposi-
tion party spreads its resources too thinly across the electoral map or 
across too many candidates, then it may not actually mobilize enough 
votes to maximize its chances of victory for all its candidates. The focus 
should be to mobilize the greatest number of opposition votes in the most 
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optimal number of districts or candidates that is conducive for maximiz-
ing vote share and seat share.

But even as the benefits of interparty coordination to select and allo-
cate candidates are quite intuitive, the costs and difficulties of such coor-
dination are equally visceral, as there are both short-  and long- term con-
sequences. Over the short run in presidential elections, public withdrawal 
of one’s candidacy to step down in favor of another leader’s candidacy 
means completely giving up the opportunity to contest for executive con-
trol. Even if a party leader may accept such a sacrifice, his followers may 
detest his acquiescence and abandon their support for him. Likewise, 
when party leaders have to order their potential candidates to withdraw 
from contesting in certain electoral districts in legislative or local elec-
tions, they will have to face the immediate wrath of angry party members 
who resent having to give way to other opposition parties. Ultimately, 
opposition leaders and parties who acquiesce one way or another will also 
have to endure the public perception that it is a smaller and weaker oppo-
sition party relative to other opposition parties.

Over the longer term, one’s acquiescence in the initial round of nego-
tiations can be seen as a leader’s fatal weakness, generating expectations of 
future acquiescence in future negotiations. Suppose that the alliance top-
ples the autocrat and forms the next government. If opposition party A 
wins more legislative seats than opposition party B by virtue of party A 
having contested in more districts, then it relegates opposition party B to 
a minor role in any coalition government. The same is true for a victorious 
opposition alliance in a presidential election where the flagbearer appoints 
cabinet members from his own party to important cabinet positions rather 
than to his coalition partners. In both cases, pre- electoral acquiescence by 
any opposition leader or party solidifies the imbalance of power among 
opposition parties, which in turn influences future material outcomes 
(Knight 1992; Fearon 1994). Opposition elites who care about the imbal-
ance in future gains may therefore demur from coordinating their candi-
date selection and allocation.

Finally, note that regardless of whether opposition parties are coordi-
nating to select candidates for a single office or allocate them across 
multiple geographically segregated districts, the ideological content of 
the respective parties does not necessarily matter in interparty negotia-
tions. Even if two opposition parties are ideological enemies, they 
encounter the same coordination problems as two opposition parties 
who are ideological twins. To maximize their own respective chances of 
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winning, one side must necessarily give way to another, their ideological 
positions notwithstanding.

Campaigning to Coordinate Opposition Voters

Suppose that opposition party leaders do indeed coordinate their candi-
date selection and allocation for whatever type of elections they encoun-
ter. Can they make the assumption that all the supporters of the opposi-
tion will want to vote for the nominated opposition candidate from a 
particular opposition party? To what degree will the nominated opposi-
tion candidate peel support away from the incumbent autocrat and his 
ruling party? Doubts over the answers to these two questions reflect the 
difficulty of coordinating the masses against the autocrat, even if opposi-
tion elites have resolved their own coordination problem (Cox 1997; Hag-
gard and Kaufman 2016; Sato and Wahman 2019; Tucker 2007).

First and foremost, ideological positions now matter. The leaders of 
ideologically diverse opposition parties cannot take their supporters for 
granted and assume that the anti-regime vote shares will be aggregated in 
each electoral district, or for the single presidential candidate. In particu-
lar, supporters who have a strong partisan affiliation to their niche opposi-
tion parties will be very wary of voting for candidates from other opposi-
tion parties who are their ideological rivals. We can imagine, for instance, 
that long- standing supporters of an Islamic opposition party advocating 
for the imposition of Islamic law will be reluctant to vote for alliance can-
didates from a secular opposition party who promote the opposite 
(Kraetzschmar 2013; Shehata 2010; Stepan 2018). Similarly, to reinvoke the 
case of PRI- dominated Mexico, we can imagine that PAN supporters will 
be unwilling to support PRD’s presidential candidate or their affiliated 
subnational candidates for legislature. Although both parties are indeed 
opposed to the dominant incumbent, a significant segment of opposition 
voters care about policy more than they care about defeating the domi-
nant incumbent (Gandhi and Ong 2019; Svolik 2019). Therefore, to over-
come the barrier of ideological differences among opposition voters, party 
leaders must somehow persuade their supporters to engage in cross- party 
vote transfers. In practical terms, this means that opposition supporters 
must reduce the salience of their ideological attachments and weigh their 
joint commitments as anti- autocrats more heavily. As Magaloni (2006, 
199) writes about PAN and PRD opposition voters potentially coordinat-
ing against the PRI,
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In order to defeat the PRI, opposition voters need to put aside their 
ideological differences, strategically supporting the opposition party 
most likely to defeat the PRI. Ideological divisions can prevent the 
opposition from coordinating if most opposition votes rank the 
PRI second. In order for the opposition to be able to coordinate, 
most opposition voters must possess a preference ranking whereby 
any outcome is preferable to the PRI— there should be more “tacti-
cal” than “ideological” opposition voters. (emphasis added)

Stepan (2018, 45) writes likewise about the necessity of persuading ideo-
logically divided opposition voters in the Middle East and North Africa 
region to coordinate against the dominant incumbent:

It is possible that there are both secularist and Islamist citizens in 
some Muslim- majority countries who actually lean toward democ-
racy as their preferred solution but cannot cooperate with one 
another against a dictatorship given the intensity of the secular/
Islamist divide. If this is so, it is vitally important for the emergence 
of democracy that such citizens, via dialogue, doctrinal evolution, 
and mutual accommodation, come to the shared conclusion that they 
hate the dictatorship more than they hate and fear one another. 
(emphasis added)

Not only do pre- electoral ideological differences among the opposition 
cripple mass coordination against the autocrat, post- electoral policy 
uncertainty also undermines mass turnout, particularly for ideologically 
diverse opposition parties (Gandhi and Ong 2019). When once- rivalrous 
parties unexpectedly cooperate publicly with each other, voters become 
perplexed over what ideological position the new alliance represents and 
what policies a new opposition- controlled government will implement. In 
other words, voters sympathetic to the opposition’s cause can be unclear 
on what they are voting for, even if they already know what they are voting 
against. Even more, parliamentary systems are likely to induce more pol-
icy uncertainty as compared to presidential systems (Bargsted and Kedar 
2009). In presidential systems where the opposition coalesce behind a 
single candidate, the policy position of a future opposition- controlled 
government is relatively clearer. Voters will expect the winning opposition 
candidate to implement policies that his party has long advocated while 
giving minor attention to the policy demands of his coalition partners. In 
a parliamentary system with either majoritarian or proportional electoral 
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systems, voters are uncertain about which party in the opposition alliance 
will win the greatest number of seats and who will occupy executive office. 
Even if one opposition party successfully negotiates for a larger share of 
seats to contest as compared to other component parties in the coalition, 
there is no guarantee that the party will be able to win a larger share of 
seats or obtain executive control.

Finally, uncertainty over the material consequences resulting from an 
opposition- controlled government can also lead to opposition- sympathetic 
voters withholding their support. By definition, opposition parties in elec-
toral autocracies have little or no experience governing at the national level, 
even if some of them may be successful at subnational local governance. 
Voters are likely to have doubts about whether they will be able to control 
the national bureaucracy, continue providing public goods, and protect the 
country against external enemies through robust national security and for-
eign policies. Sound economic management, in particular, is likely to be a 
most salient and important issue for moderate voters, especially during 
times of economic crisis, when dissatisfaction against the incumbent 
regime is likely to be highest (Murillo and Calvo 2019; Pepinsky 2009; 
Reuter and Gandhi 2011; Shih 2020; Teorell and Wahman 2018). It is during 
such times of economic downturn that moderate voters look for alterna-
tives to the autocratic incumbent and will most likely consider supporting 
opposition parties. If opposition parties and their alliance cannot somehow 
project at least some level of confidence in their economic management 
skills, then they run the risk of not being able to persuade voters that their 
material lives will remain intact or even improve. To be sure, opposition 
parties with some success governing at the local subnational level may be 
able to make a case for similar competency at the national level (Lucardi 
2016; McLellan 2019). But these claims can always be undermined by a 
dominant incumbent in numerous ways, such as biased reporting from 
state- controlled media. In this manner, voter uncertainty about the mate-
rial consequences of a victorious opposition is maintained.

These three obstacles to voter coordination— pre- electoral ideological 
differences among opposition parties, post- electoral policy uncertainty, 
and uncertainty over the material consequences for voters— all potentially 
contribute to a depressed vote share for the opposition, independent of 
what the autocrat might do. So how do opposition leaders try to resolve all 
three issues? Much will depend on the campaign strategies that opposi-
tion leaders undertake. Within their own parties, we should expect party 
leaders to communicate to their supporters about the need for short- term 
compromises. Leaders must at least clarify the prospective policy conse-
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quences and benefits of opposition victory, such as the implementation of 
their niche policies as part of a future opposition alliance government. An 
Islamic opposition party, for instance, will want to tout to its own support-
ers the increased chances of implementing sharia law in certain parts of 
the country, or increased funding for mosques and religious programs. An 
economic leftist party leader will want to argue to its own supporters that 
the prospects of increasing the national minimum wage are better as part 
of a future government, rather than an empty promise when in perpetual 
opposition. Furthermore, we can also expect opposition leaders to try to 
paint their fellow allies in a positive light by highlighting their common-
alities in fighting for democracy (Stepan 2018). Reduced corruption, 
increased governance transparency, and electoral reforms are outcomes 
that all opposition parties desire. Highlighting commonalities increases 
the salience of the opposition’s joint antiauthoritarian commitments, and 
decreases the salience of perceived ideological differences between oppo-
sition parties, thereby potentially increasing the degree of cross- party 
strategic voting.

But perhaps more important than intraparty rhetoric is overt opposi-
tion interparty coordination on joint electoral campaigns. This can involve 
opposition parties campaigning together using a common coalition name, 
slogan, and logo. Some opposition parties may even exhibit their unity by 
campaigning using a common coalition color. By coordinating on these 
joint campaigns, opposition parties and leaders within a pre- electoral alli-
ance signal their unity in opposing autocracy, thereby increasing the 
salience of the anti-regime cleavage while suppressing the salience of their 
ideological differences. In this manner, these joint campaigns encourage 
opposition supporters to “hold their noses” to vote for nominated alliance 
candidates who may be from a different opposition party than the one 
they support. That is, joint campaigns persuade opposition supporters to 
engage in cross- party strategic voting.

To be sure, such rhetorical symbolism can be easily dismissed as “cheap 
talk” (Farrell 1987; Farrell and Rabin 1996). Other potentially more sub-
stantive joint campaign strategies in the opposition’s “playbook” involve 
campaigning using a common coalition manifesto (as in Tanzania in 
2015),1 public endorsements by opposition leaders of the candidates from 
other parties (as in Kenya in 2002), or openly declaring the prime ministe-
rial candidate or cabinet positions of the prospective opposition- controlled 
government even before elections are held (as in Malaysia in 2018).2 These 
strategies are likely to be more costly for each individual opposition party 
and are therefore likely to be less common. Yet, because they are so rare, 
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they are likely to be more persuasive in mobilizing voters to vote for oppo-
sition alliance candidates.

Campaigning using a common alliance manifesto, for example, may 
involve articulating certain policy compromises that opposition leaders 
may be reluctant to make. But clarity on what policies an opposition- 
controlled government will implement also increases the salience of the 
anti-regime cleavage and reduces post- electoral policy uncertainty at the 
same time. In particular, an alliance manifesto that details the institutional 
reforms to the judiciary and election commission, proposes policies for 
economic growth, and articulates national defense and foreign policies 
clearly reassures voters about what are the prospective policies that they 
are voting for. Similarly, a pre- electoral pronouncement of the cabinet 
positions of a future opposition- controlled government necessitates 
intense bargaining to negotiate the costly withdrawal of claims to cabinet 
positions and government leadership. But the rewards of such a strategy, 
if they are achieved, are likely to be significant in increasing opposition 
vote share and eroding incumbent support (Abdullah 2019). Nominating 
a charismatic prime ministerial candidate ahead of parliamentary elec-
tions, for instance, can assure voters that there is a steady captain at the 
helm of the ship. The joint candidate works to galvanize the anti-regime 
troops, reduce post- electoral policy uncertainty, and project confidence in 
the new opposition- controlled government’s governing abilities.

Certainly, no single document or person readily embodies all the pol-
icy positions of an opposition alliance. Ideologically polarized opposition 
parties may be forced to leave some contentious policies “off the table” 
when negotiating over the precise terms of a manifesto. A secular opposi-
tion party may be compelled by an Islamic opposition party not to articu-
late its position on religion. An ethnic- based opposition party may be told 
by its coalition partners that they do not want to sign on to a manifesto 
that discusses protections for particular ethnic groups. Theoretically, by 
leaving their niche contentious policies off the table, each alliance compo-
nent party can potentially attract the votes from the supporters of other 
opposition parties. That is, supporters of opposition party B will be 
induced to hold their noses to vote strategically for candidates from oppo-
sition party A when they observe that party A stayed silent on its niche 
policies. Vice versa, when opposition party B makes similar compromises, 
then the supporters of opposition party A will be induced to hold their 
noses to vote strategically for party B’s candidates. In this manner, by stra-
tegically staying silent, ideologically polarized opposition parties can par-
adoxically stimulate cross- party strategic voting for each other.
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In any case, the probability of observing joint electoral campaigns by 
an opposition alliance is likely to vary subtly across single- office executive 
elections and multi- office geographically segregated elections. Where and 
when opposition leaders have decided to unite behind one candidate in 
nationwide executive elections, that candidate has to campaign to the 
entire country’s voting population as one single electoral constituency to 
maximize his winning chances. If, for some reason, a unity candidate does 
not campaign jointly with his alliance partners, then the electoral credibil-
ity of that candidate is undermined. Voters will doubt whether that nomi-
nated candidate really has the backing of other opposition leaders. In 
other words, in a presidential election, candidate coordination necessi-
tates coordinated electoral campaigns.

This logic is dissimilar for a parliamentary autocracy or other geo-
graphically segregated elections, however. Once opposition parties suc-
cessfully bargain and allocate subnational electoral districts to compete in, 
they can always focus on their own campaigns to maximizing turnout in 
those districts. There is no necessary requirement to mount a national- 
level electoral campaign. For example, consider the “tactical” coordina-
tion among Egypt’s opposition parties in the country’s 1984, 1987, and 2005 
legislative elections (Shehata 2010, chapter 4). The secularist Wafd Party 
and the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood coordinated with a joint list of can-
didates for the proportional representation electoral system in the 1980s, 
and allocated electoral districts in the plurality electoral system in 2005. 
When it came to electoral campaigns, however, “The two groups cam-
paigned separately for the election, raised distinct slogans and banners, 
and drafted separate election programs” (Shehata 2010, 87). If they could 
maximize their chances of winning in their own allocated districts through 
their own efforts, there was no reason to undertake costly compromises by 
campaigning with their ideological rivals. And as we shall see in the 
Malaysian and Singaporean cases, opposition leaders also frequently 
coordinated on allocating electoral districts but disavowed joint electoral 
campaigns frequently under conditions of persistent regime dominance 
over five decades.

In essence, therefore, opposition pre- electoral alliance formation 
occurs in an ordinal fashion, ranging from (1) no coordination at all, to (2) 
partial coordination for candidate allocation in parliamentary or other 
geographically segregated elections only, to (3) full- fledged coordination 
for both candidate selection or allocation with joint campaigns. And in 
pursuing different forms and combinations of coordination at different 
times, opposition party leaders instinctively recognize the tremendous 
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costs of compromises required. Withdrawing their own candidacy, setting 
aside their long- avowed policy goals, and publicly campaigning together 
with their erstwhile ideological rivals are actions impinging on the very 
core of their credentials as leaders of their niche opposition parties. Hence, 
if opposition interparty coordination is so costly, then under what cir-
cumstances will it be worthwhile doing so? In other words, when does the 
perceived benefit of coordinating to build alliances outweigh its signifi-
cant costs?

Building Full- Fledged Opposition Pre- electoral Alliances

This book proposes that opposition party leaders assess two crucial vari-
ables when they decide whether the costs of building full- fledged alliances 
are worthwhile: (1) their perceptions regarding the incumbent regime’s 
vulnerability and their associated chances of victory in an upcoming elec-
tion, and (2) their perceptions about their parties’ mutual dependency. 
These perceptions vary over time and across space, depending on the par-
ticular historical and informational environment that opposition party 
leaders find themselves in.

Uncertainty and Certainty about Incumbent Vulnerability

In the first instance, the authoritarian- controlled information environ-
ment that opposition party leaders are embedded in make them highly 
uncertain about the true vulnerability of the dominant incumbent. This 
makes assessing the opposition’s chances of winning with or without a 
pre- electoral alliance an exceedingly tricky and risky task. Autocratic 
regimes are deeply invested in maintaining an aura of invincibility. They 
manipulate elections to achieve supermajoritarian victories to demon-
strate dominance (Simpser 2014). They use the law to silence dissenters, 
inducing ordinary citizens to falsify their preferences or to self- censor 
(Kuran 1991; Shen- Bayh 2018; Ong 2021). They control the media to make 
sure that pliant journalists do not ask inconvenient questions undermin-
ing their legitimacy and authority (George 2012; Stockmann and Galla-
gher 2011; Dimitrov 2017). Furthermore, government- controlled mass- 
media platforms are often vague, biased, and unreliable (Stier 2015; Oates 
2013; King, Pan, and Roberts 2017). Often exhorting the superlative quali-
ties of the country’s charismatic leadership, officially sanctioned media 
outlets shun covering the opposition, demean their efforts, distort assess-
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ments of their support, and criticize them for destabilizing society. That is 
why opposition activists, parties, and their leaders rely so much on rela-
tively more liberal new media technologies, such as alternative news out-
lets and social media, to propagate their message (Duong 2017; Gainous, 
Wagner, and Ziegler 2018; Howard and Hussain 2013; Reuter and Szakonyi 
2015; Tapsell 2019).

On occasion, new and surprising regime- debilitating events may occur 
indicating that the incumbent’s armor contain some serious chinks. These 
events may occur as a form of exogenous shock or emerge endogenously 
within the autocratic regime. For example, surprising gains by the opposi-
tion in subnational elections, a corruption scandal in a government- linked 
company, a startling spontaneous mass protest in the city center, or the 
unexpected sacking of a cabinet minister can do more than rouse the 
imaginations of a few jaded journalists reporting for the government- 
controlled mainstream newspaper. When these events occur, some oppo-
sition leaders may be tempted to update their answers about whether alli-
ance building is worthwhile (Fudenberg and Levine 2009, 2014, 2016; 
Little 2017). They may assess these shocking events as reflective of regime 
weakness and its growing vulnerability to an opposition challenge. But 
even then, each individual opposition leader may still be uncertain about 
what other opposition leaders really think. No one individual opposition 
leader has perfect information about the political calculations of other 
opposition party leaders. As a result, there is likely to be continued dis-
agreement among the opposition about the incumbent’s vulnerability. 
Intense disputes among party leaders and their followers will persist over 
whether the costs of pre- electoral compromises are worthwhile for uncer-
tain gains. Deep disagreements narrow the acceptable range of compro-
mises that party leaders are willing to bear and prolong interparty nego-
tiations, likely leading to coordination failure.

Conversely, when several alarming, public, regime- debilitating events 
striking at the heart of an incumbent regime’s legitimacy occur rapidly in 
close succession, we can expect far less disagreement about the regime’s 
shaky foundations (Gerschewski 2018; Hale 2013; Slater and Wong 2013). 
Unclear public speeches of a propped- up, sickly dictator (as in the Philip-
pines), a major corruption scandal with clear ties to the autocrat (as in 
Malaysia), or massive street protests culminating in concessions from the 
autocrat (as in South Korea), when combined with a crippling economic 
crisis or unexpected defections from previously high- ranking regime 
insiders, prompt opposition leaders to jointly update their opinions of 
how vulnerable the regime truly is (Reuter and Gandhi 2011; Bak and 
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Moon 2016; Reuter and Szakonyi 2019). In other words, multiple public 
regime- debilitating setbacks occurring within a short period of time create 
common knowledge of the regime’s weakness (Angeletos, Hellwig, and 
Pavan 2007; Chassang 2010; Chwe 2003; Shadmehr and Bernhardt 2011; 
Shurchkov 2016). They serve as clear signals suggesting that “now is the 
time” for opposition elites and their mass followers to coordinate and 
mount a united attack. Party leaders are more likely to reason that a pre- 
electoral coalition will be the final knife that secures the autocrat’s inevi-
table death. Those who hold up interparty negotiations will be derided as 
spoilers when electoral victory is perceived to be within their grasp. Costly 
compromises within an alliance in such circumstances will be deemed 
necessary costs to be paid for securing prospective regime change.

This book’s emphasis on multiple regime- debilitating events occurring 
within a short period of time speaks to its focus on the temporality in 
which such events occur (Thelen 2000; Büthe 2002; Pierson 2000, 2004). 
Rather than a linear decline in a regime’s dominance, a nonlinear accelera-
tion in regime vulnerability is more likely to update and converge the sub-
jective perception of opposition elites (Grzymala- Busse 2011; Kadivar 
2013). To be more explicit, I hypothesize that multiple public regime- 
debilitating events occurring within a short period of time signal accelerating 
regime vulnerability, compelling the public and opposition leaders to update 
their expectations about the probability of electoral victory. Consequently, 
the enticing aroma of victory leads opposition party leaders to assess the 
benefits of constructing pre- electoral alliances to outweigh their costs, 
ultimately motivating them to swallow their mutual animosities to spur 
alliance formation. Take, for instance, Malaysia’s political experience in 
the late 1990s (Weiss 2006). Anwar Ibrahim’s public sacking as the deputy 
prime minister of Malaysia in late 1998 was undertaken in the midst of the 
1997 Asian financial crisis. It was quickly followed by unprecedented mass 
rallies in Malaysia’s economic capital, Kuala Lumpur. Protestors demon-
strated against Anwar’s sacking and his suffering while under police 
detention, calling for increased government transparency and an end to 
nepotism. This led opposition leaders to significantly revise upward their 
assessments of the incumbent BN’s weakness and the potential size of 
their potential support at the ballot box, subsequently spurring them to 
form the first- ever comprehensive electoral coalition in Malaysia.

Among the universe of potential regime- debilitating events that may 
occur, two types are particularly important for engendering opposition 
alliance formation. The first is high- ranking defections from the incum-
bent. Regime defections are harbingers of escalating regime vulnerability 
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from several perspectives. Defections by the military, for example, are 
clear indications of autocrats losing control over their coercive apparatus 
(Albrecht and Ohl 2016; Kim 2013; Lee 2015; Svolik 2013). When autocrats 
cannot successfully maintain their monopoly over the state’s means of vio-
lence, the opposition is emboldened. Public demonstrations challenging 
the regime’s legitimacy are more likely when the military refuses to clamp 
down on the demonstrators. The opposition should also expect the state’s 
security forces to perpetuate less electoral manipulation and election- 
related violence (Bhasin and Gandhi 2013; Fjelde and Höglund 2016; 
Gehlbach and Simpser 2015; Hafner- Burton, Hyde, and Jablonski 2018). 
Opposition leaders have higher confidence that opposition- inclined vot-
ers will turn out to vote for invigorated opposition parties, conditional 
upon alliance formation. Additionally, surprising defections from a 
regime’s inner circle, such as a cabinet minister or a close deputy, also 
indicate that the regime’s power- sharing agreement is fraying at the seams 
(Reuter and Gandhi 2011; Reuter and Szakonyi 2019; Svolik 2012). When 
the incumbent can no longer secure the allegiance of key elite allies, then 
the masses are more likely to defect as well. Finally, in regimes with weak 
opposition leaders, high- ranking defections to the opposition can poten-
tially provide a new alternative focal point for the opposition voters to 
rally around. Opposition supporters and moderate voters who have previ-
ously rejected voting for weak opposition leaders may be enticed to vote 
for a new opposition alternative who preserves governance stability as an 
former regime insider, but is not the autocrat himself.

Unrelenting, recurring, massive street protests are a second important 
type of regime- debilitating event encouraging opposition pre- electoral 
alliance formation (Casper and Tyson 2014; Kuran 1991; Little 2017; Little, 
Tucker, and LaGatta 2015; Tucker 2007). The fear of election- related vio-
lence and widespread electoral manipulation in autocratic elections can 
depress opposition voter turnout (Birch 2010; Carreras and İrepoğlu 2013; 
Simpser 2012). Whether voters will turn up and vote for the opposition is 
also likely to turn on their perceptions of the opposition’s relative winning 
chances (Letsa 2019a). When some citizens do not perceive a forthcoming 
election to be a clearly meaningful one, they would rather stay home. It 
makes little sense to participate in an election with a foregone conclusion. 
But recurring massive street protests directly challenging autocratic rule, 
especially those that involve protestors from a wide range of groups in 
society, are likely to dispel doubts that the population is turning its back 
on the incumbent. If an election is indeed held, moderate, independent 
voters should have stronger confidence that a majority of their fellow citi-
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zens prioritize regime change and are ready to turn out to vote for a united 
opposition alliance (Kuran 1991).

To be more specific, whether a particular event or a specific episode is 
a “regime- debilitating event” is contingent on the empirical and historical 
context. More generally, an event is most likely to be “regime- debilitating” if 
it is historically unprecedented. The first historically unprecedented intra- 
regime defection of a cabinet minister is likely to surprise political observ-
ers. But subsequent defections are unlikely to shock anyone. Similarly, a 
mass protest is unlikely to be perceived in the same way across countries 
and across time. In Singapore, where large- scale protests are extremely 
rare, a historically unprecedented four- thousand- person mass protest in 
2013 appeared to be a strong and clear signal of dissent against the govern-
ment’s policies.3 In contrast, a pro- Marcos rally five times larger in down-
town Manila in April 1986 protesting Ferdinand Marcos’s ouster hardly 
drew a whimper.4 This simple comparison hints that a purely quantitative 
assessment of events is not enough. What is required for causal inference 
is a close attention to the historical sociopolitical context in which these 
events occur in order to assess their causal effect (Lustick 1996; Falleti and 
Lynch 2009; Gerring 2012). In this regard, the main strategy of this book 
is to triangulate assessments of political events from a variety of empirical 
sources, such as the secondary literature, newspapers, diaries and autobi-
ographies of opposition leaders, diplomatic reports, and field interviews. 
Multiple sources from different perspectives help verify the empirical sig-
nificance of the events and their perceived momentum, strengthening the 
inference that one can make regarding its causal link to updating opposi-
tion elites’ expectations of their chances of victory and subsequent moti-
vation to build alliances.

Uncertainty and Certainty about the Opposition Parties’  
Mutual Dependence

Widespread agreement about the accelerating vulnerability of the regime 
is not the only critical variable affecting pre- electoral alliance formation. If 
party leaders are confident of their own chances of victory when they con-
test alone, then they are likely to forgo building alliances altogether. No 
party leader who already thinks that he has a good chance of winning 
against a flailing incumbent autocrat will want to pay the costs of compro-
mise. Therefore, to be convinced that paying the costs of compromise in 
building pre- electoral alliances is worthwhile, opposition party leaders 
must also recognize that that their parties need each other to assure victory. 
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In turn, perceptions of mutual dependency rest on two related vari-
ables— (1) ex ante information about the parties’ relative strengths and 
weaknesses, and (2) party leaders’ expectations of the degree of cross- party 
strategic voting that will occur among their supporters.

Following Lebas (2011, chapter 2), I operationalize opposition party 
strength as consisting of three major attributes— their resources, their 
organization, and their outcomes. In terms of resources, opposition par-
ties can vary in terms of the financial resources that they possess, the 
number of permanent, skilled party organizers that they have, the exis-
tence of a party newspaper and the extent of its distribution, the number 
and geographical coverage of their local branches, and the size of their 
dues- paying membership. With regards to organization, opposition par-
ties can vary in terms of the strength of their communication across dif-
ferent levels of party organization; the existence of rules to resolve intra-
party conflict; the depth, breath, and complexity of their linkages with the 
broader society, such as trade unions and civic associations; and their 
ideological coherence. Finally, regarding outcomes, an opposition party 
can be deemed stronger or weaker in terms of its electoral success, the 
perceived size and loyalty of its mass support, its longevity as a cohesive 
party, and its ability to mobilize supporters to protest against the incum-
bent for a particular cause.

Canonical models of interstate bargaining suggest that when there are 
high uncertainties and information asymmetries over the capabilities, 
intent, and resolve of dueling states and leaders, coordination is more 
likely to fail (Fearon 1995; Powell 2002; Reiter 2003, 2009; Ramsay 2017). 
In a similar vein, we can anticipate that if opposition party leaders lack 
information about and have high uncertainty about the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of each opposition party, then opposition party leaders will 
disagree with each other on whether they really need to depend on each 
other to win. Imagine, as in our earlier toy example, that there is no clear 
and reliable pre- electoral polling indicating a 40- 30- 30 vote share split 
between the incumbent and the two opposition parties. There is also a 
lack of clear and public information about the prospective size of an oppo-
sition party’s mass support simply because elections have been suspended 
for a long period of time. Even more, opposition party leaders may also be 
unclear, due to a lack of clear information from inadequate past electoral 
experience, which opposition party is more organized, has more resources, 
or can mobilize more voters. When opposition parties encounter such a 
“fog of uncertainty,” deep disagreements will arise over who exactly is the 
coalition formateur who will lead interparty negotiations and provide the 
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material incentives for other party leaders to step aside (Arriola 2013). 
With no clear leader to coalesce around, opposition elites are more likely 
to be belligerent about their own chances of winning, resulting in opposi-
tion fracture.

Opposition fracture in Uganda in 2015 illustrates this point vividly 
(Beardsworth 2016). At that time, Uganda’s opposition disagreed over 
who should be the alliance’s sole opposition candidate contesting against 
Yoweri Museveni, the country’s ruler for almost three decades. Anti-
regime elites were split between Kizza Besigye, the opposition’s longtime 
leader, and John Patrick Amama Mbabazi, Uganda’s former prime minis-
ter and a new defector from Museveni’s dominant ruling party, the 
National Resistance Movement. Besigye’s perceived declining popularity 
after numerous failed elections and Mbabazi’s sizable election war chest 
led many to believe that the latter was a stronger candidate than the for-
mer. Mbabazi’s status as a former regime insider, particularly among the 
security forces, also raised hopes that his candidacy could persuade a sig-
nificant number of government bureaucrats to defect. Yet, because there 
was no clear indicator and agreement of Besigye’s and Mbabazi’s relative 
electoral chances, no conclusion could be drawn on who should give way 
to the other. The fact that Mbabazi had no experience competing in execu-
tive elections on his own led to discounts on his claims of superior elect-
ability. Both parties then remained belligerent about their own chances of 
winning, believing that they did not need to rely on the other’s acquies-
cence to win against Museveni. In the end, with the party machineries of 
Besigye and Mbabazi pitted against each other, Museveni strolled to vic-
tory with a 61 percent vote share in Uganda’s 2016 presidential election. 
Besigye obtained a 36 percent vote share, while Mbabazi trailed far behind 
with just over 1 percent of the votes.

Consequently, we can hypothesize that where there is clear information 
and low uncertainty on the strengths and weaknesses of different opposition 
parties, opposition elites are more likely to see their mutual dependence for 
potential victory as justifying alliance formation. For instance, clear recog-
nition of party A’s strength in disciplined organization can be comple-
mented with party B’s ample endowment of financial resources to maxi-
mize everyone’s chances of winning. Similarly, party A’s strong support in 
certain geographical areas or among certain groups of voters may also be 
potentially aggregated in support of party B’s popularity in other geo-
graphical areas or among other social groups, conditional on successful 
joint campaigns. Clear knowledge and appreciation of mutual dependence 
significantly reduces the ability and incentive to be belligerent about one’s 
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own chances of victory (Fearon 1995; Reiter 2003; Walter 2009; Ramsay 
2017). When everyone knows everyone else’s strengths and weaknesses, 
claims to want to contest in a larger number of districts or to accept fewer 
compromises in a common manifesto are scarcely credible.

Another necessary background condition for opposition party lead-
ers’ recognition of mutual dependency is their ex ante expectation that 
the vote shares of opposition parties in a potential alliance will be aggre-
gated if an alliance is formed; that is, a high degree of cross- party strategic 
voting will occur among their supporters. This underlying assumption is 
oftentimes left undeclared and undefined. Even if party leaders have 
very good information about their relative strengths and weaknesses, 
they must also have high prior confidence that their supporters will fol-
low the cues of their joint campaigns to vote strategically for the nomi-
nated alliance candidate(s) against the dominant incumbent. Only then 
will they assess that making costly compromises within the alliance is 
worthwhile to maximize their chances of winning. Conversely, if oppo-
sition party leaders have little confidence that their supporters will heed 
their cries of unity to vote for the nominated alliance candidates, then 
they are likely to abandon any costly alliance- building efforts altogether, 
even under conditions of low uncertainty of their relative strengths and 
weaknesses. They will not want to indulge in making costly compro-
mises if they do not expect that their reluctant supporters will follow 
them. For these resource- starved opposition parties, the time, resources, 
and energies not spent in forging costly compromises can be better 
expended elsewhere to fight the dominant incumbent.

At this point, then, we are left asking where opposition party leaders 
and their supporters can obtain the necessary information to assess their 
mutual dependency. One important source of public information is past 
electoral results (Miller 2015; Pop- Eleches and Robertson 2015). At the 
onset of autocracy, when there are no past electoral results to lean on, an 
opposition leader’s claim to be the front runner of the anti-regime pack 
will always be in doubt. But even when they are the product of unfree or 
unfair conditions, past electoral results are a signal of the regime’s and the 
opposition’s relative levels of mass support. Aggregate vote share numbers 
are particularly useful for establishing some ex ante expectations of a hier-
archy of opposition parties. They are simple and convenient proxy mea-
sures of which party is more popular and more capable of mobilizing vot-
ers toward the opposition’s cause. A leader can more easily justify his 
position as the most prominent opposition leader and coalition formateur 
if his party had the highest vote share in the most recent election. Alterna-
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tively, when past electoral results indicate that some opposition parties are 
weaker, leaders of those parties will find it difficult to misrepresent their 
relative electoral strength vis- à- vis the coalition formateur. They will have 
little choice but to support the coalition formateur, even if withdrawing 
their candidacy comes at a cost to themselves. Obstinate insistence on 
being the sole opposition nominee even though one is the less popular 
candidate invites public ridicule and criticism, diminishing the opposi-
tion’s chances of gains at the upcoming polls.

Disaggregated electoral results by electoral districts, moreover, are 
especially useful for opposition parties. First, they can provide some indi-
cation of the geographical strongholds of each opposition party. Coordi-
nation to allocate electoral districts and candidates for the next election is 
easier as party leaders acknowledge each other’s geographical strongholds 
(Wahman 2017). Intense bargaining and debate will then occur over who 
should contest in the incumbent’s strongholds (Ong 2016). For instance, 
Beardsworth (2016, 763) submits that in Kenya, “relatively reliable ethnic 
voting produces somewhat more predictable outcomes depending on 
turnout levels in ethnic strongholds.” Opposition parties are therefore bet-
ter able to negotiate candidate allocation for electoral districts by using the 
geographical distribution of ethnic groups as a convenient proxy for esti-
mating winning chances against the incumbent. Second, not all electoral 
districts are equal. Some urban districts, such as the areas surrounding the 
capital, are generally perceived to be better barometers of overall popula-
tion sentiment than rural electoral districts. Opposition success in those 
areas can signal which opposition party or leader is the front runner of the 
opposition pack. In June 2019, for instance, Ekrem İmamoğlu, the opposi-
tion candidate in the district of Istanbul, won a rerun in the mayoral elec-
tions against the government’s candidate backed by the autocratic Reccep 
Tayyip Erdoğan.5 Because of Istanbul’s strategic importance as the eco-
nomic metropolis of Turkey, İmamoğlu’s victory was seen as a major blow 
to Erdoğan’s popularity. It also solidified the reputation of the Republican 
People’s Party, of which İmamoğlu is a member, as the leading opposition 
party in the country. Erdoğan’s ominous remark, “Whoever loses Istanbul 
loses Turkey,” will likely galvanize the opposition against his rule.6

Beyond publicly available electoral results, opinion polls and third- 
party mediators can also inform opposition party leaders’ perceptions of 
mutual dependency. Reliable polls conducted by universities, newspapers, 
or civil society organizations can guide elite and mass expectations about 
the hierarchy of opposition parties. Although these surveys cannot pro-
vide granular details of an opposition party’s strengths and weaknesses, 
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their aggregate popularity numbers can indicate where popular sentiment 
is. But perhaps more interesting is the role of third- party mediators. 
Prominent third parties in democratizing electoral autocracies include 
religious authorities such as churches and international powers such as 
the United States (Cheng and Brown 2006; O’Rourke 2018; McClendon 
and Riedl 2019). These third parties can reduce information asymmetries 
between dueling opposition leaders to the extent that they are frequently 
considered to be impartial mediators (Chernykh and Svolik 2015; Kleiboer 
1996; Kydd 2003). By providing crucial information from the outside 
about the perceptions of the relative strengths and weaknesses of compet-
ing opposition parties or about their supporters’ willingness to vote stra-
tegically, they provide an external reality check for party leaders, encour-
aging cooperation rather than continued conflict. As we shall see later in 
this book about opposition alliance building in the Philippines in the 
1980s, the influential Catholic Church and staff from the American 
embassy both acted as crucial third parties highlighting mutual depen-
dency among the Philippines’ opposition leaders. They strove to convince 
Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel that a coordinated alliance was a 
necessary condition for having a chance at overthrowing Marcos at the 
upcoming election. Neither could win without the other.

Partial Candidate Coordination under Persistent  
Incumbent Dominance

But what if an autocratic incumbent is perceived to be stubbornly domi-
nant? Under conditions of persistent incumbent dominance (see the bot-
tom branch of figure 1.1 in chapter 1), full- fledged pre- electoral alliances 
with both candidate coordination and joint campaigns are unlikely to be 
forged at the national level. High levels of press censorship and self- 
censorship among the citizenry make discerning the population’s senti-
ments about regime change highly uncertain. Opposition elites will not 
coalesce if they cannot be sure about their supporters mobilizing behind 
the alliance. They will also have a very difficult time trying to assess their 
relative strengths and weaknesses. Negotiations over who should give way 
and who should lead are likely to be intractable. What is more, incumbent 
autocratic preponderance also makes the co- optation of opposition elites 
more likely. When co- opted opposition parties refuse to coordinate in 
nationwide alliance- building efforts, voters remain split and confused, 
dampening the chances of non- co- opted opposition parties. Ultimately, 
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opposition elites will see little gain to be made through costly compro-
mises in joint campaigns or through coordinating behind any single 
opposition candidate.

Yet this does not mean that opposition parties completely lack agency 
or rest on their laurels. Opposition leaders frequently still strive to make 
the best out of a bad situation. The opportunity arises where there are 
geographically segregated elections, such as legislative, gubernatorial, or 
local municipal elections. Opposition parties are interested in contesting 
in this type of elections because control of local electoral offices brings 
new resources and voters, helping the opposition party prepare to chal-
lenge the incumbent autocrat in the next cycle of executive elections 
(Lucardi 2016; Resnick 2014; McLellan 2019). Additionally, as alluded to 
earlier, because electoral office is split among multiple districts across a 
map, opposition parties can campaign in their own districts against the 
incumbent once coordination on candidate allocation is accomplished. 
They do not have to engage in costly national- level joint campaigns against 
the incumbent. The objective is to maximize their probability of winning 
in their own subnational districts.

Generally, when coordinating to allocate candidates to different dis-
tricts under conditions of persistent regime dominance, opposition par-
ties want to safeguard their geographical strongholds first, and will thus 
want to avoid multiple opposition parties contesting in those areas (Beard-
sworth 2016; Letsa 2019b; Resnick 2011; Wahman 2017). Safeguarding 
strongholds consolidates support, ensuring the opposition party’s survival 
for the longer term. In other districts where the incumbent is historically 
strong, opposition parties want to amplify their probability of winning by 
offering the sole opposition candidate in any one district. Parties and can-
didates typically dislike wasting precious resources by waging futile cam-
paigns against the incumbent and against each other. Opposition- 
sympathetic voters will also be turned off by intra- opposition fracture 
when they encounter multiple opposition candidates in their district.

From this perspective, successful coordination on candidate allocation 
in subnational elections is largely dependent on one main variable— ex 
ante information about the relative popularities of opposition parties, which 
indicates which party stands the highest chance of winning in the electoral 
district (Fearon 1995; Ramsay 2017; Reiter 2009). Unlike assessments of 
mutual dependence where granular knowledge about relative strengths 
and weaknesses is crucial, party leaders can coordinate on allocating elec-
toral districts simply based on aggregated information about the respec-
tive parties’ level of popularity across the electoral map. Party leaders will 
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more likely back down from contesting in certain electoral districts if they 
know that their party is less popular, in exchange for contesting in other 
electoral districts where their party is more popular. For instance, opposi-
tion party A, representing ethnic group A, will be more willing to with-
draw from contesting in districts where the proportion of ethnic group B 
voters is high, in exchange for contesting in districts where there is a large 
proportion of ethnic group A voters. Similarly, opposition party B, repre-
senting ethnic group B, will want to contest where the proportion of eth-
nic group B voters is high, in return for withdrawing from districts with a 
large proportion of ethnic A voters. In so doing, both parties reduce the 
number of opposition candidates contesting in their negotiated districts 
and maximize their chances of winning those particular districts. By con-
trast, where there is a lack of information or high uncertainty about which 
opposition party has the better odds of defeating the incumbent regime’s 
candidate in particular districts, more intense negotiations are likely. If 
opposition leaders are sufficiently belligerent about their winning chances, 
then coordination failure is to be expected.

Scope Conditions

Of course, the theoretical arguments elaborated in this chapter are cir-
cumscribed by a set of scope conditions. These conditions can be thought 
of as the necessary assumptions built into this book’s model of pre- 
electoral alliance formation (Diermeier and Krehbiel 2003; Gehlbach, 
Sonin, and Svolik 2016). The assumptions make the model minimally 
tractable to empirical reality, while allowing for enough flexibility to 
explain a range of coordination outcomes.

First, opposition parties and their leaders must be in the “participa-
tion” equilibrium of autocratic elections rather than in the “boycott” equi-
librium. For a variety of reasons, opposition parties may sometimes 
choose to boycott autocratic elections (Beaulieu 2014; Beaulieu and Hyde 
2009; Buttorff and Dion 2017; Smith 2014). The elections may be too 
manipulated or the risk of electoral violence too high, for instance, so as to 
render participation meaningless. When boycott is chosen, whether oppo-
sition parties form alliances is not a valid question to consider. Even more, 
opposition parties may choose to cooperate with civil society to mobilize 
citizens to protest on the streets in addition to their choice of electoral 
boycott. But explaining the dynamics of protest and cooperation with civil 
society is beyond the theoretical and empirical scope of this book.
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Second, the number of opposition parties and their leaders coordinat-
ing in an alliance should be small, not co- opted, and include, at the mini-
mum, all the major opposition parties. When too many party leaders jos-
tle with each other over candidate selection and joint campaigns, the 
efficiency of negotiations and the effectiveness of coordination are 
impeded (Olson 1965). High transaction costs on top of the already sub-
stantive costs of coordination make the alliance- building process pro-
tracted and complicated. Co- opted opposition parties can also sow dis-
cord among the opposition, depressing the likelihood of interparty 
coordination. Finally, if a pre- electoral alliance is formed only among 
minor opposition parties or includes only a limited number of the major 
players, then it cannot be reasonably assessed as a “full- fledged” pre- 
electoral alliance. For theoretical parsimony, assuming that a small num-
ber of non- co- opted, major opposition party leaders are engaged in con-
structing alliances means setting aside questions about the transaction 
costs of coordination.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, I assume that autocrats’ inter-
vention to manipulate the electoral environment in their favor is endoge-
nous to opposition party leaders’ perceptions of regime vulnerability and 
mutual dependency. That is, opposition party leaders’ assessments about 
whether and how to coordinate with each other take into account how the 
dominant incumbent shapes the electoral environment. No assumption is 
made about the autocrat being a static actor. Hence, whatever coordina-
tion outcomes are observed are a result of opposition elite calculations 
that include the consequences of autocratic maneuvering. Indeed, this is 
what we observe in the South Korean case as I elaborate later in the book. 
Even as the military government under Chun Doo Hwan capitulated to 
recurring massive street protests to allow direct presidential elections in 
1987, it also insisted that all candidates would run independently with no 
joint vice- presidential candidates. By setting the rules of the game in this 
manner, the military regime further depressed any ex ante expectation 
that the supporters of Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam would aggregate 
their votes and vote strategically for one of the two if the other had given 
way. This expectation thus contributed to the divide between the two 
Kims and subsequent coordination failure.
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3  |  Studying Cases in East and Southeast Asia

As the third wave of democratization rolled across Latin America, Eastern 
Europe, and Africa, East and Southeast Asia was not spared from its path 
(Huntington 1993). In Taiwan, for example, Chiang Ching Kuo and Lee 
Teng Hui paved the way for the island’s democratization under the close 
watch of the dominant party, the Kuomintang (Cheng and Haggard 1992; 
Rigger 1999). In Indonesia, President Suharto’s resignation in May 1998 
marked the start of a gradual, sequenced democratization of the world’s 
most populous Muslim country (Liddle 2000; Horowitz 2013). The region’s 
political, social, and cultural diversity has motivated a wealth of scholarly 
research examining the multiple tortured paths that countries have taken 
toward democratization (Lee 2002; Croissant 2004; Hao and Gao 2016; 
Slater and Wong 2013).

Leveraging the region’s manifold historical experiences with democra-
tization, this book illustrates the divergent trajectories of opposition alli-
ance formation through two pairs of cross- national comparisons in East 
and Southeast Asia. The first comparison consists of a controlled compari-
son of opposition pre- electoral coordination in the Philippines and South 
Korea in the late 1980s (Fearon 1991; Mahoney 2000; Slater and Ziblatt 
2013; Tarrow 2010). Specifically, this comparison demonstrates how two 
similarly vulnerable presidential electoral autocracies— the Philippines 
under Ferdinand Marcos and South Korea under Chun Doo Hwan— 
developed very different perceptions of mutual dependency among the 
opposition leaders. In the Philippines, clear recognition of the mutual 
dependencies of their respective candidacies led the leading opposition 
leaders of that time, Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel, to eventually 
coalesce into a united front against Marcos in the 1986 presidential elec-
tions. In South Korea, however, opposition leaders Kim Dae Jung and Kim 
Young Sam were highly uncertain and unclear about their mutual depen-
dency. As a result, both of them were persistently belligerent about their 
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own chances of winning, and eventually mounted independent campaigns 
to contest against the military regime’s candidate, Roh Tae Woo.

The second comparison involves a longitudinal comparative historical 
analysis of multiple episodes of opposition pre- electoral alliance building 
or nonbuilding in Malaysia and Singapore— the world’s two most robust 
electoral autocracies— between 1965 and 2020 (Slater 2012; Weiss 2020). 
Malaysia’s recurring experiments with full- fledged opposition alliances in 
the 1990, 1999, 2013, and 2018 general elections vividly exemplify how 
efforts to build national- level alliances occur under fluctuating percep-
tions of heightened incumbent regime vulnerability. At all other times, 
however, these two country cases also demonstrate how coordination in 
allocating opposition candidates at the subnational level can still occur 
even under persistent incumbent regime dominance. Opposition coordi-
nation over candidate allocation only emerged in the 1986, 1995, 2004, and 
2008 general elections in Malaysia, and in the vast majority of general 
elections in Singapore.

To more clearly indicate how the two comparisons help to illustrate 
this book’s theoretical framework, table 3.1 matches the empirical observa-
tions of opposition coordination and their various forms across the four 
country cases with the expected coordination outcome predicted by the 
theory. As the keen reader will recognize, assessing the long- term trajec-
tory of opposition coordination in Malaysia and Singapore over multiple 
decades has the added benefit of increasing our number of observations in 
the sample. This ensures that the full ordinal range of opposition coordi-
nation types is theoretically and empirically accounted for. In the rest of 
this chapter, I elaborate on why the similar conditions between the two 
pairs of country cases increase the increase the internal validity of the 
theory while eliminating rival explanations. Moreover, I describe the mul-
tiple sources of empirical evidence that the book relies on to buttress 
causal inference.

Comparing the Philippines and South Korea in the Late 1980s

The Philippines– South Korea cross- case comparison is crucial for a num-
ber of reasons. Two key features of the comparative exercise reinforce the 
internal validity of the book’s theoretical arguments. First, process tracing 
within the two cases empirically verifies the sequence of events connect-
ing the independent variable of mutual dependency to the dependent 
variable of building full- fledged opposition alliances, while also establish-
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ing the counterfactual causal process (Beach and Pedersen 2013; Bennett 
2010; Collier 2011; Mahoney 2012; Falleti and Lynch 2009; Ricks and Liu 
2018; Goertz 2017). In South Korea, high levels of uncertainty about oppo-
sition leaders’ strengths and weaknesses as well as the degree of cross- 
party strategic voting fermented deep, intense disagreements among the 
competing party leaders, resulting in failed bargaining and coordination. 
In the Philippines, however, low levels of uncertainty provoked only shal-
low disagreement between rivalrous opposition leaders, encouraging 
them to acquiesce to each other’s demands within a grand coalition bar-
gain. Second, triangulating multiple sources of empirical evidence helped 
to fortify the internal validity of this process tracing. Data was collected 
from the wealth of secondary literature, newspaper articles, diaries and 

TABLE 3.1. Location of Empirical Cases in the Theory

Causal Condition 1 Causal Condition 2
Expected Coordination 
Outcome Empirical Case

Perceived  
High Regime 
Vulnerability

Perceived High  
Mutual Dependency

National- Level Candi-
date Coordination and 
Joint Campaigns

1986 Philippines
1990 Malaysia
1999 Malaysia
2013 Malaysia
2018 Malaysia

Perceived Low  
Mutual Dependency

None 1987 South Korea

Perceived  
Low Regime 
Vulnerability

Clear Relative  
Popularity of  
Opposition Parties

Allocating Geographi-
cally Segregated Elec-
toral Districts Only

1995 Malaysia
2004 Malaysia
2008 Malaysia
1976 Singapore
1980 Singapore
1984 Singapore
1988 Singapore
1991 Singapore
1997 Singapore
2001 Singapore
2006 Singapore
2011 Singapore
2015 Singapore
2020 Singapore

Unclear Relative  
Popularity of  
Opposition Parties

None 1978 Malaysia
1982 Malaysia
1986 Malaysia
1972 Singapore
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autobiographies of the opposition leaders, transcripts of congressional 
hearings regarding American foreign policy toward the two countries, as 
well as a trove of declassified foreign policy documents from the Ronald 
Reagan administration. These include diplomatic cables from the Ameri-
can embassies in Seoul and Manila, National Security Council meeting 
minutes, Department of State briefing memos, and Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) intelligence reports.

Among the various types of empirical evidence that I draw on, the 
data from the thousands of pages of declassified American foreign pol-
icy documents are of particular import. These documents, all previously 
classified secret or top secret, were assembled from the Digital National 
Security Archives,1 the CIA Freedom of Information Act Electronic 
Reading Room,2 and the archives at the Ronald Reagan Presidential 
Library and Museum in Simi Valley, California.3 They provide unprece-
dented insight into the rapidly evolving political situations in both 
countries insofar as their authors— all agents of a foreign power with 
crucial national security interests in both countries— were trying to 
accurately assess what was actually going on. These documents can be 
relied upon to provide accurate third- party assessments of actual facts 
on the ground based on both public and private sources of information 
at those particular points in time.

Most importantly, these American foreign policy documents highlight 
the striking similarities between the Philippines’ and South Korea’s rela-
tions with the United States. On the one hand, both countries shared inti-
mate histories with the United States. America had fought the bloody 
Korean War between 1950 and 1953, where more than 30,000 American 
troops died pushing back the North Koreans and the Chinese to defend 
South Korea. The Philippines was an American colony for more than four 
decades in the first half of the twentieth century and adopted many of 
America’s modern democratic institutions. On the other hand, pragmatic 
military relations during the Cold War bonded the two pairs of countries. 
Both the Filipino and South Korean autocratic regimes relied on the 
United States for international and domestic legitimacy as well as military 
and financial support. In return, American national and security interests 
in East Asia and the Pacific were secured. The 40,000 American troops 
stationed in South Korea in the 1980s formed the pointed tip of America’s 
defense strategy in East Asia against North Korean and Soviet commu-
nism. Clark Air Base and Subic Bay Naval Base in the Philippines were 
America’s two largest overseas military installations at the forefront of 
America’s projection of military power in the Pacific. In particular, Subic 
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Bay Naval Base was the main support base of the US Seventh Fleet patrol-
ling Pacific and Indian waters, while Clark Air Base was home of the Thir-
teenth Air Force. If America had lost control of the two bases, it would 
entail “an immediate and drastic decline in U.S. power in the western 
Pacific, Southeast Asia, and the Indian Ocean” (Munro 1984, 187).

Although worsening autocratic repression by Chun Doo Hwan and 
Ferdinand Marcos had tested America’s patience with the two countries, its 
security interests forced the Reagan administration to generally maintain a 
pragmatic policy of tacit approval of incumbent stability in its first term 
(Pee and Schmidli 2019). But into Reagan’s second term, both Chun and 
Marcos were slowly pressured into implementing political and economic 
reforms. Indeed, in Reagan’s second term, American foreign policy toward 
both countries progressively shifted to one encouraging “quiet diplomacy” 
in the pursuit of gradual democratization (Fibiger 2019; Work 2019). As late 
as February 20, 1985, Ronald Reagan signed and endorsed a secret National 
Security Decision Directive stating clearly America’s policy toward the 
Philippines. It declared that although the United States was not out to 
intervene in Philippine politics to replace Marcos, it was invested in pre-
serving “the stability of a key ally by working with the Philippine Govern-
ment and moderate elements of Philippine society” in order to “assure both 
a smooth transition when President Marcos does pass from the scene and 
longer- term stability.”4 Similarly, at a congressional hearing on June 30, 
1987, on South Korea’s democratic opening, the assistant secretary of state 
for East Asian and Pacific affairs, Gaston Sigur, stated, “We support no par-
ticular system and no individuals or parties, but have no hesitation about 
supporting and encouraging the democratic process.”5 Both statements 
indicate that Ronald Reagan’s second administration disapproved of out-
right repression in both the Philippines and South Korea, and supported 
free and fair elections in both countries in 1986 and 1987 respectively 
(Owen and Poznansky 2014). Accordingly, there was little difference 
between the two countries in terms of external intervention in driving 
regime change: both experienced US pressure to democratize (Levitsky 
and Way 2010). The critical point for the controlled comparison is that this 
similarity between the two countries eliminates variation in foreign inter-
vention as a rivalrous explanation of opposition alliance formation.

In addition, remarkable similarities in the domestic situations of both 
countries also help to eliminate alternative explanations of divergent 
opposition alliance- building outcomes. In terms of institutional and 
structural conditions, the two countries exhibit broad similarities. The 
countries shared a similar type of electoral system in the late 1980s— single- 
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round presidential elections elected via plurality rule. Moreover, both 
countries were, and still are, ethnically homogenous. In terms of the 
respective autocratic grip on their societies, the two electoral autocracies 
slowly but surely were passing the “apex of their dominance” (Slater and 
Wong 2013). In South Korea, the assassination of the military dictator 
Park Chung Hee in October 1979, alongside the Kwangju uprising in 1980, 
signaled the beginning of the gradual decline of the military’s involvement 
in politics (Greitens 2016). President Chun Doo Hwan, a military general, 
shed his uniform for civilian clothes, ruling South Korea as the head of the 
Democratic Justice Party. Likewise, Ferdinand Marcos’s failing health, as 
indicated by his alarming televised speeches and declining number of 
public campaign appearances, entrenched common knowledge that the 
end of his era was near.

The similarities across the two countries extend to the nature of the 
opposition movements. The two regimes confronted massive street pro-
tests throughout the 1980s and immediately prior to their respective elec-
tions. Led by the two pairs of opposition leaders in each country, cross- 
cutting mass movements consisting of various societal groups from 
different economic classes, ages, occupational backgrounds, and educa-
tion levels turned out onto the streets to signal their dissatisfaction with 
authoritarianism. Catholic Church leaders in both countries were among 
the key symbolic actors encouraging their followers to turn against the 
regimes. In addition, all opposition candidates were equally repressed by 
the incumbent autocrats and received no preferential treatment as com-
pared to their rivals. This meant that there was little variation in animosi-
ties toward the autocratic incumbent among opposition leaders in the 
respective countries that could potentially forestall cooperation (Lust 
2004, 2005; Gandhi and Reuter 2013). Although there were minor policy 
differences between the two opposition leaders, these gaps did not corre-
spond to the deep ideological divisions observed in other countries that 
impede alliance formation, such as contests over ethnicities, religion, or 
economic redistribution (Arriola 2013; Greene 2007; Magaloni 2006; 
Wahman 2011, 2014). In fact, as the subsequent empirical chapters will 
show, the rivalrous pursuit of power, not ideological differences, fostered 
resentment between opposition leaders.

To be sure, at least two key differences did exist between the two coun-
tries. The main difference was their contrasting economic fortunes. South 
Korea was undergoing massive transformation, having experienced near 
10 percent real annual GDP growth for close to three decades. The Philip-
pine economy, conversely, was in the economic doldrums, with more than 
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half of the population under the official poverty line. Munro’s (1984, 178) 
stark comparison is striking: “In 1965, the year Marcos was elected presi-
dent, the value of Philippine exports was four times that of South Korea. 
By 1982, the situation was reversed. South Korea’s exports were four times 
those of the Philippines.” Moreover, in the 1960s, the Philippines “had one 
of the highest per capita incomes in the region— higher than South Korea, 
and more than double that of Indonesia and Thailand” (Hill 1986, 240). 
But by 1985, South Korea’s GDP per capita in constant 2010 US$ was 
almost four times that of the Philippines, and its overall GDP in constant 
2010 US$ was almost three times that of the latter.6 Another important 
difference between the two regimes was the strength of their ruling parties 
and their associated state apparatus. The existing literature suggests that 
variation in ruling party strengths is a key variable affecting divergent 
pathways to democratization (Handlin 2016; Riedl et al. 2020). In the Phil-
ippines, it was widely acknowledged that Ferdinand Marcos’s ruling party, 
the Kilusang Bagong Lipunan, was generally weak in terms of organiza-
tion, relative to Chun Doo Hwan’s ruling party, the Democratic Justice 
Party (DJP) (Brownlee 2007; Doner, Ritchie, and Slater 2005; Hellmann 
2018; Slater 2010). The former was a narrow patronage- based and elector-
ally inexperienced ruling party, whereas the latter was a persistently domi-
nant ruling party comprising of military, economic, bureaucratic, and 
intellectual elites.

While clearly extraordinary, these significant differences in economic 
development and ruling party strengths do not undermine the con-
trolled comparison and internal validity of the theory. First, neither 
variation in economic outlook nor ruling party strength engendered 
variation in the magnitude of public opposition to the respective 
regimes. In South Korea, some analysts even argued that the country’s 
rapidly expanding and better- educated middle class led the charge for 
democracy (Bellin 2000). Because both professional capitalists and 
labor decreased their dependence on state patronage as the private sec-
tor economy expanded, widespread social fear of resisting autocracy and 
repression eroded, driving open embrace of democracy. By the mid- 
1980s, the DJP was winning only a slim majority of legislative seats 
through only one- third of the popular vote (Slater and Wong 2013, 725). 
In the Philippines, the middle class too provided broad support to the 
opposition, but for the opposite reason. An appalling reduction of about 
15 percent in per capita GDP over the two years between 1984 and 1985 
precipitated pervasive dissatisfaction with the country’s disastrous econ-
omy (Hill 1986). Filipinos turned against Marcos out of economic des-
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peration as much as they desired to topple the autocratic status quo. 
From this perspective, then, both sets of opposition party leaders could 
be reasonably confident that the masses would turn out at the polls to 
indicate their dissent. What was unclear and uncertain, as the empirical 
chapters will reveal, was how much popular support each opposition 
leader had, and whether one’s popular support could be transferred to 
another if a sole candidate were nominated to be the opposition 
flagbearer.

Second, differences in the economy and ruling party strength did not 
affect opposition party leaders’ access to financial resources and their stra-
tegic calculus about opposition alliance formation (Arriola 2013). While 
variation in access to material incentives can produce different coordina-
tion outcomes, opposition leaders in the Philippines and South Korea 
were equally starved of campaign finances. Kim Dae Jung lamented in his 
autobiography that in the run- up to the elections, when he was deciding 
whether to form a coalition with Kim Young Sam, he and his party “were 
short on everything, including time, organization, and funds” (Kim 2019, 
345). Similarly, Salvador Laurel complained in his diary six months before 
opposition coalition talks, “I will have to raise funds. My friends are help-
ing but not enough to support a presidential campaign. . . . I will have to 
tap friends in Japan and U.S.,”7 which was followed by another diary entry 
three months later: “Our problem is, as expected, funding.”8 His despair 
over his financial situation was corroborated in an American embassy 
report a year earlier. It observed that candidates from the United Nation-
alist Democratic Organization (UNIDO), Laurel’s party, had to finance its 
local parliamentary campaigns on its own for the most part because 
“UNIDO’s central fund- raising capability has been near zero.”9 Another 
report in February 1985 concurred: “A fundamental problem the opposi-
tion has in facing elections is limited financial resources.”10 It appears that 
no matter whether the economy was booming or diving, or whether the 
ruling party was strong or weak, it is a norm for opposition leaders in 
autocracies to be financially strapped.

Comparing 1965– 2020 Malaysia and Singapore

The second controlled comparison in this book is a comparative histori-
cal analysis of opposition alliance formation between Malaysia and Sin-
gapore spanning more than five decades from 1965 to 2020. Apart from 
demonstrating temporal variation in regime vulnerability and coordina-
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tion outcomes while increasing the number of observations in our sam-
ple, this second Malaysia- Singapore comparison also serves at least two 
more useful purposes. First, it demonstrates how accounting for varia-
tion across presidential and parliamentary electoral systems leads to 
new insights about the ordinal range of opposition coordination out-
comes. Rather than assuming that opposition alliances simply build full- 
fledged alliances or not, Malaysia’s and Singapore’s parliamentary sys-
tems reveal how coordination in opposition alliances takes on an ordinal, 
rather than a dichotomous, form. At the start of autocratic elections, 
when information about relative popularity is scarce, opposition parties 
and their leaders remain belligerent and refuse to coordinate in any 
manner whatsoever. But as uncertainty about the opposition parties’ 
relative standing decreases over time through recurring cycles of elec-
tions, Malaysian and Singaporean opposition parties “pause” at an inter-
mediate stage of coordination— interparty candidate allocation for elec-
toral districts only. Finally, as the Malaysian case will further reveal, 
opposition party leaders can sometimes “upgrade” their coordination 
into full- fledged alliances with joint campaigns when they sense that the 
regime is vulnerable, innovating and deepening these joint campaigns 
over time as they gain incremental experience about what sort of elec-
toral strategy works best to maximize turnout.

Second, rather than drawing causal inferences only from historical evi-
dence, as in the Philippine– South Korean comparison, the longitudinal 
comparison between Malaysia and Singapore allows me to rely on more 
contemporary empirical evidence to validate this book’s theoretical argu-
ments. In particular, I draw on multiple episodes of fieldwork conducted 
in both countries conducted over five years— dozens of field interviews 
with contemporary opposition leaders, participant observation of elec-
toral campaigning in Malaysia’s 2018 general election and Singapore’s 2020 
general elections, and exclusive access to the archives of an opposition 
party’s internal newsletter. These sources comprehensively reveal how 
elites and the masses perceive incumbent regime vulnerability and mutual 
dependency, and react to the uncertainties of autocratic electoral competi-
tion as the theory predicts.

Once again, important similarities between Malaysia and Singapore 
make their comparative historical analysis a sound research design strat-
egy. The two countries share similar colonial and postcolonial experiences 
under the British, and adopted similar British institutions and electoral 
systems after their respective independence. The British parliamentary 
system with first- past- the- post plurality electoral rules were adopted in 
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both countries after their respective independence. Additionally, the two 
countries have similar ethnically and religiously diverse populations 
(Slater 2010; Liu 2015). Historically, Singapore and the Malaysian ports of 
Malacca and Penang were midway points for merchant ships connecting 
British India with the Dutch East Indies and British Hong Kong. These 
three coastal cities were governed under the same Straits Settlements 
administrative structures in 1826 under the East India Company, and 
then reorganized under full direct control of the British colonial authori-
ties in London as a crown colony in 1867 (Mills 1966; Turnbull 1972; Web-
ster 2011). The Straits Settlements’ openness to trade, combined with Pen-
insular Malaya’s demand for cheap labor for the rapidly expanding tin 
mines and rubber plantations, drove massive inward immigration (Chai 
1964, chapter 3; Parmer 1960; Lees 2017). Joining the local Malays were 
wealthy trade merchants hailing from the Arabian Peninsula, from west-
ern Indian regions such as Gujarat and Punjab, from southern Chinese 
provinces such as Guangdong and Fujian, and from the surrounding 
Dutch East Indies archipelago. Massive waves of poorer laborers also 
arrived from China and India, particularly the Tamil Nadu region. After 
gaining self- governance from the British following the end of World War 
II, a short and unhappy merger between Singapore and Malaysia from 
1963 to 1965 ended with their divorce. There is little doubt that their simi-
lar rich immigrant soil of societal diversity cross- cut by ethnicity, reli-
gion, language, and class made the two countries and their dominant 
party regimes “look like no others in the world— except for each other” 
(Slater 2012, 19). The latest statistics show that Malaysia is three- quarters 
Bumiputera- Malay, with substantial Chinese and Indians minorities.11 
By contrast, Singapore is 75 percent Chinese, with substantial Malay and 
Indian minorities.12

Since 1965, both electoral autocracies have also seen rapid economic 
development resulting in burgeoning middle classes, with neoliberal open 
economies and close ties with Western countries— all factors that the 
existing literature suggests influences variation in democratization trajec-
tories (Lipset 1959; Arriola 2013; Levitsky and Way 2010; Goldring and 
Greitens 2020). While Singapore, with a per capita GDP just above 
USD$56,000 (in constant 2010 US$), is much more economically devel-
oped than Malaysia, which has a per capita GDP of USD$11,600, the two 
nations are still the two most economically developed countries in the 
Southeast Asia region.13 Singapore’s urbanized cityscape is not dissimilar 
to Malaysia’s, where more than three- quarters of the population live in 
urban areas (Hasan and Nair 2014; Yeoh 2015). To be sure, Singapore’s 
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population of 5.6 million people squeezed into a geographical area just 5 
percent of metropolitan Los Angeles pales in comparison with Malaysia’s 
32 million people distributed over an area three- quarters the size of the 
state of California. But if high- density living in closer proximity makes 
collective action more likely, then Singapore’s lack of full- fledged opposi-
tion alliances over five decades poses a puzzle that beckons serious inves-
tigation. Overall, despite their similar parallel extended experiences with 
electoral authoritarianism, cross- case temporal variation in coordination 
outcomes between Singapore and Malaysia suggests that other important 
variables remain unexplored.

Of course, the single most important difference between Malaysia 
and Singapore lies in the foundations and nature of their party systems. 
Although both countries have had long- dominant parties with similar 
grassroots- driven politics— the Barisan Nasional (BN) in Malaysia and 
the People’s Action Party (PAP) in Singapore— the core ideological 
premises from which the two parties derive their ideological legitimacy 
and dominance could not be more different (Weiss 2020). In Malaysia, 
interparty political competition is primarily driven by ethnoreligious 
cleavages (Gomez 2016; K. M. Ong 2015; Wong, Chin, and Othman 
2010). The BN maintains its dominance because it practices Bumiputera- 
Malay- dominant consociationalism (Lijphart 1969). This means that 
Bumiputera- Malays, who are almost all Muslims, are provided with spe-
cial rights for government contracts, recruitment into the civil service, 
and university admissions, and maintain overall control of the political 
system, while Chinese and Indian minorities, who mostly profess other 
religions, are provided with significant policy autonomy in education 
and language. The United Malays National Organization is the principal 
actor within the BN, exercising veto power over its more junior 
partners— the Malaysian Chinese Association and the Malaysian Indian 
Congress. In stark contrast, interparty political competition in Singa-
pore is primarily based on valence considerations (Oliver and Ostwald 
2018, 2020; Ong and Tim 2014; Tan 2008, 2012). The multiethnic PAP 
rhetorically justifies authoritarianism in exchange for a highly educated, 
elite, bureaucratic, and political class that maintains multiethnic and 
multireligious harmony, produces economic growth, and supplies high- 
quality public services for the masses. As a result, the PAP has been able 
to secure domineering victories every election cycle, with more than 90 
percent seat shares throughout five decades.

Because the two parties govern their respective countries and win elec-
tions so differently, opposition parties across the two nations diverge tre-
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mendously in their ideological content, their positioning, and their resul-
tant strategy for competing against the incumbent. Indeed, as I document 
and explain extensively in chapter 6, opposition parties in Singapore are 
generally devoid of ideology and highly personalistic. Few opposition par-
ties have been able to find and field highly educated and qualified political 
candidates that can match the PAP’s slate. And even when they have done 
so, most propose similarly progressive policies that are on the left of the 
PAP’s unique brand of center- right socioeconomic conservatism, with 
generous state subsidies for housing and education. Opposition parties in 
Malaysia, in contrast, have found limited success based almost entirely on 
their polarized ideology on an ethnoreligious left- right spectrum. The 
Democratic Action Party (DAP) is on the left of the centrist BN, advocat-
ing for an end to Bumiputera- Malay special privileges and equal treat-
ment of all ethnicities and religion. On the other hand, the Parti Islam 
Se- Malaysia (PAS) is on the right of the centrist BN, promoting the idea 
that Malaysia should be transformed into an Islamic state. From such a 
perspective, interparty competition in Malaysia is analogous to the left- 
right spectrum of the progressive PRD and the conservative PAN contest-
ing against the centrist PRI in Mexico (Greene 2007; Magaloni 2006).

Could such differences in party systems and the nature of opposition 
parties across the two countries lead to variation in opposition coordina-
tion outcomes? Theoretically, yes. The existing literature predicts that 
ideological polarization between the DAP and PAS in Malaysia should 
inhibit alliance building, while opposition ideological similarity in Singa-
pore should foster cooperation (Golder 2006; Wahman 2011; Kraetzschmar 
2013). But in reality, we see the exact opposite. Singapore opposition par-
ties consistently eschew building full- fledged opposition alliances with 
joint campaigns, while Malaysia’s opposition parties have repeatedly 
experimented with such alliances in at least four instances over the past 
three decades. So why do their political experiences so bizarrely contra-
dict what the prevailing literature predict will occur? The rest of this book 
provides the answer.

Generalizing beyond East and Southeast Asia

These two pairs of controlled comparisons in East and Southeast Asia 
amplify the internal validity of the proposed theoretical framework to a 
large degree because they are highly similar (within pairs) in terms of 
their electoral institutions and regime type. But to what extent is this 
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book’s emphasis on opposition elites’ perceptions of regime vulnerability 
and mutual dependency likely to be externally generalizable to other 
country cases with variation along these two dimensions? One way to 
answer this question is to first consider the generalizability of the twin 
problems of coordinating elites and coordinating voters. Indeed, although 
these two coordination problems may vary subtly depending on the insti-
tutional and societal setting, opposition parties and their leaders still have 
to overcome these coordination problems somehow whenever they con-
front elections (Lipset and Rokkan 1967; Aldrich 1995; Cox 1997; Kam 
2011; Stephenson, Aldrich, and Blais 2018). In the complex and messy pro-
cess of finding solutions to these coordination problems, their perceptions 
of how they will benefit from collaborating with each other is pivotal to 
determining the overall efforts that they invest in interparty coordination. 
From this standpoint, perceptions of eventual victory and mutual depen-
dency are likely to be highly relevant for opposition parties and leaders in 
any country, even if those countries have different electoral institutions or 
social structures.

Consider an electoral autocracy that has different electoral rules, such 
as the list- proportional representation (e.g., Cambodia or Kyrgyzstan) or 
the single, nontransferable voting system (e.g., Jordan and Mongolia). In 
the former system, opposition parties need to coordinate with each other 
to put up joint lists of candidates and to persuade their disparate groups of 
supporters to vote for the opposition’s list of candidates against the gov-
ernment’s list (Croissant 2016). In some of these cases, larger opposition 
parties may need to persuade their supporters to vote strategically for 
other smaller opposition parties in the alliance so that these smaller par-
ties can cross a minimum threshold to gain representation in parliament, 
such as in Turkey (Selçuk and Hekimci 2020). Similarly, in the latter sys-
tem, opposition parties need to coordinate to select and nominate the 
appropriate number of candidates to run in each district and to persuade 
their followers to vote for the specific candidates (Buttorff 2015). But 
regardless of which system is used, both still require opposition parties 
and their leaders to make hard compromises to withdraw their own pro-
spective candidates in favor of others and to work with each other to per-
suade the masses to vote strategically against the dominant incumbent. 
Whether such difficult and costly compromises are really worth it will 
depend on their own calculations of the benefits that they will obtain from 
cooperation and the associated costs and benefits of noncooperation. In 
the complex trade- offs that opposition party leaders have to confront with 
each decision that they make, perceptions of regime vulnerability and 
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mutual dependency are likely to be crucial ingredients motivating the 
decision- making process.

Likewise, the generalizability of the coordination problems mean that 
this book’s theoretical framework can also be extended to explain opposi-
tion coordination in democracies, particularly those with dominant rul-
ing parties. In these democracies (e.g., India before 1989 and Japan before 
2009), opposition parties too face a difficult electoral environment, albeit 
less repressive and perilous than in an autocracy. They face an organiza-
tionally strong, dominant incumbent whom voters are intimately familiar 
with, and one who is capable of providing patronage and public goods 
through control of the state apparatus. Toppling the dominant incumbent 
likely requires some form of coordination among opposition elites to 
reduce vote splitting as well as joint campaigns to consolidate voters to 
vote strategically against the dominant incumbent. Whether opposition 
parties can anticipate impending electoral victory and whether they need 
to depend on each other to obtain victory are the same two factors that 
will likely condition interparty coordination. To be sure, in democracies, 
the stakes of not building alliances are not quite as high as in autocracies. 
If opposition parties fail to coordinate, they can always live to fight another 
day. But in autocracies, opposition parties are, in some ways, always run-
ning against time. Electoral failure means renewed repression, persistent 
economic misery, and perhaps the end of their very lives. Against such a 
backdrop, the baseline motivation for coordinating to defeat the incum-
bent in an autocracy is surely higher than in a democracy.
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4  |  Opposing Marcos

Opposition Alliance Formation in the Philippines

The central proposition of this book can be summarized simply as follows: 
variation in opposition party leaders’ perceptions of regime vulnerability 
and their mutual dependency stimulate different efforts to forge full- fledged 
opposition pre- electoral alliances. Empirically verifying such perceptions 
and tracing their causal effect requires compiling and triangulating a wide 
range of evidence from a variety of sources. Primary evidence, for instance, 
can include the autobiographies and diaries of opposition party leaders. 
Secondary evidence can include observations from journalists, aides to 
the political leaders, biographers, and other close observers of the political 
situation. In this chapter, I provide detailed empirical evidence from a 
variety of sources demonstrating that opposition party leaders in the Phil-
ippines in the late 1980s had a keen awareness of the severe vulnerability 
of the Ferdinand Marcos regime and clear knowledge of the mutual 
dependency between Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel needed to 
make victory more probable.

As a former Spanish and American colony with over two decades of 
experience with democratic elections after World War II, the Philippines 
encountered more than 20 years of autocratic rule with Ferdinand Mar-
cos. First elected in 1965 and then reelected in 1969, Marcos declared mar-
tial law in September 1972 and oversaw widespread repression before 
being overthrown via the People Power Revolution in February 1986. The 
pre- electoral alliance between Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel 
proved crucial in that its popularity forced the Marcos regime to commit 
extensive electoral fraud in the elections of early February 1986, splitting 
Marcos from the military, which threw its support behind the opposition 
leaders, who disputed the manipulated election results. As millions of Fili-
pinos turned out into the streets to support an Aquino- Laurel government 
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and protest against the recalcitrant Marcos, he was forced to flee to the 
United States, never stepping back onto Filipino soil.

In this chapter’s first section, I reveal how six regime- debilitating 
events pointed in the same direction, foretelling the regime’s impending 
collapse in the three short years between 1983 and 1986. Mass street dem-
onstrations spurred by Benigno Aquino’s assassination at Manila airport, 
surprising opposition gains in the 1984 parliamentary elections by elites 
who had defected from the regime, widespread poverty amid a crippling 
economic crisis, Marcos’s obviously declining health, as well as the grad-
ual decline in American support for his rule, were all unprecedented 
events that suggested Marcos’s end was near. Not only does the empirical 
evidence consistently reveal that domestic political elites concurred that 
the regime was ripe for collapse, even international observers and foreign 
allies were making contingency plans for a Philippines without Marcos.

In the chapter’s second section, I describe the inter- elite jostling 
between Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel to be the opposition flag-
bearer. I focus on how clear information from past electoral experience, 
and from third parties such as the Catholic Church and the American 
embassy, made the dueling leaders cognizant of their respective strengths 
and weaknesses. There was even widespread acknowledgment among 
their own supporters that Aquino was the more popular and charismatic 
leader, whereas Laurel was the better organized, with potentially better 
electioneering capabilities through his strong party machine, the United 
Nationalist Democratic Organization (UNIDO). The perception of their 
strengths mitigating each other’s weaknesses cemented notions of their 
mutual dependency for eventual victory against Marcos. Everyone recog-
nized and wanted to avoid the counterfactual scenario— perpetual antag-
onism with no opposition alliance would invite certain defeat.

Finally, in this chapter’s third section, I discuss the empirical evidence 
demonstrating an important condition underpinning the notion of mutual 
dependency between Aquino and Laurel— their mutual confidence in 
vote transfer among each other’s supporters and mass support for a poten-
tial alliance. Specifically, their joint candidacy on a common ticket would 
help consolidate support, no matter who was the presidential candidate. 
Furthermore, the evidence also suggests that various public segments of 
Philippine society, especially the middle class and the Catholic Church, 
were not split between the two opposition leaders but were all jointly 
against the Marcos regime. In the face of such support, the eventual con-
clusion by Aquino and Laurel was that the only stumbling block in their 
path to victory against Marcos was each other. Thereafter, despite their 
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intense bargaining over the exact nature of their alliance, both sides finally 
acquiesced to each other’s demands, just one hour before official nomina-
tion for the presidential elections closed on December 11, 1985. Their coor-
dinated joint president and vice- presidential ticket under a single party 
banner was the start of almost two months of coordinated cross- country 
campaigning to mobilize the majority of Filipinos to abandon the auto-
cratic status quo.

Readers unfamiliar with Philippine politics in the 1970s and 1980s may 
be confused at the exact sequence of the various events that occurred. 
They may also have trouble evaluating the various pieces of process- 
tracing evidence for the two variables— perceptions of regime vulnerabil-
ity and mutual dependency— to which I will repeatedly refer throughout 
this chapter. Following the advice of Ricks and Liu (2018), I provide a 
timeline of key events before proceeding with the rest of the chapter. In 

TABLE 4.1. Timeline of Key Events in Philippine Politics in the 1970s and 1980s

Date Event

September 1972 Ferdinand Marcos declares martial law.

April 1978 First parliamentary elections held under martial law. Marcos’s 
party, the Kilusang Bagong Lipunan, sweeps the polls.

January 1981 Martial law lifted.

August 1983 Benigno Aquino assassinated at the Manila airport as he returns 
after his self- imposed exile in the United States. A million people 
turn up for his funeral procession.

October 1983 Marcos issues moratorium on all foreign debt repayments.  
Philippine economy tanks.

May 1984 First parliamentary elections held outside of martial law. Opposi-
tion candidates and the United Nationalist Democratic Organiza-
tion make surprising, unprecedented gains.

November 1984 Marcos taken ill. Disappears from nightly news broadcasts for two 
weeks.

November 1985 Marcos calls for snap presidential elections in 1986 on the ABC 
television show This Week with David Brinkley.

December 1985 Official nomination for president and vice president joint ticket 
closed for upcoming February 1986 elections.

February 1986 Presidential elections are held. National Citizens’ Movement for 
Free Elections endorses opposition victory despite official results 
showing otherwise. Army defects from Marcos. Marcos and his 
family flee to Guam.
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particular, I identify theoretically relevant events in the run- up to Decem-
ber 11, 1985, when the vexing decision to form an opposition coalition 
reached a climax for both Aquino and Laurel.

Clear Recognition of the Marcos Regime’s Vulnerability

When Ferdinand Marcos declared martial law in September 1972, he did 
so on shaky claims of national security (Slater 2010, 124– 36). The majority 
of Filipino elites did not take seriously his argument that he was suspend-
ing the rule of law in order to protect them from violent communists, 
southern Muslim regional separatists, and shadowy terrorists (Kann 1974, 
618– 19). As a result, his regime throughout the rest of the 1970s was insti-
tutionally weak, albeit still capable of extensive repression (Slater 2010, 
163– 80; Greitens 2016, 211– 36). Philippine capitalists refused to surrender 
significant portions of their wealth to the ineffective tax authorities, but 
instead extracted patronage from Marcos in exchange for their support. 
The Catholic Church, divided in its opinions of Marcos, generally stayed 
quiet. The military was only kept in check through luxury inducements 
and by promoting personal loyalists (Greitens 2016, chapter 4). Students 
and the middle class also had no love for autocratic rule, especially that of 
Marcos’s variety. But because the general economic outlook was stable— 
and recognizing at the same time that Marcos was simply a larger, national 
form of “political banditry in which warlords cowed and exploited politi-
cal serfs” (Kann 1974, 614– 15)— the majority of Filipinos acquiesced to 
Marcos’s rule. They would, however, “prefer martial law without Marcos” 
(Wurfel 1977, 11– 13).

The general stability of Marcos’s rule throughout the 1970s weakened 
by the end of the decade. The first indicator to reflect this general shift was 
an intra- regime elite defection to the opposition— the defection of the 
Laurel brothers, who formed UNIDO in August 1980 (Brownlee 2007, 
185– 90; Thompson 1995, 103– 6). In its early years, UNIDO was an infor-
mal grouping of anti- Marcos elites, such as the Laurel, Roxas, and Aquino 
families, backed by radical leftist groups who provided mass street- level 
mobilization and support. This uneasy combination of elite families and 
mass groups constituted the first time in Marcos’s rule that opposition 
elite collective action supported by ordinary citizens had emerged. Of the 
elites, the Laurels were the most important. Previously in tacit support of 
Marcos, his favoritism of other influential political families and cabinet 
members prompted them to defect. Jose Laurel Jr., the elder of the two 
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brothers, famously declared, “I am fighting Marcos because I have an 
investment in him. I was hoping to collect but I have waited long enough” 
(Thompson 1995, 103). He became coleader of UNIDO alongside Gerardo 
Roxas. Largely seeking an end to Marcos’s regime through peaceful, elec-
toral means, UNIDO was formed at the same time as other more violent 
opposition groupings, such as the April 6 Liberation Movement and the 
Light- A- Fire Movement, became prominent. Corsino (1981, 242) noted 
that, in 1980, “whether related or not, the apparent mushrooming of both 
violent and nonviolent oppositionists— on a scale unseen in previous years 
of martial law— apparently was a barometer that spelled a rising tempera-
ture of protest against the martial law regime.” Similarly, in Landé’s (1981, 
1158) assessment, at the start of the 1980s, “Though some still spoke favor-
ably of the regime and many others had lost interest in politics, prevailing 
opinion among the educated stratum had shifted decisively against both the 
President and martial law, and a widespread desire to see them go was 
clearly evident.”

The Laurels’ stature grew alongside UNIDO’s importance as the lead-
ing anti- Marcos opposition party between 1980 and 1986. Initially a dispa-
rate group simply identified by opposition to Marcos, UNIDO gradually 
transformed from a Manila- based elite faction without mass local pene-
tration into a nationwide organization with connections to local provin-
cial families throughout the country (Brownlee 2007, 189– 93; Wurfel 1985, 
265). The party boycotted the June 1981 presidential elections, the first ever 
to be held after the lifting of the martial law in January that year. Choosing 
between justifying Marcos’s rule and nonparticipation to deny legitimacy 
to his regime, Gerry Roxas and Jose Laurel Jr. decided to refrain from 
contesting (Thompson 1995, 103– 5). Their belief that the electoral victory 
was scarcely possible due to Marcos’s gross electoral manipulation 
strengthened their decision to boycott. Ultimately, the boycott resulted in 
Marcos winning the election with an 86 percent vote share against a token 
Marcos- approved candidate. But UNIDO’s boycott of the 1981 presidential 
elections left the informal group languishing, with nothing really much to 
do. A political party that had no elections to contest in is like a boxer with 
no arena to fight in and no opponent.

Three years later, UNIDO’s fortunes lifted when the group decided to 
participate in the May 1984 parliamentary elections against Marcos’s party, 
the Kilusang Bagong Lipunan (KBL / New Society Movement). This time 
around, Salvador Laurel, the younger of the two Laurel brothers, was lead-
ing the charge, as Gerardo Roxas had passed away two years earlier. Ulti-
mately, the opposition performed “far stronger than anyone predicted” 
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even under conditions of substantial electoral manipulation by the 
Marcos- biased election commission (Malin 1985, 200).1 The opposition 
won 61 seats in the assembly, just under one- third of the total number of 
seats up for election (Kessler 1984, 1209). UNIDO’s victorious candidates, 
in particular, controlled more than half of the 61 opposition- affiliated seats 
(Thompson 1995, 132). The party also won 15 out of 21 seats in Metro 
Manila, “devastating the KBL,” and signaling its strong base of support 
among the middle class in the all- important affluent urban areas sur-
rounding the capital (Kessler 1984, 1221). Overall, the opposition’s surpris-
ing and unprecedented gains are a second clear indicator of the growing 
vulnerability of Marcos’s regime. Although still a minority, a large propor-
tion of the masses were ready to shift their allegiance to the opposition. In 
evaluating the results, Munro (1984, 173) pronounced that “never before 
has Marcos seemed less able to preside effectively over the government.” 
Kessler (1984, 1209) further assessed the results as “a resounding defeat for 
President Ferdinand E. Marcos’ New Society Movement Party,” indicating 
“the depth of popular displeasure with Marcos” and giving the opposition 
“a national political presence.”

The opposition’s surprising success in the May 1984 parliamentary 
elections in general, and UNIDO’s standout performance in particular, 
when evaluated retrospectively, can be attributed to growing mass dissat-
isfaction with the Marcos regime. This was reflected in the tremendous 
spike in the number and size of street demonstrations, unlike any the Phil-
ippines had ever seen before— the third indicator of the Marcos regime’s 
impending collapse. One crucial catalyst of the mass street demonstra-
tions was Benigno Aquino’s assassination in August 1983. Gunned down 
as he stepped onto the airport tarmac upon his return to the Philippines 
after three years of self- imposed exile in the United States, Aquino’s death 
“provoked a national and international reaction of outrage and dissatis-
faction over conditions in the country of dimensions unsurpassed in the 
peacetime history of the nation” (Malin 1985, 198). In half a year, there were 
close to 300 rallies, marches, and demonstrations (Thompson 1995, 116). 
The two largest were Aquino’s own funeral procession, which involved one 
million people over 11 hours, and a 75- mile commemoration run sup-
ported by an estimated half a million people. Even more importantly, par-
ticipants in these mass demonstrations came from across the socioeco-
nomic spectrum (Thompson 1995, 115; Slater 2010, 199). “The anger at this 
brazen killing quickly spread to segments of the population which were 
never before politicized, those both high and low,” noted Wurfel (1985, 263). 
For Marcos, “The killing irrevocably undermined the legitimacy of his 



Fig 4.1. Water Cannons Used against Philippine Protestors at the Welcome Rotunda, 
Quezon City, September 27, 1984. Credit: Jacinto Tee.

Fig 4.2. Philippine Opposition Leaders Protesting against the Marcos Administration 
at the Welcome Rotunda, Quezon City, September 27, 1984. Credit: Jacinto Tee.
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Government,” intoned a lengthy New York Times report.2 The CIA con-
curred, noting in a secret “Special National Intelligence Estimate” report 
in January 1984 that in the wake of Aquino’s assassination, “Marcos is 
unlikely ever to regain his former authority” and that “we rate his chances 
of staying in power through the end of his current term through 1987 as no 
better than even.”3 The May 1984 parliamentary elections held less than a 
year after Aquino’s death thus represented the first instance in which pop-
ular anger could be expressed in political terms.

The fourth indicator of Marcos’s accelerating vulnerability, one that 
fueled mass dissatisfaction and UNIDO’s growth, was the state of the 
economy. The economy had already begun showing signs of decline at 
the start of the 1980s. Due to the second worldwide oil shock in the late 
1970s as a direct result of the Iranian revolution, Philippine inflation was 
around 20 percent, while unemployment was upwards of 30 percent in 
1980 (Corsino 1981, 246). Foreign debt was at US$12 billion, exceeding 20 
percent of gross national product (GNP), alongside a trade deficit of 
US$1.78 billion (Corsino 1981, 251; Mount 1980, 119). GNP growth rate 
was at 5 percent, the slowest among Southeast Asian countries. For the 
next three years, the economy was in free fall, accelerated by capital flight 
driven by the Aquino assassination. In the two months following Aqui-
no’s death in August 1983, more than US$1 billion left the country (Wurfel 
1985, 164). In October 1983, Marcos effectively told international debtors 
that his country was bankrupt, as he placed a moratorium on payments 
on the Philippines’ foreign debt obligations, which had more than dou-
bled to US$25 billion (Munro 1984, 179). The peso was devalued once in 
the middle of the year by 8 percent, and then again in October by 21 per-
cent (Malin 1985, 204; Wurfel 1985, 264). By the middle of 1984, at the 
time of the parliamentary elections, inflation was at 50 percent. Although 
inflation would be tempered in 1985 when presidential elections were 
called, it was the “only bright spot in a picture of almost unrelieved gloom” 
(Hill 1986, 239). Between 1984 and 1985, the Philippines “experienced a 
catastrophic decline in per capita GDP of about 15 percent” as the “real 
earnings of those in wage employment declined by at least 25 percent” 
(Hill 1986, 240– 47). Most remarkably, the Philippines’ per capita GNP 
and GDP in 1985 were at the same level as in 1975 (Hill 1986, 255– 56). In 
economic terms, the country was effectively “back to where it was a 
decade ago” (Hill 1986, 255). In contrast with the rest of Southeast Asia, 
which was experiencing record economic growth, “The Philippines con-
tinued to remain as Southeast Asia’s economic ‘basket case’” (Youngblood 
1986, 233). Unsurprisingly, therefore, frustrated Filipinos were willing to 
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take a chance with the opposition in the 1984 parliamentary elections and 
in the 1986 presidential elections. Indeed, a poll taken on the eve of the 
1984 parliamentary elections found that more than half of the respon-
dents thought that their quality of lives had deteriorated as compared to 
a year ago (Hawes 1986, 27).

It is crucial to reiterate just how the opposition’s significant gains in 
winning just under one- third of parliamentary seats in the 1984 parlia-
mentary elections decisively shifted both elite and public opinion. Because 
previous elections, such as the 1978 parliamentary elections, where Mar-
cos’s KBL swept more than 90 percent of the seats, and the 1981 presiden-
tial elections, where Marcos won with more than four- fifths vote share, 
were highly fraudulent, opposition parties were generally split between 
those who advocated electoral boycott and those who preferred electoral 
participation. Boycotting would deny Marcos governing legitimacy, 
whereas participation would legitimize Marcos’s rule. This division took 
on a stark, symbolic form when Agapito “Butz” Aquino, Benigno Aquino’s 
younger brother, split from his family to advocate boycott.4 In contrast, 
Corazon Aquino, Benigno Aquino’s widow, joined those who preferred 
participation by campaigning extensively with opposition candidates 
(Komisar 1987, 57). The May 1984 parliamentary elections were relatively 
less fraudulent. This was primarily due to the large increase in the number 
of poll watchers from the National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections 
(NAMFREL), which was established by businessman Jose Concepcion 
(Kessler 1984, 1218; Wurfel 1985, 270– 71). Effectively organized, NAM-
FREL’s 200,000 poll watchers and parallel counting of ballots prevented 
egregious electoral misconduct, even if it could not prevent all instances of 
fraud. NAMFREL would later go on to play a critical role by organizing a 
quick count of the 1986 presidential elections that declared Corazon 
Aquino and Salvador Laurel the actual winners. Because of NAMFREL’s 
efforts, the May 1984 parliamentary election was credible enough to be 
deemed “the first honest test of Marcos’ popularity since the 1969 presi-
dential election” (Kessler 1984, 1209). Even Richard Childress, resident 
Philippine expert in the US National Security Council, in a memo to Rob-
ert C. McFarlane, Reagan’s national security advisor, concluded that 
“despite the obvious irregularities, by Philippine standards, the election 
was a meaningful political event.”5 So whereas previous election results 
could be viewed as unreliable indicators of the true state of Marcos’s mass 
support, the 1984 results were viewed as a more reliable measure of Mar-
cos’s crumbling popularity.

Because of the relatively more credible electoral process and the posi-
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tive outcomes that followed, the vast majority of opposition elites and the 
public updated their expectations of the degree to which the Marcos 
regime was vulnerable and the probability of opposition victory in a future 
election. Whereas some opposition elites who advocated electoral boycott 
and violent street protests earlier doubted whether they could win through 
elections, they now changed their stance to accept the viability of elections 
as a means to topple Marcos. Those who advocated boycott and mass vio-
lence “received at least a temporary setback, as the electorate overwhelm-
ingly reaffirmed its preference for elections over violence as the vehicle for 
seeking political change” (Malin 1985, 200). The American embassy, 
detailing a confidential meeting with an opposition insider, corroborated 
the general shift in attitudes toward electoral participation.6 The insider 
mentioned that “the boycotters were devastated.” Agapito “Butz” Aquino, 
who had earlier advocated boycott of the elections, “admitted his mistake 
and was offering to work with the opposition within the system.” The 
embassy’s assessment of the polls further noted, “The elections demon-
strated that by an overwhelming margin Filipinos continue to believe in 
elections.  .  .  . The boycott movement simply never caught on.”7 Corre-
spondingly, although some opposition groups advocating electoral boy-
cotts continued to play down the results, the generally positive outcome 
meant that “some of the boycotters are returning to the [participation] 
fold” (Kessler 1984, 1226). Ultimately, the positive results increased elite 
confidence that mass demonstrations on the streets could be translated 
into votes, and that Filipinos could be counted upon to turn up at the bal-
lot box to vote against the regime.

Adding to the ascendant opposition and a downward- spiraling econ-
omy were questions regarding Marcos’s personal health— the fifth indica-
tor for opposition elites of potential victory over Marcos. As early as 1980, 
“persistent rumors that Marcos himself was in serious ill health and per-
haps facing death” swirled among opposition circles (Mount 1980, 113). 
William H. Sullivan, the American ambassador to the Philippines in the 
first five years of martial law, wrote after Aquino’s assassination in late 
1983, “It should not prove difficult for the Reagan administration to reach 
the conclusion that the days of the Marcos administration are numbered” 
because of Marcos’s general loss of support among Filipinos and because 
“health problems will soon incapacitate the president” (Sullivan 1983, 153). 
These impressions about Marcos’s precarious health were compounded in 
November 1984 when his absence from nightly television newscasts 
alarmed and surprised the public. A New York Times report, ominously 
headlined “Twilight of the Marcos Era,” reported that although the presi-
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dential press office finally revealed that Marcos was suffering from a bout 
of flu, the more widely accepted version of his health was his affliction 
with lupus, an autoimmune disease affecting the kidneys.8 To reassure the 
public that Marcos’s questionable physical state was separate from his 
mental capacity to govern the country, Defense Minister Juan Ponce 
Enrile offered the following unpersuasive reply after a security meeting 
with the president: “He was recovering. His mind was very clear.”9 This 
reassurance was not effective. Doubts over Marcos’s continued health 
sparked open jostling within the KBL to be next in line (Youngblood 1986, 
225– 26). Minister of Labor Blas Ople, Minister of Defense Juan Ponce 
Enrile, and Imelda Marcos, Marcos’s flamboyant wife and minister of 
human settlements, appeared to be the three key actors trying to outma-
neuver each other (Wurfel 1988, 289).

In the final analysis, the sixth and last consequential factor that solidi-
fied elite opinion on Marcos’s impending downfall was the notable shift in 
the United States’ support for his continued rule. Because of America’s 
close historical and security relationship with the Philippines, most oppo-
sition elites believed that the longevity of the Marcos regime was primarily 
dependent on American support. If American backing was withdrawn, 
then surely the Marcos regime was poised to fall. Landé (1981, 1164) sum-
marized the general perception succinctly as follows: “It is the conviction 
of the Philippine left— and the charge is echoed by many members of the 
centrist opposition— that President Marcos imposed his dictatorship with 
American approval and that he could not maintain it without American 
support.” American ambassador Stephen Bosworth agreed, recalling that 
“we were on the one hand in the minds of many Filipinos seen as the great 
Satan of the West. On the other hand, we were seen as the deus ex machina 
from whom all solutions would come if only we decided that’s what we 
wanted to do. . . . People really thought that Marcos was still there because 
we wanted him to still be.”10 Hence, American encouragement or disap-
proval of Marcos’s rule was an important cue to which all domestic oppo-
sition elites were closely attuned.

In the early 1980s, the Reagan administration generally endorsed Mar-
cos’s government, to the general despair of opposition elites (Fibiger 2019; 
Hawes 1986, 21). Vice President George H. W. Bush was the head of the 
American delegation at Marcos’s inauguration as president after he was 
reelected in June 1981. The secretary of defense, Casper Weinberger, sub-
sequently visited the country and toured Clark Air Base and Subic Bay 
Naval Base in April 1982. A wildly successful visit by Marcos to the United 
States in September 1982 marked the peak of warm relations between the 
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two countries and solidified the personal bonds between Marcos and Rea-
gan.11 Of course, before Marcos’s trip to the United States, Reagan’s admin-
istration was under no illusions about what Marcos wanted from visiting 
Reagan. “President Marcos is undertaking his state visit to accomplish a 
goal he has sought for over a decade: implicit endorsement of his regime 
by a US administration,” declared the first sentence of a top- secret CIA 
memorandum written before his visit.12 The bargaining chip Marcos had 
in his corner was renegotiation of the leases of American bases, Clark and 
Subic Bay, which were due to expire in 1984. It appeared that the United 
States reciprocated as Marcos desired. The warm reception accorded by 
President Reagan was highlighted in a full state dinner as well as the cer-
emonial presentation of US war medals (the Distinguished Service Cross, 
Silver Star, and Purple Heart) to President Marcos for his efforts in fight-
ing the Japanese in World War II.13 Subsequently, Reagan’s administration 
was happy to lend legitimacy and financial aid to Marcos’s rule in exchange 
for general assurance of America’s security interests (Fibiger 2019; Pee and 
Schmidli 2019). After all, stability in Marcos’s rule was essential in keeping 
the Philippine communist insurgency in check. Furthermore, he had fol-
lowed through by agreeing to extend American use of Clark Air Base and 
Subic Bay Naval Base in the middle of 1983, albeit at a cost of US$900 mil-
lion in security assistance from the United States.14 Theirs was a relation-
ship built on pragmatic exchange of benefits as much as it was about per-
sonal ties between the two men (Bonner 1987, chapters 12 and 13).

But American support for Marcos declined rapidly after the middle of 
1983 for several reasons, much to the delight of the opposition (Bonner 
1987, chapter 14). First, Aquino’s assassination in August 1983 prompted 
President Reagan to skip the Philippines as part of his scheduled tour of 
Asian countries in late 1983. Although Marcos wrote personal letters to 
Reagan assuring him of his personal safety and promised a speedy inquiry 
into the Aquino case, Reagan’s advisers thought he should avoid the Phil-
ippines.15 They advised him that “the President’s visit could galvanize anti- 
American interests, thus raising questions about the physical safety of 
President Reagan and of US servicemen and civilians.”16 American ambas-
sador Michael Armacost was also well aware of such anti- American senti-
ments at the time. He relayed in a cable back to Washington, “The fact that 
many very prominent businessmen and families were coming to me to 
urge that President Reagan not come” suggested that “the polarization of 
opinion in Manila over the visit would expose the President not only to 
security dangers, but political backlash here and at home.”17 Eventually, 
Reagan continued with visits only to Japan and South Korea, blaming leg-
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islative work on a tight congressional schedule for him skipping the Phil-
ippines. From then onward, senior Reagan administration officials who 
visited Manila repeatedly emphasized to Marcos the need to hold free and 
fair elections to enjoy Washington’s continued endorsement, as compared 
to previously unequivocal support for his government (Hawes 1986, 18– 
19). Gradually, these indicators led to Marcos’s growing suspicion of Rea-
gan’s true support for him. As Thompson (1995, 113) noted, “By 1983, Mar-
cos began to believe that there was a US- supported conspiracy against his 
continued rule. Although his fears were exaggerated, the political winds 
out of Washington had subtly shifted.” Indeed, CIA’s January 1984 report 
noted that “the Intelligence community is pessimistic about the longer- 
term prospects for efficient government and stability regardless of how the 
succession plays itself out.”18

Second, the Philippines’ crumbling economy in the rest of 1984 and 
1985 stoked growing fears within the American administration regarding 
the overall stability of the Philippine government as well as its ability to 
combat and eliminate the communist insurgency (Bonner 1987, chapter 15; 
Kessler 1986, 47– 48). In January 1985, the defense minister reported that 
the New People’s Army (NPA), the military arm of the Communist Party 
of the Philippines, had been growing annually at an alarming rate 23 per-
cent since 1981 (Villegas 1986, 131). This news accompanied visits to the 
Philippines in the same month by Richard Armitage, assistant secretary of 
defense, and Paul Wolfowitz, assistant secretary of state for East Asia and 
the Pacific (Youngblood 1986, 235). After much internal discussion, in 
February 1985, a full ten months before opposition coalitions talks between 
Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel, Ronald Reagan finally endorsed a 
National Security Decision Directive Number 163, “United States Policy 
towards the Philippines.”19 The directive clarified what the US government 
had been doing in the past year and would do moving forward. While it 
noted that the administration’s goal was “not to replace the current leader-
ship of the Philippines,” it clarified that the administration’s overall objec-
tive was “orderly succession that leads to a stable transition.” This entailed 
“supporting the efforts of diverse Filipino leaders to promote revitalized 
institutions,” which included “the Catholic hierarchy, the military profes-
sionals, and responsible members of the democratic opposition.” The aim 
was “to assure both a smooth transition when President Marcos does pass 
from the scene and longer- term stability.” In August 1985, the Philippine 
military released figures indicating that the NPA had more than tripled in 
size in the past six years, while NPA- related violent incidents had increased 
by 1,830 percent, from 249 in 1978 to 4,809 in 1984 (Youngblood 1986, 
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230). Two months later, in October 1985, as if to make even clearer the 
Reagan administration’s point regarding the need for Marcos to buck up, 
the National Security Council agreed to send Senator Paul Laxalt, a friend 
of President Reagan, as a personal emissary to Manila to try to talk some 
sense into Marcos.20 Laxalt carried with him “a letter from President Rea-
gan which is said to contain a blunt warning concerning NPA gains and 
the pressing need for genuine political, economic, and military reforms” (Vil-
legas 1986, 134).

Not only was the White House breathing down Marcos’s neck, but the 
US Congress was also actively questioning and modifying American for-
eign policy toward the Philippines. Between June 1983 and December 
1985, the House of Representatives and the Senate held at least seven sepa-
rate hearings on various issues concerning the Philippines. Among all the 
officials, Congressman Stephen J. Solarz, chairman of the House of Repre-
sentatives Committee on Foreign Affairs’ Subcommittee on Asian and 
Pacific Affairs, was the most active. In the wake of the Aquino assassina-
tion in August 1983, Solarz set out to urge the Reagan administration to do 
more to push the Philippines in the direction of democratization.21 He 
introduced and sponsored resolutions in the House calling for the Philip-
pine government to thoroughly investigate the Aquino assassination and 
to hold free and fair elections. In addition, he leveraged his position as the 
chairman of the Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs to modify the 
Reagan administration’s security assistance to the Philippines as estab-
lished under the joint bases agreement. Specifically, in February 1984, he 
modified the Reagan administration’s request to provide US$180 million 
in aid to the Philippines, comprising US$95 million in economic aid and 
$85 million in military aid. Instead, he modified the package to US$155 
million in economic aid and $25 million in military aid.22 In February 
1985, he again wielded his pen. He cut the Reagan administration aid 
request for the Philippines from US$195 million back to US$180 million, 
and again recommended that the ratio of economic aid to military aid be 
US$155 million to US$25 million.23 Even more, in early December 1985, 
right in the midst of opposition coalition talks, he pressured the Marcos 
regime by holding hearings on whether the Marcos regime had diverted 
wealth to purchase real estate assets in the United States.24

Opposition elites in Manila were well aware of the overall shift in 
America’s attitudes toward Marcos before their coalition- building efforts 
in late 1985. They frequently met with American embassy officials as well 
as officials from Congress and the Reagan administration when they vis-
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ited Manila. Just days before Aquino’s assassination in August 1983, for 
instance, Congressman Solarz met with Philippine opposition leaders on 
a tour of Asia.25 He left the country one day before Aquino’s return. Upon 
hearing about Aquino’s death in Bangkok, he immediately scrapped the 
rest of his travel plans and traveled back to the Philippines to visit Aquino’s 
home, where his body was lying in state. He then had dinner at Salvador 
Laurel’s house with other leaders of the opposition. A month later, in Sep-
tember 1983, US ambassador Michael Armacost also met with Laurel. He 
“made clear to Laurel that the U.S. would continue to work to encourage the 
Government in the direction of free and fair elections.”26 Similarly, five 
months later, in February 1984, Laurel met with Vice President George H. 
W. Bush; the latter emphasized to him “unqualified U.S. support for free 
and fair parliamentary elections in which the opposition has an equitable 
opportunity to take part” and “U.S. support generally for political normal-
ization in the Philippines.” He stated that “the Administration and the Con-
gress are of one mind in hoping for a full disclosure of the circumstances 
surrounding the Aquino assassination and for free and fair elections.”27 
Even more, when Senator Paul Laxalt visited the Philippines in October 
1985, he “sought to reassure the moderate democratic opposition and 
reformist elements within the military that, despite Marcos’s public asser-
tions to the contrary, the regime no longer enjoyed the unequivocal support 
of Washington” (Youngblood 1986, 235– 36). After Marcos called for snap 
elections in early November 1985, the American embassy, alongside Ste-
phen Solarz and John Kerry, then a freshman member of the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee, repeatedly reached out to Aquino and Laurel 
through various intermediaries to encourage them to get on the same 
ticket. “These people were bombarded.  .  .  . Absolutely overwhelmed,” 
recounted a Foreign Service officer (Bonner 1987, 391).

Taken together, the accelerating trajectory of unprecedented regime- 
debilitating events between 1983 and 1985 left little doubt in opposition 
elites’ minds that the Marcos regime was ready to fall. Defecting elites 
formed a viable opposition party in UNIDO. UNIDO made surprising, 
unprecedented gains in parliamentary elections. Mass street demonstra-
tions intensified against the regime. The economy was spiraling down-
ward with few signs of recovery. Marcos was in ill health. And the United 
States had given its tacit support for a Philippine government without 
Marcos. It was now up to the opposition elites to coalesce “as a necessary 
condition for the opposition to have a chance of defeating Marcos” (Young-
blood 1986, 226).
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Corazon Aquino as the Popular Leader, Salvador Laurel  
and UNIDO as the Machine

If there was a clear consensus among opposition elites that Marcos’s 
regime was ripe for the picking, could they work collectively to push a 
single leader up to bring the regime down? This question was clearly on 
the minds of opposition elites. As early as November 1984, about a year 
before the actual alliance formation talks between Corazon Aquino and 
Salvador Laurel, a “Convenor’s Group” (CG) was set up to attempt to insti-
tutionalize a selection process for a single opposition candidate to contest 
against Marcos (Komisar 1987, 61). The CG was headed by Jaime Ongpin, 
a businessman, Lorenzo Tañada, a respected opposition elder, and Cora-
zon Aquino herself. Eleven potential candidates were invited to sign a dec-
laration of unity. They were Agapito Aquino, Jose S. Diokno, Teofisto 
Guingona, Eva Estrada Kalaw, Salvador Laurel, Raul Manglapus, Ramon 
Mitra, Ambrosio Padilla, Aquilino Pimentel Jr., Rafael Salas, and Jovito 
Salonga (Kimura 1991, 217). Among these elites, only Laurel and Kalaw 
refrained from signing, as both thought the agreement would constrain 
their chances of becoming the opposition candidate (Komisar 1987, 61). 
Not to be outdone, Laurel initiated a separate “National Unification Com-
mittee” (NUC) with several opposition parties to try to select an opposi-
tion presidential candidate. His aim was to take the wind out of the CG by 
providing another platform where the selection would be made (Kimura 
1991, 217– 18; Komisar 1987, 62– 63). Eventually, by April 1985, a half- baked 
compromise truce was struck between the CG and the NUC whereby it 
was agreed that the sole presidential candidate would be selected from one 
of five political parties— UNIDO, the Liberal Party, the Nacionalista Party, 
Partido Demokratiko Pilipino– Lakas ng Bayan (PDP- Laban), and Bagong 
Alyansang Makabayan.

To seize the initiative and bolster his standing to be the nominated 
opposition candidate in impending presidential elections, Laurel quickly 
convened a UNIDO party conference in June 1985 and invited fellow lead-
ers from other opposition parties. During the convention, the party for-
mally and openly endorsed him as UNIDO’s candidate for the upcoming 
presidential election. His primary intention was to establish himself as the 
front runner ahead of Aquino, whom he viewed as his only other true 
rival. As his diary on the day of the party convention revealed,

All political leaders identified with the opposition were present. 
Even Cory came despite attempts of her “advisors” to dissuade 
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her. . . . I am told by old- timers that it was the biggest and fightiest 
[sic] political convention on record— and I was unanimously nomi-
nated presidential standard bearer of the opposition. . . . I am con-
fident we will have only one candidate in the opposition. The only 
other possible candidate is Cory but she has repeatedly told me she 
is not interested and that she will never run for the presidency. She 
has said this privately and publicly. She appears to be sincere. She 
attended today’s convention and even delivered a speech support-
ing my candidacy. I was told her advisors (Tañada, Doikno, Arroyo) 
were trying to stop her and she was in tears because she wanted 
to— and she did. Her advisors obviously have their own agenda. I 
hope Cory will not become a tool in their hands.28

Laurel’s move to preemptively announce himself as the opposition’s presi-
dential candidate in June 1985 ahead of elections not yet called by Marcos 
was a response to the aforementioned “advisors” of Aquino. They dis-
trusted Laurel and were actively persuading Aquino to run as the opposi-
tion’s candidate (Komisar 1987, 64– 68). A few months later on October 15, 
1985, a new organization in that regard was launched. The Cory Aquino 
for President Movement sought to raise one million signatures endorsing 
her candidacy. It was a symbolic populist indicator that could potentially 
persuade Laurel to step aside. Indeed, three days later, on October 18, 1985, 
Laurel noted in his diary that opposition leaders from the NUC, now hav-
ing merged with the Aquino- affiliated CG and having evolved into an 
organization that he could not control, once again sought his acquiesce:

National Unification Committee representatives (NUC) came to 
the house this morning to suggest process of selection of common 
opposition candidate. I told them I am already the official candi-
date of the only accredited opposition party, UNIDO. I suspect 
they are eyeing Cory as a candidate. It is possible Cory has inti-
mated to Cecilia Muñoz Palma that she may change her mind 
about running if she is the common candidate. But Cory has con-
tinued to deny this in public. I am, however, proceeding with my 
campaign schedule.29

The race between Aquino and Laurel further intensified when Marcos 
announced on November 3, 1985, early presidential elections on the ABC 
television show This Week with David Brinkley. His announcement caught 
most Filipinos and Americans by surprise, sending his opponents scram-
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bling.30 The American embassy in Manila regarded Marcos’s decision to 
organize snap elections as an astute move because the opposition was “still 
trying to find its organizational feet and seriously fragmented between 
UNIDO front- runner Doy [Salvador] Laurel, Liberal Party leader Jovito 
Salonga, and possibly Cory (Corazon) Aquino, waiting in the wings for a 
draft.”31 Marcos himself relished witnessing the opposition fragment. He 
mocked the opposition by declaring, “The more the merrier. . . . The poor 
fellows, they will split the voters and demoralize their followers.”32

Within a week, however, the majority of opposition leaders quickly 
coalesced around Aquino.33 An American embassy cable noted that of the 
11 potential candidates previously considered by the CG, all nine of those 
who had signed the opposition unity agreement endorsed Aquino’s candi-
dacy. Only Laurel and Kalaw continued to demur.34 Yet, despite having the 
support of the vast majority of opposition elites, Aquino continued to 
decline to run as Marcos’s opponent.35 She was not a politician, after all, 
just an ordinary housewife, the widow of a slain martyr (Komisar 1987, 
chapter 6). But Filipinos gravitated toward her precisely because she was 
not a traditional Filipino politician. As widow of Benigno Aquino Jr., she 
had been at the forefront of national consciousness after her husband’s 
brutal assassination at Manila airport just two years ago. Her modest and 
soft- spoken demeanor during her husband’s funeral proceedings made 
her the preferred candidate for Filipinos, who were eager to break with 
Marcos’s authoritarian methods and his proclivity for crony capitalism. 
She was everything that Marcos was not (Forest and Forest 1988, 54– 58). 
She was to Filipinos, according to a journalist who traveled extensively 
with her campaign, “the Joan of Arc who would lead them to salvation” 
(Goodno 1991, 91). Her credibility as the opposition candidate with the 
best chance to prevail against Marcos was boosted when the Cory Aquino 
for President Movement, by December 1, 1985, managed to obtain one 
million signatures petitioning for her candidacy, less than one month after 
Marcos’s called for elections.36

To be sure, notwithstanding the widespread recognition of Aquino’s 
favorable qualities as a clean, nontraditional opposition candidate, they 
were her major weaknesses at the same time. Not being a traditional politi-
cian meant that Aquino was not skilled in machine politics. Her fundrais-
ing and organizational capabilities paled in comparison to Laurel’s, who 
was a longtime politician hailing from a political family long before the 
Marcos martial law era. In the run- up to the official nomination day on 
December 11, 1985, a New York Times report noted that Laurel was “the only 
opposition candidate with serious nationwide political organization” who 
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had “in place a nationwide network of supporters who await the signal to 
go into action.”37 His supporters offered the fact that Laurel “commands the 
only nationwide election machinery apart from that of Mr. Marcos.”38 A US 
Department of State Bureau of Intelligence and Research Briefing Paper 
concurred, noting that “Doy Laurel is the most conservative and organized 
of the opposition leaders and Cory Aquino the most popular.”39 Indeed, in 
the aftermath of Benigno Aquino Jr.’s assassination, the American embassy 
had already identified the Laurel- led UNIDO as the major opposition actor 
resisting Marcos’s rule.40 The embassy noted that “Salvador Laurel is the 
opposition’s most experienced traditional political fund raiser and his organi-
zation would be an asset in financing a united opposition.”41

Laurel’s leadership of UNIDO was crucial in solidifying his public 
credibility as a political leader with a strong organizational network capa-
ble of mobilizing substantial support. As an American embassy cable sug-
gested, “Doy Laurel’s chances of becoming the sole opposition candidate 
will depend to a large extent on the assessment of other opposition leaders 
as to the real strength of UNIDO.”42 The perception that UNIDO was an 
impressive party machine can be largely attributed to its outsized success 
in the May 1984 parliamentary elections. Before 1984, the opposition was 
noted for being fragmented among a number of opposition parties, 
headed by their respective elite leaders. Other than UNIDO, the other 
major parties were the PDP- Laban, founded by Aquilino Pimentel Jr. and 
Benigno Aquino, the Liberal Party, led by ex- senators Eva Estrada Kalaw 
and John Osmena, and the Nacionalista Party, reactivated by ex- senator 
Jose Roy. All were political parties led by the heads of longtime political 
families with very narrow bases of mass support. But after May 1984, with 
more than half of the opposition parliamentarians under its wing, UNIDO 
publicly and clearly signaled that it was the Philippines’ leading opposi-
tion party. A post- election report prepared for the US Senate Committee 
on Foreign Relations opined that in the wake of UNIDO’s strong showing, 
Laurel was “the closest thing to an opposition leader in the Philippines 
today.”43 Another analyst opined that he was “the biggest winner of the 
1984 legislative elections,” which “made him the undisputed leader of the 
anti- Marcos forces” (Thompson 1995, 132– 33). Most crucially, even Cora-
zon Aquino’s own supporters conceded that Laurel had a superior party 
machinery. When they drew up a list of strengths and weaknesses for both 
candidates, they noted that Laurel was a “political pro” who had the “sup-
port of traditional politicians and UNIDO” and could “fight Marcos tough 
for tough,” thus giving him a “good” chance to win the elections (Javate- de 
Dios, Daroy, and Kalaw- Tirol 1988, 670– 72).
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In any case, throughout the rest of November and early December 1985, 
it appeared that a three- way presidential race between Marcos, Aquino, 
and Laurel was a likely outcome. Open conflict broke out between the 
NUC, which was now backing Aquino, and Laurel and his UNIDO party. 
At stake was whether the NUC or UNIDO would be put forward to be 
certified by the Philippine election commission as the “dominant opposi-
tion party.” Whichever party to be certified as such would have the right to 
place poll watchers at the voting stations, thus augmenting and solidifying 
its nationwide grassroots presence. Laurel even attempted to enlist the help 
of the American ambassador at that time, Stephen Bosworth, to try to per-
suade Aquino to be his vice- presidential running mate. Bosworth recalled 
that “[Laurel] was constantly besieging me to try to get me an interview 
with her and persuade her that they should be reversed. The ranking should 
be reversed, and he should be the presidential candidate.”44

When Aquino finally announced her intention to run as the opposi-
tion candidate on December 3, 1985, she offered Laurel the spot as her 
vice- presidential running mate. As a quid pro quo for acquiescing to 
Aquino’s offer, Laurel, in turn, demanded concessions. First, he insisted 
that they contest the elections under the UNIDO party banner, which 
would make UNIDO the dominant opposition party (Komisar 1987, 74; 
Thompson 1995, 137).45 He appealed to her by talking up about UNIDO’s 
strength, suggesting that UNIDO “was the largest and most organized 
party in the country” and “was accredited as the dominant opposition 
party,” and “its capacity to wage and win a nationwide campaign had been 
convincingly demonstrated in the 1984 elections when we won one third 
of the seats at stake.”46 Second, he wanted Aquino to promise that “he be 
appointed prime minister and be given the cabinet post of his choice, that 
a quarter of other cabinet jobs go to UNIDO people, that he be consulted 
on all appointments,” among other demands (Komisar 1987, 74).47 Unsur-
prisingly, Aquino’s advisers balked at these demands. “They’re blackmail-
ing us,” they cried (Komisar 1987, 74).

Laurel’s insistence on running under the UNIDO banner was appar-
ently twofold. In the event that the Aquino- Laurel ticket won, UNIDO’s 
prominence would preserve Laurel’s influence over future cabinet appoint-
ments. Alternatively, in the event that they lost to Marcos, UNIDO’s 
standing as the dominant opposition party would be preserved for future 
elections (Cameron 1992, 240). Having understood this logic, Aquino ini-
tially spurned Laurel’s suggestion and proposed a new coalition called 
UNIDO- LABAN, LABAN being the former party of her slain husband. 
This new proposal was, of course, unacceptable to Laurel. At a press con-
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ference three days before nomination day, he declared that coalition talks 
had collapsed. “I can sacrifice myself. I can sacrifice the presidency. But I 
cannot sacrifice my party and my principles,” he lamented.48

Yet, even then, the respective strengths and weaknesses of the candi-
dates were hard to ignore. There was widespread elite and mass recognition 
that, while Aquino was popular, she was hamstrung by the lack of an effec-
tive party machine. Laurel, on the other hand, had a proven party machine 
but, as a traditional politician, was mistrusted. They depended on each 
other to maximize their joint chances of victory. An American special 
interagency meeting in October 1985 noted that “as many as 85 percent of 
the opposition appear ready to coalesce behind one or both of these candi-
dates in an election.”49 A month later, a CIA internal meeting concluded 
that there was “agreement among most leaders that a joint ticket between 
Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel would make the strongest opposition 
ticket.”50 Another widely circulated CIA report in December 1985, right in 
the midst of opposition coalition talks, commented that “most opposition 
leaders— and many ruling party leaders— believed that a joint Aquino- 
Laurel ticket would be the opposition’s best hope to defeat Marcos.”51

Even more importantly, both party leaders had little doubt of their 
relative strengths and weaknesses when explicitly admonished by Cardi-
nal Sin, the influential and charismatic leader of the Catholic Church in 
the Philippines. He summarized it aptly to Aquino herself: “Cory, you 
cannot do it alone. You are a housewife. You have no political party, no 
poll watchers, no national organization. You have to join with an existing 
party, or it will not work” (Bautista 1987, 166). He then had lunch with 
Laurel and said, “Doy, you are intelligent. You are experienced in politics. 
But you are not as attractive as Cory. She holds the heart of the people in 
her hands. Join with her and you will win” (Bautista 1987, 167). Opposition 
supporters themselves concurred that the opposition’s best chances for 
defeating Marcos rested on an alliance between the two candidates.52 
Brownlee noted that both Laurel’s and Aquino’s supporters “realized that 
only a united front could challenge Marcos in such a crucial contest” 
(Brownlee 2007, 194).

Furthermore, it was clear to both Aquino and Laurel that in the coun-
terfactual scenario where there was no alliance between the two, the votes 
would likely be equally split, thus eliminating any chance of defeating 
Marcos (Forest and Forest 1988, 55).53 This counterfactual was obvious to 
the public, to the two candidates, and to their supporters (Javate- de Dios, 
Daroy, and Kalaw- Tirol 1988, 181– 89). In their respective meetings with 
Cardinal Sin, “Both of them were made to realize that if they were not 
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united, neither would make it” (Goodno 1991, 90).54 Cardinal Sin added, 
“The whole nation was sad. They thought that Cory and Laurel would run 
against each other. Everybody knew that with the Marcos cheating already 
in place and the opposition divided, Cory and Doy would lose and the 
Philippines would face more years of Marcos terror” (White 1989, 147). 
Another opposition insider told the American embassy that “if both Lau-
rel and Mrs Aquino declared for the Presidency Dec 11 (nomination day), 
then the game is over.”55

For its part, the American embassy too urged the dueling leaders not 
to be divided. The American deputy chief of mission, Philip S. Kaplan, 
recalled that when they met for lunch, he told Aquino, “Look, you’re going 
to be the president, you’re going to get elected. The vice president only 
does what you allow him to do. Keep him [Laurel] in the tent. And if you 
don’t do it, you’re not going to win.”56 This recognition about certain defeat 
if they contested alone was further reflected in the generally conciliatory 
attitudes between the two candidates, even after the press conference 
when Laurel announced that opposition unity had collapsed. Aquino told 
reporters that she would seek a final meeting with Laurel: “I just don’t 
want it to be said that I failed to avail of every possible solution in getting 
the two of us to unite.”57 For his part, Laurel mentioned, “We are still hop-
ing and praying for unity. God works in mysterious ways, after all.”58

The game of chicken between the two persisted right up till the morn-
ing of nomination day, when both candidates filed papers as presidential 
candidates. But a mere one hour before the deadline, Aquino and Laurel 
withdrew their individual nominations and filed a joint nomination as 
presidential and vice- presidential candidates respectively, both running 
under the UNIDO party label. In Cameron’s analysis, Laurel demonstrated 
stronger resolve to Aquino to make her agree to run under the UNIDO 
banner (Cameron 1992, 239– 46). He was willing to risk an opposition 
split, even at the cost of certain defeat and Marcos’s continued rule. But for 
Aquino, a continuation of Marcos’s disastrous rule was a far worse propo-
sition than conceding to Laurel’s demands. Laurel’s own diary entry on the 
date of the nomination day corroborates this analysis. It reveals that it was 
Aquino who met Laurel at his son’s house to announce that she had 
changed her mind to agree to run under the UNIDO banner, as well as 
promise a post- election deal over cabinet appointments.59 To his credit, 
Laurel blamed Aquino’s advisers for the extended, topsy- turvy negotia-
tions, rather than Aquino herself. “If not for the people around Cory, 
agreement between her and me would have been reached a long time ago,” 
he remarked.60 In any case, with this final combination, a New York Times 
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editorial noted that Marcos might lose the election because “a bickering 
opposition agreed to a single slate, teaming the personable but untested 
Corazon Aquino with the seasoned but wily Salvador Laurel.”61

Expectations of Cross- Party Vote Transfer and Mass Support  
on Election Day

In forging their alliance, Corazon Aquino and Salvador Laurel made the 
decision based on a crucial assumption— that their respective sets of sup-
porters would vote strategically for their joint ticket. If they had little con-
fidence that such an assumption was true, then surely they would not have 
suffered such intense pressure and put so much effort in trying to find an 
amicable bargain with each other. They would have reasoned that negoti-
ating compromise bargains with each other was a fruitless endeavor 
because their followers would be split due to some irreconcilable differ-
ences anyway. Yet the historical evidence suggests that both Aquino and 
Laurel were quietly confident of the overall level of cross- party strategic 
vote transfer if they formed a pre- electoral alliance.

The level of vote transfers among both sets of supporters was expected 
to be high for at least two reasons. There were few ideological differences 
between Aquino and Laurel, for one. Both of them were regarded as mem-
bers of the centrist, moderate, nonviolent opposition (Wurfel 1988, 278– 
80). By contrast, the Communist Party of the Philippines and its public 
face, the National Democratic Front, comprised the radical opposition, 
invested in violent confrontation with the Marcos regime (Wurfel 1988, 
280– 81). The only issue that appeared to separate the two— whether the 
American military bases should be allowed to stay— was more of a mirage 
than reality. It was widely known that Laurel was generally in favor of 
America’s continued presence in the Philippines. While Aquino was noted 
for her general public opposition to the American bases, she was privately 
ready to be flexible for the purposes of securing tacit American endorse-
ment of her candidacy. A CIA intelligence assessment report in November 
1985 noted that “almost all opposition leaders have waffled on the future of 
the US facilities . . . and they occasionally make public statements against 
them in order to bolster their nationalist credentials,” yet “most moderates 
conceded that the benefits of the bases . . . justify their presence and offset 
any potential infringement of Philippine sovereignty.”62 Aquino demon-
strated her flexibility near the end of December 1985 when she stated that 
she would allow the US military bases to remain in the Philippines if she 
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was elected president, at least until the end of the agreement in 1991.63 
Regardless, it was not evident that America’s presence in the Philippines 
was a major campaign issue. Filipinos in general were more concerned 
about getting rid of Marcos the autocrat than about the continued pres-
ence of the military bases.

The fortuitous structure of the ballot in having joint presidential and 
vice- presidential teams of candidates is the second reason why both 
opposition party elites expected a high degree of strategic voting for a 
joint ticket. Supporters of both Aquino and Laurel would have little 
problem voting for a joint ticket where both candidates were on the bal-
lot. Voters who were concerned about Aquino’s inexperience in the 
practice of politics and the pragmatics of governance might be reassured 
that Laurel would be her vice president and be able to provide at least 
some guidance. Other voters who were concerned about Laurel’s ques-
tionable reputation as a traditional politician might be persuaded that 
Aquino at the top of the ticket moderated a temptation to return to Mar-
cos’s cronyism. In other words, their coordinated joint ticket would be 
able to draw support from both sets of supporters, even if their support-
ers disliked the other candidate.

Not only were the two sets of supporters not ideologically divided, 
there was also strong evidence that most voters cared much more about 
opposing Marcos, including independents and moderates who had previ-
ously supported Marcos either tacitly by acquiescing to his rule or actively 
at the ballot box. In other words, the authoritarian- democratic cleavage 
among voters was more salient and important than any intra- opposition 
divisions. The strongest indication came from the middle class. As the 
conventional political science wisdom proposes: no bourgeoisie, no 
democracy (Moore 1966; Bellin 2000). In the Philippines, the middle class 
generally refers to the bureaucratic and business professionals working in 
the Metro Manila area, as well as the upper- middle capitalist class of busi-
ness owners. Before the crunch coalition talks in December 1985, indica-
tions of potential middle- class support for a joint opposition ticket were 
plentiful. The most overt indicator was middle- class participation in mass 
protests on the streets. In a meeting with President Marcos himself after 
the Benigno Aquino assassination, American ambassador Michael Arma-
cost told Marcos that he “had been particularly struck in recent days by 
the number of middle- class businessmen and professionals in the Makati 
area who had joined the anti- government demonstrations.”64 Rivera (2001, 
239) concurs with this assessment: “The most vivid open protests erupted 
in the very centers of high commerce and finance involving the profes-
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sionals, white collar workers, and the anti- crony business personalities.” 
To be sure, the middle class revolted not just because of their outrage at 
Benigno Aquino’s assassination. They were also deeply disappointed by 
the false promises of economic development that was supposed to emerge 
from Marcos’s centralization of political power. Marcos’s rule did not 
bring stability and broad- based economic growth, even as the middle 
class gave up their political rights as citizens at the onset of martial law. 
Instead, Marcos’s “provision pact” selectively rewarded certain economic 
elites in exchange for their support, even as he set out to destroy those who 
resisted his rule (Slater 2010, 163– 80). A member of the Makati Business 
Club, the premier club representing capitalist interests in Metro Manila, 
bemoaned the failure to enlarge the middle class.

Marcos launched a revolution from the center. If it was indeed a 
revolution from the center, it would have survived. It would have 
brought a lot of people from below to the middle class. There would 
have been this broad belt of stakeholders in the new society which 
would have been its impregnable defense mechanism. This didn’t 
happen. Anong lumitaw? [What emerged?] The new oligarchs. So it 
would appear that the revolution sold out to the Commies. (Bello 
1984, 300)

In addition to intermittent street protests, moreover, the middle class 
also organized collectively into various civil society groups opposing Mar-
cos. For example, at least two civil society groups— the August Twenty- 
One Movement and Justice for Aquino– Justice for All— commemorated 
Aquino’s death. “Most of these groups were organizations of middle- class 
professionals, including students and church officials,” Kessler (1984, 1211) 
noted. By 1985, Timberman (1991, 132) estimates, “There were more than 
100 mass and sectoral organizations that formed and re- formed ever shift-
ing coalitions.” While numerous and generally inchoate, these nonviolent 
groups had the dual effect of isolating the more violent NPA and of ener-
gizing previously apathetic citizens into opposing Marcos. As a journalist 
recounted, “They drew the younger, formerly uninterested businessmen 
and technocrats into the political mainstream. The young, in turn, 
recruited the vitally needed big- business leaders and the top- rank acade-
micians and clergy who had stayed out of the arena” (quoted in Timber-
man 1991, 134). In any case, there were also no evidence indicating that 
these civil society groups were split in their support for Aquino or Laurel. 
All jointly opposed Marcos.
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Finally, as previously discussed, one of the strongest indicators of 
middle- class antipathy toward the Marcos regime was the May 1984 par-
liamentary elections, where UNIDO won the majority of parliamentary 
seats in the Metro Manila area. Not only did the vast majority of voters 
turn up to vote— turnout was estimated at about 85 percent— despite the 
boycott movement, but they turned out to vote despite the threat of elec-
toral violence and vote buying. Approaching the 1986 elections, these 
threats were again very real. Thompson’s (1995, 141– 44) analysis of the 
records suggest that Marcos had set aside a spectacular sum of half a bil-
lion US dollars for buying votes, and had ordered the military and the 
election commission to collaborate to use violence and spread fear among 
opposition supporters. Assassinations of candidates and violent intimida-
tion of voters, such as firing guns into the air at polling stations, were com-
monplace and widely expected during election time. What was more, 
coordinating the potential electoral violence and manipulation was Gen-
eral Fabian Ver, Marcos’s loyal chief of staff of the armed forces. He had 
been acquitted for his alleged involvement in the Benigno Aquino assas-
sination and reinstated immediately by Marcos as chief of staff on Decem-
ber 2, 1985, the same day that Aquino announced that she was running as 
a candidate. There would have been little doubt in Laurel’s and Aquino’s 
minds that Marcos and General Ver would engage in whatever electoral 
violence, fraud, and manipulation necessary to try to secure victory.

Yet the results of the May 1984 parliamentary elections proved crucial 
in updating opposition elite expectations that voters, especially the pro- 
opposition middle class, could be counted to turn up at the polls. NAM-
FREL’s greater prominence was especially powerful in this regard. Between 
1984 and 1986, NAMFREL grew its base of volunteers more than two times 
and had grown its coverage from two- thirds of country to 85 percent 
(Thompson 1995, 148– 49). It also had the backing of the Philippine Catho-
lic Church in the form of a “marine corps” of local priests and nuns who 
headed local NAMFREL organizations. They provided the symbolic and 
moral resistance to the military’s electoral violence, thereby delivering 
confidence to voters to vote (Youngblood 1990, 198). Financial backing 
was secretly provided by the Americans and the Japanese, who altogether 
funded NAMFREL to the tune of slightly less than US$1 million (Bonner 
1987, 408– 9). NAMFREL’s enlarged status thus generated confidence 
among opposition elites that the negative effects of electoral violence and 
vote buying could be attenuated, even if not completely eliminated (Pas-
cual 1990). Moreover, there is no evidence to suggest that NAMFREL 
favored either Aquino or Laurel. Arguably, its commitment toward 
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enhancing electoral integrity is indicative of the singularity of its anti- 
Marcos objectives.

But middle- class support alone would not be enough to push Aquino 
and Laurel over the finish line. After all, some estimates suggest that the 
middle class in the Philippines constituted only 10 to 12 percent of the 
working population near the end of the 1990s (Rivera 2001, 232). The pro-
portion in 1986 would surely be smaller. To win, the opposition had to 
secure enough votes from the rural areas and from the broad masses. In 
this regard, the Catholic Church’s vast network of parishes, priests, and 
nuns again played a decisive role. In a country where more than 80 per-
cent of the population are nominally Roman Catholic, with a significant 
portion of the rest Protestants, the church and its clergy were highly influ-
ential in swaying public opinion and voting behavior. Here, the overall 
empirical evidence suggests that the Catholic Church gradually turned 
against the Marcos regime and did nothing to split Aquino and Laurel. In 
fact, the church was decisive in urging its flock to vote for the joint opposi-
tion ticket.

At the onset of martial law in 1972, the Philippine churches were not 
entirely opposed to Marcos’s rule. In fact, just one month after the declara-
tion of martial law, the National Council of Churches in the Philippines 
submitted a resolution signed by eight heads of churches expressing their 
support for his declaration (Rigos 1975, 127). Another letter, written and 
signed by Archbishop Teopisto V. Alberto, president of the Catholic Bish-
ops’ Conference of the Philippines (CBCP) (Rigos 1975, 127– 28) expressed 
reluctant acquiescence to martial law, provided that it was as brief as pos-
sible. Dissent within the church, while present, was in the minority (Slater 
2010, 168– 72; Youngblood 1990, 72– 73). Further, in November 1973, a 
Church- Military Liaison Committee (CMLC) was set up to resolve differ-
ences between churches and the military (Rigos 1975, 131). Participation in 
this committee signaled the churches’ willingness to work with the regime 
to preserve general law and order despite their reservations. Overall, the 
atmosphere and relationship between the churches and Marcos can be 
described as “critical co- operation” (Rigos 1975, 131).

By the early 1980s, however, the relationship had changed drastically. 
In July 1982, Cardinal Jaime Sin, now archbishop of Manila and overall 
leader of Filipino Catholics, suggested that Marcos had “lost the respect of 
the people” and that he should “make way for new leadership” (Young-
blood 1984, 211– 12). The CBCP then voted to withdraw from the CMLC in 
January 1983, followed by a pastoral letter in February 1983 “read in more 
than 3,000 parishes, accusing the government of economic mismanage-
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ment, corruption, and repression” (Youngblood 1984, 205). The reasons 
precipitating such a breakdown in relations were several. The primary rea-
son was the government’s increasing repression against church workers. 
Several high- profile cases of military arrests and killing of church workers 
on charges of alleged antigovernment activities, possessing subversive 
documents, and providing safe harbor for communists occurred in 1981 
and 1982 (Youngblood 1984, 207– 9; 1990, 128– 32). These arrests were based 
on the belief that the Communist Party and the NPA had infiltrated Phil-
ippine churches, particularly in rural areas. Fighting back against the NPA 
necessitated action against radical clergy. Yet a CIA report in March 1983 
opined that although there were indeed some Communist sympathizers 
among the clergy, “the total number of religious radicals in the Church 
remains small” and that the military’s actions were counterproductive 
because they “frequently ensnare innocent Church workers.”65 Neverthe-
less, the decision by Defense Minister Enrile to turn a CMLC meeting in 
November 1982 into a media circus embarrassed and enraged the bishops, 
leading to their withdrawal from the committee two months later.

A secondary, albeit still important reason, was the growing poverty 
and inequality. Through the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, Philippine churches 
became more invested in social justice work as successive popes spoke out 
against structural injustices in the economy and politics (Youngblood 
1990, chapter 4). As a result, churches increasingly found solidarity with 
the poor and oppressed, spoke out for them, and organized them in seek-
ing collective solutions to their economic misery. The declining economy 
under Marcos’s rule in the early 1980s brought more and more statements 
of concern from bishops, pastors, priests, and nuns. In his analysis, Young-
blood (1990, 190) concluded, “These statements and others indicate 
unequivocally that by the time of the Aquino assassination in August 1983 
and the subsequent collapse of the economy, Philippine church leaders 
had lost faith in the ability of the Marcos regime’s economic policies to 
create a more just and equitable society for the majority of Filipinos.” As 
the economy plummeted further in 1984 and 1985, church dissent grew. 
The Philippine church heaved under the burden of tending to the spiritual 
and materials needs of its flock.

After the Aquino assassination in August 1983, the church became even 
more outspoken against the Marcos regime. A key symbolic indicator was 
Cardinal Sin’s presiding over Aquino’s funeral and calling for national rec-
onciliation (Wurfel 1985, 265– 66). In particular, he urged Marcos to hold 
free and fair elections as a first step in removing the shackles of oppres-
sion, which had “reduced the Filipino to being an exile in his own coun-
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try” (Youngblood 1984, 213). This message for free and fair elections was 
also delivered to President Ronald Reagan himself. In a September 23, 
1984, meeting in the Waldorf Towers in New York, Cardinal Sin told Rea-
gan that “he wanted simply to convey one thing, the importance of restor-
ing democracy to the Philippines.”66 A year later, in September 1985, two 
months before Marcos called for snap elections and three months before 
the height of opposition coalition talks, a CIA memorandum concluded 
that growing public dissent from within the Catholic Church was a key 
reason for Marcos’s declining support:

The Catholic Church is increasingly disenchanted with the Marcos 
regime over government corruption and human rights abuses. It is 
particularly aggravated by the harassment, murder, and disappear-
ance of clergy and lay workers. Cardinal Jaime Sin has repeatedly 
embarrassed Marcos by his outspoken criticism of the ruling fam-
ily. In addition, many parish priests are openly admonishing the 
government from the pulpit, and some radical priests are report-
edly involved in supporting the Communist insurgency.67

In addition, a second, more pragmatic, indicator of the church’s ability 
to shift mass support toward the opposition was its creation of the Radio 
Veritas, the church’s official radio station, and the Veritas weekly newspa-
per. Both alternative media outlets broke the stranglehold of pro- 
government news reporting (Gonzalez 1988). Their daily coverage of the 
Aquino assassination trial allowed for a “diversity of viewpoints that went 
beyond the official version of events,” and “provided opinion leadership in 
reporting and interpreting events beyond the official story” (Gonzalez 
1988, 40– 41). Because of their affiliation with the Catholic Church, both 
platforms also served as informal leaders of the alternative press, such as 
Malaya, a weekly English- language tabloid, and Philippine Collegian, a 
University of the Philippines student paper (Siriyuvasak 2005). They led 
boycotts of the mainstream presses, causing their sales to drop and forcing 
them to shift their pro- Marcos editorial stances. With at least some allies 
in the media, opposition elites could be relatively more assured that their 
campaign messages would get out to the masses to boost electoral turnout 
(Rosario- Braid and Tuazon 1999).

Taken together— the lack of an ideological divide, the structure of the 
joint ticket contest, NAMFREL’s strong deterrence against electoral vio-
lence, vote buying and fraud, and a clear shift in support from Marcos to 
the opposition by the middle class and by the Philippine church— all 
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strongly indicated to opposition elites that aggregating votes among the 
supporters of the two leading opposition party leaders would be a non- 
issue. Laurel and Aquino, as staunch Roman Catholics and members of 
the same political class traveling in the same circles as other economic 
elites, would have been well aware of the robust backing that they would 
potentially receive if they cooperated with each other. Although any elec-
toral campaign against Marcos’s financial and coercive war chest would be 
a monumental task, cross- party strategic voting was one less doubt they 
had to contend with.

Conclusion

The opposition’s confidence in mass support amid the backdrop of a 
crumbing Marcos regime was fulfilled during the two- month campaign 
period in the run- up to the February 7, 1986, presidential elections. The 
church delivered its support most symbolically via Cardinal Sin, who 
issued two pastoral letters urging people to vote, as “participation in the 
election was not just a political act, but was also an act of Christian faith, 
requiring high standards of honesty and integrity” (Youngblood 1990, 
199). NAMFREL’s operations and US election observers thwarted the most 
severe cases of electoral manipulation, although they could not prevent 
the election commission from padding Marcos’s vote totals in regions 
where they had less access (Thompson 1995, 150– 51). Ultimately, the offi-
cial count gave Marcos 54 percent of the vote, a figure disputed by NAM-
FREL, the Catholic Bishops’ Conference, and election observers from the 
United States (Bonner 1987, 410– 17). Dispute over the degree of electoral 
fraud and the legitimacy of the official results resulted in a limbo in poli-
tics for the rest of the month of February, until a defection in the Philip-
pine military in late February decisively swung the political momentum in 
favor of the opposition. The People Power Revolution culminated in the 
gathering of millions of Filipinos in the streets of Manila in support of the 
rebel army (Thompson 1995, 155– 61). Marcos and his entourage finally fled 
the Philippine presidential palace on four American helicopters to Clark 
Air Base, and then proceeded to Guam and Hawaii, where the Reagan 
administration granted asylum. Marcos would never again set foot in the 
Philippines.

Such a sequence of events would have been highly unlikely if Aquino 
and Laurel had not formed an alliance on December 11, 1985. They were 
able to do so because they recognized that electoral victory was possible 
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and its potential benefits realizable, even if coordination on a joint ticket 
entailed costly compromises. Their perception of their chances of electoral 
victory was informed by clear indications of Marcos’s accelerating vulner-
ability, as well as acknowledgment of each other’s mutual dependency 
supported by rich information regarding their relative electoral strengths 
and weaknesses. Confidence with regard to cross- party strategic voting 
for a joint alliance enhanced perceptions of the opposition’s chances of 
victory. When weighed against a strong chance of defeating Marcos to 
revive Philippine democracy and end economic misery, the costs of 
mutual concessions— for Aquino, running under the UNIDO banner 
while relinquishing autonomy to nominate a sizable portion of a future 
cabinet; for Laurel, surrendering the presidency and a chance to be a head 
of state— paled in comparison. The alternative scenario of no opposition 
alliance appeared to be a guaranteed disaster. Neither Aquino nor Laurel 
believed they could win without an alliance.
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Opposition Fracture in South Korea

The Philippines was not alone in its experience with democratization in East 
and Southeast Asia near the end of the Cold War. Another country was 
South Korea. In fact, opposition elites in South Korea were particularly 
attuned to events unfolding in the Philippines. Afterall, South Korea’s auto-
crat Park Chung Hee had declared martial law in October 1972, just one 
month after Ferdinand Marcos did so in the Philippines. His move caught 
the American diplomats in Seoul by surprise just as Marcos’s declaration did 
in Manila.1 Like Marcos, Park was already sitting president of the country 
when he declared martial law, having seized power in a military coup in 
1961. Also like Marcos, Park dissolved the legislative assembly, suspended 
elections, and imposed press controls, among other measures.2 He cited a 
“rapidly changing international situation” that jeopardized North- South 
reunification talks as the primary reason for martial law. Yet, unlike Marcos, 
Park would not see the collapse of his own regime. In October 1979, he was 
assassinated by the head of his intelligence agency, Kim Jae Kyu. The ensu-
ing power struggle saw General Chun Doo Hwan emerge victorious as the 
next autocratic South Korean military leader. It is during his rule in the 
1980s that we observe the decline of authoritarianism in South Korea and 
the growing space for opposition collective action.

As this book has argued, opposition elite assessments of regime vul-
nerability alongside their perceptions of mutual dependency jointly influ-
ence calculations about the electoral benefits of coordinating in opposi-
tion alliances. This chapter details the plentiful empirical evidence for 
these two variables in explaining the failure to form an opposition alliance 
in South Korea for the 1987 presidential elections. The chapter’s first sec-
tion details how opposition elites saw at least four signs of the regime’s 
impending fall, similar to their counterparts in the Philippines. The oppo-
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sition New Korea Democratic Party’s surprising gains in the February 1985 
legislative elections; recurring mass protests on the streets backed by the 
Christian churches; the regime’s capitulation in late June 1987, allowing 
direct presidential elections; and the open support by the United States for 
free and fair elections, all bolstered confidence that the military regime 
was ready to be toppled in elections in December 1987.

Yet this chapter’s second and third sections detail how, unlike their Phil-
ippine counterparts, dueling opposition party leaders found little agree-
ment over their mutual dependency, particularly because of a lack of ex 
ante information about their relative strengths and weaknesses. The lack of 
past election results, the absence of polling data, and the inability of mass 
rallies to draw clear conclusions about the relative electability of Kim Dae 
Jung and Kim Young Sam fostered their mutual belligerence about being 
the sole opposition nominee. In addition, because both Kims drew their 
support from different regions of the country, together with a lack of elec-
toral experience, there was significant uncertainty about the degree of vote 
transfer that would occur even if one candidate was nominated and the 
other endorsed him. Consequently, the two candidates insisted on their 
own superior candidacy. They would both go on to claim that their pro-
spective victory in the presidential elections would not depend on coop-
eration between them. In other words, each could win on his own. Eventu-
ally, the military- backed Roh Tae Woo prevailed in the December 1987 
elections with only 37 percent of the votes. Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young 
Sam obtained 27 percent and 28 percent vote shares respectively.

Just as in the previous chapter on opposition alliance formation in the 
Philippines, a timeline of key events will help readers familiarize them-
selves with events leading up to the December 1987 presidential elections. 
The most critical events that propelled the opposition to pressure Chun 
Doo Hwan to end his autocratic rule involved Kim Dae Jung’s return to 
South Korea, the opposition party’s surprising and unprecedented elec-
toral gains in February 1985, the toppling of the Marcos regime in the Phil-
ippines in February 1986, key public instances of American support for 
political liberalization in February and June 1987, and mass street protests 
sparked by the deaths of university students in January and June 1987.

Accelerating Regime Vulnerability in South Korea

When Ferdinand Marcos and his family fled the Philippines on four 
American helicopters at the end of February 1986, South Korea’s opposi-



TABLE 5.1. Timeline of Key Events in South Korean Politics in the 1970s and 1980s

Date Event

October 1972 Park Chung Hee declares martial law.

October 1979 Park Chung Hee assassinated.

December 1979 Chun Doo Hwan emerges as new autocratic South Korean leader.

May 1980 The military represses the Kwangju uprising, leaving hundreds 
dead.

December 1982 Kim Dae Jung allowed to leave for United States for medical treat-
ment and self- exile.

February 1985 Kim Dae Jung returns to South Korea from the United States. Four 
days later, legislative elections held in South Korea. The opposition 
party, the New Korea Democratic Party (NKDP) makes surprising, 
unprecedented gains.

February 1986 The People Power Revolution topples Marcos in the Philippines.

January 1987 Seoul National University student Park Jong Chul dies in police 
custody. Mass protests recur.

February 1987 Gaston Sigur, US assistant secretary of state for East Asian and 
Pacific affairs, gives public speech in support of South Korean 
democratization.

April 1987 Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam withdraw from the NKDP to 
form the Reunification Democratic Party (RDP). A week later, 
Chun Doo Hwan suspends debate on new constitution until after 
1988 Summer Olympics. Mass street protests renew.

Early June 1987 Mass protests intensify after Chun Doo Hwan announces Roh Tae 
Woo as his choice to be South Korea’s next president. They also 
intensify after Yonsei University student Lee Han Yol is seriously 
injured by a tear gas grenade.

Mid June 1987 Middle- class professionals join in the protests against the Chun 
Doo Hwan regime.

Late June 1987 South Korean government capitulates and agrees to hold direct 
presidential elections in concession to the opposition.

October 1987 Within a week of each other, both Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young 
Sam announce intention to contest for South Korean president. 
Kim Dae Jung splits from the RDP to form the Party for Peace and 
Democracy.

December 1987 Roh Tae Woo emerges victorious in the presidential elections with 
37 percent vote share.
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tion elites saw a hitherto inconceivable scenario for their own country 
becoming reality in front of their very eyes. They grew excited at the pros-
pect of toppling Chun Doo Hwan’s autocratic rule in the forthcoming 
elections, thereby liberating their people from the grip of a repressive mili-
tary (Heo and Roehrig 2010, 36). A CIA memorandum surveying and 
summarizing the latest opinion among South Korea opposition leaders 
just one month after Marcos’s fall bluntly stated,

Nowhere is attention to South Korean- Philippine parallels more 
intense than in South Korea itself. . . . Leaders of the staunchly anti- 
Chun New Korea Democratic Party (NKDP) are openly euphoric 
over events in Manila. They contend a “domino effect” will soon 
bring democracy to South Korea. In their eyes, Marcos fell because 
he was a dictator who did not enjoy the support of the people or 
ultimately of the United States. Kim Young Sam, who with Kim Dae 
Jung represents Chun’s most prominent opponents, brushed aside 
US Embassy officers’ analysis of the differences between the two 
situations, stressing that Chun will fall as Marcos did. In a prere-
corded rally address on 23 March, Kim Dae Jung urged his country-
men to make South Korea a “second Philippines.”3

But what exactly were the similarities between the two countries that 
made South Korean opposition leaders so excited about their chances of 
electoral victory against the autocratic regime? There were several, in fact 
(Cumings 2005, 299– 301). The first indicator of accelerating regime vul-
nerability is the opposition’s surprising gains just a year earlier in the Feb-
ruary 1985 legislative elections, just as the Filipino opposition parties made 
surprising gains in their May 1984 legislative elections (Choe and Kim 
2012). In South Korea, the opposition New Korea Democratic Party 
(NKDP) won 67 out of the 276 legislative seats, or almost one- quarter of 
all seats. This was nearly half of the Democratic Justice Party’s (DJP) num-
ber of seats, and was more than double its own expectations (Kim 1986, 
69). Even more surprising, the NKDP managed to obtain a 29.2 percent 
vote share, which was just six percentage points below DJP’s 35.3 percent 
(Koh 1985, 888). Government- approved and government- affiliated oppo-
sition parties won the rest of the votes and seats. The DJP only managed to 
obtain an outsized number of legislative seats due to a heavily manipu-
lated, mixed electoral system that rewarded the political party winning the 
largest number of district seats with an oversized share of the proportional 
representation seats. Regardless, NKDP’s “unexpectedly strong showing . . . 
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exposed the depth of popular antipathy toward Chun,” concluded a CIA 
report.4 Koh (1985, 883) opined that the results “stunned all observers and 
may well turn out to be a significant milestone in South Korea’s tortuous 
path to democracy.”

Further similarities between South Korea’s February 1985 legislative 
elections and the Philippines’ May 1984 legislative elections entrenched 
the Korean event’s status as a significant milestone. As in the Philippines, 
the elections revealed that a significant section of South Koreans were dis-
satisfied with Chun’s repressive, autocratic rule. These mass dissenters 
responded enthusiastically to the opposition’s blunt calls for an end to 
autocracy. Their overall enthusiasm for antigovernment campaign rheto-
ric “surprised all observers” (Koh 1985, 885– 86). The intensity of the anti-
government rhetoric was due, in part, to Kim Dae Jung’s heroic return to 
South Korea from exile in the United States just four days before the elec-
tion. Like Benigno Aquino, Kim Dae Jung had been sentenced to death by 
the autocratic regime for inciting civil unrest. And like Aquino, he had 
been allowed to travel to the United States for health treatment and self- 
exile. Prior to his return, Kim Dae Jung sought to play up his similarities 
with Benigno Aquino.5 “I hope not to be another Aquino case,” he fore-
warned at a press conference with Californian senator Alan Cranston.6 “If 
they turn me into a second Aquino, they [the Korean government] will 
have to face the same kind of fate as the Philippines,” he cautioned in front 
of an audience of 5,000 at his farewell speech in Los Angeles (Kim 2019, 
311). Ultimately, Kim was not assassinated upon his return, as he was 
accompanied by at least two American congressmen and senior American 
diplomatic officials guaranteeing his safety. Still, his triumphant return 
had a similar effect of boosting mass confidence in the opposition. It fur-
ther increased Kim Dae Jung’s stature as one of the leading opposition 
dissidents of the country, just as Benigno Aquino’s death established his 
widow as the leading opposition figure in the Philippines.

South Korea’s February 1985 legislative election results also revealed 
the degree to which dissatisfied South Koreans were willing to turn out to 
vote for a united opposition party against the ruling party. Before, govern-
ment manipulation of the electoral system and harassment of opposition- 
affiliated campaign workers meant that the opposition’s chances of elec-
toral success were slim. At that time, the majority of existing parties were 
government affiliated, thereby presenting voters with a false choice at the 
ballot box. Yet, despite the prospect of little material returns, a substantial 
number of voters still voted for the NKDP. They could be counted as com-
mitted democrats who could be relied upon to stick with the opposition. 
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Furthermore, these NKDP voters were not just supporters of Kim Dae 
Jung, who was from Jolla province, nor merely supporters of Kim Young 
Sam, who hailed from Kyongsang province. NKDP found extensive levels 
of support in the more urbanized, affluent areas of the country, just as 
UNIDO garnered most support in the urbanized, affluent areas of metro-
politan Manila. It was in this election that the urban South Korean middle 
class finally revealed its political opposition to the military regime (Bellin 
2000; Cheng 1990; Cheng and Krause 1991). In South Korea’s five largest 
cities of Seoul, Busan, Taegu, Incheon, and Kwangju, the NKDP outpolled 
DJP by a ratio of 4 to 3 (Koh 1985, 891). Most significantly, the capital city 
of Seoul saw NKDP garner 43.3 percent of the votes, to DJP’s 23.3 percent. 
NKDP’s ability to mobilize and capture the votes of South Korea’s middle 
class is perhaps exemplified most clearly in Gangnam district, the most 
affluent, educated, “upper middle class” district in the country. The NKDP 
candidate Lee Chul, a dissident activist, placed first, with a 46 percent vote 
share against the DJP’s candidate, Lee Tae Sup, an incumbent government 
minister with a PhD from MIT, who placed third (Kim 1986, 69; Koh 1985, 
890).

Opposition elites drew two lessons from the meteoric rise of NKDP a 
mere month after its birth. The election results first signaled that there was 
a potential path to victory even with minimal party organization. After all, 
the results showed that voters clearly recognized NKDP’s status as the 
“true” opposition party linked to Kim Young Sam and Kim Dae Jung, as 
compared to the other “government approved” opposition parties. Hence, 
if opposition leaders were to form new political party vehicles for electoral 
purposes, they could be confident that voters would be able to recognize 
the change in party affiliation and change their votes accordingly. New 
party formation and party switching were exactly what happened two 
years later in 1987.

Second, the results also suggested that further gains could be reaped 
with a longer period of organization. In the run- up to the elections, Kim 
Dae Jung was unable to campaign, as he was still under house arrest. Yet 
the results for the relatively new and inexperienced NKDP were still very 
encouraging. Hence, in view of Chun Doo Hwan’s pledge to hold presi-
dential elections when his term ended in 1988, better organization by 
NKDP could mean greater pressure on the government to hold direct 
elections for the presidency via popular vote, rather than indirect elec-
tions for presidency via an electoral college. NKDP thus set out to increase 
its organizational size and capabilities in the immediate aftermath of the 
elections, just as Salvador Laurel’s UNIDO established its position as the 
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leading opposition party in the Philippines after the May 1984 legislative 
elections. Toward that end, NKDP’s leaders sought cooperation with other 
antigovernment civil society groups, such as church organizations, stu-
dent groups, and labor unions in the months following its surprising gains 
in February 1985 (Choe and Kim 2012; J. Lee 2000; N. Lee 2007). NKDP’s 
organizational prominence in parliament also grew significantly in the 
months after the elections. The collapse of minor parties and their mem-
bership’s rapid defection to NKDP saw NKDP- affiliated legislators increase 
in numbers to more than 100 (Koh 1985, 896).

Following the NKDP’s surprising gains, hitherto dormant anti- Chun 
social groups became reinvigorated. This led to recurring, violent street 
demonstrations— the second indicator of the regime’s accelerating vulner-
ability. A confidential CIA report concluded, “[Demonstrators] sense that 
Chun’s domestic position is weaker as a result of the legislative elections in 
February and the return to center stage of several outspoken political 
opponents.”7 In particular, protests led by university students became 
much more regular. They formed the vanguard of recurring street pro-
tests, reprising their role just half a decade earlier when they led protests 
against Park Chung Hee’s regime (Chang 2015, chapter 3; N. Lee 2007). For 
the entire year of 1985, “There was a total of 3,877 on- campus rallies, dem-
onstrations, and other disturbances, with 46% or 1,792 of these occurring 
during the first (spring) semester of 1985” (E. Kim 1986, 71). The spring 
semester’s numbers were most alarming. They were more than eight times 
that of a similar period in 1984 (E. Kim 1985, 365). Most significant was the 
student occupation of the US Information Service library in downtown 
Seoul for four days from May 23 to May 26. The university students occu-
pying the library were commemorating the Kwangju massacre in May 
1980, which saw several hundred citizens killed when the military 
repressed mass protestors in the southwestern city of Kwangju (Ch’oe 
2006; Katsiaficas and Na 2006; N. Lee 2007). The students also protested 
against implicit and explicit US support of Chun’s actions during the mas-
sacre and for his autocratic regime (E. Kim 1986, 71). As a CIA report in 
the aftermath of the library’s occupation concluded, more and more anti-
government critics were beginning to see America’s positive relationship 
with South Korea as an open endorsement of Chun’s autocracy, without 
which his regime would collapse, just like how Ferdinand Marcos enjoyed 
American support until his downfall.8 In fact, a recurrent cycle of antigov-
ernment protests followed by government repression became so frequent 
in 1985 that the CIA became concerned about potential regime change by 
the end of the year.9
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The stunning news of Marcos’s fleeing to Guam and Hawaii in Febru-
ary 1986 blew new wind into the South Koreans’ opposition sails and 
forced Chun Doo Hwan to reconsider his strategies in dealing with the 
opposition. During the Philippine elections just before Marcos’s escape, 
the NKDP had already begun a nationwide signature campaign petition-
ing the government to amend the constitution to allow for direct presi-
dential elections by a popular vote. The campaign was steadily gaining 
momentum when news filtered through that Marcos had fled the Philip-
pines. “The ousting of the Philippine dictator was a spring breeze to us,” 
claimed Kim Dae Jung (2019, 321). This shocking event prompted Chun to 
retreat from his repressive stance of clamping down against the NKDP 
and the petition’s signatories (Shorrock 1986, 1195). In a meeting with 
opposition leaders, he mentioned for the first time that he was agreeable 
to constitutional amendments, and that the police had overreacted in 
placing hundreds of opposition party members under house arrest.10 A 
transcript of the meeting revealed that Chun himself referred to the Phil-
ippines’ woes as the result of protracted and unsustainable one- man rule.11 
Chun’s retreat from his previously strident stance of no compromise rein-
vigorated opposition elites. From then on, the ebb and flow of political 
protests on the streets would coincide with public perceptions of whether 
the government and opposition were closer or further away from agree-
ment on constitutional amendments (Shorrock 1988). Pressed by contin-
ued street protests in major cities, including a particularly violent one in 
May 1986 in Incheon, for example, the national assembly formed a Special 
Constitution Revision Committee in late June 1986 to consider the pro-
posed constitutional amendments (E. Kim 1987, 66).

Marcos’s downfall inspired not only opposition elites. The South 
Korean Catholic Church was also stirred by the prominent role of its Phil-
ippine counterpart. In early March 1986 just after the collapse of the Mar-
cos regime, the South Korean Catholic leader Cardinal Stephen Kim Sou 
Hwan gave a rousing sermon to endorse the opposition’s call for constitu-
tional amendments for direct elections.12 Explicitly receiving the cardi-
nal’s endorsement of the opposition were Kim Dae Jung, a Roman Catho-
lic, and Kim Young Sam, a Presbyterian, who were in attendance to hear 
his sermon in the front row of the congregation. Other Christian groups 
soon got further involved. A week after the cardinal’s speech, a National 
Alliance for Constitutional Reform was formed that included the Rever-
end Park Hyung Kyu of the Korea Council of Churches, and Reverend 
Moon Ik Hwan, president of the United Minjung (People’s) Movement for 
Democracy and Unification (UMDU) (Shorrock 1986, 1205– 10). The 
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UMDU itself was a formidable mass organization, consisting of twenty- 
three anti- Chun groups that represented everyone across the social spec-
trum, from farmers to poets, journalists, and unionists.

In any case, the South Korean churches’ full- throated endorsement of 
the opposition should have taken few people by surprise. For years under 
the previous Park Chung Hee regime, South Korean churches functioned 
as physical and symbolic refuges for antigovernment dissidents, much as 
in the Philippines (Chang 2015, chapter 4; Hyug 2006). For example, 
churches and cathedrals functioned as physical sites for meetings to coor-
dinate anti- regime activities, for prayers for the anti- regime movement, 
and for actual anti- regime demonstrations (Hong 2009, 189). Because of 
their images as “sacred spaces,” the government’s coercive forces hesitated 
to crack down on anti- regime dissidents at these sites. Myungdong Cathe-
dral, the primary site of Catholic leadership in South Korea, was one of the 
many such physical spaces. Furthermore, protestors and anti- regime crit-
ics working within and around these physical spaces found supportive 
pastors and bishops who too found the repressive tendencies of Park 
Chung Hee’s autocratic regime unjust. By the early 1980s, “Theological 
self- examination by evangelical churches gradually led to more concern 
about sociopolitical responsibilities,” particularly after the horrors of the 
Kwangju massacre (Hong 2009, 190). By the mid- 1980s, church leaders 
and student protestors were working in unison against Chun Doo Hwan.

The relentless waves of street protests escalated rapidly throughout 
1986 and reached a climax in the spring and summer of 1987 (Han 1988; 
Heo and Roehrig 2010, 37). In January 1987, revelations about the death of 
Seoul National University student Park Jong Chol in police custody 
sparked a new wave of anti- regime demonstrations.13 The police claimed 
that the student had drowned as his throat was crushed against the rim of 
a tub while being held under water during interrogations. An autopsy 
showed that blood clots induced from electric shock torture had also con-
tributed to his death. Stephen Cardinal Kim Sou Hwan once again lent 
symbolic legitimacy to the anti- regime protestors, taking advantage of a 
memorial service for the student to strongly criticize Chun Doo Hwan’s 
government. Subsequently, in April 1987, fresh street demonstrations led 
by university students broke out. They were protesting Chun Doo Hwan’s 
announcement that he would suspend all negotiations on constitution 
revision until after Seoul hosted the 1988 Summer Olympics. Chun did so 
as he thought was taking advantage of the opposition’s momentary inter-
nal chaos. News had broke that Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam, the de 
facto leaders of NKDP, announced that they would split away to form a 
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new party called the Reunification Democratic Party (RDP).14 They did so 
in protest against Lee Min Woo, the NKDP’s formal leader, who had 
wanted to usurp the influence of the two Kims in forging a compromise 
on revision of the constitution with Chun Doo Hwan. With their depar-
ture, the two Kims brought along with them more than 73 of the NKDP’s 
90 legislators, the core of the opposition party that had won the largest 
number of seats in the 1984 legislative elections. In any case, the previously 
dormant middle- class professionals also joined the student protests in 
solidarity (J. Lee 2000, 197). A new umbrella antigovernment organiza-
tion, called the National Coalition for a Democratic Constitution, was 
formed in late May 1987 (J. Lee 2000, 183– 88). It consolidated and coordi-
nated representatives from the UMDU and NKDP, as well as church activ-
ists, in response to shocking findings of Park Jong Chol’s death under 
police detention and torture. In the ensuing street protests that pitted 
more university students against the police, the subsequent death of a 
Yonsei University student Lee Han Yol brought even more protestors onto 
the streets for the next three weeks.15 Lee was struck in the head by a tear 
gas canister, causing a fatal skull fracture on June 9, 1987. Further news 
that the DJP and Chun Doo Hwan openly declared Roh Tae Woo, a Chun 
confidant, as the ruling party’s candidate on June 10 for upcoming presi-
dential elections added fuel to the raging fire. By June 18, 1987, “Down-
town Seoul looked like a war zone as tens of thousands of demonstrators 
took control of the streets, overpowering entire units of riot policemen 
who had run out of tear gas.”16

Under massive pressure from the recurring and violent street protests, 
the South Korean government finally capitulated on June 29, 1987. Roh Tae 
Woo, seizing the initiative as the prospective successor to Chun Doo 
Hwan, announced a comprehensive package of concessions to the opposi-
tion. To the opposition, this was the third clear indicator of the military 
regime’s accelerating vulnerability. Roh agreed to hold direct presidential 
elections via the popular vote by the end of the year, restored the political 
rights of Kim Dae Jung to participate in politics, and agreed to restore 
freedom of the press, among other concessions. This landmark event 
established the start of a period where the opposition could meaningfully 
participate in politics and compete against the ruling party, albeit under 
somewhat biased conditions. As Congressman Stephen Solarz, chairman 
of the US House of Representatives Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific 
Affairs, remarked about the South Korean situation at a hearing in the 
middle of 1987, “It definitely demonstrates, as did the triumph of ‘People 
Power’ in the Philippines a year and a half ago, that peaceful political 
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change is possible, and that those who believe they suffer from repression 
can successfully bring about a real improvement in the political condi-
tions of their existence.”17 A headline from the New York Times read, 
“Bombshell in Seoul: ‘People Power,’ Korean Style.”18 Frank C. Carlucci, 
Reagan’s national security advisor, concurred. In a memo written for a 
hastily convened National Security Planning Group meeting one week 
later among Reagan and his top lieutenants, Carlucci referred to Roh Tae 
Woo’s concessions as “a surprise decision” and “a miracle.”19 Furthermore, 
he concluded that “the government and the opposition are moving toward 
the moderate middle ground,” and in order to overcome the numerous 
obstacles to ensure peaceful and orderly democratic transition, “our job is 
to keep them there.”

In the final analysis, as in the Philippines, it was the United States that 
dealt the decisive blow to South Korea’s autocratic regime during the 
spring and summer of 1987 (Heo and Roehrig 2010, 38– 39; D. J. Kim 2019, 
336– 38; Oberdorfer 2001, 199– 210). This was the fourth and final indicator 
of the regime’s accelerating vulnerability. Prior to this period of intensify-
ing mass street protests, the Reagan administration was generally content 
with using “quiet diplomacy” to gently nudge Chun Doo Hwan toward 
political liberalization (Nix 1988; Work 2019). There are at least three rea-
sons for this particular diplomatic stance.20 First, the United States was 
primarily concerned about preserving America’s national security inter-
ests in South Korea, with its 40,000 troops facing down the Communist 
North Korean regime. The safety of American lives and the effective pres-
ervation of peace in the Korean peninsula necessitated having a stable, 
effective, pro- American South Korean government. Second, the Reagan 
administration was also concerned with preserving America’s economic 
interest. By 1983, two- way trade between South Korean and the United 
States had reached US$12 billion, which made South Korea one of Ameri-
ca’s top 10 trading partners and fifth largest market for American agricul-
tural products. Reagan’s officials were therefore particularly interested in 
expanding American firms’ access to sell products to Korean consumers, 
and to have greater investments in the country. Third and finally, Chun 
Doo Hwan had repeatedly committed himself both in private and in pub-
lic to stepping down as South Korean president in 1988. There was little 
reason to doubt his word, save for the open question on how his successor 
would be chosen. From this perspective, it was unsurprising that Presi-
dent Reagan’s overseas trip to South Korea in November 1983 emphasized 
security relations first, then economic relations, and then finally political 
liberalization.21 This sequencing of priorities in the United States’ relations 
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with South Korea is reflected in Reagan’s speech to the South Korean 
national assembly. The president first highlighted the two countries’ 
mutual experience in the Korean War, their shared threats of Soviet and 
communist aggression, Korea’s development into one of the fastest- 
growing economies in the world with American assistance and trade after 
the war, and America’s deep commitment to engendering peaceful nego-
tiations for reunification between the North and the South. The last topic 
his speech touched on was America’s “warm support” for South Korea’s 
“bold and necessary steps towards political development” because “the 
continuing development of democratic political institutions is the surest 
means by which to build the national consensus that is the foundation of 
true security.”22

But after Marcos’s fall in February 1986, “the success in the Philippines 
caused the Reagan administration to be more aggressive in South Korea” 
(Fowler 1999, 286). The Reagan administration abandoned its “quiet 
diplomacy” strategy to rely on public statements to put pressure on Chun 
Doo Hwan for political liberalization (Fowler 1999; Work 2019). These 
numerous public statements left no doubt in the minds of opposition 
elites that America was withdrawing its support for Chun and the military 
regime and was ready for South Korean democratization. The first salvo 
was launched on February 6, 1987, by Gaston Sigur, the US assistant secre-
tary for East Asian and Pacific Affairs. He gave a landmark speech at the 
US- Korea Society in New York City signaling the United States’ decisive 
withdrawal of its unconditional support for Chun’s rule and its open 
endorsement of democratization and free and fair elections.23 After noting 
South Korea’s continued challenges in dealing with North Korea and its 
swift economic development over the past few decades, he said,

At present, there appears to be a general consensus among South 
Koreans of various political persuasions that domestic political 
practices up to now— however well suited they may have been for a 
simpler, slower moving past— simply are inadequate to meet Korea’s 
complex present and future needs. . . . It is essential for the future of 
the Republic of Korea, and for the future of our bilateral relations, 
that any new constitution, and the laws which support representa-
tive government, create a more open and legitimate political sys-
tem. . . . Regardless of what specific governmental system emerges 
from the current debate, it surely must reflect elements of openness, 
fairness, and legitimacy. . . . History demonstrates that to be dura-
ble, constitutions must be carefully constructed. They emerge from 
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compromise and consensus among the major political players, not 
from violence, abuse of physical force, or obstinate confrontation. 
Lasting constitutions encompass broad principles, such as free and 
fair elections in an open atmosphere.

In order to support this new political system, Sigur noted that the United 
States would undertake three actions. First, it would work with South 
Korea’s armed forces “to maintain and strengthen the military shield 
which protects the country.” This explicitly suggests that the United States 
wanted the military to turn its focus away from domestic intervention into 
external protection. Second, it would continue to support open interna-
tional trade with South Korea. Finally, it would “continue to urge accom-
modation, compromise, and consensus” among all the political actors to 
come to an agreement on the constitutional amendments. This speech 
would henceforth guide American policy for the next year until Chun’s 
transfer of power to another person. It formed the central part of the dis-
cussion between Secretary of State Stephen Shultz and Chun when the 
two met in Seoul in March 1987,24 and was the guiding policy document 
for National Security Council meetings headed by Frank Carlucci, the 
national security advisor at that time.25

While remarkable in and of itself, Sigur’s speech summarizing Ameri-
can assessments and the purported actions America would take appears 
more familiar when read alongside the numerous speeches that Kim Dae 
Jung gave at churches and university campuses throughout America dur-
ing his period of exile just four years earlier.26 In these speeches, Kim 
would pontificate on the long history of Korean political development as 
well as its relationship with America, dwell on the role of Christianity and 
its relationship to human rights, and speculate on what it would take for 
further political liberalization. Near the end of these speeches, he would 
almost always ask for American support for South Korean democracy. On 
one occasion in a speech at Emory University on March 31, 1983, he con-
cluded his speech by saying,

We are not asking the United States to fight in our stead or directly 
to interfere with the Chun Doo Hwan dictatorship. We only want 
the United States to provide us moral support as a democratic ally 
and to encourage the Korean military to devote itself to national 
defense rather than to political maneuvers. Above all, we want the 
United States to recognize human rights and democracy as the essen-
tial building blocks of Korean stability and security. We want our 
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American brothers and sisters in this room to impress upon their 
government that security without human rights and democracy is a 
political alchemy that has never worked. This will be your contribu-
tion to our struggle for human rights and democracy in Korea. We 
can do the rest. (Emphasis mine)

This ending was replicated in speeches at Princeton University, the Uni-
versity of Washington, the World Affairs Council in San Francisco, and 
the University of California, Berkeley. It appears that Sigur was inspired by 
a few talking points from Kim’s speeches, which Kim himself would surely 
have recognized. As James Kelly, the resident Asia expert on the National 
Security Council, wrote in a memo to Frank Carlucci when attaching a 
copy of Sigur’s speech, “We’re in contact with every element of government 
and opposition in Korea. Koreans know what our policies are.”27

The United States’ insistence that South Korea not mobilize the mili-
tary to repress protestors but compromise with the opposition on demo-
cratic reforms is also revealed in America’s diplomatic messages to Chun 
Doo Hwan during the mass street protests in June 1987 (Greene 1988). On 
June 19, 1987, newspapers reported that Ronald Reagan had sent a private 
letter to Chun warning him not to use repressive measures or declare mar-
tial law in response to the growing number of protests and demonstra-
tions.28 This letter was in response to intelligence assessments suggesting 
that Chun Doo Hwan was mobilizing the military to repress protestors 
(Adesnik and Kim 2008, 24– 26). With protests escalating, Assistant Secre-
tary of State Gaston Sigur was sent to South Korea to meet both govern-
ment and opposition leaders and to deliver the letter to Chun. In his meet-
ing with Chun, Sigur emphasized America’s support for a “peaceful and 
orderly transition.”29 The same message of “no martial law” was delivered 
to the DJP’s presumptive presidential candidate, Roh Tae Woo, in no 
uncertain terms.30 Upon his return, he issued a press statement from the 
White House after a meeting with President Reagan, declaring unequivo-
cally, “Military steps offer no solution.”31

Once again, as in the Philippines, the entire series of events leading up 
to opposition coalition talks in the months prior to the December 1987 
presidential election left little doubt in opposition elites’ minds that Chun’s 
autocratic regime was on its last legs (D. J. Kim 2019, 329– 40). The United 
States had publicly signaled its support for democratization as well as free 
and fair elections. Ordinary citizens, from farmers to students, and from 
intellectuals to urban workers, were clearly in support of the opposition. 
South Korea’s churches had lent symbolic legitimacy to the anti- regime 
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protestors, just as nuns, pastors, priests, bishops, and cardinal had played 
pivotal symbolic and organizational roles in Marcos’s downfall. The gov-
ernment’s capitulation on June 29 was also a clear public signal of defeat. 
With the impending direct presidential election, promised as part of the 
overall package of concessions, the CIA concluded that “the ruling party 
and the military face the real possibility of losing power . . . the opposition 
has its first chance to gain the presidency in 16 years.”32 All there was left to 
do was for the opposition to unite behind a leader to compete against the 
military regime’s candidate.

Lack of Mutual Dependency among Opposition Leaders

Because Roh Tae Woo agreed to grant longtime dissident Kim Dae Jung 
political amnesty as part of the overall package of concessions, June 29, 
1987, would also mark the start of jostling between Kim Young Sam and 
Kim Dae Jung over who would be the opposition’s candidate to contest 
against the military- backed Roh. In fact, some speculate that Roh granted 
Kim Dae Jung political amnesty to spur him to challenge Kim Young Sam 
for the mantle of opposition leader and split opposition votes (Heo and 
Roehrig 2010, 39– 40). Regardless, almost immediately, newspapers began 
reporting that the two Kims were divided and coy over who would be the 
sole opposition candidate.33 After breaking away from the NKDP, the for-
mal opposition party in the legislature, earlier in April 1987, the two Kims 
were nominally joint leaders of the newly formed opposition RDP. Kim 
Young Sam was generally perceived to be the more moderate, traditional 
opposition politician who had led the talks with Roh, pressuring him for 
direct presidential elections. Kim Dae Jung, on the other hand, was gener-
ally perceived to be the more radical dissident, with formidable oratory 
skills, having once almost won against the military dictator Park Chung 
Hee in the 1971 presidential election.34 Despite these differences in percep-
tions, however, an analysis of their ideologies with regards to democrati-
zation, foreign affairs, and socioeconomic issues revealed no clear varia-
tion in their positions (Cho 2000, 344– 46).

At the outset, it was clear to the two leaders, their supporters, and the 
general public that cooperation to find one single candidate for the 
impending presidential election was important to enhancing their 
chances of victory. Political analysts noted that the two Kims “must reach 
agreement on policy and a presidential candidate if they want to win 
political power.”35 If they failed to agree, they would “condemn them-
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selves to political limbo” because two opposition candidates on the ballot 
would “considerably increase” Roh’s chances of victory. A September 23 
poll by a leading Korean newspaper of 500 randomly selected Seoul resi-
dents also found that 69 percent of respondents “believed it was necessary 
for the RDP to select one unified presidential candidate,” with 73 percent of 
respondents preferring an “early decision” (Cho 2000, 328). Corroborat-
ing this public sentiment were Kim Young Sam’s own words when he 
explained that “the public expectation  .  .  . for the nomination of one 
[opposition] candidate as soon as possible” was the reason why he had 
met Kim Dae Jung 10 times over six weeks to negotiate (Oberdorfer 2001, 
214). Kim Dae Jung expressed similar sentiments, stating that “Kim 
Young Sam and I will cooperate in the face of military dictatorship. At the 
last minute, if it is needed to defeat the military dictatorship, we will 
make whatever sacrifice is necessary to make sure that the ruling party 
cannot win.”36 In his autobiography, Kim Dae Jung (2019, 340) also con-
firmed the necessity of joint nomination of a single opposition candidate, 
noting, “I thought the opposition party would have no problem coming 
up with a unified presidential candidate. I believed Mr. Kim Young Sam’s 
frequent public promises that he would yield to be me as a presidential 
candidate once I was pardoned and reinstated.” Finally, a CIA internal 
report confirmed that “both recognize that one opposition competitor 
would wage a far more effective campaign . . . a majority of Koreans dis-
approve of the Kims’ dual candidacies.”37

Yet, despite acknowledgments that opposition coordination was 
important, there were at least two further questions to consider. First, was 
coordinating on a single candidate so crucial that electoral victory was 
impossible without it? If either of the two Kims considered his chances of 
winning as already high without forming an alliance, then making a costly 
compromise by withdrawing as a presidential candidate might not be 
worth it. I answer this question in the next section on cross- party strategic 
voting for the two opposition leaders. Second, if coordination required 
one leader to step aside in favor of the other’s candidacy, who should make 
that costly concession? In this section, I show that, unlike the Philippines 
in 1986, it was unclear what were the strengths and weaknesses of the two 
opposition party leaders and, ultimately, who was the leading coalition 
formateur.

The primary problem that caused uncertainty and disagreement over 
the contending candidacies of Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam was the 
lack of clear public information about their relative electoral strengths and 
weaknesses. This severely undermined any notions of their mutual depen-
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dency. Unlike in the Philippines, where UNIDO was clearly a more orga-
nized opposition party and Corazon Aquino was clearly a more popular 
opposition leader, any publicly available information on the relative 
strengths of the two Kims in 1987 South Korea were vague, unreliable, and 
noncredible. At best, they revealed a stalemate between the two of them.

The first uncertainty they confronted was the absence of immediate 
past electoral results. After splitting from the NKDP in March 1987, the 
two Kims were the de facto coleaders of the RDP. Kim Young Sam for-
mally headed the RDP, while Kim Dae Jung was nominally the party’s 
adviser, as he was still under house arrest. As a newly created political 
party, the RDP was simply a faction of opposition elites with unclear link-
ages to the broader masses of anti- regime voters. The surprising gains of 
the newly formed NKDP in the February 1985 legislative elections had a 
hand in bolstering the two Kims’ faith in their new political party. But 
whether this confidence and assumption were accurate or misplaced 
could not be reliably determined. No one knew whether the NKDP’s mass 
support would simply switch to the RDP. Corroborating this lack of infor-
mation about how voters would behave was a CIA intelligence assessment 
report in November 1987, just one month ahead of the elections.38 It noted 
that “because open elections are the exception rather than the rule in 
Korea, we lack an accurate record of the election behavior of well- established 
as well as new constituencies.” Furthermore, the report mentioned that 
“against the backdrop of South Korea’s changed electorate in 1987, both the 
government and the opposition still appear to be a considerable distance 
from understanding where among the voters their strengths and weaknesses 
lie. Their problems on this score are basic, in our view. Korean politicians 
generally have little experience in open election competition.” This con-
clusion confirms that Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam, alongside Roh 
Tae Woo himself, lacked reliable information about their relative electoral 
strengths and weaknesses.

Even if one could assess the relative popularity of the two Kims based 
on deeper historical evidence, there appeared to be a general stalemate 
between them. More than 15 years earlier, for the previous direct presiden-
tial elections held in 1971, an intraparty ballot was held to select the oppo-
sition party’s candidate against the autocrat Park Chun Hee (H. Kim 2011, 
16– 17). Kim Yong Sam received 421 out of 885 total votes cast in the first 
round, just 22 votes shy of the number required for a simple majority to 
secure the nomination. Kim Dae Jung polled 382 votes. In the second 
round of polling, however, Kim Dae Jung surged ahead and secured the 
nomination, with 458 out of 884 votes cast, trumping Kim Young Sam’s 
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410 votes. This event established their deep- rooted mutual animosity and 
entrenched general perceptions of an even split in their support among 
fellow elites. Additionally, US analyses of the opposition prior to opposi-
tion alliance negotiations also corroborated the leadership impasse. A 
Department of State Bureau of Intelligence and Research report in March 
1986 highlighted that leadership problems were hobbling the opposition, 
“with Kim Dae Jung and Kim Yong Sam competing for predominant 
influence in the New Korea Democratic Party (NKDP) below the surface 
show of cooperation.”39 In April 1986, merely a year before the 1987 presi-
dential elections, an American embassy telegram noted that “the NKDP 
has been weakened by factional infighting and the perception that Kim Dae 
Jung and Kim Young Sam were manipulating the party for their own 
interests . . . the NKDP was in some disarray and disrepute, torn by con-
flicting orders from the two Kims, reversing itself repeatedly over a number 
of issues.”40

A second uncertainty further undermined coalition- building efforts— 
the lack of public opinion polling data. South Korean law in 1987 banned 
the publication of surveys soliciting the public’s political preferences.41 
The two Kims, therefore, possessed very little clear and reliable informa-
tion on who was more popular among which socioeconomic groups. Nei-
ther of them could accurately assess if his prospects for defeating Roh 
depended on coordination with the other. Consequently, each candidate 
sought to bolster his own identity as the superior opposition candidate 
through public rallies. As Cho (2000, 346– 47) concluded, the two Kims 
had “strong incentives to organize larger mass rallies to prove relative pop-
ular strength, especially because of the predicament of the high uncertainty 
that the public announcement of opinion poll results was legally prohibited.” 
Saxer (2002, 71) corroborated this assessment, noting in his interview with 
a senior adviser to Kim Dae Jung that “the candidates and their followers 
basically measured support by estimating the numbers of people at the ral-
lies.” If these public campaigns leaned decisively one way or another, with 
a clear leader as in the Philippines, negotiations could have been more 
productive. Unfortunately, the public posturing by both opposition lead-
ers in the months between July 1987 and December 1987 revealed an even 
contest between them.

In September 1987, for example, Kim Dae Jung sought to assess and 
demonstrate his superior popularity by returning to his home province in 
South Jolla, touring Kwangju, Mokpo, and Hauido Island. In his own 
words (2019, 341), “There were many purposes for my visit, but most of all, 
I wanted to gauge public opinion there.” His return to Kwangju turned out 
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to be “one of the largest street rallies ever held in South Korea,” attended 
by “hundreds of thousands of people.”42 Visits with massive crowds in 
Daejeon, Incheon, Gyeonggi, and Cheongju bolstered his assessments of 
his popularity. Kim (2019, 342) concluded, “I could affirm the Korean peo-
ple’s constant support for me in those places and felt it was my duty not to 
ignore it.” In the months thereafter, Kim also touted his superior candi-
dacy following endorsements from university students and professors, 
religious groups, and a civil society group, the National Coalition for 
Democracy and Reconciliation (D. J. Kim 2019, 344). In a tit- for- tat 
response, Kim Young Sam returned to his hometown of Busan one month 
later, rallying “hundreds of thousands of supporters” in “one of the largest 
political gatherings” in the country’s second largest city.43 His intention to 
signal his superior candidacy and pressure Kim Dae Jung to concede was 
clear during the rally: “I’ve done my best to achieve a single candidacy, but 
I’ve not done it. But now is the time and place to demonstrate the need for a 
single candidate.”44 Still, when the two opposition leaders organized rallies 
in Seoul, both candidates drew similarly large crowds of more than a mil-
lion people (Cho 2000, 347).45

Spurred by the impasse, both candidates tried a different strategy. Each 
held public rallies in his rival’s home base (Cho 2000, 352). Kim Dae Jung 
organized campaign events in Busan and nearby Taegu, while Kim Young 
Sam campaigned in Kwangju and nearby Yeosu. The objective was to turn 
out and demonstrate latent support in areas where they were thought to be 
weak. Yet these moves deepened the disagreement between the two lead-
ers about their relative electability. Kim Dae Jung was pelted with stones 
and eggs in Taegu by Kim Young Sam’s supporters.46 Those supporters also 
smashed Kim Dae Jung’s hotel windows and wounded his aides in Busan.47 
In turn, when Kim Young Sam tried to stage a rally in Kwangju, he was 
shouted down as “stones and eggs rained onto the stage.”48 Kim Young 
Sam’s aides also had to use plastic shields to protect him from stones and 
objects thrown toward him as he traveled in a motorcade to Yeosu.49

As election day drew closer, ordinary citizens, hungry for unity, grew 
desperate. Civic society groups that had organized mass street protests 
in the spring and summer now issued statements urging the two Kims to 
coordinate behind one single leader (Cho 2000, 329– 32). Two students 
immolated themselves in protest against the split between the two 
Kims.50 Hundreds of students protested by occupying the campaign 
headquarters of the two candidates. As in the Philippines, South Korea’s 
Catholic leader, Cardinal Kim Sou Hwan, was enlisted as a mediator. But 
his credibility was limited in that Catholics were a minority in Buddhist- 
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majority South Korea, and smaller in number than Protestants (Cho 
2000, 336– 37). In a bizarre twist of fate, even the incumbent- backed Roh 
Tae Woo urged the two Kims to field a single opposition candidate 
against him, if only to reduce the violence within the opposition’s ranks.51 
Yet both Kims remained belligerent. Each declared that he was the more 
viable candidate. At coordination talks to select a single candidate, Kim 
Young Sam “reportedly argued that he was the better choice because he 
is the party president.”52 Kim Dae Jung countered by saying that he was 
the elder and was “more popularly identified as leader of the anti- 
Government movement.”

The public rivalry and posturing between the two Kims masked the 
intense private negotiations that were occurring behind closed doors, par-
ticularly in late September and early October 1987. Kim Dae Jung’s autobi-
ography provides some details of varying forms of selection procedures 
that the two leaders considered and the concessions they proposed to each 
other (D. J. Kim 2019, 340– 49). At first, Kim Dae Jung appeared amenable 
to withdrawing his candidacy. He recognized that Kim Young Sam was a 
more moderate candidate whom the South Korean military would have 
less misgivings working with. Kim Dae Jung therefore proposed that in 
return for withdrawing he “be given the authority to appoint chief orga-
nizers for the 36 yet- to- be- founded district party chapters” for the RDP 
(D. J. Kim 2019, 342). He reasoned that control over the RDP was adequate 
compensation for giving up the presidency. But his proposal was rejected. 
Kim Dae Jung then proposed to open the nomination process to opposi-
tion supporters, either via an intraparty ballot or via televised debates and 
joint campaign tours. These selection procedures too were rejected by 
Kim Young Sam as being too risky for his own chances of nomination 
(Cho 2000, 333– 34). A neutral arbitrator, Kim Byung- Kwan, chairman of 
the Donga Ilbo newspaper then proposed to allow Kim Young Sam to 
choose first between being the party president or being the presidential 
candidate. Although Kim Dae Jung agreed to this formula, Kim Young 
Sam rejected it, for reasons unknown. Another idea was floated to have 
one Kim be nominated for president first in 1987 and the other nominated 
in the next presidential election five years later (Cho 2000, 335– 36). But 
uncertainty over who should be the candidate first and who second led to 
an impasse. When news broke that Kim Dae Jung was defecting from the 
RDP to form his own political party, Kim Young Sam, in a last act of des-
peration to keep him in the fold, finally agreed to Kim Dae Jung’s original 
proposal that he have the power to appoint the leaders of the RDP’s dis-
trict party chapters. But it was too late.
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Uncertainty and Disagreement over Cross- Party  
Strategic Vote Transfer

Beyond the uncertainties and disagreement over opposition leadership 
driven by the lack of information of their relative strengths and weak-
nesses, there were also strong reservations about the degree of vote trans-
fers among their supporters even if one candidate withdrew and endorsed 
the other. This deepened the animosity between the two Kims and diluted 
any notions of mutual dependency. Kim Dae Jung defected from the RDP 
near the end of October 1987, just under two months before the mid- 
December elections, to create his own political party, the Party for Peace 
and Democracy. He reasoned that the compromises required to build a 
pre- electoral alliance were simply not worthwhile. Moreover, based on his 
own assessment, he had a path to electoral victory even in the absence of 
an opposition alliance.

The first factor that reduced confidence in the potential level of vote 
transfers in the case of an opposition alliance was the new electoral 
system— direct presidential elections among competing candidates with 
no joint ticket with vice- presidential candidates. This was part of the new 
constitution that was passed through a public referendum on October 27, 
1987. Unlike in the Philippines, this one key institutional difference signifi-
cantly reduced the prospects for strategic voting among opposition sup-
porters, all else equal. If the opposition leaders formed an alliance with 
only one candidate on the ballot, they would be more uncertain about 
drawing the support from the followers of their rival, as compared to the 
Philippine case, where both opposition leaders were on the ballot. In other 
words, Kim Dae Jung would have had less confidence that he would be 
able to win the votes of Kim Young Sam’s supporters and vice versa, as 
compared to Corazon Aquino’s confidence that her joint ticket with Salva-
dor Laurel would pool the support of both candidates.

Perhaps more importantly, the second factor that decreased confidence 
in the prospective degree of cross- party vote transfers was the different 
regional support bases of Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam. As previ-
ously mentioned, Kim Dae Jung hails from South Jolla province, which is 
in the southwestern region of the Republic of Korea, whereas Kim Young 
Sam is from South Kyongsang province, within the southeastern region of 
the country. Theoretically, varying regional bases of support could com-
plement each other if partisanship trumped regional identity. In other 
words, if voters placed stronger weight on their identities as opposition 
supporters than their identities as regional voters, then the votes of oppo-
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sition supporters from different regions could potentially be pooled for a 
single opposition nominee. But in 1987 South Korea, the two dueling oppo-
sition leaders perceived regional identity as an electoral cleavage more salient 
than their partisan identities. CIA analysts noted that “both ruling and 
opposition politicians are weighing the question of regional loyalties heav-
ily in their assessments of their candidates’ chances.”53 The same report 
offered no reasons why the South Korean politicians were doing so. It did, 
however, note the puzzling fact that in a newspaper poll in mid- October 
voters themselves did not indicate regionalism was a major factor deter-
mining their vote choice. Nevertheless, the hostile environments Kim Dae 
Jung and Kim Young Sam encountered when they visited each other’s 
“hometown” provinces led to doubt about vote transfers. When Kim 
Young Sam’s aides had to use plastic shields to protect him as stones and 
eggs rained on his motorcade in Yeosu, all hopes of drawing the support 
of Kim Dae Jung’s supporters were effectively dashed.

In fact, regional voting cleavages were perceived to be so strong 
approaching the 1987 presidential election that the two opposition lead-
ers assess their chances of winning if they contested alone as very high. 
An opposition alliance would therefore make little difference in defeating 
Roh Tae Woo. “Each Kim seemed to be convinced that he could and in fact 
would win the election when both Kims ran against the governing party 
candidate, Roh Tae Woo,” concluded HeeMin Kim (2011, 13). “The day 
before the election both Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam still predicted, 
against all odds, that they would win,” noted Saxer (2002, 74). The CIA 
agreed. A top- secret report on the eve of the election concluded that 
“both Kim Young Sam and Kim Dae Jung remain convinced they can win 
the election, and neither is responding to pressure for a last minute com-
promise on a single candidate.”54 This mutual belligerence was, in part, 
fostered by the overconfidence produced by the tremendous crowds at 
their mass rallies. As Cho (2000, 347) emphasized, “Both the opposition’s 
[sic] overly strong emphasis on mass rallies and its apparent success 
turned out to mislead the candidates, facilitating their wishful thinking 
on the state of competition. Intense chanting and rallying by ardent fol-
lowers of Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam in their campaign rallies 
made both Kims continue to be confident and reluctant to withdraw for the 
sake of candidate unification.”

For his part, Kim Young Sam believed that being a moderate opposi-
tion candidate between the conservative Roh Tae Woo and radical Kim 
Dae Jung would secure him a majority of the voters near the ideological 
median. “Kim Young Sam was sure, before the election, that he would win— 
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and after the election, that he had actually won it” (H. Kim 2011, 13). Kim 
Dae Jung had similarly high hopes. “There was no attempt to assess the 
probability of either Kim Young- sam’s or Roh Tae- woo’s winning the elec-
tion because the Kim Dae Jung camp simply believed they would win” (H. 
Kim 2011, 14). In fact, Kim Dae Jung had a particular label for his winning 
strategy called “Saja Pilseungron” (사자필승론 / 四者必勝論) (Cho 2000, 
335; H. Kim 2011, 13– 14).55 To be more specific, Kim Dae Jung’s logic was 
this— Roh Tae Woo and Kim Young San, who were both from Kyongsang 
province, would split the province’s vote share of 7.5 million. Another 
minor conservative candidate called Kim Jong Pil would win his home 
province of Chungchong, with 2.6 million voters, and also draw some 
votes from Roh Tae Woo. Kim Dae Jung himself would sweep the 3.6 mil-
lion votes of Jolla province while winning a plurality of the northern 
region’s 11.6 million votes. In this manner, Kim Dae Jung believed he had 
a viable path to victory. His analysis relied on the idea that voting accord-
ing to regional identities overshadowed all other determinants of voter 
behavior. He used this reasoning to beat back his own supporters who 
were asking him to withdraw his candidacy (Cho 2000, 338). Seen from 
this perspective, vote transfers from Kim Young Sam’s supporters to a Kim 
Dae Jung candidacy were simply not needed. In other words, unlike the 
Philippines, building an opposition alliance was perceived as neither a 
necessary nor a sufficient condition for electoral victory.

Why regional identities exerted and continue to exert such a strong 
influence on voting behavior in South Korea is a question beyond the 
immediate scope of this book. But it is a question that has been asked and 
answered by numerous political scientists in recent years. For instance, 
many scholars attribute the political differences between Jolla and Kyong-
sang provinces to variation in socioeconomic development. Jolla province 
has historically been more agricultural than South Korea’s other regions, 
whereas the more industrialized Kyongsang province has the advantage of 
having Busan as a major city of trade and commerce. As a result, farmers 
from Jolla province are likely to vote for a different candidate than manual 
workers and professionals in Kyongsang province. These differences in 
socioeconomic development can be traced back to regional differences 
over a thousand years ago, and persisted up to the 1980s due to social and 
family rivalries within the autocratic regime itself (Hong 2009, 204– 5). 
But, as David Kang (2003) notes, despite their socioeconomic differences, 
pre- 1987 voting differences between the provinces were fairly marginal. 
The two provinces provided very similar levels of support to the ruling 
DJP. Instead, regional antagonism and voting only emerged during 1987’s 
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presidential election and thereafter. Moreover, Woo Chang Kang (2016) 
argues that regional voting in South Korea actually reflects voters’ “sophis-
ticated” assessments of regional economic change rather than more “pri-
mordial” views of regional identity. In his view, regional voting is actually 
economic voting at work.

Even more, the legacy of repression of the Kwangju uprising in 1980 
could be another plausible reason why regional cleavages appeared to 
trump the authoritarian- democratic cleavage. The large- scale suppression 
of the Kwangju protests that year led to almost 500 dead and close to 3,000 
wounded, marking the incident one of the most horrific and contentious 
events in South Korea’s political history and memory (Ch’oe 2006; Greit-
ens 2016, 256; Katsiaficas and Na 2006). It has been called “Korea’s Tianan-
men nightmare in which students and young people were slaughtered on 
a scale the same as or greater than that in ‘People’s’ China in June 1989” 
(Cumings 2005, 263). Most importantly, as Greitens highlights (2016, 255– 
58), most of the soldiers involved in the brutal suppression of the Kwangju 
protestors were from Kyongsang province. This led to a deep antipathy 
between South Koreans from Jolla province (of which Kwangju is the pro-
vincial capital) and their fellow citizens from Kyongsang province. Come 
1987, with democratization “already won” given the regime’s numerous 
concessions, perhaps voters sought partisan cues from their existing social 
networks and most recent historical memory, leading them to pledge loy-
alty to their rivalrous regional leaders— Kim Dae Jung for Jolla province 
and Kim Young Sam for Kyongsang province. What is also empirically 
true, moreover, is a lack of dense social network ties between Kim Dae 
Jung’s and Kim Young Sam’s closest elite supporters (Choi and Hong 
2020). If ordinary voters sought cues about whom to vote for from these 
elite supporters, then the partisan division among the two Kims’ elite sup-
porters might have reproduced the same regional division among ordi-
nary voters.

In any case, it is not entirely clear that the authoritarian- democratic 
cleavage was much less salient in the run- up to the December 1987 elec-
tions. Even though voters were perceived to be able to vote more freely 
than in the past, the conduct of elections were still very much biased 
toward the incumbent, who continued to hold all the levers of power. One 
indicator of this is V- Dem’s Clean Election Index, which is an aggregate 
index measuring whether elections are free and fair. The index suggests 
that South Korea’s December 1987 presidential elections were not much 
different from the February 1985 legislative elections (Lührmann et al. 
2020). The score for the former was .44 on a 0 to 1 scale, statistically simi-
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lar to the score for the latter, at .42. Arguably, South Korean voters were 
still voting in autocratic elections that favored the dominant incumbent, 
torn between voting for democracy or for their regional opposition leader.

Moreover, another indicator was in the mode of political campaigning 
via the mainstream media. Unlike the presence of alternative news media 
outlets such as Radio Veritas in the Philippines in 1986, South Korea in 
1987 did not have a thriving alternative news media industry. Instead, the 
campaign for the presidency was marked by the prominence of television 
as the main medium of national communication. In this regard, the two 
major news broadcasters at that time— the Korean Broadcasting System 
and the Munwha Broadcasting Company— exerted unusually strong 
influence on the framing of the elections, as well as perceptions of the 
competing candidates (Cho 2000, 348– 49; Woo 1996). Specifically, these 
two broadcasters framed the elections as a binary choice between “stabil-
ity versus disorder.” This perspective clearly favored the DJP and the mili-
tary regime’s endorsed candidate, Roh Tae Woo, symbols of incumbent 
“stability” (Woo 1996, 71). Coverage of his rallies highlighted the cam-
paign’s orderliness and support among diverse age groups (Kwak 2012, 27). 
In contrast, the dueling Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam who moti-
vated so many ordinary citizens to cause protest were the symbols of 
opposition “disorder.” Images of the supporters of the two Kims hurling 
stones and eggs at their opponent saturated news coverage. Such violent 
disorder was presented as the opposite to stability. Even more, Roh’s 
speeches were broadcast during prime time slots, and he had more time to 
answer debate questions than his opponents (Kwak 2012, 27– 28).

Conclusion

As in the Philippines, opposition elites recognized that South Korea’s 
autocratic regime was near its end. Recurring mass protests on the streets 
had forced the incumbent government to make significant concessions, 
including constitutional amendments. Religious organizations, farmers, 
middle- class workers, and professionals were firmly behind the opposi-
tion. America’s gushing endorsement of Chun Doo Hwan’s repressive 
military regime had slowed to a trickle in Ronald Reagan’s second term. 
Direct presidential elections, instituted for the first time in 16 years, thus 
represented a golden opportunity to bring the military’s influence in South 
Korean politics to a decisive end. But when it came to rallying behind one 
single opposition candidate to contest against Roh, opposition elites 
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encountered very different electoral uncertainties than their compatriots 
in the Philippines. Abandoning the previously successful NKDP meant 
that both Kims were uncertain about their relative electoral strengths and 
weaknesses. The overwhelming salience of regional cleavages also sug-
gested little prospect of cross- party strategic vote transfers for one candi-
date. In the face of rally crowds in the hundreds of thousands, both Kim 
Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam convinced themselves that a path to victory 
was possible even without an alliance. Coordinating behind one single 
candidate was too costly for either one of them to contemplate. The two 
Kims’ intransigence allowed Roh Tae Woo to romp to victory, with a 36.6 
percent vote share. Kim Young Sam polled 28 percent, while Kim Dae 
Jung garnered 27 percent of the votes. Their fears of intense regional cleav-
ages affecting voting behavior materialized. Kim Dae Jung swept 88 per-
cent of the votes in his native Jolla province, but only 7 percent of the votes 
in South Kyungsang province (Cho 2000, 370). Kim Young Sam won more 
than half of the votes in his native South Kyungsang province, but a mere 
1 percent of the votes in Jolla province.

After the elections, the two Kims protested their loss. Both charged 
that Roh Tae Woo won only because of massive electoral fraud. Ballot 
boxes were stuffed amid widespread police harassment of opposition sup-
porters, they alleged. Yet, despite some specific instances of electoral mal-
practice, there was no clear evidence of systemic fraud.56 Roh Tae Woo’s 
winning margin of close to two million votes was deemed too large to 
have been the result of ballot box stuffing. Most observers recognized that 
Roh’s victory was due to the two Kims splitting the opposition vote share. 
When the two Kims found little domestic and international support for 
their claims of electoral fraud, however, they began to accept their own 
loss and their own role in failing to build a pre- electoral alliance.57 In a 
front- page newspaper advertisement that he took out days after the elec-
tions, Kim Dae Jung addressed South Koreans and said, “I don’t know 
what to say to console you for your disappointment, especially when I 
think that one of the reasons why I failed to change the regime is because 
I failed to achieve a single candidacy.”58





Part III
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6  |   The Divergent Party Systems in Malaysia  
and Singapore

The Philippine and South Korean cases vividly demonstrate how opposi-
tion party leaders’ similar perceptions of regime vulnerability but different 
perceptions of mutual dependency shape their efforts to construct alli-
ances. But variation in these two variables do not only manifest as cross- 
national differences. In fact, both variables can fluctuate temporally. At 
certain times, surprising economic crises and intra- regime elite defections 
can puncture past perceptions of the regime’s dominance (Reuter and 
Gandhi 2011; Reuter and Szakonyi 2019). At other times, responsive auto-
crats can implement a variety of innovative reforms to regain their precri-
sis dominance (Crouch 1996; Miller 2015; Slater 2019; Riedl et al. 2020). 
An economic depression can be quelled through monetary controls and 
fiscal stimulation, staving off mass grievances and protests (Pepinsky 
2009a). Intra- regime elite defections can be brushed aside by co- opting 
new economic or social elites, buttressing and expanding mass support. 
New information can also emerge over time to boost inter- elite clarity of 
their relative strengths and weaknesses, or raise their expectations of their 
supporters’ propensity to vote for an opposition alliance’s jointly nomi-
nated candidates.

In chapters 7 and 8, by comparing the historical formation of opposi-
tion alliances in Malaysia and Singapore, I demonstrate how perceptions 
of regime vulnerability and mutual dependency can vary or stagnate tem-
porally, leading to momentary bursts or persistently lack of effort to build 
pre- electoral opposition alliances. But before launching into those empiri-
cal chapters, it is crucial to have at least a foundational understanding of 
the very different party systems in these two most similar countries. This 
is particularly important given that the opposition landscape in both 
countries is fragmented among multiple parties and actors over the longue 
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durée, unlike the Philippines and South Korean cases, where there were 
only two key opposition actors. Descriptively clarifying which opposition 
actors are major or minor characters and where they stand ideologically 
relative to the dominant party and to each other helps to guide readers 
through the empirical analyses that follow.

In short, although Malaysia and Singapore experienced similar histo-
ries as British colonies and adopted similar British political institutions 
after obtaining independence (such as the parliamentary system and its 
associated plurality electoral system), their party system development 
diverged significantly after their separation in 1965. In Malaysia, post– 
World War II ethnic- based mass mobilization resulted in ethnic- based 
political parties. The dominant ruling Barisan Nasional (BN) coalition 
competed with opposition parties based on which party would best be 
able to maintain and advance the Malay- Muslim majority’s interests while 
minimally protecting the civil rights of the country’s Chinese and Indian 
ethnic minorities. This emphasis on ethnoreligious cleavages in electoral 
competition is not unlike inter- ethnic and religious cleavages in electoral 
autocracies in the Middle East, North Africa, and some parts of sub- 
Saharan Africa (Albrecht 2010; Arriola 2013; Bleck and van de Walle 2019; 
Buttorff 2019; Kraetzschmar and Rivetti 2018; Lebas 2011; Shehata 2012). 
In sharp contrast, the lack of ethnic- based mass mobilization in Singapore 
resulted in a classic, centrist dominant ruling party, the People’s Action 
Party (PAP). Through its pragmatic and successful management of the 
economy, which delivers widespread material benefits to the population 
alongside institutional control and manipulation, the PAP outcompetes 
and marginalizes weakly resourced and scarcely credible opposition par-
ties (Chua 2017; Oliver and Ostwald 2018). In this sense, electoral compe-
tition in Singapore is primarily driven by nonpolicy, valence perceptions 
of political parties, a situation not unlike many electoral autocratic regimes 
in Latin America (Greene 2007; Hagopian and Mainwaring 2005; Levitsky 
et al. 2016; Magaloni 2006; Murillo and Calvo 2019).

The Party System in Malaysia

The Dominant Incumbent, BN

The Barisan Nasional was Malaysia’s dominant ruling coalition from the 
country’s independence in 1957 till its defeat in May 2018.1 The major 
component parties in the BN are the United Malays National Organiza-
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tion (UMNO), the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA), and the Malay-
sian Indian Congress (MIC).2 All three are ethnic parties. Only ethnic 
Malay/Bumiputera are allowed to be party members of UMNO, ethnic 
Chinese members of MCA, and ethnic Indian members of MIC. Together, 
the three major parties of the BN ruling Malaysia for more than six 
decades reflect what Horowitz (1985, 396– 410) terms a “permanent multi-
ethnic alliance,” or what Case (1991, 2001) calls a “consociational 
semi- democracy.”

Ethnic- exclusive parties in the form of UMNO, MCA, and MIC grew 
from a rich soil of societal diversity with multiple cross- cutting cleavages 
and a protracted post– World War II decolonization process. Prior to 
World War II, Malaya was the leading tin and rubber producer of the 
world (Chai 1964; Huff 1992; L. K. Wong 1965; Yip 1969).3 At the turn from 
the nineteenth to twentieth century, British Malaya produced about half 
the world’s tin and one- third of the world exports of rubber. The expand-
ing tin- mining and rubber industries fueled an insatiable demand for 
cheap labor met only by massive inward migration of peoples from south-
ern China, the Middle East, British colonial India, and the surrounding 
Dutch East Indies archipelago. This produced a multiethnic immigrant 
society with significant intra- ethnic divisions along the timing of their 
immigration, the regions from which they emigrated, and linguistic and 
class cleavages. In the immediate post– World War II period, political 
elites used this fertile raw material to build, experiment with, and mold 
different types of mass social and political organizations. The latest official 
population estimates from the government indicate that Malaysia is 69.3 
percent Malay/Bumiputera, 22.8 percent Chinese, 6.9 percent Indian, and 
1 percent other.4 The latest census data, from 2010, reveal that 61.3 percent 
of Malaysians are Muslims, 19.8 percent Buddhists, 9.2 percent Christians, 
and 6.3 percent Hindus, with the rest a mixture of Taoism, Chinese folk 
religion, or no religious affiliation at all.5 Reflecting this ethnoreligious 
diversity where Malay- Muslims form the majority of the population, 
UMNO is the dominant component of the BN, always making up the 
majority of Malaysia’s cabinet and overshadowing MCA and MIC.

The first ethnic- based political party to emerge in the aftermath of 
World War II was UMNO. After the Japanese withdrew from Malaya in 
1945, the British colonial authorities introduced the Malayan Union plan 
to centralize administration and lay a path for prospective decolonization. 
Yet whatever the intentions of the British, they did not foresee the strident 
Malay- based opposition to the Malayan Union scheme when it was intro-
duced publicly in January 1946. The Malayan Union’s proposals to wrest 
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sovereign power away from the Malay sultans and vest them in the British 
Crown, and also to extend equal citizenship to non- Malays, “hit the Malay 
population like political dynamite” and subsequently provoked a vocifer-
ous reaction from the Malays (Lau 1991, 130– 35; Slater 2010, 77; Sopiee 
1974, 21– 22; Stockwell 1979, 60– 86). “The vigour of the Malay opposition 
to the Malayan Union astounded all those convinced of Malay apathy,” 
Stockwell (1979, 64) wrote. Sopiee (1974, 23) declared, “The Malays became 
a race awakened.” Opposition to the Malayan Union rapidly gathered 
momentum behind Dato Onn Jaafar, leader of the Malay Peninsular 
Movement Johor, and his call for a Pan- Malayan Malay Congress. The 
Congress, a gathering of the leaders of numerous Malay associations 
throughout the country, was swiftly held on March 1, 1946. That day saw 
the establishment of the contemporary ethnic Malay- based UMNO, 
whose initial objective was to urge the British to repeal the Malayan Union 
plan, and to deter Chinese political power in any future governance 
arrangements through limiting the recognition of Chinese citizenship 
(Slater 2010, 77– 79).

For the non- Malays in Peninsular Malaya such as the Chinese and the 
Indians, the general consensus was that “they cared not whether there was 
a Union” (Sopiee 1974, 35). Mass political organization among the Chinese 
only gained momentum with the formation of the MCA in February 1949. 
The MCA was initially formed as a social welfare organization whose 
work was primarily directed at the “New Villages” (Heng 1983, 303; Loh 
1988, 208– 36; Soh 1960, 46; Tregonning 1979, 62). These British- established 
Chinese settlements sought to resettle Chinese rural squatters during the 
outbreak of the Malayan Emergency, in which the Malayan Communist 
Party (MCP) battled the British colonial authorities for Malayan indepen-
dence. The objective was to segregate the majority of the Chinese popula-
tion away from the jungle- based MCP guerrillas, and deprive the MCP of 
food, water, shelter, and coethnic sympathy. About half a million Chinese 
were resettled into about 440 New Villages within two years (Slater 2010, 
87). Initially no more than “prison camps,” the lack of public service provi-
sion such as schools, roads, water, and sanitation “worsened rather than 
alleviated squatters’ antagonism toward the state” (Slater 2010, 87– 89). 
The MCA stepped into the public service vacuum by raising nearly four 
million Malayan dollars through regular sweepstakes lotteries, and spent 
it on building houses, Chinese schools, recreational community halls, 
pharmacies, and even piped water needed by the New Villagers (Heng 
1983, 303; Stubbs 1979, 84, especially n. 37). The Chinese New Villagers 
thus began to recognize and build loyalty toward the MCA as an anticom-
munist welfare organization “concerned with the amelioration of social 
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distress” (Heng 1983, 303). “New Villages became staunch bastions of the 
MCA,” Tregonning (1979, 63) remarked.

The combination of UMNO and MCA in an electoral alliance occurred 
in 1952. As the first ever Kuala Lumpur municipal elections in February 
that year loomed, there was intense jostling among the political parties 
over the exact dimension of electoral competition (Fernando 1999, 128– 
35). Unbeknownst to the national leaders of the MCA and UMNO, the 
local MCA leader, H. S. Lee, and local UMNO leader, Datuk Yahya Abdul 
Razak, made an official announcement on January 8, 1952, to jointly con-
test the elections by coordinating their candidate selection and placement 
(Fernando 1999, 128– 29; Heng 1983, 307, especially n. 32; Roff 1965, 43; 
Tregonning 1979, 67– 68). They agreed to field a total of 12 candidates with 
only one UMNO- MCA alliance candidate contesting in each electoral dis-
trict. Subsequently, the elections saw the UMNO- MCA alliance sweep 
nine out of the 12 seats. This winning formula was soon endorsed by the 
national leadership. The newly formed, ethnic- based UMNO- MCA alli-
ance expanded rapidly throughout the country through grassroots liaison 
committees and local branches (Fernando 1999, 135– 37). The final tally of 
all local elections in 1952 and 1953 saw the UMNO- MCA alliance sweeping 
94 out of a total of 119 seats contested.

The UMNO- MCA alliance’s joint success in electoral victories further 
induced the MIC to join the alliance in late 1954 (Ampalavanar 1981, 186– 
92). The result was an electoral coalition based on a mutually exclusive, 
ethnic- based, and Malay- dominant partnership formalized as the Alli-
ance Party (known as the BN after 1969). In the first ever national- level 
General Election in 1955, the Alliance campaigned on a united platform of 
securing full independence from Britain. It tasted overwhelming success 
by sweeping 51 out of the 52 seats available (Carnell 1955; Tinker 1956). 
This near perfect sweep by the Alliance “thus established the pattern of 
communally- based politics in Malaya for many years to come” (Lau 1998, 
5– 6). Fernando (1999, 137) confirmed that “the results of these local elec-
tions established the Alliance as the leading political power and set a trend 
that the other parties . . . were unable to reverse.”

While there are multiple reasons for the BN’s prolonged rule from its 
initial success in 1955 till its demise in 2018, such as its ability to deliver 
economic growth and be responsive to demands from its citizenry, at least 
two key foundations of its rule deserve elaboration (Crouch 1996; Pepinsky 
2009a, 61– 77). First, in terms of ethnoreligious policies, the multiethnic BN 
coalition was decidedly conservative and relatively centrist (Horowitz 1985, 
416– 20). Like other dominant ruling parties elsewhere in the world, such 
as the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) in Mexico, the BN occu-
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pied the broad middle of a unidimensional policy spectrum. This involved, 
on the one hand, emphasizing the political dominance of Malay- Muslims 
in the country, with a majority of UMNO cabinet ministers. It also under-
scored the continuation of Malay- Muslim social dominance through a 
variety of public policies, such as reserved quotas for Malay- Muslims in the 
bureaucracy and university education system. Yet, on the other hand, the 
BN also shared significant powers with and made important policy conces-
sions to non- Malay- Muslims. MCA and MIC leaders were allocated 
important cabinet positions, such as minister of health and minister of 
transport. Non- Malay- Muslims were also allowed to retain and manage 
their own places of religious worship and their own vernacular schools. 
Because the BN ultimately managed to strike a delicate balance between 
satisfying the demands of the Malay- Muslim majority and the not insig-
nificant Chinese and Indian ethnic minorities, it found mass support at the 
ballot box over multiple electoral cycles.

Second, autocratic control over Malaysia’s extensive and robust institu-
tions means that they can be easily deployed in service of the BN’s elec-
toral interests. Through institutional packing, rigging, and circumvention, 
Malaysia’s successive prime ministers, from Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad 
to Najib Razak, have managed to seize control of the country’s judiciary, 
corporations, election commission, and media networks (Abbott and Giv-
ens 2015; Gomez et al. 2018; Slater 2003). In this manner, Malaysia’s elec-
tions have frequently seen electoral districts being gerrymandered, elec-
toral rules being applied with bias, and voters bought with extensive 
patronage and induced with partial views of government performance 
(Dettman and Gomez 2019; Gomez 2016; Ostwald 2013; Pepinsky 2013; 
Weiss 2013a, 2019). When faced with the BN’s formidable grassroots 
machine, which penetrated deeply into society, at the household level lav-
ishing gifts and encouraging snitching on voters’ choices, Malaysia’s voters 
think twice about defecting from the dominant ruling coalition they have 
grown up with and which has become synonymous with the state. It is 
hence no surprise that Malaysia’s opposition parties have found every 
election to be a steep uphill battle fought with an asymmetry of resources 
amid an assortment of strenuous obstacles.

The Opposition Flanks, PAS and DAP

Because the BN appealed to Malaysia’s median voter through its relatively 
centrist ethnoreligious policies, opposition parties grew from the “ethnic 
flanks” (Horowitz 1985, 410– 16). On the conservative, Malay- Muslim right 
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stood the Parti Islam Se- Malaysia (PAS). On the secularist, non- Malay- 
Muslim left was the Democratic Action Party (DAP).

The PAS is an Islamic party formed in November 1951 under the bless-
ings of UMNO’s original leader, Dato Onn, and head of its religious affairs 
bureau, Haji Ahmad Faud (Mohamed 1994; Noor 2004, 2014). PAS’s sub-
sequent leaders, Dr. Burhanuddin al- Helmy, Mohammad Asri Muda, 
Yusof Rawa, Fadzil Noor, and Abdul Hadi Awang, while each imbuing the 
party with his own interpretation of Islam, have all never wavered from 
PAS’ stated objective of transforming Malaysia into an Islamic state gov-
erned by Islamic principles and law. For PAS, UMNO’s moderate stance in 
sharing power with the MCA and MIC meant that it was not Islamic 
enough. Indeed, the party focused its campaign cavalry in the 1964 and 
1969 general elections on two particular dimensions. First, the party 
argued that Malaysia’s new constitution “was nothing but a sham since it 
did not specifically adopt ‘Islamic principles of administration’” (Mohamed 
1994, 91). Second, the party also focused its attacks on the new UMNO 
president and prime minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, “whom [it] derided 
as a ‘secular, Westernised’ elite and aristocrat” (Noor 2014, 61). It warned 
Malay- Muslim voters that the real choice in the elections was either “God 
or the Tunku” (Drummond and Hawkins 1970, 324).

PAS party membership to this day remains closed to non- Muslims. 
Non- Muslims can only join the PAS Supporters Club— a PAS- affiliated 
organization with no official influence. Although PAS’ leadership is tech-
nically headed by its 37- member central working committee, elected by its 
party members,6 this committee is overshadowed by the Syura Council, 
an unelected group of 17 ulama, who directly oversee the committee’s 
work and may overturn decisions made by the committee.7 The Syura 
Council is headed by PAS’s “spiritual leader,” who at times wields as much 
or even more influence than the PAS president himself. Because of its 
exclusively Muslim membership and party hierarchy pursuing an extreme 
policy objective, PAS is an ideological niche party in a multireligious and 
multiethnic country. But, as we shall see in the next chapter on opposition 
alliance formation over three decades in Malaysia, PAS has found conve-
nient ways to vary and reframe its emphasis on its stated objectives, 
depending on its intended audience, at different times.

The other important new opposition party that emerged after 1965 is 
the Democratic Action Party (DAP). Devan Nair became the leader of 
the DAP after Singapore’s expulsion from the Federation of Malaysia in 
1965. Lim Kit Siang, Nair’s political secretary, took over as secretary- 
general of the DAP in 1969, and would remain as the DAP’s leader for 
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the next 30 years. Lim’s son, Lim Guan Eng, took over as secretary- 
general in 2004. The DAP was founded on, and still adheres to, a niche 
ideology, that of a secular democratic socialist Malaysia primarily advo-
cating for the interests of the non- Muslim ethnic minority Chinese and 
Indians. Its founding manifesto declares that the party is “irrevocably 
committed to the ideal of a free, democratic and socialist Malaysia, 
based on the principles of racial equality.”8 As a result, the DAP finds 
itself diametrically opposed to ethnic- based political parties such as the 
UMNO, MCA, MIC, and PAS. For DAP, no one race has superior claims 
of “ownership” of Malaysia, nor can any single religion claim to govern 
Malaysia based on its own principles.

Unsurprisingly, although membership in the DAP is nominally open 
to all ethnicities, the party’s members and mass support base are over-
whelmingly non- Malay- Muslim. Of the DAP’s 42 members of parlia-
ment at the beginning of 2020, there were two Malays, seven Indians, 32 
Chinese, and one ethnic Dayak.9 Of its 109 elected representatives in 
state assemblies, there were eight Malays, 14 Indians, one ethnic Kada-
zan, and 86 Chinese.10 An “ethnic count” of the combined national total 
reveals that the DAP’s fully elected representatives consist of 78 percent 
Chinese, 14 percent Indians, and 6.5 percent Malays. This is a highly 
skewed proportion, considering that Malaysia is about 70 percent Malay/
Bumiputera, and just less than one- quarter Chinese. The DAP’s 30- strong 
central executive committee is also highly skewed, with 23 Chinese 
members.11

This situation of a PAS- DAP ideologically polarized opposition was 
not constant throughout the 1965 to 2018 period, however. PAS was, in 
fact, a component party of the BN between 1972 to 1977. At that time, the 
BN was reborn as the successor to the Alliance after inter- ethnic riots 
between the Malays and the Chinese erupted on May 13, 1969 (Mohamed 
1994, 116– 29; Noor 2014, 82– 85). The objective was to have as large a con-
sociational coalition government as possible in order to resolve inter- 
ethnic disputes within the government at the elite level, while preserving 
mass inter- ethnic peace. Regardless, PAS was expelled from the BN in late 
1977 after an irreconcilable conflict between PAS and UMNO emerged 
over the leadership and management over the state of Kelantan (Mohamed 
1994, 129– 48; Noor 2014, 92– 94). Henceforth, from the 1978 general elec-
tions onward, “The opposition was now effectively polarized between PAS 
on the Malay side and the DAP on the non- Malay side, each seeking 
totally incompatible ethnic demands” (Ramanathan and Mohamad Ham-
dan 1988, 17)
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The Major Defector Parties, S46, PKR, PPBM, and Amanah

In addition to the opposition mainstays PAS and DAP, four other impor-
tant opposition parties emerged beginning in the late 1980s. They were 
Semangat 46 (S46), Parti Keadilan Rakyat (PKR), Parti Pribumi Bersatu 
Malaysia (PPBM), and Parti Amanah Negara (Amanah). The first three of 
these parties were defections from UMNO, the dominant component of 
the BN ruling government. S46 was formed in 1989 after Tengku Raza-
leigh Hamzah, the minister for trade and industry, failed to oust Tun Dr. 
Mahathir Mohamad as UMNO’s leader in internal party elections in 1987 
(James 1988; Mauzy 1988; Means 1990; Nathan 1990). Prime Minister 
Mahathir then moved swiftly to remove Tengku Razaleigh’s faction of fel-
low UMNO leaders completely from the cabinet, which resulted in their 
subsequent defection to form S46. The party was named Semangat 46 
because its leader, Tenku Razaleigh, wanted to signal to voters that his 
newly formed party represented the “true” untarnished UMNO that had 
emerged in 1946 fighting for Malay rights. In this manner, he sought to 
compete directly with UMNO to vie for the support of centrist, moderate 
Malay voters, which was widely viewed as the key to political victory.

The PKR was formed in 1999 under somewhat similar circumstances 
(Slater 2003; Weiss 2006). Anwar Ibrahim, deputy prime minister and 
Mahathir’s heir apparent, was sacked by UMNO after he expressed dis-
agreement with his mentor over his handling of the Asian financial crisis. 
His subsequent arrest and abuse in jail on charges of adultery and sodomy 
galvanized mass street protests supported by a broad range of civil society 
organizations. These protests and the protesters were known as the “Refor-
masi Movement.” Tear gas and water cannons were used against the pro-
testers for the first time in the more than two and a half decades since the 
May 1969 ethnic riots. The street protests of the Reformasi Movement 
quickly morphed into an electoral movement when Wan Azizah Wan 
Ismail, Anwar’s wife, set up the PKR to institutionalize and transform 
mass dissent into electoral seats. Unlike S46, PKR was, and still is, institu-
tionalized as a multiethnic party, in order to draw support from the mul-
tiethnic mass activists of the Reformasi Movement. Despite this, a large 
majority of its leaders and electoral candidates are Malay- Muslims, reflect-
ing their centrist ideological position of maintaining Malay- Muslim dom-
inance in a multiethnic society.

Finally, the PPBM was also born out of a UMNO defection in 2016. 
This time, it was Mahathir’s turn to defect from UMNO (Abdullah 2019b). 
After being Malaysia’s prime minister for 22 years, from 1981 to 2003, 
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Mahathir stepped down and passed the baton to Abdullah Badawi, who 
then passed on the prime ministership to Najib Razak in 2009. In July 
2015, the Wall Street Journal broke a sensational story alleging that Prime 
Minister Najib was involved in a global money- laundering scandal involv-
ing the state sovereign wealth fund that he had set up, known as 1MDB, or 
1Malaysia Development Berhad.12 Billions of dollars worth of bonds were 
sold by Goldman Sachs, funneling unprecedented sums of money into 
Najib’s personal bank accounts and his crony Jho Low. The money was 
allegedly used to finance a vast range of questionable activities, such as the 
BN’s electoral campaign in the 2013 general elections, and luxury shop-
ping sprees by his wife Rosmah. Jho Low, Najib’s alleged coconspirator, 
used his ill- gotten gains to purchase more than US$1 billion in assets: a 
megayacht worth US$250 million, high- end real estate in Beverly Hills, 
New York City, and London, a Bombardier Global 500 plane, and art-
works by Vincent Van Gough and Claude Monet. He bankrolled the pro-
duction of the Hollywood movie The Wolf of Wall Street, starring Leon-
ardo DiCaprio.13 Najib’s conduct was considered so egregious that 
Mahathir and Deputy Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin quit UMNO and 
formed PPBM.

The birth stories of Semangat 46, PKR, and PPBM thus different sig-
nificantly from those of PAS and DAP. The three defector parties were all 
born from a split in UMNO, the dominant ruling party, in contrast to the 
organic growth of the latter two parties from polar ends of Malaysia’s eth-
noreligious cleavage. This explains why PAS and DAP advocate for polar-
ized ideological positions at either flank of the BN, while the three defec-
tor parties straddle the ideological middle. In fact, all three parties 
campaigned on a relatively simple message— they were UMNO without 
its autocracy and corruption. In other words, Semangat 46, PKR, and 
PPBM believe in continuing the BN’s form of Malay- Muslim- dominant 
politics alongside power- sharing with ethnic minority parties (the princi-
pal ideological cleavage in Malaysian society), but that they can do a better 
job of implementing economic reforms in the country in order to get rid 
of the autocratic corruption and cronyism that was stifling the country 
(Means 1990, 185; Weiss 2006, 130– 42; Wan Saiful 2018a, 1).

The final defector party is Parti Amanah Negara (Amanah). The party 
was formed via a defection from PAS. In 2015, a faction of more progres-
sive leaders in PAS lost the intraparty leadership race to a more conserva-
tive faction. Instead of staying within the party, these progressive leaders 
defected to form their own political party. As progressive Islamists, Ama-
nah’s party leadership and members are more accommodating toward 



TABLE 6.1. Malaysia’s Major Political Parties

Political Party Acronym
Year 
Founded

Prominent 
Leaders Role

General Ideological 
Orientation

United Malays 
National 
Organization

UMNO 1946 Tunku Abdul 
Rahman

Mahathir 
Mohamed

Najib Razak

Dominant  
component  
of BN ruling 
coalition

Malay dominance 
with consocia-
tional power- 
sharing with 
non- Malays

Malaysian  
Chinese 
Association

MCA 1949 Tan Siew Sin
Liow Tiong Lai
Wee Ka Siong

Secondary 
component  
of BN ruling 
coalition

Chinese interests

Malaysian 
Indian 
Congress

MIC 1946 Thirunyana-
sambanthan 
Veerasamy

Samy Vellu

Secondary 
component  
of BN ruling 
coalition

Indian interests

Parti Islam 
Se- Malaysia

PAS 1951 Abul Hadi 
Awang

Nik Aziz Nik 
Mat

Fadzil Noor

Opposition 
mainstay

Conservative 
Islamists

Democratic 
Action Party

DAP 1967 Lim Kit Siang
Lim Guan Eng

Opposition 
mainstay

Secular ethnic 
minorities

Semangat 46 S46 1989 Tengku 
Razaleigh

Intra- regime 
defector 
opposition

UMNO without 
autocracy and 
corruption

Parti Keadilan 
Rakyat

PKR 1999 Anwar Ibrahim
Wan Azizah

Intra- regime 
defector 
opposition

UMNO without 
autocracy and 
corruption

Parti Pribumi 
Bersatu 
Malaysia

PPBM 2016 Mahathir 
Mohamad

Muhyiddin 
Yassin

Intra- regime 
defector 
opposition

UMNO without 
autocracy and 
corruption

Parti Amanah 
Negara

Amanah 2015 Mohamad Sabu
Salahuddin 
Ayub

Dzulkefly 
Ahmad

Intra- 
opposition  
split

Progressive 
Islamists
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non- Muslims. Wan Saiful (2017, 5) writes that Amanah leaders “acknowl-
edge that it is necessary to respect all views regardless of whether they 
come from Muslims or non- Muslims, and that all these ideas need to be 
negotiated within a liberal democratic framework.” Why and how such a 
conservative- progressive fissure emerged within PAS is beyond the scope 
of this book (see Noor 2003; Case and Liew 2006; Hamayotsu 2010; Noor 
2014). Suffice it to say that Amanah’s formation in 2015 represented a fur-
ther fracture of the Malay- Muslim voting block. In the May 2018 general 
elections, there were five political parties— UMNO, PAS, PKR, PPBM, 
and Amanah— competing for the support of Malay- Muslims.

Table 6.1 lists all the major political parties that I have discussed thus 
far. As can be readily discerned, the political parties align themselves on a 
unidimensional ideological policy spectrum of ethnoreligious politics. On 
the extreme left, parties like the DAP advocate for secular policies and 
ethnic minority interests. For the DAP, all ethnic and religious groups 
should be treated equally under the rule of law. On the extreme right, par-
ties such as PAS advocate purely for Muslim interests. PAS’s leaders and 
members want Malaysia to be an Islamic state with Islamic law. All other 
political parties fall within these ideological extremes. This party system 
and its associated ideological spectrum have been stable ever since the 
centrist, multiethnic, consociational alliance of the UMNO, MCA, and 
MIC won handsomely in the 1955 nationwide elections and won Malaysia’s 
independence from the British in 1957 (Case 1996; Gomez 2016; Pepinsky 
2009b, 2013).

The Plural Party System in Singapore

The Dominant Incumbent, PAP

The People’s Action Party (PAP) has been the dominant party in Singa-
pore ever since it won 43 out of 51 parliamentary seats in the first general 
elections, held while Singapore was still under British colonial rule in 
1959. The party maintained its dominance even after Singapore obtained 
independence from Malaysia in August 1965. It swept all the parliamen-
tary seats in the first four post- independence general elections from 1968 
to 1980. Between 1980 and 2020, opposition parties occupied between one 
and 10 elected seats in the legislature. In other words, Singapore’s opposi-
tion parties have never won more than 11 percent of all elected parliamen-
tary seats at any point in Singapore’s post- independence period.
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The PAP’s almost complete dominance of electoral politics in the coun-
try can be attributed to a number of proximate causes. First, while citizens 
are free to vote however they choose, elections are not entirely fair. The 
Elections Department (ELD), for starters, is housed under the Prime Min-
ister’s Office.14 The ELD is staffed by professional bureaucrats, ensuring 
that all Singaporeans can vote freely in elections with no electoral fraud. 
But while all political parties are subject to the same electoral rules, the 
ELD’s lack of independence and the absence of nonpartisan oversight 
implies that there are no guarantees that electoral rules are developed and 
implemented impartially. The clearest manifestation of this perception of 
partisanship is the role of the Electoral Boundaries Review Committee 
(EBRC). Supported by the ELD, the EBRC is responsible for demarcating 
the geographical boundaries of each single- member constituency (SMC) 
as well as multimember group representative constituencies (GRCs). Only 
the prime minister can appoint members of the EBRC.15 They are typically 
professional government bureaucrats. Although the government claims 
that the EBRC determines electoral boundaries by “taking into account 
population shifts and new housing developments” and disregards past 
electoral results, there remains, at present, no nonpartisan, independent 
verification of this claim.16 In a news article, the former head of the ELD, 
Lee Seng Lup, reiterated that reasons for electoral boundary changes 
include “population shifts,” but still gave no transparent account of how 
such shifts were used to craft new electoral boundaries.17

In fact, a number of studies suggest that the non- independent status 
of both the ELD and the EBRC provides significant electoral advantages 
to the PAP. Tan’s (2013, 2018) exhaustive research, for instance, suggests 
that the manner in which EBRC draws electoral boundaries has helped 
the PAP manufacture legislative supermajorities. She notes that tradi-
tional indices of disproportionality, that is, the gap between vote shares 
and seat shares, indicate that Singapore’s electoral geography produces a 
disproportionality that is one of the highest, if not the highest, in the Asia 
Pacific region (N. Tan 2013, 638). This has been achieved through parti-
san gerrymandering whereby PAP’s poorly performing SMCs have been 
combined into GRCs while new SMCs are created in PAP’s strongholds. 
Evidently, expert coders with the Electoral Integrity Project corroborate 
Tan’s findings.18 In their latest report, Singapore received an overall score 
of 53 on a scale of 0– 100 for the integrity of its elections (Norris and 
Grömping 2019). This placed the country 96th out of 167 countries world-
wide. The middling score masks significant variation among the index’s 
various components, moreover. While Singapore received very high 
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scores of 75, 76, and 77 for the integrity of the election results, electoral 
procedures, and voter registration respectively, it received only a score of 
14 for district boundaries, 27 for electoral laws, and 33 for media cover-
age. The low score of 14 for district boundaries rivals Malaysia’s similar 
score of 12 and the United States’ score of 16 for that same category, sug-
gesting that Singapore’s process for delineating electoral district bound-
aries is as biased as Malaysia’s and the United States’ infamously biased 
processes (Ostwald 2013).

The second factor explaining PAP’s dominance of Singapore’s electoral 
politics is its high degree of institutionalization (Kuhonta 2016). By party 
institutionalization, I refer to two crucial features of political institutions: 
(a) the extent to which the party has developed routinized rules and pro-
cedures through which to make and enforce decisions, (b) the degree to 
which the party has penetrated society to organize, mobilize, and even 
control the population (Mainwaring and Scully 1995; Kuhonta 2011, 23– 
34). On the first count of routinized rules and procedures, the party’s cadre 
membership and its leadership succession systems explain how the party 
maintains such tight unity and discipline (Abdullah 2019a; N. Tan 2015). 
Since an intraparty rupture in 1957, the PAP has maintained a cadre mem-
bership arrangement. In this system, ordinary members of public can 
become PAP members, but not all PAP members can become PAP cadres. 
Only PAP cadres can choose the members of its central executive commit-
tee (CEC), the PAP’s highest decision- making body. In turn, three panels 
of PAP cabinet ministers and members of parliament vet, interview, and 
select recommended PAP members to become PAP cadres. As Abdullah 
(2019a, 154) puts it succinctly, “Senior party leaders choose the cadres, and 
the cadres elect the CEC.” It is a process not unlike how the pope chooses 
the cardinals and the cardinals choose the pope (N. Tan 2015, 64). In this 
manner, the ideological purity and discipline of the party is preserved.

Additionally, the PAP also has a somewhat institutionalized leader-
ship succession procedure (N. Tan 2015, 66– 67). In the PAP’s nearly six 
decades of dominance, it has seen the party leadership and Singapore’s 
prime ministership transit twice. The first time involved a transition from 
the venerable Lee Kuan Yew to Goh Chok Tong, and the second time 
from Goh Chok Tong to Lee Hsien Loong. In each transition process, a 
prospective candidate was initially nominated by the full PAP cabinet of 
ministers. This nominated candidate was then put forward to the PAP 
MPs for them to demonstrate their support. The PAP’s CEC reserved the 
final authority to approve of the new successor. The consensus candidate 
to be Singapore’s next Prime Minister appeared to be Heng Swee Keat. He 
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had emerged as the PAP’s first assistant secretary- general after CEC elec-
tions in November 2018, and was subsequently promoted to be deputy 
prime minister in May 2019.19 Yet, in April 2021, he announced that he 
would step aside as the leader of the PAP’s fourth- generation leadership 
team. At the time of writing, the frontrunners to be the next prime min-
ister of Singapore include ministers Lawrence Wong, Ong Ye Kung, and 
Chan Chun Sing.

The PAP’s cadres and leaders are supported by an extensive network of 
grassroots party members and supporters who penetrate deeply into soci-
ety (Chan 1976; K. P. Tan 2003; Weiss 2017). These PAP party affiliates 
participate actively in the government’s network of People’s Association 
(PA) branches throughout Singapore, organizing community events such 
as block parties, reading and learning groups, sports groups, and local 
celebrations for significant public holidays. These branches include the 
Community Centre Management Committees (CCMCs) set up within 
each electoral constituency, Citizens’ Consultative Committees that run 
parallel to the CCMCs, Residents’ Committees established in small clus-
ters of public housing blocks, and Neighborhood Committees established 
in small clusters of private housing estates. As they organize events 
throughout their communities, the PA’s grassroots leaders actively help 
implement government policies, disseminate government messaging, and 
collect policy feedback for the government. What is more, parallel to the 
PA’s self- proclaimed nonpartisan community networks are the PAP’s 
overtly partisan Meet- the- People Sessions (E. Ong 2015). In these weekly 
meetings held in every electoral constituency throughout Singapore, PAP 
members of parliament and their team of party volunteers meet residents 
to listen to their concerns. In the process of setting up each week’s meet-
ing, processing residents’ complaints, drafting appeal letters, and finally 
sending them off, PAP’s party members and supporters socialize them-
selves into a world of active citizenry and solidarity. This particular social 
capital is the glue that holds the party together in the lull periods between 
elections and is the fuel that can be activated when electioneering kicks 
into high gear. During election campaigns, these party members and sup-
porters are the ones responsible for designing posters, managing social 
media accounts, setting up rally stages, and organizing residents to attend 
election rallies. When one talks about the formidable PAP machine, these 
people are the very machine itself.

The PAP’s near complete penetration and influence over state and soci-
ety, however, does not mean that citizens vote under constant fear of 
repressive coercion. Instead, come election time, the majority of Singapor-
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eans “sincerely” vote for the PAP. In making this vote choice, ordinary citi-
zens indicate acceptance of the PAP’s campaign rhetoric that the party 
represents stability, meritocracy, competency, incorruptibility, and multi-
culturalism. By contrast, all other opposition parties represent inexperi-
ence, chaos, infighting, and some form of ethnic chauvinism. In other 
words, unlike Malaysia, where ethnoreligious cleavages are a much more 
salient dimension of electoral conflict, voters assess political candidates 
and parties based on nonpolicy valance in Singapore (Oliver and Ostwald 
2018, 2020). This ideological stranglehold of valence as the primary 
dimension of electoral competition is the third most crucial reason why 
the PAP dominates electoral politics.

By using the concept of valence, I refer to the idea that voters compare 
and vote for parties and politicians based perceived competency and cred-
ibility in delivering goods that are widely acknowledged to have positive 
value (Stokes 1992; Bleck and van de Walle 2011, 2013; Murillo and Calvo 
2019). These goods can include national- level outcomes such as economic 
growth, rising wages, effective and efficient public services, societal peace 
and stability, and a robust foreign and security policy that can safeguard 
national interests (Duch and Stevenson 2008; Nadeau, Lewis- Beck, and 
Bélanger 2013; Palmer and Whitten 2000). The ability to deliver 
subnational- level pork, sometimes as a portion of the national budget or 
as some form of foreign direct investment, is also oftentimes favored by 
valence- focused voters (Jensen et al. 2014; Malesky 2008; Samford and 
Gómez 2014). In contrast, Singapore’s opposition parties have little or no 
experience governing. Opposition parties and candidates therefore face 
tremendous obstacles in trying to exhibit their competency and to deliver 
these positive goods. They are thus naturally disadvantaged by such a 
valence- focused electoral environment.

The PAP’s ideological hegemony of valence- focused pragmatic compe-
tency was not born overnight. The party has used its control over the state 
to reshape society and order preferences over multiple decades (Slater and 
Fenner 2011; Oliver and Ostwald 2018). In particular, various policy initia-
tives and institutional reforms, such as an ethnic quota housing policy, 
mandatory national service, and education system reforms have been 
implemented to wean citizens off notions of ethnoreligious conflict and 
ideological competition (Tremewan 1994; Rajah 2012; Chong 2010). Con-
tests over ideology were deemed impractical and academic. Singaporeans 
should prize pragmatic competency instead (Barr and Skrbiš 2009; Chua 
2017; Kausikan 1997; K. P. Tan 2008, 2012; B. Wong and Huang 2010). 
When campaigning during elections, therefore, the PAP brandishes its 
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prolific track record since 1959 in transforming Singapore “from Third 
World to First,”20 its achievements in upgrading the constituency’s public 
environment during its elected term, as well as the stellar professional and 
educational background of its individual candidates in campaign para-
phernalia. In particular, it almost always touts its fulfilled promise of 
upgrading of public housing estates, where 80 percent of Singaporeans 
live. Moreover, voters are also warned specifically that the state controls 
the funding and planning of such upgrading. If the opposition wins in any 
constituency, its voters should expect that constituency’s upgrading plans 
to be shoved “to the back of the queue” (Mauzy and Milne 2002, 93– 95 and 
151). Through the restriction of such localized upgrading in the interim, 
voters will “pay a price, the hard way,” and will have “five years to live and 
repent” for choosing the opposition.21

The Major Opposition Parties, WP, SDP, and PSP

Singapore’s valence- focused electoral environment has significant impact 
on the origins and growth of its opposition parties. Because voters do not 
necessarily demand and vote for parties with coherent and substantive 
ideological orientations, unlike in Malaysia, Singapore’s opposition par-
ties are largely personality based. Charismatic leaders form their own par-
ties with their small clique of followers. The media focuses on the educa-
tion and professional qualifications of the opposition candidates, generally 
ignoring or neglecting the parties’ policy proposals. Parties find electoral 
success by recruiting heavily credentialed candidates. Political account-
ability is generally determined by whether the elected MPs have delivered 
on their constituency services, and less on whether significant policy 
changes have been advocated in parliament or made during their tenure 
(B. Wong and Huang 2010; Kuhonta 2016).

The oldest opposition party, the Workers’ Party (WP), was founded in 
1957 by David Marshall, Singapore’s first chief minister under limited self- 
government between 1956 and 1957. Lawyer J. B. Jeyaretnam took up the 
leadership mantle in 1971, and finally secured electoral victory 10 years later 
in 1981 in a by- election. His straight- talking manner earned him the ire of 
PAP leaders, and he soon found himself disqualified from parliament after 
he was found guilty of misreporting party accounts in 1986. The WP’s third 
leader emerged in the 1991 general elections, when Low Thia Khiang, a 
Teochew- speaking former Chinese teacher, won in the Hougang SMC. 
After taking over the leadership of the WP in 2001, he was able to gradually 
expand the party’s leadership team. In 2011, an “A” team comprising Low, 
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Sylvia Lim, a polytechnic lecturer, Pritam Singh, a budding lawyer, Muha-
mad Faisal bin Abdul Manap, a social worker, and Chen Show Mao, a 
world- renowned corporate lawyer, won the five- member Aljunied GRC in 
an unprecedented electoral victory. They prevailed over the PAP’s five- 
member team, deposing George Yeo, the foreign minister, and Hwee Hua 
Tan, the second minister for finance and transport, among others.

In emphasizing the desirable qualities of their candidates, the WP mir-
rors the PAP’s focus on valence credentials in their campaigning to voters. 
In a party- produced documentary promoting the sixtieth anniversary of 
the WP’s founding released in late 2017, almost the entire 50 minutes was 
spent on promoting the personalities of the WP’s numerous prominent 
party leaders.22 No time was spent articulating its ideology. To be sure, the 
WP has begun articulating its economic or social agenda in recent years in 
lengthy print publications. Its manifestos for the 2015 and 2020 general 
elections support manpower, education, and social policies that are gener-
ally more progressive and liberal than the PAP’s existing policies.23 In 
recent years it has also produced two policy papers— one on managing 
population and immigration, and one on redundancy insurance— beyond 
its usual manifestos during the election period.24 These papers reveal that 
the WP’s economic ideologies are consistently to the left of center— 
advocating for a stronger social safety net, greater regulatory measures to 
allow families to have better work- life balance, and a national minimum 
wage. On social issues, however, the WP is more conservative, staying 
generally silent on divisive topics such as the role of race and religion in 
society, and on LGBTQ issues. In the final analysis, because of the gener-
ally small overall ideological distance between the PAP and the WP, ana-
lysts conclude that they “possess essentially similar core philosophies” 
(Abdullah 2017, 501).

After the WP, the next two most prominent parties are the Singapore 
Democratic Party (SDP) and the Progress Singapore Party (PSP). The SDP 
was founded by Chiam See Tong in 1980 (Loke 2014). He became only the 
second fully elected opposition member of parliament in post- 
independence Singapore after winning the Potong Pasir SMC in the 1984 
general elections. Under Chiam’s leadership, the SDP began to attract 
higher- caliber candidates to run in elections, most notably National Uni-
versity of Singapore lecturer Dr. Chee Soon Juan. Dr. Chee was fielded in 
the 1992 Marine Parade GRC by- election in a team of four SDP candidates 
against Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong’s PAP team. Dr. Chee’s candida-
ture gained significant prominence before the elections because his educa-
tion and professional credentials rivaled the PAP’s highly educated candi-
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dates. After the election, he was sacked by the National University of 
Singapore for misusing research funds, which he protested by staging a 
five- day hunger strike (Loke 2019, chapter 11). The highly charged events 
surrounding Dr. Chee’s hunger strike soon developed into an internal 
schism between Chiam and other members of the SDP. Chiam left the 
SDP in 1993 after falling out with the party’s central executive committee, 
and joined the Singapore People’s Party (SPP) in 1996.25 The SDP’s leader-
ship mantle then passed to Dr. Chee.

The SDP has consistently articulated liberal and progressive socioeco-
nomic policies, further to the left than the WP. It produced a slew of alter-
native policy programs in the run- up to the 2015 and 2020 general elec-
tions, most of which also indicated that it is progressive left on economic 
issues.26 The party advocates for a minimum wage, for a single- payer uni-
versal health- care system, reinstating the estate tax, raising the income tax 
rate for the top 1 percent of income earners, and increasing social spend-
ing on education and welfare, among other policies. The party has also 
called for the repeal of existing Singapore legislation criminalizing homo-
sexual acts, signaling its distinct progressive position on social issues as 
compared to other opposition parties (Abdullah 2017, 503).

At the time of writing, the most prominent new opposition party is the 
Progress Singapore Party (PSP). The party was formed and registered in 
March 2019 by Dr. Tan Cheng Bock, a former PAP member of parliament 
and CEC member. This was the first time ever that a PAP CEC member 
had defected from the ruling party to establish an opposition party on his 
own. For a young party, it has managed to attract a large number of sup-
porters. Within a month of the party’s official launch in early August 2019, 
it had enrolled more than 500 members, a sizable number for an opposi-
tion party in Singapore.27 Its initial central executive committee included 
former election candidates from other opposition parties, such as the SDP 
and the NSP.28 In the July 2020 general elections, the PSP surprised most 
observers when it emerged as the “best loser” among the opposition 
parties— winning two coveted non- constituency positions in the 104- seat 
parliament. Its unexpected performance can be attributed to the party’s 
high credibility given that it was helmed by a former PAP insider (Oliver 
and Ostwald 2020).

The Minor Opposition Parties— SPP, SDA, NSP, PKMS, RP, and SF

After Chiam See Tong joined SPP in 1996, he undertook systematic 
effort to try to expand the SPP by forming the Singapore Democratic 
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Alliance (SDA) in 2001 (Loke 2019, chapter 15). The SDA was a coali-
tion of parties that included the SPP, the National Solidarity Party 
(NSP), the Singapore Justice Party (SJP), and the Singapore Malay 
National Organization (PKMS). Of these parties, the NSP is the oldest, 
having been formed in March 1987. While the NSP has contested in 
every election since its formation, it has never won any electoral dis-
tricts. Its best results came in the 2001 general elections, when it was 
part of the SDA coalition. The party’s secretary- general at that time, 
Steve Chia, became a non- constituency MP by virtue of losing his con-
test in Choa Chu Kang SMC by the smallest margin against the PAP.29 
The SJP is effectively a shell party, free for any interested person to 
take over as an institutional vehicle to participate in elections. The 
PKMS was formed in 1961 originally as the Singapore branch of 
UMNO.30 After Singapore’s independence from Malaysia, the party 
rebranded itself as the PKMS, advocating for the rights of Malay- 
Muslims in Singapore. Over the decades, the party has struggled to 
attract members and stay relevant in Singapore’s valence-  and 
personality- focused electoral environment. In 2010, PKMS’s party 
members were charged for rioting outside its headquarters in an intra-
party struggle for leadership.31 In 2011, its president was arrested, 
charged, and jailed for possessing and storing contraband cigarettes at 
its party headquarters.32 As for the SPP, there is scant evidence that the 
party has developed any coherent party ideology or program. Instead, 
after Chiam suffered two debilitating strokes and a hip injury, the 
party passed the leadership baton to Jose Raymond in November 2019, 
who then quit the party in December 2020.

The other more recent minor opposition parties in Singapore are the 
Reform Party (RP) and the Singaporeans First Party (SF). Both were 
formed by opposition elites who had either joined other parties initially 
but fell out with the party leadership, or had gained some prominence on 
their own. Kenneth Jeyaretnam is the son of J. B. Jeyaretnam. The elder 
Jeyaretnam founded the RP in 2008 after he left the WP in 2001. His 
unfortunate passing just three months later saw his Cambridge- educated 
son, a hedge fund manager, take over the party’s leadership in 2009. The 
SF was set up by Tan Jee Say, a former senior civil servant in 2014, after he 
left the SDP to contest in the 2011 presidential elections. As a former prin-
cipal private secretary to former prime minister Goh Chok Tong, Tan’s 
entry into opposition politics signaled a rare dissent and split from the 
country’s hitherto monolithic bureaucratic establishment. But SF’s anti-
foreigner rhetoric found little traction in local politics. Tan Jee Say dis-
solved the party in June 2020 and rejoined the SDP.
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Beyond the WP and the SDP, it is generally unclear what the ideologies 
of the other opposition parties are. None have produced comprehensive 
manifestos to coherently articulate their ideologies on a range of issues. 
Even the SF, a party that proposes cutting down immigration rates as the 
central proposal of its platform, does not offer a clear articulation of addi-
tional policies. As Weiss, Loke, and Choa (2016, 869) concluded,

TABLE 6.2. Singapore’s Numerous Political Parties

Political Party Acronym
Year 
Founded

Prominent 
Leader(s)

Best Electoral 
Performance

Ideology  
(If Any)

People’s 
Action Party

PAP 1954 Lee Kuan Yew
Goh Chok Kong
Lee Hsien Loong

Sweeps first four 
general elections 
from 1968 to 
1980. Has never 
lost more than 
11 percent of all 
elected seats.

Competency
Meritocracy
Multiculturalism

Workers’ Party WP 1957 J. B. Jeyaretnam
Low Thia 
Khiang

Sylvia Lim

10 fully elected 
MPs

Economic: left  
of center
Social: right  
of center

Singapore 
Democratic 
Party

SDP 1980 Chee Soon Juan
Paul Tambyah

3 fully elected 
MPs

Economic: left
Social: left

Progress Sin-
gapore Party

PSP 2019 Tan Cheng Bock 2 nonconstitu-
ency MPs

Unclear

Singapore 
People’s Party

SPP 1994 Chiam See Tong
Lina Chiam

1 nonconstitu-
ency MP

Unclear

Singapore 
Democratic 
Alliance

SDA 2001 Chiam See Tong
Desmond Lim

1 fully elected 
MP, and 1 non-
constituency MP

Unclear

National Soli-
darity Party

NSP 1987 Sebastian Teo Nil Unclear

Singapore 
Malay 
National 
Organization

PKMS 1961 Abu Mohamed Nil Advocates for 
rights and privi-
leges of Malay 
minorities

Reform Party RP 2008 Kenneth 
Jeyaretnam

Nil Unclear

Singaporeans 
First

SF 2014 Tan Jee Say Nil Reduced immi-
gration rates
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Arguably only the WP— the sole opposition party to win seats in 
2011 or 2015— and the long- established but currently less successful 
SDP can claim to be meaningfully institutionalized. Other opposi-
tion parties are either heavily personality oriented (SPP, Reform 
Party), even if not new to the scene, or generally inchoate.

Consider the NSP, for instance. For the 2015 general elections, it fielded 
12 candidates, the second largest number of opposition candidates, behind 
the WP’s 28 candidates. Yet its manifesto, in stark contrast to the WP’s 46- 
page tome, was a mere 6- page PowerPoint presentation. On the second 
slide, the manifesto claimed that “there is no need for a wordy manifesto 
as the critical issues facing the country and Singaporeans are clear.” It went 
on to contend that, if elected, the party would (1) fight to protect Singapor-
eans jobs, (2) correct the PAP’s population policy, (3) return Singaporeans’ 
government- mandated retirement savings in the Central Provident Fund, 
and (4) reduce inequality by amending the government’s current housing 
policy. There were no elaborations on these four points beyond their one- 
paragraph explanations. To conclude, table 6.2 summarizes the most 
important political parties in Singapore as I have discussed in this section. 
As mentioned, beyond the WP and the SDP, the ideological orientation of 
most of the other opposition parties is unclear.

Conclusion

This chapter has detailed the divergent party system development in 
Malaysia and Singapore, providing the empirical background in which to 
make sense of opposition alliance (non)formation among the many 
opposition parties in the two countries. In Malaysia, intense ethnoreli-
gious cleavages resulted in the emergence and growth of the ideologically 
polarized DAP and PAS from the “ethnic flanks.” Newly created opposi-
tion parties from intra- regime defections, such as S46, PKR, and PPBM, 
typically reproduced the ideas and policies of the BN, while claiming the 
be a “cleaner” version of them. As the next chapter demonstrates, cre-
ation of these intra- regime defector parties, when combined with other 
surprising regime- debilitating events within a short period of time, moti-
vated the ideologically polarized opposition parties to construct opposi-
tion alliances. In Singapore, however, persistent PAP dominance and 
control resulted in an ideologically shallow and fragmented opposition 
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landscape. Although there is some variation in the strength and size of 
opposition parties in recent years, with the WP, SDP, and the PSP being 
deemed more credible than the others, the vast majority of them pose 
little threat to PAP rule. The penultimate chapter of this book will dem-
onstrate just how opposition interparty coordination can still occur in 
this alternative scenario.
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7  |   Constructing Opposition Alliances in 
Malaysia, 1965– 2018

Malaysia’s political development from 1965 to 2018 represents a classic case 
of opposition parties repeatedly building pre- electoral alliances on numer-
ous occasions to gradually chip away at the overwhelming dominance of an 
electoral authoritarian regime. In the run- up to the 1990, 1999, 2013, and 
2018 general elections, opposition parties built full- fledged alliances with 
both candidate allocation across electoral districts and joint campaigns 
against the autocratic incumbent. While the opposition failed to topple the 
incumbent in their first three attempts, the final effort by the Pakatan Hara-
pan (PH) opposition alliance in 2018 was ultimately successful in seizing 
power from the hitherto dominant Barisan Nasional (BN) government. 
The remarkable fact about these pre- electoral alliances was that they were 
formed despite the intense ideological polarization between the secularist 
Democratic Action Party (DAP), representing ethnic Chinese and Indian 
minorities, and the Islamist Parti Islam Se- Malaysia (PAS), representing 
the ethnic Malay majority Muslims. The existing political science literature 
suggests that cooperation almost never emerges among such ideological 
adversaries. The task of this chapter is to illuminate why and how four such 
alliances were formed over some three decades.

Specifically, I illustrate how temporal variation in the perceptions of 
regime dominance alongside the growing recognition of mutual depen-
dency among opposition parties can stimulate efforts to build pre- electoral 
alliances. This chapter triangulates data from several sources— newspaper 
archives, political party newsletter archives, the secondary literature, elite 
interviews, and field observation of the 2018 electoral campaign— to verify 
several hypotheses and observable implications from the theory. First, 
when the BN was overwhelmingly dominant and party system volatility 
was high between 1965 and 1986, opposition party leaders generally 
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eschewed expending precious resources to build alliances. Absent any 
reliable information from a historical record of electoral participation, 
opposition parties struggled to identify and adopt the best electoral strat-
egy to compete against the BN. Over time, however, as more information 
about the payoffs of different electoral strategies became available from 
iterated cycles of electoral participation, party leaders began to recognize 
that reducing the number of opposition candidates to avoid vote splitting 
was in their self- interest. By having the requisite information on relative 
popularities to decide which parties should have the “right of way” to con-
test in which electoral district, party leaders soon learned how best to 
coordinate allocating geographically segregated electoral districts in par-
liamentary elections.

Second, in the run- up to the 1990, 1999, 2013, and 2018 general elec-
tions, multiple regime- debilitating events occurred within a short period 
of time, such as economic crises, intra- regime defections, and mass street 
protests, leading opposition party leaders to perceive that the incumbent 
BN regime was newly vulnerable. The convergence of these events moti-
vated opposition party leaders to upgrade their coordination from merely 
allocating electoral districts to pursue joint national election campaigns, 
thus constructing full- fledged pre- electoral alliances. In all four elections, 
all opposition parties recognized that only by coordinating to allocate 
electoral districts and campaigning together would they be able to take 
full advantage of the BN’s surprising new vulnerability and maximize 
their chances of winning. Arguably, the accumulation of incremental 
experience in alliance building for more than two decades led to cohesive 
interparty cooperation in 2018 in the form of the PH opposition alliance.

Finally, this chapter also reveals how even as the members and sup-
porters of ideologically polarized opposition parties generally resist any 
form of cooperation with their ideological rivals at the outset, their party 
leaders can still persuade them to reduce their hesitancy about alliance 
formation over time. In 1990 and 1999, DAP members and supporters 
were consistently reluctant to cooperate with PAS, and vice versa, even if 
both parties opposed the BN. Interparty coordination for joint election 
campaigns were therefore generally weak and ineffective in those years 
because opposition party leaders did not want to be seen as too close with 
their alliance counterparts. Yet, as the enticing prize of victory grew closer 
and more visible, opposition party leaders began to work harder to per-
suade their members and supporters to back their efforts to coordinate 
with their ideological rivals from 2010 onward. This involved opposition 
elites reminding their supporters about their mutual antipathy toward the 



TABLE 7.1. Timeline of Key Events in Malaysian Politics from 1965 to 2018

Date Event

August 1965 Singapore breaks away from the Federation of Malaysia as an inde-
pendent state. The Alliance, comprising the United Malays 
National Organization (UMNO), the Malaysian Chinese Associa-
tion, and the Malaysian Indian Congress, rules.

July 1967 The opposition Democratic Action Party (DAP) is formed.

May 1969 Inter- ethnic riots occur in the streets of Kuala Lumpur in the after-
math of the 1969 general elections. A state of emergency is 
declared, and parliament is suspended.

January 1972 The Parti Islam Se- Malaysia (PAS) joins the revamped Barisan 
Nasional (BN) ruling government coalition.

December 1977 PAS withdraws from BN to join the opposition.

June 1989 Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah forms a new centrist political party, 
Semangat 46, after defecting from UMNO.

October 1990 DAP forms opposition coalition called Gagasan Rakyat with 
Semangat 46 for the 1990 general elections. PAS forms separate 
opposition coalition called Angkatan Perpaduan Ummah also with 
Semangat 46 for the same elections.

September 1998 Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim sacked from cabinet and 
expelled from UMNO. Anwar’s followers form Parti Keadilan 
Rakyat (PKR).

November 1999 PKR joins with DAP and PAS to form Barisan Alternatif (BA) 
opposition alliance. BA only makes small dent in the BN’s overall 
dominance.

May 2013 PKR joins with DAP and PAS again to form new Pakatan Rakyat 
(PR) opposition alliance. PR wins a majority of the vote share, but 
BN continues to win a majority of the seat share.

August 2015 A group of defectors quit PAS and form a new political party, Parti 
Amanah Negara (Amanah).

March 2016 Former prime minister Mahathir Mohamad quits UMNO and 
forms new political party, Parti Pribumi Bersatu Malaysia (PPBM).

May 2018 DAP, PKR, PPBM, and Amanah form the new Pakatan Harapan 
(PH) opposition alliance. PH wins a majority of the votes and seats, 
defeating the BN, which had ruled Malaysia since the country’s 
independence in 1957.
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regime, and the potential gains to be reaped if the alliance did indeed pre-
vail against the BN. As a result, more and more supporters of Malaysia’s 
ideologically polarized opposition parties were willing to “hold their 
noses” to vote for candidates from opposition parties professing ideolo-
gies contrary to their own, but who were still members of the same oppo-
sition alliance.

As with the previous chapters, a timeline of events is helpful to assist 
readers unfamiliar with the Malaysian case to have a clear knowledge of 
how particular sequences of events unfolded. The timeline in table 7.1 
highlights the key political events in regime crises, opposition party for-
mation, and opposition coordination for Malaysia since 1965.

Opposition Fracture during Overwhelming Regime  
Dominance from 1965 to 1986

The two decades from 1965 to 1986 were a sustained period of incumbent 
party dominance in Malaysia’s history. Inter- ethnic riots, autocratic co- 
optation, and intraparty rebellion also engendered high volatility within 
and among opposition parties. Newly formed opposition parties struggled 
to learn how to best maximize their vote shares and seat shares when con-
testing against a dominant incumbent. Coordination on allocating elec-
toral districts persistently failed as old and new opposition party leaders 
experimented with different electoral strategies. At times, they learned 
from their past successes and switched their electoral strategies. At other 
times, they remained belligerent about their past failures. Overall, inexpe-
rience with coalition building and deep concerns over intraparty dissent 
constrained the strategic options of opposition party leaders.

After Singapore broke off from Malaysia in August 1965, the incum-
bent UMNO- MCA- MIC coalition, formally known as the Alliance Party 
and later known as Barisan Nasional (BN), became the dominant ruling 
party of Malaysia. The first post- 1965 electoral test against the Alliance 
Party was a by- election in Serdang electoral district in the state of Selangor 
in December 1968. At that time, the DAP and Gerakan were two newly 
formed, ideologically similar opposition parties (Vasil 1972, 16– 20).1 Both 
were multiethnic parties advocating for inter- ethnic accommodation and 
peace. But absent any historical electoral experience, there was a lack of 
reliable information about each other’s relative popularity, electoral 
strengths, and chances of winning. Uncertainty about which party should 
give way to the other’s candidate was high. Due to this initial uncertainty, 
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neither party wanted to give way to the other. Candidates from both par-
ties eventually contested against the Alliance candidate. As a result, the 
Alliance candidate won with only a slim majority of 607 votes. The second- 
best DAP candidate obtained 5,928 votes, while the Gerakan candidate 
secured 1,330 votes (Drummond and Hawkins 1970, 321).

The opposition’s defeat due to a failure to run only one candidate 
against the Alliance became a harsh lesson for opposition party leaders. 
Having gained experience in the spectacular failure of noncoordination, 
the non- Malay opposition parties— the DAP, Gerakan, and the People’s 
Progressive Party (PPP)— came to recognize the incentives of cooperat-
ing with each other for the 1969 general elections (Brown 2004, 97; 
Drummond and Hawkins 1970, 321– 22; Saravanamuttu 2016, 98– 99).2 
When a journalist asked about the motivations for cooperating with each 
other for the elections, Goh Hock Guan, then secretary- general of the 
DAP, referred to the 1968 Serdang by- election and declared, “The experi-
ence we have got from this election has been bitter enough, and I believe 
we will never again fight among ourselves and allow the Alliance to sit on 
our corpses.”3 In essence, Goh’s words indicate how opposition party 
leaders learned about the consequences of not coordinating with each 
other, and subsequently updated their electoral strategy. Vasil (1972, 21) 
verified this theory of learning when he observed that a major motivation 
for coordinating on allocating electoral districts in the 1969 elections was 
the opposition party leaders’ learning from their earlier defeat. As he 
wrote (Vasil 1972, 21– 23),

Past experience had shown that disunity among the opposition had 
been to the advantage of the Alliance. A multiplicity of opposition 
candidates in the preceding elections had almost invariably led to 
Alliance success. Therefore, there was a strong wish to avoid a multi-
plicity of opposition candidates. . . . They feared that without such an 
arrangement the two parties could destroy each other and allow the 
Alliance to emerge with significant victories in the multi- party con-
test. This fear, and the persistence and perseverance of the Gerakan 
leadership, eventually resulted in February in a three- way electoral 
arrangement among the DAP, the PPP, and the Gerakan. . . . They 
allocated both the Parliamentary and State constituencies to each of 
the three parties on the basis of its organization and an estimate of 
electoral support in the constituency.

This final 1969 agreement to coordinate district allocation among the 
three non- Malay political parties was a moderate success. While all com-
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ponent parties of the ruling Alliance lost seats, the MCA component was 
the hardest hit, having won only 13 seats in the 103- seat parliament, down 
from 27 seats in 1964 (Drummond and Hawkins 1970, 331; Ratnam and 
Milne 1970, 210; Vasil 1972, 43– 45). In contrast with the DAP’s 13 parlia-
mentary seats, Gerakan’s eight seats, and PPP’s four seats, the MCA’s 
results were dismal, suggesting that non- Malays were abandoning the 
Malay- dominant consociational arrangement between the UMNO, MCA, 
and MIC. The results were more stunning at the state level. Gerakan won 
control of the state assembly in Penang, together with half of the state seats 
in Selangor and Perak alongside the DAP and PPP. For its part, PAS cap-
tured the state government in Kelantan and also made significant gains in 
the state governments of Perlis, Terengganu, and Kedah. Although the 
UMNO itself retained 51 seats and was able to form a majority govern-
ment in the 103- seat parliament with MCA (13 seats) and MIC (two seats) 
as its partners, the results were widely interpreted as a direct threat to the 
Malay dominance of political power (Saravanamuttu 2016, 91– 105; Slater 
2010, 116– 24; Vasil 1972, 46– 48).

The exact details of the inter- ethnic riots that occurred in the streets of 
Kuala Lumpur between the Malays and the Chinese on May 13, 1969, are 
beyond the scope of this book. Suffice to say, the incident remains a pain-
ful memory of inter- ethnic conflict among many Malaysians today— 
about 6,000 residents, 90 percent of whom were Chinese, had their houses 
torched and destroyed during the riots (Means 1991, 8). Close to 200 
Malaysians lost their lives, although there still remain doubts as to the 
actual death toll. Immediately after the riots, a national emergency was 
declared, normal parliamentary process was suspended, and an all- 
powerful National Operations Council was promulgated. In the ensuing 
years, the Alliance ruling government transformed itself into the BN rul-
ing coalition from 1972 onward by bringing Gerakan, PPP, and PAS into its 
fold (Means 1991, 27– 32). Through such co- optation, the new prime min-
ister, Tun Razak, had hoped to build a broader mass basis of support for 
implementing the government’s new policy goal— the New Economic 
Policy (NEP) (Gomez and Saravanamuttu 2013; Means 1991, 23– 27; Sun-
daram 1989). The NEP sought to reduce inter- ethnic social tensions by 
prioritizing economic growth while ensuring that Malays reaped a larger 
share of the benefits of such growth.

The DAP was the sole major opposition party not to be co- opted into 
the BN ruling government in 1972. There were other, smaller opposition 
parties such as Pekemas, Parti Sosialis Rakyat Malaya, and the United 
Independents, to be sure (Pillay 1974, 12– 15). But none could match the 
ideological coherence and organization of the DAP. The twin opposition 
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pincers of PAS and DAP only reemerged when PAS was expelled from the 
BN in late 1977, and then contested against the BN in the 1978 general elec-
tions. This was the first time when prospects of coordinating for candidate 
selection between the two ideologically polarized opposition parties 
might arise in the BN era. But in the absence of clear information about 
the payoffs to different electoral strategies approaching the general elec-
tions, interparty coordination was not pursued. Instead, it appeared that 
any secret “unholy alliance” between the DAP and PAS consisted of their 
increasing the number of opposition candidates by placing two opposition 
candidates in each electoral district (Mauzy 1979, 290; Ong 1980, 163– 64).4 
The logic was this: in Malay- majority electoral districts, the DAP’s entry 
would siphon away non- Malay support from the UMNO candidate. The 
PAS candidate could then potentially prevail if he secured the majority of 
the Malay votes. In electoral districts where non- Malays formed the 
majority, PAS’s entry may help draw Malay votes away from the MCA or 
MIC candidate. The DAP candidate could win if he secured the over-
whelming majority of non- Malay votes.

Regardless, this counterintuitive strategy of increasing the number of 
opposition candidates, if it was used at all, did not appear to help either 
party much in the 1978 general elections (Ong 1980, 164). While the DAP 
increased its number of parliamentary seats from 9 to 16 in the 154- seat 
parliament, it performed worse than expected in the state- level races 
(Mauzy 1979, 286). PAS’s performance was even more underwhelming. Its 
number of parliamentary seats declined from 13 to 9, and its president lost 
his own parliamentary electoral contest in Kedah. PAS was also totally 
routed in Kelantan, its traditional home base, when it could only secure 
two parliamentary seats and two state seats for the entire state.

Despite the failed strategy of fielding two opposition candidates in 
multiple electoral districts in 1978, PAS and DAP leaders did not update 
their electoral strategy to seek coordination in the run- up to the 1982 gen-
eral elections. They would go on to repeat the same strategy of fielding 
multiple candidates against the BN again (Mauzy 1983; Mukerjee 1982). 
Why the two opposition parties maintained their failed strategy is a puzzle 
that remains unexplained by the available secondary literature. Again, 
while there were rumors of DAP- PAS cooperating to repeat the strategy of 
fielding two opposition candidates in multiple electoral districts, there 
remains no available direct evidence to prove that the parties intentionally 
did so (Barraclough 1985, 42; Means 1991, 88). One can only surmise that 
the information that party leaders gleaned from the 1978 electoral results 
as not decisive enough to sway opposition leaders toward any other elec-
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toral strategy, or that opposition leaders discounted the previous election 
results on account of PAS’s renewed status as an opposition party after its 
ouster from the BN in 1977. Ultimately, both parties contested against the 
BN in 30 out of 154 available parliamentary districts. This proportion was 
not insignificant to either party. For the DAP, it represented more than 
half of the 51 parliamentary seats that it contested in Peninsular Malaysia. 
For PAS, it was over one- third of the electoral districts it contested. The 
result was even worse than in 1978. The PAS maintained its 5 seats in the 
154- seat parliament, while the DAP dwindled to only 6 seats.

Faced with repeated failure to expand their seat shares in the 1978 and 
1982 general elections, PAS party members became disenchanted with 
their erstwhile leader, Asri Muda (Noor 2014, 105– 25). A new group of 
young, conservative Islamic clerics took over the leadership of the party 
immediately after the 1982 elections. Although this new group, led by new 
party president Ustaz Yusof Rawa, and supported by Tuan Guru Nik Aziz 
Nik Mat, Ustaz Fadzil Noor, and Ustaz Abdul Hadi Awang, were stridently 
Islamic in their outlook, they were also political realists. They recognized 
that the party’s experiment with multiple opposition candidates in each 
electoral district in the past two electoral cycles had not yielded increased 
seat shares for the party. A change in electoral strategy was needed. Hence, 
PAS attempted to coordinate with the DAP to allocate electoral districts 
for the first time ever approaching the 1986 general elections (Drummond 
1987; Noor 2014, 135; Rachagan 1987; Ramanathan and Mohamad Hamdan 
1988, 31).

As it was the PAS’s new leaders’ first attempt at building a coalition, the 
process was not smooth sailing. My review of newspaper clippings on alli-
ance building kept at the Center for Malaysian Chinese Studies in Kuala 
Lumpur and the secondary literature on this period revealed that opposi-
tion parties faced at least three major challenges.5 First, there was the 
question of the extent to which rank- and- file party members would accept 
the two ideologically polarized opposition parties working with each 
other. For the DAP this question revolved around the degree to which 
party members and supporters could accept PAS’s public goal of trans-
forming Malaysia into an Islamic state. Given that its members and sup-
porters were overwhelmingly non- Malay- Muslims, the DAP was caught 
in a serious dilemma. Any hint of cooperation with PAS, even in the form 
of coordinating to allocate electoral districts, might send its party mem-
bers and supporters fleeing. In a newspaper article published in The Star 
on July 14, 1986, Lee Lam Thye, a DAP leader, was reported to have the 
following position:
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He said the “rank and file of the DAP” would not mind the party 
joining the Opposition front “so long as the party held firmly to its 
principles and objectives.” “They would not mind if the party’s 
conditions— which are against the setting up of an Islamic State and 
having a Muslim leadership— are accepted by the parties forming 
the front.” Mr Lee said the members would object if the DAP is to 
sacrifice its basic beliefs and objectives.6

PAS’s leaders also confronted the same internal party dissent. Barraclough 
(1985, 42) noted that “there were reports that PAS was deeply divided” and 
that “any substantial move by the PAS leadership towards cooperation 
with the DAP might well produce resentment among certain sections of 
the party and threaten its unity.”

Second, even as interparty cooperation was considered, there was still 
the question of what form of cooperation was acceptable. Because of a lack 
of experience in coalition building, the two parties simply did not know 
where to start. If they wanted to coordinate to allocate the electoral dis-
tricts to contest in, they would have to bargain with each other over the 
distribution of electoral districts. If a joint manifesto was to be launched, 
parties would have to coordinate on the language to be used in order to set 
aside or render vague PAS’s commitment to an Islamic state. But where 
and how should the two parties begin negotiations?

Third and finally, there was scarcely any historical evidence that party 
leaders could rely on to suggest that a joint alliance would yield extra votes 
and seat shares in the face of BN dominance. Barraclough (1985, 42) noted 
that past attempts at coordination, if there were any among the minor 
opposition parties, had “produced few tangible benefits.” Benefits from alli-
ance formation were even more doubtful in the mid- 1980s, when the BN 
was at the height of its power (Slater 2003). The UMNO leadership had 
been passed to Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad in 1981. His rule was notable 
for Malaysia’s skyrocketing economic growth through rapid industrializa-
tion, and also its increasing authoritarianism, with strict controls on the 
media and on intra- UMNO dissent (Means 1991, chapters 4 and 5). Oppo-
sition parties confronting the dominant BN machine would have had scant 
hopes that a pre- electoral alliance would yield any positive outcomes.

Because of all these concerns, the DAP leadership eventually deemed 
it not worthwhile to cooperate with PAS for the 1986 general elections. It 
declared that it was open to coordinating with PAS on the condition that 
it abandon its goals of transforming Malaysia into an Islamic state (Means 
1991, 184). PAS, of course, rejected that condition (Rachagan 1987, 228). 
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Other minor opposition parties and PAS managed to sign a vague joint 
declaration to coordinate with each other on allocating electoral districts.7 
Yet, when nomination day came around for the 1986 elections, there 
emerged 32 parliamentary constituencies and 13 state seats in which the 
opposition parties still found themselves facing each other alongside the 
BN candidate. The declaration was not made a reality.

The DAP’s insistence on not associating with the newly rejuvenated but 
radicalized PAS proved to be a wise move for the 1986 general elections. Its 
number of electoral districts won increased from 6 to 24 in the 177- seat 
parliament, while its number of state seats more than tripled, from 12 to 37. 
This was its best- ever result (Drummond 1987; Rachagan 1987; Ramana-
than and Mohamad Hamdan 1988, 50– 56). For the PAS, however, it was a 
disaster. The party won only one parliamentary seat and saw its state assem-
bly seats decline from 18 to 15. PAS’s performance was “regarded as its worst 
general election performance over the last twenty- seven years of its exis-
tence” (Ramanathan and Mohamad Hamdan 1988, 60).

PAS’s historically poor results were primarily attributed to party lead-
ers’ contradictory actions (Ramanathan and Mohamad Hamdan 1988, 59– 
67). On the one hand, the party attempted to form a united opposition 
front with other minor and non- Muslim opposition parties, particularly 
the DAP (although the attempt was unsuccessful). Party leaders even tried 
to reach out to non- Malay- Muslim supporters for the first time by estab-
lishing a nominal Chinese Consultative Committee. On the other hand, 
PAS campaigned on a platform of establishing an Islamic state. When 
pressed by the BN, PAS leaders explained that neither non- Muslims nor 
women would be allowed to vote under their vision of an Islamic state 
(Means 1991, 185). Such contradictory views confused potential voters 
despite the party leaders’ best efforts to explain their political logic. A 
nationwide drive to “explain to PAS members and supporters the concept 
of the [opposition] front” and to avoid “misunderstanding” turned out to 
be futile.8 From this perspective, PAS leaders’ lack of consistency critically 
undermined their electoral results. The DAP’s extra caution about alliance 
formation was deemed to be a correct assessment.

Opposition Coordination to Allocate Electoral Districts  
from 1990 to 2018

After more than two decades of opposition fracture between 1965 and 
1986, the next three decades of elections between 1990 and 2018 saw much 
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more consistent instances of interparty coordination. Table 7.2 summa-
rizes a clear change in the dependent variable— opposition interparty 
coordination in allocating electoral districts— over time from 1974 to 1995. 
If opposition parties allocated electoral districts between them, then we 
should expect the average number of candidates per contested electoral 
district be two— one candidate from the dominant ruling party, and one 
candidate from an opposition party.

Table 7.2 demonstrates how the average number of candidates per elec-
toral district declined toward two, as opposition parties in Malaysia 
became better at coordinating allocating electoral districts. As we can sur-
mise, when the DAP was the sole major opposition party in 1974, small 
opposition parties attempted to fight against their irrelevance by forcing 
some multicornered contests. In 1978 and 1982, after PAS was expelled 
from the BN, both PAS and DAP reasoned counterintuitively that forcing 
electoral contests with three candidates in each electoral district— one 
each from DAP and PAS contesting against the BN candidate— might be 
advantageous to both parties. Hence, we observe the increase in the aver-
age number of candidates per contested constituency in the 1978 and 1982 
general elections. Having realized their mistake, however, the two parties 
then began to try to coordinate with each other in 1986. There was a lim-
ited degree of improvement in coordination that year, nevertheless, due to 
the respective party leaders’ fear of intraparty dissent over cooperating 

TABLE 7.2. Average Number of Candidates per Constituency across Elections,  
1974– 95

General  
Election  
Year

Parliamentary 
Seats (N)

Candidates per 
Contested 

Parliamentary 
Seat (avg.)

State  
Seats (N)

Candidates per 
Contested State 

Seats (avg.)

1974 154 2.32 408 2.04
1978 154 2.32 276 2.56
1982 154 2.50 312 2.46
1986 177 2.18 351 2.26
1990 132* 2.01 351 2.01
1995 192 2.06 394 2.14

Source: State seats by author’s calculation from Khong 1991b. For 1995, author’s calculations 
from Gomez 1996, 15– 16.

Note: I assume that all independents caused multicornered contests and excluded independent 
candidates. For 1974– 1986, author’s calculation from NSTP Research and Information Services 
(1990). For 1990, parliamentary seats by author’s calculation from Business Times. 12 October 
1990. “PAS- DAP ties show up in opposition front.”

* Parliamentary seats for Peninsular Malaysia only.
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with ideological rivals. Finally, a near perfect coordination was realized in 
1990, when opposition party leaders abandoned their failed electoral 
strategies and finally coordinated with each other to allocate the vast 
majority of electoral districts. In fact, this pattern of interparty coordina-
tion would persist in the three decades from 1990 to 2018.

The 1990 general elections were most remarkable because they repre-
sented a second opportunity for opposition parties to forge an opposition 
coalition. This time around, the initial process to at least coordinate on 
electoral district allocation was somewhat smoother than in 1986. There 
were at least four reasons why this was so. First, historical experience from 
the failed 1978, 1982, and 1986 general elections meant that opposition par-
ties now had a significant backlog of information and experience from 
which they could learn. They would now be able to better assess which 
party had a better chance of winning in a particular electoral district. Sec-
ond, Tengku Razaleigh’s defection from the UMNO and Semangat 46’s 
(S46) emergence as a centrist political party meant that both the DAP and 
PAS could claim to their own supporters that they were coordinating with 
a moderate opposition party and not with their ideological rival. This 
reduced the costs of intraparty dissent insofar as party leaders could justi-
fiably claim that they were not making ideological compromises. Third, 
and relatedly, S46 could act as a broker for the allocation of seats between 
opposition parties. DAP and PAS leaders need not negotiate with each 
other directly, but could simply negotiate with S46 instead. Fourth, there 
were minimal contests over ethnically heterogenous electoral districts, as 
they were mostly allocated to the centrist S46. Electoral districts with a 
majority of ethnic minorities would be allocated to the DAP, while those 
with a majority of Malay- Muslims would be allocated to PAS. As a result, 
the 1990 elections saw only one parliamentary district that had a three- 
cornered contest between the PAS, the DAP, and the BN.9 In all other dis-
tricts opposition parties managed to avoid contesting against each other.

Since 1990, Malaysia’s opposition party leaders have coordinated to 
allocate electoral districts before every election. With multiple rounds of 
pre- electoral negotiations, opposition party leaders discovered an effec-
tive, informal rule that made more efficient the bargaining process 
between the DAP, PAS, and any other major opposition party. The rule is 
this: non- Malay/Bumiputera- majority electoral districts will be allocated 
to the Chinese- based DAP; districts with a high proportion of Malay/
Bumiputera voters will be allocated to the Malay- Muslim- based PAS; and 
mixed districts will be allocated to any centrist and multiethnic party.10 As 
framed, this informal rule has several important implications.
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First, the ethnic composition of each electoral district serves as a proxy 
measure for the district’s expected relative levels of popularity for opposition 
parties— the main independent variable that I contend influences opposi-
tion coordination for allocating geographically segregated electoral dis-
tricts. In this manner, this proxy measure carved out particular geographi-
cal regions in which opposition parties expected their highest changes of 
winning. Since ethnic Chinese-  and Indian- majority districts were 
expected to be more likely to support DAP candidates, the DAP would 
contest mostly in the western coast of Peninsular Malaysia, where most of 
them reside. Accordingly, since ethnic Malay- majority districts were 
expected to be more likely to support PAS candidates, PAS would contest 
mostly in the eastern coastal regions with a large proportion of ethnic 
Malays. Second, and perhaps most importantly, because using this infor-
mal rule significantly reduced uncertainty about opposition parties’ rela-
tive popularity and winning chances in each electoral district, it allowed 
party leaders to save time and resources while bargaining with each other. 
This prior information established their baseline expectations about which 
party should contest in which electoral district even before interparty bar-
gaining began. Subsequent negotiations, if any, centered around marginal 
districts that were not clearly DAP or PAS ethnic strongholds. Third and 
finally, the informal rule ensured that all parties maximized their own 
candidates’ electoral viability against the BN when their respective ideolo-
gies matched the local demographics of the districts. This vote and seat 
share- maximizing incentive would be what made bargaining and allocat-
ing electoral districts a worthwhile coordination endeavor.

Available data from the 1999 and 2013 general elections illustrate this 
informal rule. Figure 7.1 shows the allocated electoral districts across all 
parliamentary seats in the entire country for the 1999 general elections. 
Each vertical bar represents an electoral district, and districts are arranged 
from having the lowest proportion of Malay voters to the highest propor-
tion of Malay voters. We can infer that, for the most part, the DAP con-
tested in electoral districts where Malays were not the majority. The PKR, 
the ideologically moderate defector party from UMNO in 1999, contested 
in ethnically heterogenous districts. Finally, PAS contested primarily in 
districts that were overwhelmingly Malay. Figure 7.2, illustrating the allo-
cation of electoral districts in the 2013 general elections, repeats the same 
story. It focuses on parliamentary districts in Peninsular Malaysia only, 
and uses the proportion of Bumiputera voters as the scale in which to sort 
the vertical bars representing each electoral district. It demonstrates that 
the ethnic minority- based DAP contested almost exclusively in districts 



Fig 7.1. Allocation of Electoral Districts in the 1999 Malaysian General Elections

Fig 7.2. Allocation of Electoral Districts in the 2013 Malaysian General Elections
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where there were less than 40% of Bumiputera voters, whereas PAS com-
peted in most of the districts where the Bumiputera majority was very 
large. There was substantial variation in where the centrist PKR contested, 
however, because the multiethnic PKR could allocate its candidates to a 
large range of districts that were perceived to be ethnically heterogenous.

My field interviews with 15 opposition leaders in Malaysia between 
August 2016 and May 2017 also confirmed the application of the informal 
rule. An overwhelming majority of interviewees agreed that coordinating 
electoral district allocation was a beneficial exercise for all the opposition 
parties involved, and that the bargaining process was primarily based on 
the ethnic composition in that particular district. Essentially, the ethnic 
composition of each district served as a useful proxy indicator for each 
party’s relative popularity and associated winning chances. Moreover, there 
was little dispute over district allocation between DAP and PAS because 
the districts that they were interested in contesting had little overlap with 
each other. Both parties sought to contest primarily in their own geograph-
ical strongholds. Instead, both parties had to spend the most time negotiat-
ing with the ideologically centrist and moderate PKR. These negotiations 
were difficult but surmountable, because there were so many electoral dis-
tricts to trade with each other. Unlike presidential autocracies where party 
leaders had to battle each other to be the sole presidential candidate, oppo-
sition parties in parliamentary autocracies like Malaysia with multiple geo-
graphically segregated electoral districts have a relative easier time negoti-
ating with each other for a share of the pie. For example, opposition leader 
K said the following in response to a question about how the parties coor-
dinated in allocating their electoral districts in August 2016:

Even though there are exceptions to the rule, the general guideline 
is where it is about 45– 55 percent Malays, that’s where Keadilan 
[PKR] will contest.  .  .  . The ones from 45 below is DAP. And the 
ones 60 and above is PAS. That’s the general idea. . . . There is no 
point putting PAS  .  .  . where there is high [proportion of] non- 
Malay voter.11

The final piece of evidence about the strong self- interested benefits of 
coordinating electoral district allocation in an opposition alliance is from 
a coalition document itself. Figure 7.3 shows a screengrab from the PH 
opposition alliance agreement formed in Malaysia for the 2018 general 
elections. The document lists seven clauses in relation to the functioning 
of the opposition coalition in matters such as joint decision- making, how 
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to solve disputes, as well as the common policies of the coalition.12 Clause 
5, in particular, describes how the parties should approach their participa-
tion in the general elections. Clause 5.2 explicitly mentions that the PH 
must field only one candidate per constituency, clearly highlighting that 
coordinating on allocating electoral districts to avoid multicornered con-
tests is a critically important part of the opposition alliance and also in the 
self- interest of the various opposition parties. Furthermore, notice that 
Clause 5.3 specifies that the PH alliance should nominate a component 
party to contest in a particular electoral district by taking “into account 
the factor as to which party has the highest probability of an electoral vic-
tory in the said election.” This particular quotation highlights and cor-
roborates the crucial importance of my hypothesized independent vari-
able influencing coordination over district allocation— ex ante information 
about the relative popularities of the opposition parties.

TABLE 7.3. Interviews with Malaysian Opposition Party Leaders

Code
Opposition 

Party Leader Gender Race
Informal 

Rule?a Benefit?b

MY009 W M Chinese 1 0
MY010 O M Chinese 1 1
MY011 K M Malay 1 1
MY012 Y F Chinese 0 1
MY013 D M Malay 1 1
MY014 T M Chinese 1 1
MY015 Q F Chinese 0 1
MY016 A M Chinese 1 1
MY017 H M Malay 1 1
MY018 L M Chinese 1 1
MY019 N F Malay 1 1
MY020 S M Malay 1 0
MY021 C M Chinese 1 1
MY022 M M Malay 1 0
MY023 R M Indian 0 0

Note: All 15 interviews were conducted in Kuala Lumpur between August 2016 and May 2017 for 
about one hour each. Interviewees were canvassed through snowball sampling. Due to the sensitive 
nature of the interviews, I agreed to conceal their identities, as per the rules of the Institutional 
Review Board. Before each interview, I explained the nature of my research project and obtained 
verbal consent to quote them.

Coding Rules:
a Did the interviewee say that coordinating over candidate selection utilized the informal rule of 

allocating districts based on the ethnic demographic of the electoral district? Coded 1 for yes, 0 
otherwise.

b Did the interviewee say that there were large benefits of coordinating over candidate selection? 
Coded 1 for yes, 0 otherwise.



Fig. 7.3. Clause 5 of the Pakatan Harapan Alliance Agreement
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To be sure, recognition of the incentives and informal rules needed to 
allocate electoral districts does not eliminate infighting among the oppo-
sition parties. They are only guardrails that prevent interparty negotia-
tions from veering off course. Where and when there is high uncertainty 
about the relative popularity of opposition parties, or if there are incen-
tives for misrepresenting relative popularity, opposition parties can still 
bicker over candidate allocation. Instances of coordination failure may 
still arise. For instance, consider the 2016 state elections in the eastern 
Malaysian state of Sarawak, where the DAP and PKR clashed over which 
party should contest in six electoral districts.13 Because these electoral dis-
tricts were newly created, both parties lacked prior information about 
which was more popular than the other. No one wanted to acquiesce to 
the other party, for that would mean losing the future right to contest in 
those particular districts. Eventually, both sets of party leaders agreed to 
commission an independent and reputable survey firm, Merdeka Center, 
to conduct polls in these districts to assess their parties’ relative popular-
ity. The results revealed that the DAP was more popular in five out of the 
six districts surveyed. It paved the way for the DAP’s persistence belliger-
ence in their subsequent negotiations with PKR. The PKR countered by 
noting that the survey questions only asked respondents about the parties’ 
popularity and did not consider the qualities of their competing candi-
dates. It claimed that its candidates were more popular than the DAP’s 
candidates. Continued intransigence between the two parties meant that 
the six new electoral districts all witnessed at least three candidates on 
nomination day. The opposition infighting “had the obvious effect of 
diluting the vote in favor of the BN” even as bickering party leaders “por-
trayed themselves in a damning light before the Sarawakian public” 
(Mohamad Nawab and Rashaad 2017). This interparty squabbling, among 
other factors, led to the BN sweeping 72 out of 82 of Sarawak’s state assem-
bly seats (Weiss and Puyok 2017; Lian 2018).

Approaching the May 2018 general elections, the new PH alliance 
endeavored to avoid repeating earlier mistakes in Sarawak. In early Janu-
ary 2018 it announced that it had coordinated seat allocations for all elec-
toral districts in Peninsular Malaysia.14 Tun Dr. Mahathir’s PPBM would 
be allocated 52 seats to contest in, Anwar Ibrahim’s PKR 51 seats, the DAP 
35 seats, and Amanah 27 seats. Unlike previous opposition alliances, where 
intracoalition coordination was completed at the eleventh hour, opposi-
tion party leaders learned from their previous attempts that intracoalition 
wrangling only hurt public perception of the coalition’s unity. After setting 
aside the parliamentary districts already won, interparty negotiations pro-
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ceeded relatively efficiently based on the earlier informal rule of using eth-
nic composition of the electoral district as a proxy for a party’s expected 
popularity in that district.

Building Full- Fledged Opposition Alliances with Joint Election 
Campaigns in the 1990, 1999, 2013, and 2018 General Elections

If Malaysia’s ideologically polarized opposition parties could learn to 
allocate electoral districts with better information obtained through 
recurring electoral participation, then under what conditions would they 
upgrade their cooperation to include joint electoral campaigns and hence 
build full- fledged pre- electoral alliances? My theory suggests that two 
other variables— perceptions about regime vulnerability and perceptions 
of mutual dependency among opposition parties— motivate the shift in 
strategic behavior. This section demonstrates that multiple regime- 
debilitating events within a short period of time and increasing acknowl-
edgment of their mutual dependency motivated party leaders to build 
pre- electoral alliances with both types of coordination. At the same time, 
moreover, PAS and DAP leaders were still aware of potential intraparty 
resistance to mutual cooperation. So even as PAS and DAP leaders 
decided it was worthwhile to forge joint campaigns and construct alli-
ances, they frequently found themselves following a very narrow path 
between the incentives for cooperation and the perils of resistance from 
their own supporters.

To assess the causal impact of growing regime vulnerability and 
mutual dependency on opposition alliance formation, I make two empir-
ical inferences in my subsequent analytical narratives. We can first 
observe that Malaysia’s four instances of pre- electoral opposition alli-
ances from 1990 to 2018 were all precipitated by multiple regime- 
debilitating public episodes indicating new ruptures in the BN regime, 
specifically within UMNO (see table 7.4). Almost all of these episodes 
were historically unprecedented. A second empirical task is to assess if 
opposition elites did indeed update their perceptions of regime vulnera-
bility and if they perceived eventual victory against the BN to be condi-
tional upon being mutually dependent. In the process tracing that I 
undertake, I triangulate empirical evidence from the secondary literature 
and newspaper reports, supplemented with elite interviews and field 
observations in the run- up to the 2018 election campaign.
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The 1990 General Elections: The Angkatan Perpaduan Ummah and 
Gagasan Rakyat Opposition Alliances

In 1988, Tengku Razaleigh’s defection from UMNO was the first time ever 
in Malaysian history that a cabinet- level minister defected from UMNO 
together with other elite party insiders. His defection came on the back of 
a bruising UMNO internal party election in April 1987 where he unsuc-
cessfully challenged Tun Dr. Mahathir for UMNO’s leadership (Means 
1991, chapter 7). Despite the failed challenge, the alarming episode “repre-
sented not just an internecine power struggle, but a hegemonic crisis” 
(Hilley 2001, 87). No longer was Mahathir’s personalism and corruption- 
fueled economic development going unchallenged within the party. 
Unwilling to admit to his loss, Tengku Razaleigh’s subsequent legal chal-

TABLE 7.4. Malaysia’s Many Pre- electoral Opposition Alliances

General 
Election Alliance Name

Component  
Opposition Parties

Regime-  
Debilitating Events

1990 Angkatan Perpaduan 
Ummah + Gagasan 
Rakyat

Semangat 46
DAP
PAS

• 1987 UMNO internal 
party leadership challenge 
against Mahathir

• 1988 Tengku Razaleigh 
defection from UMNO

• 1988 deregistration of 
UMNO

• 1989 Mahathir heart 
attack

1999 Barisan Alternatif PKR
DAP
PAS

• 1997 Asian financial crisis
• Anwar’s sacking from 

UMNO in 1998
• Mass street protests in the 

Reformasi Movement

2013 Pakatan Rakyat PKR
DAP
PAS

• 2008 Global financial 
crisis

• 2008 “tsunami” general 
election

• Bersih street protests

2018 Pakatan Harapan PKR
DAP
PPBM
Amanah

• 2015 Wall Street Journal 
1MDB scandal

• 2016 Mahathir defects 
from UMNO
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lenge to pronounce the UMNO elections null and void resulted in a court 
declaring UMNO an “illegal society.” UMNO’s official deregistration sent 
shockwaves throughout Malaysia (Nathan 1989, 129– 33). Tengku Raza-
leigh then seized the initiative to create a new political party in the form of 
S46, seeking to undermine the very legitimacy of UMNO itself as the 
main representative of Malay interests in the country. Finally, a massive 
heart attack in early 1989 further threatened Mahathir’s aura of invincibil-
ity, suggesting that “Mahathir’s political career hung in the balance” (Khoo 
1995, 322).

The multiple historically unprecedented regime- debilitating events 
assailing Tun Dr. Mahathir and UMNO changed several political observ-
ers’ and opposition elites’ perceptions of the increasing vulnerability of the 
BN. S46 soon began negotiations with the DAP and PAS to try to form a 
unified opposition coalition to contest in the next general election. A 
potential united opposition front comprising the DAP, S46, and PAS was 
deemed potentially credible primarily because several pro- regime elites 
endorsed it (Khong 1991a, 161). They included state chief ministers, mem-
bers of the Malay royal families, and even former prime minister Tunku 
Abdul Rahman. As Khong (1991a, 161) notes, “It was the first time since 
independence that a credible opposition which could actually form a gov-
ernment had emerged.” Khong (1991b, 13) went on to summarize the sea 
change in perceived regime vulnerability of the BN:

The results of Malaysia’s elections had always been dull in one 
respect: the ruling coalition was so well entrenched that in the past, 
no observer saw a possible change of government, nor even the 
remote chance that the opposition could break the government’s 
two- third[s] majority in the national parliament.  .  .  . However, in 
1990, the ruling Barisan Nasional coalition appeared vulnerable. The 
opposition had galvanized around Tengku Razaleigh and organized 
two fronts to take on the ruling coalition. In this election, the oppo-
sition was not only talking in terms of denying the Barisan Nasional 
of the two- third[s] majority, but of forming the next government with 
the co- operation of some political parties in Sabah and Sarawak.

Additionally, in a separate analysis, Khong (1991a, 166) quotes a DAP 
leader to establish the updating of opposition elite expectations about pos-
sibly defeating the incumbent,

The opposition saw this election as the best opportunity it would 
have in denying the ruling coalition the two- thirds majority or in 
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wresting power from it. In the words of a DAP leader, this was an 
“unprecedented historic opportunity to effect far- reaching meaning-
ful changes to the political order in the country.”

This quotation clearly indicates that the DAP leader had updated his views 
about the BN’s weaknesses that an opposition alliance could profit from. 
Furthermore, the party leaders foresaw an optimistic scenario whereby if 
all three major opposition parties made significant gains, and combined 
them with favorable results from the eastern Malaysian states of Sabah and 
Sarawak, “Victory was not completely out of reach” (Crouch 1996, 125).

But even as DAP and PAS leaders became more motivated to cooper-
ate with each other to take advantage of the BN’s new vulnerability in the 
1990 general elections, PAS and DAP supporters were still wary of jointly 
campaigning with each other. “The members and supporters of both par-
ties are strongly against any such ‘unholy alliance’ but their leaders obvi-
ously feel that political expediency demands covert collaboration between 
the two,” declared an op- ed in the Business Times.15 Crouch (1996, 123) 
concurred, suggesting that “although Tengku Razaleigh seemed reason-
ably comfortable with both his major allies individually, they were not 
comfortable with each other.” Specifically, for PAS, an op- ed in the New 
Straits Times noted that “some PAS leaders are eager to keep clear of the 
DAP because the issue is beginning to become a liability. Their stand on 
Islam is being questioned because of the relationship with the DAP via 
Semangat 46.”16 The same op- ed noted that a radical PAS group calling 
itself Al- Islah was recently formed because it “opposes cooperation with 
Semangat ’46.” The group even threatened to contest against PAS’s own 
candidates should PAS forge a national- level coalition with the DAP. The 
DAP itself was not spared. In addition to internal pressure from its sup-
porters, it was subject to consistent attacks from Gerakan (now firmly part 
of the BN) in Penang, which claimed that the DAP’s association with S46 
and with PAS meant that the DAP also supported the formation of an 
Islamic state.17 As evidence, Gerakan pointed to posters produced by 
those parties urging voters to support the formation of an Islamic govern-
ment in Malaysia.

Ultimately, DAP and PAS leaders found an uneasy compromise. They 
formed distinct opposition coalitions with S46 campaigning in different 
parts of the country. On the conservative right, S46 collaborated with PAS 
and other minor Islamic parties to form an opposition coalition called 
Angkatan Perpaduan Ummah (APU / United Islamic Front). The APU 
coalition campaigned together in the north and eastern coast of Peninsu-
lar Malaysia, such as in the states of Kelantan and Terengganu, where most 
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of their candidates stood. Yet, beyond campaigning together under a com-
mon coalition name, there was no common coalition logo, and no com-
mon policy platform (Khong 1991b, 9). The only compromise that PAS 
made was to drop all references to forming an Islamic state from its own 
election manifesto (von der Mehden 1991, 166).18 For the DAP, any direct 
relationship with PAS in the early 1990s was far too costly for its leaders to 
contemplate. Thus, the DAP eventually formed a coalition only with S46 
called the Gagasan Rakyat (GR / People’s Might). They then campaigned 
together primarily in the western coast of Peninsular Malaysia, where 
there more non- Malays residing in ethnically mixed electoral districts.

But regardless of the exact form of election campaigning that we 
observe, why did DAP and PAS leaders feel compelled to coordinate joint 
campaigns with S46 at the minimum even though there was significant 
internal party dissent? For sure, the UMNO’s unprecedented fracture for 
the first time since 1965 and its perceived increasing vulnerability was a 
key reason. The other reason was that party leaders recognized that they 
depended on collaboration with other parties to maximize their vote 
shares and seat shares— my second hypothesized independent variable.

For PAS, its identity as an Islamist party was both its strength and its 
weakness. While it had the unflinching loyalty of its core supporters who 
were devout Muslims, it struggled to attract the votes of non- Muslims and 
those who were only moderately religious. Therefore, through campaign-
ing with the more moderate S46, PAS leaders sought to “tone down its 
image of an extremist, fundamentalist party,” and to “help to soften its 
image and make it more acceptable to people whose understanding of the 
‘true teachings’ of Islam was not adequate” (Khong 1991b, 9). This could 
help PAS draw more votes from non- Malay- Muslim voters, a problem that 
the party had not solved in the 1986 general elections. Another observer of 
the cooperation between S46 and the PAS opined (Yahya 1989, 35),

Both parties— PAS and S46— need each other to strengthen their base 
to effectively oppose Mahathir.  .  .  . Each of them have their own 
strengths and weaknesses, which explains why they have to com-
plement one another. . . . If PAS wants to be in power, it has to col-
laborate with S46 because Tengku Razaleigh can help to alleviate 
PAS’ weaknesses. Similarly, S46’s weaknesses can also be assisted by 
PAS.

Consequently, in the pursuit of interparty coordination to allocate 
electoral districts and campaign jointly with S46, PAS leaders took pains 
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to persuade their reluctant supporters that such alliances were necessary. 
One way in which the party sought to persuade its own supporters was for 
the party’s communication office to produce a booklet titled At- Tafahum 
Al- Siasi (Political Cooperation in the General Election) for distribution 
among its supporters. The document sought to explain to PAS supporters 
the numerous reasons why cooperating with S46 was important, neces-
sary, and allowed under Islamic law. Thereafter, the party tasked its deputy 
president, Haji Abdul Hadi Awang, with using the book to persuade sup-
porters who were still reluctant to cooperate with S46 (Ali 1998, 80– 83). 
Specifically, the party maintained that such cooperation with “secular” 
parties was permissible because it brought “benefits” to the people while 
not affecting the party’s fight for Islamic principles.

The logic of mutual dependency was similar for the DAP’s leaders. As 
Khong (1991b, 11) describes, the precise purpose of the party’s alliance 
with S46 was also to send a signal of opposition moderation and compro-
mise in order to win extra Malay votes:

The alliance with a Malay party might also help the [DAP] party to 
secure more Malay votes in the mixed constituencies. . . . the party 
hoped that its image as an extremist, chauvinistic Chinese party— 
due to its long campaign for equal rights for the Chinese and other 
minority communities— would be shed in the larger coalition led 
by a Malay party.

In pursuit of maximizing its seat and vote share by building an alli-
ance with S46, moreover, the DAP also took numerous steps to reduce 
intraparty dissent and persuade its supporters to vote for DAP and S46 
candidates. This was most evident in the numerous commentary and 
news articles featured in the party’s newsletter, The Rocket, distributed to 
party members.19 Throughout numerous issues of The Rocket published 
in 1989, the party published editorials and commentaries about whether 
and how the party should cooperate with S46 and PAS. For example, in 
the sixth issue of 1989, The Rocket devoted about 10 percent of its pages to 
publishing responses it had received after soliciting feedback on potential 
alliance building with other opposition parties. Titled “The Great Debate: 
Should We or Shouldn’t We,” the section vacillated between readers who 
said, “My family and all my neighbors do not support your party joining 
up with PAS and Semangat 46,” and those who said, “I support the need 
for greater cooperation amongst the opposition parties and a united 
stand in the next general elections.” Consequently, once the DAP’s lead-
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ers decided to cooperate with S46 to campaign together, The Rocket’s tune 
changed to one of persuasion in late 1989 and early 1990. In the last issue 
of The Rocket in 1989, for instance, its front pages publicized Tengku 
Razaleigh’s endorsement of DAP leader Lim Kit Siang for the post of Pen-
ang’s chief minister if their joint forces were victorious in the state’s local 
elections. The first issue of The Rocket in 1990 then carried a lengthy full- 
page commentary by the vice president of S46, Marina Yusoff, urging 
DAP supporters to “stand united against him [Prime Minister Mahathir] 
and his lapdogs.” The front page of the second issue in 1990 carried a 
prominent photo of Tengku Razaleigh, publicizing the joint DAP- S46 
speaking events in Penang, Ipoh, Kuala Lumpur, and Petaling Jaya, which 
had drawn “capacity crowds” that “sent seismic tremors into the camps of 
the Barisan Nasional parties.”

Ultimately, with two coalitions— GR on the left and APU on the right— 
the opposition contested as a partially wedded whole (von der Mehden 
1991, 166– 67). The DAP performed reasonably, winning 20 seats in the 
180- seat parliament. The PAS benefited most from the coalition, winning 
seven parliamentary seats, up from only one seat in 1986. Its alliance with 
S46 at the state level also saw the two parties win all the state seats in Kel-
antan, denying UMNO any seats in the state for the first time ever. Despite 
these moderate successes, however, the BN remained electorally invinci-
ble, having won more than two- thirds of the parliamentary seats.

The 1999 General Elections: The Barisan Alternatif (BA)  
Opposition Alliance

Almost a decade later, another series of unprecedented historical events 
signaling clear vulnerabilities in the BN’s continued stranglehold on 
Malaysia occurred in rapid succession. They would pose a much stronger 
challenge undermining the BN’s ruling legitimacy. First, the 1997 Asian 
financial crisis crippled the Malaysian economy (Pepinsky 2009a, chapter 
5). The Malaysian currency, the ringgit, had half of its value wiped away. 
Bad loans spiked from about 4 percent to almost 20 percent (Meesook et 
al. 2001, 4). External and domestic demand collapsed. Quarterly real 
GDP growth plunged from more than 5 percent to minus 10 percent. 
Within a few months, the BN’s much- touted governing legitimacy in pro-
ducing spectacular economic growth was quashed. As Pepinsky (2009a, 
195) noted, “Mahathir and his political allies within the UMNO and the 
BN certainly viewed the economic crisis as a deep threat to the regime’s hold 
on power, even forbidding the Malaysian media from using the word ‘cri-
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sis’ until well after the crisis had passed.” Second, behind- the- scenes dis-
agreement about how to grapple with the economic crisis led to Deputy 
Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim’s dramatic sacking (Felker 1999; Abbott 
2000; Pepinsky 2009a, 211– 16). The protégé of Tun Dr. Mahathir was 
accused of sodomy, expelled from the UMNO supreme council, arrested, 
physically abused by the police while under arrest, and charged with and 
convicted of corruption. Some senior allies within UMNO were arrested 
without charges under the Internal Security Act, and then released after 
pledging loyalty to UMNO and to Mahathir. Other more junior UMNO 
allies were directly purged and expelled. Third, during and following 
Anwar’s trial, thousands of ordinary citizens turned out into the streets of 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia’s economic capital, protesting against the BN’s 
cronyism and the sacking and torture of Anwar. These protestors, mobi-
lized through a myriad of nongovernmental organizations within Malay-
sian civil society, gradually congealed into a broad- based movement 
known as the Reformasi (Reform) Movement (Hilley 2001, 205– 8; Weiss 
2006). These massive anti- BN street protests were the first time ever that 
large numbers of ordinary Malaysians publicly displayed their antipathy 
toward the regime. They gave hope to opposition elites that the masses 
would be on the opposition’s side if their voting power could be concen-
trated against the BN. Wan Azizah Wan Ismail, Anwar’s wife, thus formed 
the centrist multiethnic Party Keadilan Rakyat (PKR) as the first step 
toward electoral mobilization.

Several trends further supported perceptions of the BN’s accelerating 
vulnerability. An important development was the shift in mass- media 
consumption. The BN government’s control of mainstream media was 
slowly being undermined by the growing demand for and influence of 
alternative news sources (Abbott 2000; Hilley 2001, 209– 13). The PAS’s 
newsletter, Harakah, increased its circulation from 65,000 to 300,000 in a 
matter of months. This was more than the two leading English newspapers 
at that time, The Star (circulation 220,000), and the New Straits Times (cir-
culation 156,000). Even Aliran Monthly, the liberal news magazine, saw its 
circulation more than double from 8,000 to just above 18,000. Further-
more, the skyrocketing growth of the internet audience in Malaysia saw 
more than 50 pro- Anwar websites mushrooming, consistently criticizing 
the establishment’s narrative of the Anwar saga. Galvanized by Malaysia’s 
first ever mass- based anti-regime Reformasi social movement, PAS fur-
ther claimed to have increased its membership almost 10- fold in the six 
months since Anwar’s sacking (Hilley 2001, 211; Mutalib 2000, 67).

With this series of public challenges foreshadowing the BN’s decline, 
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opposition elites within the DAP and PAS increased their ambitions for 
toppling the BN in the 1999 general elections. Despite their failure in 1990, 
opposition elites were newly motivated because they thought that “the 
Anwar saga clearly dealt a major blow to the government’s popular credi-
bility” noted Felker (1999, 47). Case (2001, 35) concurred, noting that “if 
ever the Barisan could be defeated in elections, now seemed the time.” 
Finally, a key leader of the Reformasi Movement, in an interview concern-
ing the opposition’s changing expectations about the BN’s vulnerability, 
recalled his participation in the movement in 1998 and 1999.

Clearly everyone could see massive momentum. The split [in the BN] 
was unprecedented. Anwar’s charisma at that time [was] unbeat-
able. We could see not only electorally there was a change of con-
sciousness of the people. It will clearly be a disadvantage for any 
[opposition] party to stay out of it, to stay aloof of that. . . . After a 
political crisis, therefore there is an opportunity for the opposition to 
strength[en] itself. So that’s what our warning to all the political par-
ties is— you better get ready. I think being very pragmatist, they 
came along . . . PAS [was] also very keen because they think that only 
through cooperation then they can defeat Barisan Nasional.20

To be sure, both DAP and PAS leaders continued to be wary of dissent 
among their own supporters, even as they sought coordination on allocat-
ing electoral districts and joint nationwide campaigns. Hilley (2001, 214) 
noted that “while there appeared strong and growing support for a PAS- 
DAP coalition, both parties remained circumspect about its nature and 
timing.” In particular, dissent within the DAP kept its leaders from overtly 
and actively seeking cooperation with PAS in the early stages of formulat-
ing electoral strategies (Hilley 2001, 215). When asked to assess the diffi-
culties of alliance building in 1999, a key PKR leader said,

The key leaders at that time, especially DAP, were reluctant. Because 
they think that the cooperation will again drag them into the 
polemic of Islamic state and all that thing, which in the back of their 
mind their reading of it is their base voters will not ever accept it. That 
has always been their reluctance.21

Yet, despite these misgivings over internal dissent, another crucial rea-
son why opposition leaders took the risk to forge an alliance was the clear 
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recognition of their mutual dependence on each other for potential vic-
tory. PAS and DAP leaders knew that they could not prevail over the BN 
if they contested alone. A key leader from the DAP remarked to me,

In the case of the DAP, I think the top leaders are very clear where 
we should go. If you follow Kit Siang’s writing, it is very clear that he 
understands the problem. The problem is that we will never win 
alone. Therefore, we need coalition partners. We need strong coali-
tion partners in order to win together.22

Another DAP central executive member corroborated this logic, summa-
rizing the DAP leader Lim Kit Siang’s actions at that time:

You brought up the issue of working with PAS. That was a very 
contentious issue in 1999. But I think Kit Siang saw it was neces-
sary. . . . That was the risk. In politics you have to take risk[s]. That 
is what Kit Siang has been doing all his life. I think at this point in 
time, most of us see that it was the necessary risk to take.23

A key former leader in the PAS echoed a similar logic, saying that they 
could only win if they cooperated with their ideological rivals in a 
coalition:

PAS must be reminded that it was only when they are in coalition 
with others that they have a chance to increase their vote share. . . . 
Well, you know very well that there is a lot of commonality and dif-
ferences. And whether it is difficult or easy will really have to 
depend on leadership. And leadership that is more focused on win-
ning an election very close to the seat of power will really want to 
ensure their chances are not jeopardized by bickering and wrangling 
over policy matters.24

Eventually, the DAP and PAS were once again brought together in the 
middle by the centrist and moderate PKR. The new opposition coalition 
would be called the Barisan Alternatif (BA). The BA saw a somewhat 
deeper form of cooperation between all parties. Not only did the top lead-
ers of the DAP, PAS, and PKR campaigned together, they also launched a 
common manifesto which all parties signed onto. BA’s anti- regime com-
mon policy platform downplayed PAS’s goal of an Islamic state and DAP’s 
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aim of a noncommunalist Malaysia, but emphasized a generally liberal 
platform of human rights, social justice, rule of law, judicial independence, 
term limits for the prime minister, and other similar themes (Felker 2000, 
52– 53; Liow 2004, 367– 68; Mutalib 2000, 68; Weiss 2006, 142). In particu-
lar, Case (2001, 44– 46) noted certain peculiarities of the common policy 
platform that the BA put out:

They [Barisan Alternative] also produced a common manifesto— 
“Toward a Just Malaysia”— which, while far more substantive than 
that of the BN, was most notable for what it left out. Specifically, 
there was no mention of the PAS’s commitment to an Islamic state 
or the DAP’s call for a Malaysian Malaysia. Instead, the PAS symbol 
of a full moon was coupled informally with the DAP’s rocket, pro-
ducing a popular refrain of “rocket to the moon.”

This deliberate avoidance of key campaign terminologies that were dear to 
the ideological hearts of both the DAP and PAS thus signaled the quid pro 
quo ideological compromise that both parties sought to portray to voters. 
In exhibiting such compromise, their goal was to try to attract the votes of 
the supporters of their ideological rivals. Senior PAS leaders began court-
ing urban non- Malay- Muslim voters by hosting meals at plush hotels 
“bedecked in coat and tie,” a scene in stark contrast to their usual Islamic 
dress coats (Noor 2014, 157– 58). For their part, DAP leaders too decided 
that it was worthwhile to take a risk to form the BA to take advantage of 
the BN’s declining dominance to try to win more Malay- Muslim votes 
(Hilley 2001, 217– 19).

Eventually, the 1999 elections resulted in uneven gains (Felker 2000; 
Mutalib 2000; Pepinsky 2009a, 220– 22). The BN retained its two- thirds 
majority in parliament but with smaller votes and seat shares. PAS fared 
the best, almost quadrupling the number of its seats to 27 in the 193- seat 
parliament, tripling the number of state assembly seats that it held, and 
winning control over the state assemblies of Kelantan and Terengganu. 
The DAP, unfortunately, encountered electoral disaster. While it main-
tained its miserly 11 state assembly seats and increased its number of par-
liamentary seats from 7 to 11, all three of its top leaders— Lim Kit Siang, 
Karpal Singh, and Chen Man Hin— lost. Their strategy of consolidating 
support from their own non- Malay supporters while profiting from extra 
Malay votes did not bear fruit. With these disappointing results, the BA 
disbanded in two years as the BN reasserted its dominance, marginalizing 
and ignoring the demands of the three opposition parties (Gomez 2004).
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The 2013 General Elections: The Pakatan Rakyat (PR)  
Opposition Alliance

Fast- forward more than a decade later, the 2013 Pakatan Rakyat (PR) 
opposition alliance emerged as a result of prior extraordinary political 
developments. The story starts five years earlier in the 2008 electoral 
cycle, which occurred in the midst of the global financial crisis. During 
that time, opposition parties made unexpected, stunning gains even 
when they did not publicly coordinate their campaigns with each other 
(Chin and Wong 2009; Singh 2009). The BN lost its two- thirds majority 
in the 222- seat parliament for the first time. This meant that the PKR 
expanded its parliamentary presence from one seat in 2004 to 31 seats in 
2008, the DAP’s number of parliamentarians more than doubled from 12 
to 28, with PAS almost quadrupling its presence from 6 to 23 parliamen-
tarians. Altogether, the 82 seats from the three parties represented the 
best- ever results for Malaysia’s opposition. At the state level, opposition 
parties gained control of five state governments— Kelantan, Kedah, 
Perak, Penang, and Selangor— where previously the BN had only ever 
lost two state governments at any one time. The BN’s defeats in the last 
two states were particularly noteworthy because they were the most eco-
nomically developed and richest states in Malaysia. Accordingly, these 
results were the BN’s “worst election results since independence in 1957” 
(Singh 2009, 157). Consequently, the PKR, DAP, and PAS came together 
in the following months and years to form governing alliances for those 
five regional state governments. They called their governing alliance the 
Pakatan Rakyat (PR) coalition, which endured throughout the five- year 
term. For its part, leadership of the BN and UMNO passed in 2009 from 
Abdullah Badawi to Najib Razak, son of Tun Abdul Razak, Malaysia’s 
prime minister from 1970 to 1976.

With five years of successfully governing five state governments under 
its belt, the PR alliance had several historically unprecedented advantages 
in undermining the BN’s rule. First, it could finally signal to voters its 
ability to govern effectively. Voters would not have to fear the loss of their 
quality of life if an opposition alliance were to take over the government 
at the national level. In fact, PR candidates could campaign on a record of 
state- level policies that had benefited voters’ everyday lives. Second, 
opposition parties leveraged their unprecedented numbers in state- level 
government and newfound mass popularity to enhance their party orga-
nizations. The PKR, for example, a mere three months after the 2008 
election, shifted into a new RM$5 million multistory headquarters cover-
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ing 20,000 square feet at the outskirts of Kuala Lumpur.25 Part of the new 
space would serve as the new office of opposition party leader Anwar 
Ibrahim. The DAP followed suit, inaugurating a new RM$3.5 million 
headquarters at its party stronghold in the state of Penang in 2012.26 It 
also recruited a larger group of journalists and graphic artists to produce 
The Rocket, the party’s internal party newsletter. Their expanded organi-
zations bolstered the parties’ confidence about challenging the BN’s 
feared party machinery. Third, recurring massive street protests by the 
nongovernmental organization Bersih signaled new mass discontent 
with the BN (Chan 2019; Khoo 2014, 2016). Advocating for extensive 
electoral reform to ensure free and fair elections, Bersih had already 
organized three street protests in 2007, 2011, and 2012 by the time of the 
2013 general elections. The last of these was particularly important. It was 
the largest, involving some 300,000 participants, about six times that of 
the previous rally in 2011. It was also more contentious, with about three 
times the amount of tear gas used against the protestors alongside the 
deployment of water cannons.27 These indicators portended an accelerat-
ing momentum in mass dissent against the BN.

Consequently, the PR was full of confidence approaching the 2013 elec-
tions. Most observers agreed that the BN’s dominance would be under-
mined (Case 2014). Chin (2013, 499) submitted that “many were under the 
impression that, for the first time, 50 years after the formation of Malaysia, 
the opposition alliance, Pakatan Rakyat (PR), had a real change of defeating 
the Barisan Nasional (BN).” Ostwald (2013, 521) also noted that “the elec-
tion was arguably the first in Malaysia’s history in which the outcome did 
not appear certain in the weeks preceding it.” Ufen (2014, 9) went further, 
surmising that Prime Minister Najib Razak “was well aware that the Paka-
tan Rakyat would at least endanger BN’s two- third[s] majority in Parlia-
ment and could even topple him.” Case (2014, 57) concurred: “Many ana-
lysts expected that Pakatan would make still more gains, perhaps even 
winning outright and therein producing a ‘dual transition’ involving gov-
ernment turnover and democratization by election.”

But despite everyone’s optimism about the potential benefits of another 
new alliance approaching the 2013 elections, opposition leaders, particu-
larly those from the DAP, were still wary about the devastating results 
under the BA alliance in 1999, whereby the DAP suffered historical defeats. 
A DAP central executive member commented,

The most important element for the DAP is there is still a massive 
phobia of PAS. We sort of learned our lesson, rightly or wrongly, from 
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1999, when the association with PAS resulted in the backlash, particu-
larly among the Chinese voters. And that being our core base, we have 
to be ultra careful. So we understand the electoral pact arrangement 
where one candidate versus one candidate benefits us. But at the 
same time, we were very wary to be seen  .  .  . anywhere formally 
with PAS.28

So how did opposition party leaders, especially those from the DAP, 
reduce intraparty dissent and persuade their supporters to back the PR 
opposition alliance? Party leaders obviously recognized that they had to 
cooperate with their ideological rivals to win over new voters from new 
constituencies.29 But they did not want to lose their core supporters in the 
process of doing so. A key strategy that DAP leaders adopted as part of the 
PR alliance between 2008 and 2013 (but not in 1999) was to redouble 
efforts to educate and persuade their own party members through the 
internal party newsletter, The Rocket.30 If it is true that opposition parties 
face intraparty costs of dissent when forming alliances and strive hard to 
persuade their supporters to “hold their noses” to throw their support 
behind the alliance, then we should expect how The Rocket discussed the 
DAP’s ideological rivals to vary over time depending on whether the party 
is in or out of an alliance. We can imagine that if the DAP is not part of a 
coalition, The Rocket should publish opposition- related articles that dis-
parage parties other than the DAP itself (“negative image” articles) or pro-
vide reasons as to why it is impossible to work with these parties (“justify 
non- cooperation” articles). Alternatively, if the DAP is in a coalition with 
PAS and another centrist opposition party, then The Rocket should publish 
more articles that portray them in a positive light (“positive rival” article) 
or more articles that highlight the prospective gains to be made if they all 
cooperate with each other (“prospective gains” article).

Across 2001– 2004 and 2010– 2013, we can indeed observe The Rocket 
shift the way it discussed PAS and PKR. Figure 7.4 highlights my hand- 
coding of 196 opposition- related articles across 49 issues of The Rocket in 
the four years after the BA collapsed in 2001 and the four years of the PKR 
coalition leading up till the 2013 general elections.

In the four years between 2001 and 2004, about two- thirds of all the 
opposition- related articles published in The Rocket were either “negative 
image” articles or “justify non- cooperation” articles, with at least half of 
the articles being in either category in each year. An example of an 
opposition- related article that portrayed PAS negatively and justified the 
DAP’s noncooperation with it is the article reproduced in figure 7.5, titled 
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“PAS’ Blueprint a Threat to the Federal Constitution.” The article summa-
rizes a statement put out by the DAP’s national deputy chairman, Karpal 
Singh, criticizing PAS’s “Islamic state” document released in November 
2003. In that document, PAS clarified and reiterated its position that sharia 
and hudud laws are the essential foundations of an Islamic state, and that 
all other laws and democratic institutions were to be subsumed under 
them (Liow 2009, 89– 91). In Singh’s opinion, the PAS document “violates 
the 46- year ‘social contract’ of the major communities,” “violates the 1999 
Barisan Alternatif common manifesto,” and “is an unadulterated threat to 
the continued existence of the Federal Constitution.” He charged PAS with 
“trying to destroy the basic structure of the Constitution,” and urged the 
PKR “to get out of the shadows of PAS and stick to their principles.”

Fig. 7.4. Proportion of the Different Types of Articles Appearing in The Rocket
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In contrast, between 2010 and 2013, only 3.5 out of 149 opposition- 
related articles were negative.31 Over 80 percent of all opposition- related 
articles in this latter four- year period portrayed PAS or PKR or the PR 
coalition in a positive manner. For instance, Karpal Singh would make 
another statement in The Rocket marking a 180- degree turn from his posi-
tion 10 years earlier (see fig. 7.6). The article, published in January 2013, 
summarized Karpal Singh’s speech at the DAP’s national congress held in 
December 2012. The report noted that Singh, now DAP chairperson, 
“stressed that PAS is an important friend in Pakatan Rakyat” and that 
despite their differences, PAS was “a solid party with ideology and princi-
ples.” He justified his change in stance by suggesting that “if we do not 
change with the times, the times will change us.” Evidently, the critical 
difference this time was that PAS was part of the broader PR alliance with 
the DAP and PKR. With the upcoming general elections in May 2013, Kar-
pal thought it reasonable for him to reiterate to DAP members that it was 
crucial for them to view PAS in a positive manner, so that the coalition 
could win.

“Positive image” articles did not stop simply at DAP leaders’ declara-
tions of the good intentions of their fellow opposition “friends” and the 

Fig. 7.5. Example of “Negative Image” and “Justify Non- cooperation” Article 
in The Rocket
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overall coalition. The Rocket between 2010 and 2013 oftentimes featured 
interviews with politicians from other opposition parties to highlight the 
commonalities between all of them, thus narrowing the perceived ideo-
logical differences between the parties.

For example, figure 7.7 shows the cover page of The Rocket in January 
2012, featuring three prominent female politicians from the respective 
component parties of PR, titled “The Bold and the Beautiful.” From left to 
right, they are Dr. Siti Mariah Mahmud, deputy chief of the women’s wing 
of the PAS and member of parliament for Kota Raja; Teo Nie Ching, at 
that time the member of parliament for Serdang; and Nurul Izzah Anwar 
from the PKR, daughter of the formerly jailed deputy prime minister 
Anwar Ibrahim, at that time member of parliament for Lembah Pantai. A 
careful reading of the substantive content of their respective interviews 
reveals that The Rocket used women’s issues as a foil to allow the respective 
members of parliament to highlight their similar commitment to pressur-
izing the incumbent government to reform existing public policies for 
women, and to publicize their policy priorities if they could govern as a 
coalition. In the interview with Nurul Izzah Anwar, she highlighted that 
she “pushed very hard for the amendment of 60 days maternity leave to 90 
days” and that “the Women, Family, and Community Development Min-
istry is not doing enough to address the needs of the fairer sex.” She pro-
posed increasing the ministry’s budget and implementing more effective 

Fig. 7.6. Example of “Positive Rival” Article in The Rocket



Fig. 7.7. Cover Page of The Rocket in January 2012
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programs, such as the “MyKasih” program that provides points for poor 
households to purchase groceries. Dr. Siti Mariah Mahmud similarly 
emphasized enhancing initiatives such as building childcare centers “in 
areas where it is close to the commercial centers and factories for the con-
venience of the parents.” Her pet priority, however, was strengthening the 
existing Malaysian sharia courts system insofar as there would be better 
enforcement of women- related Muslim marriage laws, such as alimony 
payments from divorce procedures.

While it is apparent that these different female politicians from differ-
ent opposition parties emphasized varying policy priorities, their respec-
tive agendas were all linked together in a common theme and purpose— 
reforming existing bureaucracies, legislation, and public policies to 
empower women. That the DAP was willing to devote multiple pages 
showcasing politicians from other parties in the alliance in its party news-
letter that is ostensibly circulated only to its own supporters reflects not 
just the strong relationships between the parties. It is also a somewhat 
risky strategy in positively portraying its allies by highlighting thematic 
commonalities across all opposition parties in the alliance. One can imag-
ine that more than a few devoted Chinese or Indian supporters of the DAP 
were turned off by such interviews. For them, any talk of strengthening 
the sharia courts system would be sacrilegious to their secular worldview 
and commitment to a multireligious country. Yet the DAP’s investment in 
this potentially costly strategy also reflects its own calculation that these 
devoted supporters could be persuaded to support the party regardless of 
such features, and that there are more benefits to be gained from appeal-
ing to all its supporters to engage in cross- party strategic voting.

Additionally, opposition- related articles in The Rocket also promoted 
the prospective gains that opposition supporters would enjoy if the PR 
coalition was victorious over the BN. In the run- up to the general elec-
tions, the coalition manifesto became the substantive focal point high-
lighting these prospective gains. On the cover page of the January 2013 
edition of The Rocket, for example, the DAP made sure that it communi-
cated these important prospective gains described in the manifesto if the 
PR coalition defeated the BN. The cover page publicized the recently 
launched PR election manifesto, highlighting key initiatives for Malay-
sians to enjoy cheaper consumer goods such as houses and cars, to feel 
safer through reduced crime and corruption, to be more economically 
secure with enhanced welfare and education, and to enjoy more liberal 
policies for women and the elderly.

For all the coalition’s efforts, the results of the 2013 general election 
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were an anticlimax. Although the PR opposition alliance managed to win 
a majority of the popular vote (51 percent), it failed to win a majority of the 
parliamentary seats due to pre- electoral malapportionment (Case 2014; 
Ostwald 2013; Saravanamuttu 2016, chapter 9; Weiss 2013a). While the 
DAP managed to boost its number of parliamentarians from 28 to 38, the 
PKR won only 30 seats (losing 1 seat), and the PAS won only 21 seats (los-
ing 2 seats). The BN maintained its parliamentary dominance with a total 
of 133 seats, 88 of which were won by UMNO. The lopsided results show-
cased how effectively the BN- controlled election commission was able to 
gerrymander the boundaries of electoral districts to translate the BN’s 
vote share of 47.4 percent to a seat share of nearly 60 percent.

The 2018 General Elections: The Pakatan Harapan (PH)  
Opposition Alliance

By June 2015, two years after the 2013 general elections, the Pakatan Rakyat 
opposition coalition was dead.32 PAS’s continued insistence on imple-
menting Islamic law in the state of Kelantan and the rise of a newly con-
servative leadership strained its relations with the DAP to the breaking 
point. There was also evidence that the PAS was co- opted by the ruling BN 
(Gomez and Mohamed Nawab 2019, 1– 15; Ostwald, Schuler, and Chong 
2019, 41– 43). Its leaders introduced a bill supported by UMNO leaders 
that would pave the way for implementing the Islamic sharia criminal 
code. PAS’s leaders also publicly officiated at various events with UMNO 
leaders, and openly declared that they had received money from UMNO 
to finance their party’s electoral expenses. But a new opportunity to form 
another opposition alliance contesting in the May 2018 general elections 
would arise with the emergence of the new opposition parties in the 
PPBM and Amanah. This opportunity would pose a new set of questions. 
To what extent would the four opposition parties— the DAP, PKR, PPBM, 
and Amanah— be able to coordinate their electoral campaign to maximize 
opposition turnout? Even more, having known that the past joint cam-
paigns of APU and GR in 1990, BA in 1999, and PR in 2013 all fell short of 
the mark, what improvements could the new PH alliance make to push 
the ruling BN incumbent out of power? More precisely, how could these 
improvements more strongly induce cross- party vote transfers and also 
maximize the number of moderate voters that the opposition could peel 
away from the BN?

It is important to note that 2018’s Pakatan Harapan (PH) alliance once 
again followed from two major, unprecedented events signaling the BN’s 
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growing weakness and the heightened probability of defeating it. The first 
major event was the 1MDB scandal, as exposed by the Wall Street Journal. 
As described in the previous chapter, the scale of the 1MDB scandal bog-
gles the mind. It involved billions of US dollars’ worth of bond sales 
arranged by Goldman Sachs and the rerouting of sales proceeds through 
secret accounts in the United States, Switzerland, the Middle East, and the 
Bahamas. The monies were allegedly used to fund a variety of expenses— 
the BN’s electoral expenses in the 2013 general elections, shopping sprees 
by Prime Minister Najib Razak’s wife, purchases of American real estate, 
Van Gogh and Monet artworks, and a US$250 million yacht, in addition 
to producing Hollywood movies such as The Wolf of Wall Street, starring 
Leonardo DiCaprio. Such opulence in the midst of stagnating wages and 
growing inflation from a new government- imposed goods and service 
(GST) tax dismayed a large number of Malaysians (Chin and Welsh 2019; 
Welsh 2019; Wong 2018; Wong and Ooi 2018).

This scandal prompted the second major event in the run- up to the 
2018 general elections wherein the former prime minister, Tun Dr. Maha-
thir Mohamad and the deputy prime minister, Muhyiddin Yasin, both 
quit UMNO and set up PPBM. While an UMNO leader’s defection was 
not unprecedented, Mahathir’s stint as Malaysia’s longest serving prime 
minister, and one who oversaw the country’s meteoric economic develop-
ment, gave extra symbolism to his defection. As the prime minister of 
Malaysia for 22 years, from 1981 to 2003, Mahathir represented the pin-
nacle of UMNO’s political domination and symbolic power. During his 
administration, the country achieved stellar economic growth rates amid 
general inter- ethnic peace. Malaysia’s GDP per capita grew 2.5 times, 
increasing from US$1,769 to US$4,461 during his tenure.33 That Mahathir 
would switch sides to join the opposition and stand alongside his long-
time political adversaries in the DAP, PKR, and Amanah left close observ-
ers of Malaysian politics astonished.34 That these longtime opposition 
leaders would also openly accept Mahathir surprised many.

Regardless, these two unprecedented events increased opposition 
elites’ confidence that they could topple the BN, even when polling data 
indicated it would be an uphill climb. Liew Chin Tong, the DAP’s political 
strategist, openly discussed the forthcoming “Malay tsunami” (Liew 2018). 
By his reckoning, Mahathir’s alignment with the opposition would be the 
critical factor that would induce Malay- Muslim voters to switch to the 
PH. Specially, Mahathir’s leadership of the PH would increase Malay- 
Muslim voters’ confidence that their rights would be protected even as a 
victorious opposition worked to restore economic growth (Abdullah 
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2019b).35 Other opposition party leaders interviewed also boasted of their 
increased confidence. The PPBM’s Che Zakaria Salleh, a prominent politi-
cian in Johor, bragged that “even in places considered as UMNO territo-
ries, people are behind us. This is the time. They will be toppled.”36

A key question then remained— how could the PH alliance avoid the 
failures of the three earlier opposition alliances? It was clear to the opposi-
tion leaders that they needed to turn out their own supporters and also 
convince moderate BN supporters to defect from the BN and vote for the 
opposition. In this regard, two stylized facts about Malaysians’ voting 
behavior were obvious to the PH’s leaders. First, most voters were primar-
ily concerned about economic issues, such as rising inflation stagnating 
wages. Pre- electoral focus groups conducted in the middle of 2017 by the 
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies in the key swing states of Kedah and 
Johor revealed that both urban and rural Malay voters were primarily 
concerned with pocketbook issues (Serina 2018; Wan Saiful 2018b). 
Respondents were particularly resentful of the GST that Prime Minister 
Najib Razak had introduced in 2015, and at the abolishing of petrol subsi-
dies. A poll conducted in November 2017 just six months prior to the elec-
tions by the reputable survey firm Merdeka Center verified these con-
cerns. The survey indicated that 72 percent of all voters had economic 
concerns at the top of their minds, over and above crime and social prob-
lems, concerns over race and religion, and issues of political governance 
and corruption.37 Another survey conducted in April 2018, just a month 
prior to the elections, affirmed this finding. It indicated that 67 percent of 
all voters prioritized economic concerns in their vote choice for the 
upcoming elections.38

Second, there continued to be reservations about the PH’s ability to 
attract enough Malay- Muslim support. Because previous electoral results 
from 2008 and 2013 had indicated Chinese and Indian support was firmly 
behind the opposition (especially the DAP), the key uncertainty in ethnic 
voting patterns rested with Malay- Muslim voters (Chin 2010, 2013; Khalid 
and Loh 2016; Gomez and Alagappar 2018; Kananatu 2018). Correspond-
ingly, the PH’s leadership was mindful that the key to toppling UMNO 
and the BN was to shift Malay support away from UMNO and PAS. Little 
had changed since James Scott (1985, 314) declared more than three 
decades earlier that political domination over the Malaysian state “requires 
the political support of the bulk of the Malay electorate.” Yet, because of 
Mahathir’s defection and the splintering within PAS, there were five politi-
cal parties competing for the support of Malay- Muslim voters for the very 
first time in Malaysia’s electoral history— PPBM, Amanah, PKR, PAS, and 
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UMNO. In particular, rural, agricultural Malay- Muslim regions in Penin-
sular Malaysia remained bastions of support for both UMNO and PAS. 
Whether the combination of PPBM, Amanah, and PKR within the PH 
opposition alliance could induce enough Malay- Muslim voters to swing 
away from UMNO and PAS depended very much on two interrelated fac-
tors. On the one hand, the PH had to craft an electoral message to reassure 
rural Malay- Muslim voters that the rights and privileges they had enjoyed 
under the BN’s affirmative action policies would remain untouched. At 
the same time, the PH’s leadership had to assure voters that the DAP 
would not exert outsized influence on the coalition’s policies. After all, the 
idea that the DAP would become a dominant force in the PH, threatening 
the special position of Malays and Islam, was a narrative that had been 
advanced by UMNO and the BN for the longest time.39

Several pre- electoral studies confirmed the intuition that the PH faced 
an uphill task in maintaining and attracting Malay- Muslim support. First, 
my pre- electoral survey experiment revealed that when the PPBM’s sup-
porters were presented with a vignette reminding them that the DAP 
might win the most parliamentary seats and the DAP’s leader might 
emerge as prime minister, about 30 percent of supporters declined to sup-
port the PH candidate contesting in their district, as compared to a con-
trol group (Gandhi and Ong 2019). These supporters were not willing to 
sacrifice the certainty of Malay- Muslim control of the government in pur-
suit of democratic change. Second, in the numerous surveys approaching 
the elections, voter uncertainty and an inability to account for social desir-
ability bias led to a large proportion of respondents categorizing them-
selves as “undecided” on a whole range of issues, including, most impor-
tantly, their prospective vote choice. A failure to make sense of these 
“undecided” voters led most polling firms to lean conservative— assume 
that Malay- Muslim voters would continue to vote for the BN (Ibrahim 
2018). Third, the polling data that were available, Merdeka Center’s numer-
ous polls, and the Institute of Southeast Asia’s focus groups indicated that 
the outsized authority of the DAP was a particular concern to Malay vot-
ers. Wan Saiful (2018b, 26– 27) noted that the focus groups participants 
saw the DAP as an “anti- Islam” “chauvinist Chinese party” exercising 
dominant influence in the PH alliance. My pre- electoral interview with a 
PPBM central executive committee member revealed clear recognition of 
these sentiments among the opposition coalition’s leadership:

The strength of DAP is the Achilles’ heel of Pakatan Harapan. It is 
ironic. The strength of the DAP becomes a weakness of the Pakatan 
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Harapan in the eyes of the Malays. This is why I think it is really one 
of the factors that really push[ed] me to decide to join PPBM now. 
I need to create this momentum so that people know that we 
[PPBM] are equally strong. PPBM is strong. But the public percep-
tion is that it is otherwise, because there is this narrative that 
UMNO is trying to stoke. And we need to counter that . . . . Malays 
in rural areas are buying into that narrative. It is hard work. I am 
trying my best to counter that. It is not working yet. It will take 
time. The reality is we are trying to counter 60 years of UMNO nar-
rative within six weeks.40

My fieldwork in the weeks leading up to the May 2018 elections found 
that the PH alliance campaigned specifically to resolve Malaysian voters’ 
two main concerns about the economy and the Malay- Muslim position in 
the country. Toward that end, the PH alliance coordinated on its campaign 
strategies and improved from previous iterations in at least five ways.

In the first instance, the PH developed a comprehensive election mani-
festo that was far more substantive than previous iterations. The PH 2018 
manifesto contained 65 distinct promises and special commitments within 
150 pages. This was far more than PR’s 2013 manifesto with 38 recommen-
dations within 35 pages, and BA’s 1999 manifesto with 18 proposals in 44 
pages. When the PH’s manifesto was launched in early March 2018, two 
months before the elections, it represented the culmination of more than 
six months’ worth of intraparty negotiations among the various parties’ 
top leaders within a manifesto drafting committee.41 In addition, exten-
sive roundtable consultations were also conducted with civil society orga-
nizations such as the Institute for Democracy and Economic Affairs, G25, 
and the Bar Council. Some of their suggestions regarding institutional 
reforms of the bureaucracy and judiciary were incorporated into the man-
ifesto. Proposals to abolish the GST and highway tolls were just some of 
the many eye- catching economic proposals. Also included in the mani-
festo were promises to “restore the dignity of the Malays and Malay insti-
tutions” (Promise 11) and “support the economic growth of Bumiputera 
and all citizens in the country” (Promise 30). When I attended the glitzy 
manifesto launch in early March 2018 at a massive auditorium on the out-
skirts of Kuala Lumpur, the host declared this manifesto was not simply an 
alternative program of the opposition. It was, more precisely, a “policy 
program of a government- in- waiting.” Overall, by incorporating a diverse 
number of recommendations on economic, social, and political issues, 
this document was crafted to project the alliance’s credibility and sensitiv-
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ity in economic affairs and its intent to safeguard the positions of 
Malay- Muslims.

Of course, not all voters were sophisticated enough to gain access to 
and read the PH’s 150- page election manifesto. As compared to previous 
iterations of opposition alliances that relied on a simplistic slogan or a 
lengthy manifesto, the PH attempted a new, simple, but still substantive 
campaign strategy. It vowed to implement 10 key promises in the mani-
festo within 100 days of defeating the BN.42 These promises were the 
following:

 1. Abolish the GST.
 2. Stabilize petrol prices and introduce targeted petrol subsidies.
 3. Abolish the debt of FELDA settlers.43

 4. Mandate Employees Provident Fund pension contributions for 
housewives.

 5. Increase the minimum wage to RM$1,500 over five years and 
equalize the minimum wage between East and West Malaysia.

 6. Defer student loan repayment for low- wage university graduates.
 7. Set up royal commissions of inquiry for the numerous corruption 

scandals across various government agencies.
 8. Set up a special cabinet committee to enforce the Malaysia Agree-

ment of 1963, which grants significant autonomy to the eastern 
Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak.

 9. Introduce a health subsidy scheme for low- income citizens.
 10. Initiate a comprehensive review of all large infrastructure projects 

awarded to foreign firms and investors.

Apart from the eighth promise about the Malaysia Agreement of 1963, the 
promises all focused on improving the immediate economic burden for 
ordinary citizens. The document demonstrates that the PH strategically 
appealed to economic voters in its general campaign messaging. These 10 
promises were widely publicized through easy- to- distribute campaign 
leaflets. Even T- shirts were printed with the 10 promises to be imple-
mented in 100 days. Figure 7.8 shows one such T- shirt hung up for sale at 
a Pakatan Harapan campaign event in Kuala Lumpur.

A comprehensive manifesto and its simplified sibling can easily appeal 
to the sophisticated and unsophisticated economic voters. But what about 
the PH’s second problem of retaining and attracting Malay- Muslim voters 
who prioritized their ethnoreligious privileges over economic gain? In 
this regard, the PH once again improved on previous versions of Malay-
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sian opposition alliances. In early January 2018, the PH coalition 
announced it had chosen Tun Dr. Mahathir as the coalition’s candidate for 
prime minister, should it win power in the May 2018 elections.44 Wan 
Azizah, wife of the still- incarcerated Anwar Ibrahim and the PKR’s de 
facto leader, was to be the coalition’s candidate for deputy prime minister. 
This unprecedented announcement was the first time that a Malaysian 
opposition alliance had declared who would occupy the top two cabinet 
positions prior to a general election. The alliance reckoned that because of 
Mahathir’s long- standing reputation as a protector of Malay- Muslim 
rights in his earlier career as Malaysia’s prime minister from 1981 to 2003, 
Malay- Muslim voters could be induced to switch allegiances from UMNO 
and PAS to the PH’s component parties instead. His leadership of the alli-
ance would also resolve doubts about the DAP’s outsized influence on the 
coalition. Additionally, Wan Azizah’s selection as the candidate for deputy 
prime minister could also attract the votes of a large number of Malay- 
Muslim women. Her position as the deputy prime minister would mark 
the highest level of political office a woman had ever occupied in the 
country’s history.

Fig. 7.8. T- shirt for Sale Printed with the Pakatan Harapan Manifesto
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Yet such an announcement did not come without its costs. To what 
degree would the longtime opposition supporters of the DAP, PKR, and 
Amanah be willing to maintain their support for the PH now that Maha-
thir and his PPBM were the leaders of the coalition? After all, Mahathir’s 
tenure as prime minister from 1981 to 2003 was the country’s most sus-
tained period of increasing autocracy (Slater 2003). Many opposition 
party elites and supporters had organized themselves politically precisely 
because of their opposition to Mahathir’s autocracy. Many of them had 
deep reservations about working with him because of historical legacies. 
The party leaders of the DAP and Amanah, for example, were once 
arrested and jailed by Mahathir’s regime under the Internal Security Act 
in 1987. Similarly, the primary purpose for Anwar Ibrahim in setting up 
the PKR in 1999 was its direct opposition to Mahathir’s regime. When 
Mahathir first publicly turned to cooperate with the opposition in March 
2016, DAP member of parliament Charles Santiago decried Mahathir as 
“the root cause of the rot that is affecting every Malaysian today.”45 More 
than a year later, when Mahathir was announced as the PH’s candidate for 
prime minister, a number of the PKR’s party elites refused to endorse the 
decision. In the state of Selangor, where the PKR had been governing since 
2008, the PKR Selangor state branch openly disagreed with the decision.46 
The PKR state deputy chief and the information director both told report-
ers that they opposed the decision, asserting that someone from the PKR 
should have been chosen instead. Referring back to the 1999 Reformasi 
Movement, where thousands of ordinary citizens turned out into the 
streets to oppose Mahathir’s autocratic government, Selangor PKR infor-
mation director Hizwan Ahmad claimed that “people will not forget, nor 
will the original reformists.”47

My interviews with opposition party leaders indicated the opposite, 
however. They were fairly confident of their supporters pooling their votes 
behind the PH alliance, despite their misgivings about Mahathir’s leader-
ship of the coalition. Close to a decade of political cooperation between 
the DAP, PKR, and PAS within the earlier PR opposition alliance from 
2008 onward, as well as political education from their respective parties, 
had sensitized opposition supporters to the parties’ mutual dependencies. 
A DAP central committee member revealed to me in an interview two 
months before the elections that DAP supporters accepted that their par-
ty’s victory over the BN depended on Mahathir:

I think, generally speaking, the non- Malay voters are quite practi-
cal. If they support the opposition, they want to see a change in gov-
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ernment. And if they see that Mahathir at this point in time is a strong 
advantage in terms of being able to win over the Malay vote, most of 
the non- Malays will accept that. It is only a very small number of, I 
think, mostly urban intellectuals or activists who would not vote 
for the opposition because of Mahathir. I don’t think it is enough to 
shift the needle either way.48

A pre- electoral survey experiment also confirmed the optimism of the 
DAP leader interviewed (Gandhi and Ong 2019). When DAP supporters 
were presented with a vignette suggesting the PPBM’s leader might 
become the future prime minister if the opposition won, there were no 
discernable differences in their support for the PH alliance as compared to 
a control group of opposition respondents. For them, the prospect of 
Mahathir as the next prime minister was a nonissue.

Other than the DAP, the PKR’s leaders and supporters were likely to be 
most aggrieved about Mahathir’s leadership of the coalition and his PPBM 

Fig. 7.9. Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad Campaigning during the 2018 General Election 
in the Lembah Pantai Constituency
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party. In addition to their party’s beginnings in 1999 opposing Mahathir, 
their party and Anwar Ibrahim were the informal leaders of the opposi-
tion. Mahathir and the PPBM thus effectively displaced their front- runner 
position within the opposition. When interviewed, the PKR’s leaders and 
members did express some initial reservations about Tun Dr. Mahathir’s 
leadership of the PH alliance. But they quickly pivoted to argue that his 
leadership was necessary to help the alliance maximize the chances of vic-
tory. As a PKR central committee member commented on overcoming 
the party’s internal resistance toward Mahathir,

The resentment from PKR should be the highest because the party 
is formed from the victimization by Mahathir. We used to have this 
problem where people cannot accept Mahathir. So it took a good 
few months to calm things down for the party to work together. 
Anwar actually came up with statements to pacify and ask everyone 
to look at the bigger picture. So the whole thing is about looking at 
the bigger picture. We cannot continue to slide.  .  .  . The biggest is 
Anwar, who can put down 20 years of victimization and really move 
forward. Then people say, “Hey if even Anwar can accept Mahathir, 
why not we?”49

Despite the confidence of various party leaders, however, the PH 
undertook another unprecedented electoral strategy to seal the deal on 
Mahathir’s leadership for their own supporters and to appeal to moderate 
supporters of UMNO and PAS. By 2018, over two- thirds of all Malaysians 
were connected to the internet, and 9 out of 10 of them were using smart-
phones (Tapsell 2019, 13). The opposition leveraged this record internet 
penetration rate to disseminate articles and short video clips that went 
viral on WhatsApp, the social message application, and on social media 
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram (Tapsell 2019). One 
particular two- minute video clip featuring Mahathir’s conversation with 
two young children went viral.50 In that video, a teary and emotional 
Mahathir can be seen explaining to the two children that he needed to 
continue working at the age of 93 in order to rebuild the country. The pres-
ent bad situation of the country was due to the existing corruption and the 
mistakes that he made in the past. In essence, the video sought to sell 
Mahathir’s apology and obtain voters’ sympathy and support for chance to 
correct his past mistakes. More than a year later, in 2019, the video has 
amassed close to half a million views on Twitter, receiving more than 
22,000 retweets and just over 19,000 likes in the process.51 A longer 
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10- minute version of the video depicting the backgrounds of the two chil-
dren had more than a million views of YouTube, and close to 900,000 
views on Mahathir’s Facebook page.52 The 10- minute video posted on 
Facebook received more than 43,000 reactions, 3,000 comments, and 
25,000 shares. In the final analysis, Mahathir’s leadership of the PH raised 
its overall credibility as an alliance that would “save” Malaysia from its 
malaise and restore the country to its glory days of meteoric economic 
growth amid inter- ethnic peace (Abdullah 2019b; Welsh 2019).

Lastly, one final new type of joint campaign coordination that the PH 
alliance forged was to campaign using common alliance logo.53 The deci-
sion was made by early April 2018, a month in advance of the actual elec-
tions, for all of the PH’s component parties to contest using only the PKR’s 
logo. Again, this electoral strategy was unprecedented and extraordinary 
in a number of ways. First, previous iterations of Malaysian opposition 
coalitions had never coordinated behind one single coalition logo. All 
component parties contested using their own party logos. Second, the 
PKR’s party logo was that of an eye formed by two crescent moons. This 
logo was adopted in 1999 in reference to Anwar Ibrahim’s “black eye,” 
obtained when he was punched while under police detention. For Maha-
thir and the PPBM to campaign using that logo is highly ironic. Third, 
since the DAP had the longest logo history, using its “rocket” logo since 
1967, among all opposition parties, it had the most to lose if it abandoned 
its own logo. My informal conversations with the DAP’s members and 
supporters revealed there were some concerns that the party might lose 
some non- Malay supporters, especially the elderly. These who were famil-
iar with the rocket logo might inadvertently vote for other parties or spoil 
their ballots in the absence of the logo. Even Mahathir himself acknowl-
edged that “DAP has used the ‘Rocket’ symbol for almost 60 years.”54

Despite all these reservations, however, coordinating to contest in the 
elections using one single logo can be seen as a masterful stroke. On 
Malaysia’s voting slip, voters must indicate who they are voting for by 
marking an X beside the candidate’s name and his associated party logo. 
There is no space allocated for the party or alliance name. By contesting 
using only the PKR “black eye” logo, DAP candidates stood to benefit 
from the PKR’s reputation as a multiethnic and moderate opposition 
party. They would be more likely gain the votes of Malay- Muslim voters 
who would otherwise have demurred from voting for them under the 
rocket logo. Correspondingly, unsophisticated opposition supporters 
would also vote for the PKR’s “black eye” logo given that the PPBM and 
Amanah were relatively newer parties with limited publicity among the 
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masses. By forcing all their candidates to contest using the most ideologi-
cally moderate and still relatively well- known opposition logo, the PH alli-
ance maximized cross- party strategic voting.

Figure 7.10 shows the prominence of the PKR logo when PH candi-
dates in the Hulu Langat constituency in Selangor gathered to file their 
nomination papers on nomination day. The three candidates standing in 
the middle are, respectively, Edry Faizal (DAP), contesting in the Dusun 
Tua state constituency; Hasanuddin Mohd Yunus (Amanah), contesting 
in the Hulu Langat federal constituency; and Bakhtiar Mohd Nor (PPBM), 
contesting in the Semenyih state constituency. None of the candidates 
were from the PKR. But all contested using the PKR logo. Throughout the 
day and at numerous campaign events I witnessed thereafter, there were 
scarcely any individual party logos from the DAP, Amanah, and PPBM 
displayed. If one was ignorant of the alliance’s coordination efforts, one 
would have guessed that they were all from the same political party.

Fig. 7.10. Candidates of Hulu Langat Constituency on Nomination Day for the 2018 
Malaysian General Election
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In the end, the new PH alliance finally toppled the BN in the May 2018 
general elections, ending more than half a century of uninterrupted rule. 
With help from PH- affiliated political parties in eastern Malaysia, they 
won a majority of vote shares and also a majority of seat shares. The BN’s 
co- optation of PAS to field candidates in a large number of electoral dis-
tricts, thus forcing multiple three- cornered contests, failed spectacularly. 
Most anti- BN voters pooled their votes behind the PH candidates instead 
of splitting their loyalties between PH and PAS candidates (Ostwald, 
Schuler, and Chong 2019).

Conclusion

This chapter has detailed why and when Malaysia’s opposition parties 
built pre- electoral alliances. Historically unprecedented events exposing 
the shaky foundations of the incumbent regime updated opposition party 
leaders’ expectations about how vulnerable the incumbent regime was, 
motivating them to try to build alliances. Yet significant intraparty resis-
tance to cooperating with their opposition counterparts led the leaders of 
ideologically polarized opposition parties adopt awkward and sometimes 
puzzling compromises at the beginning of their cooperative relationships. 
Through participating in recurring autocratic elections, opposition party 
leaders soon learned to educate and persuade their party’s members and 
supporters about the necessity of cooperating with their ideological rivals. 
More and more supporters were persuaded that their mutual dependence, 
despite their ideological differences, was key to eventual victory. In this 
manner, Malaysia’s opposition parties gradually increased cross- party 
strategic voting and maximized the amount of support they could peel 
away from the incumbent. Rome was not built in a day. Neither, it seems, 
is an opposition alliance required to topple a dominant autocrat.
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8  |   Failing to Build Opposition Alliances  
in Singapore, 1965– 2020

The previous chapter, examining opposition alliance building in Malaysia, 
demonstrates that perceptions of regime vulnerability and mutual depen-
dency can fluctuate over time, resulting in temporal waves of pre- electoral 
alliance building. By contrast, if an incumbent electoral autocrat is over-
whelmingly dominant consistently, then we should expect opposition 
party leaders to remain unmotivated to build full- fledged pre- electoral 
alliances. Opposition party leaders will not want to engage in costly com-
promises to develop joint campaigns for little or no return. At the same 
time, however, opposition party leaders can still try to make the best out 
of a bad situation— coordinate with each other to allocate electoral dis-
tricts to minimize vote splitting against the dominant incumbent.

Within the universe of possible cases to verify this counterfactual, Sin-
gapore represents the best “negative” case to examine (Mahoney and 
Goertz 2004). Its geographical proximity to Malaysia, their similar pre– 
World War II experience of British colonialism, similar ethnoreligious 
diversity, comparable dilemmas found in international relations, and sim-
ilar postcolonial adoption of British parliamentary and first- past- the- post 
electoral institutions make the two countries resemble siblings (Slater 
2012). In this chapter, I argue that Singapore’s opposition parties strategi-
cally chose not to build opposition alliances even when they could have 
done so.

To be more specific, this chapter will first demonstrate that Singapore’s 
opposition party leaders learned to recognize the benefits of coordinating 
electoral district allocation, just like their counterparts in Malaysia. By 
coordinating district allocation, they minimized the number of opposi-
tion candidates contesting against the People’s Action Party’s (PAP) in 
each electoral district, and maximized their vote share by avoiding the 
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splitting of opposition votes, just as in Malaysia. Iterated electoral partici-
pation over time provided opposition parties crucial information about 
their relative popularity across the electoral map, which parties utilized 
for negotiations to allocate electoral districts. Moreover, an informal “first 
dibs” rule was also adopted to increase the negotiations’ efficiency.

Yet, unlike their counterparts in Malaysia, those same Singaporean 
opposition leaders were never compelled or motivated to upgrade their 
coordination efforts to include joint election campaigns. The ruling PAP’s 
persistent dominance meant that opposition leaders saw no explicit ben-
efit to joint campaigns. There was no need to forge compromises with each 
other on their respective ideologies and controls over their own parties if 
there were no benefits to be reaped. Besides, even if some opposition elites 
foresaw at least some benefits in extra votes and seat shares by campaign-
ing together using a common coalition logo and through a charismatic 
leader, they frequently disagreed with each other about whether those 
benefits were worth the costs of interparty compromise. As a result, when 
some opposition party leaders chose to campaign jointly with each other 
on rare occasions, such as in 1976 and in 2001, many other leaders resolved 
not to join them and to campaign on their own. Thus, these specific 
instances do not fulfill this book’s criteria of building full- fledged opposi-
tion alliances among all possible members of the opposition.

As with previous chapters, I provide a timeline of key events in Singa-
pore politics from 1965 through 2020. As keen observers will note, while 
Singapore’s opposition parties made incremental electoral gains over time, 
none came on the back of joint campaign coordination in pre- electoral 
alliances.

Coordinating over Electoral District Allocation in Singapore

Within the electoral landscape of multiple small opposition parties con-
testing for a limited number of parliamentary seats, Singaporean opposi-
tion party leaders have gradually learned to coordinate their electoral dis-
trict allocation, just like their Malaysian brethren. With the exception of 
the first fully contested general elections in 1972, opposition party leaders 
have almost always understood and appreciated coordinating to reduce 
the number of opposition candidates contesting in each electoral district 
against the dominant PAP (Ibrahim and Ong 2016, 71– 72). Figure 8.1 
shows the frequency of coordination failure— the proportion of contested 
districts with more than one opposition candidate in every election from 



TABLE 8.1. Timeline of Key Events in Singapore Politics from 1965 to 2020

Date Event

August 1965 Singapore breaks away from the Federation of Malaysia as an inde-
pendent state. The People’s Action Party (PAP) becomes the domi-
nant ruling party in the country.

April 1968 All major opposition parties, except the Workers’ Party (WP), boy-
cott the first- ever general elections in Singapore. The PAP sweeps 
all parliamentary seats.

September 1972 All opposition parties return to contesting in the general elections 
that year. The PAP continues to win a clean sweep of all available 
parliamentary seats.

December 1976 Four opposition parties form the Joint Opposition Council to con-
test in the general elections. WP does not join. The PAP continues 
its clean sweep.

October 1981 WP’s J. B. Jeyaretnam wins a by- election in the Anson electoral 
district, becoming the first opposition politician elected in post- 
independence Singapore.

December 1984 J. B. Jeyaretnam retains his Anson seat in the general elections. 
Singapore Democratic Party’s Chiam See Tong wins in the Potong 
Pasir electoral district, becoming the second elected opposition 
politician in post- independence Singapore.

September 1988 Anson electoral district is wiped off the electoral map as J. B. 
Jeyaretnam is disqualified from being a member of parliament 
after being convicted of improper accounting of WP’s funds. Only 
Chiam manages to retain his seat.

August 1991 The opposition makes unprecedented electoral gains, winning four 
single- member districts in the general elections. These are the first 
elections after Lee Kuan Yew stepped down as prime minister in 
November 1990.

June 2001 Singapore Democratic Alliance formed. It includes four major 
opposition parties, but excludes the WP.

May 2011 The WP wins the five- member Aljunied group representative con-
stituency in addition to its Hougang single- member constituency. 
The six WP MPs mark the largest number of opposition MPs ever 
to be elected in the Singapore parliament at its time.

March 2019 Former PAP central executive committee member Tan Cheng 
Bock forms new opposition party called the Progress Singapore 
Party. Talks to form an opposition alliance led by Tan Cheng Bock 
persist into early 2020.

July 2020 The WP wins the four- member Sengkang group representative 
constituency, in addition to retaining its previously won districts 
of Aljunied and Hougang. The ten WP MPs mark the largest num-
ber of opposition MPs ever to be elected in the Singapore 
parliament.
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1968 to 2020. The figure demonstrates that, except for general elections in 
1972, opposition parties avoided competing against each other for the vast 
majority of districts that were contested.1 Between 1976 and 2020, only an 
average of 7.2 percent of contested districts had more than one opposition 
candidate in an electoral cycle, disregarding independent candidates. This 
means that over four decades of autocratic elections, opposition parties in 
Singapore managed to coordinate the allocation of nearly 92.7 percent of 
all contested electoral districts, a remarkable achievement.

How and why did Singapore’s opposition parties manage to achieve 
such a noteworthy outcome in the pre- electoral coordination of allocating 
electoral districts? An important part of the answer is that Singapore’s 
generally weak opposition parties could hardly ever put up a decent fight 
against the PAP in the first place. Figure 8.2 shows the proportion of elec-
toral districts with walkovers in each election between 1968 to 2020. With 
the exception of the 2011, 2015, and 2020 general elections, elections in 
Singapore have almost always seen a significant proportion of electoral 
districts go uncontested. With so many “excess” electoral districts to go 
around for opposition parties to contest, no wonder they had little prob-

Fig. 8.1. Proportion of Electoral Districts with Coordination Failure in Singapore  
Elections, 1968– 2020
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lem avoiding contesting in similar districts against each other and against 
the PAP.

But to attribute the opposition’s entire coordination success to the gen-
eral weakness of opposition parties is to claim too much. It does not 
explain why there was a spike in coordination failure in 1972 and contin-
ued low levels of coordination failure even after opposition parties grew 
much better able to contest against the PAP in almost all of the electoral 
districts in 2011, 2015, and 2020. Furthermore, to focus on the overt weak-
ness of individual opposition parties is to completely ignore the intense 
interparty rivalry and negotiations that occur before every election cycle. 
A more complete understanding of the early historical anomalies and the 
more contemporary trajectories in opposition coordination requires 
closer attention to the learning process and perceived strategic logic of 
opposition party leaders.

The general elections in 1972 were exceptional, with a very high rate of 
opposition coordination failure because those elections were the first truly 
competitive elections in post- independence Singapore (Josey 1972). When 
Singapore separated from Malaysia in 1965, opposition parties objected to 
the separation and boycotted the first general elections in 1968 to delegiti-

Fig. 8.2. Proportion of Electoral Districts with Walkover in Singapore Elections,  
1968– 2020
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mize the PAP government. The PAP won a clean sweep of the parliamen-
tary seats as it saw close to 90 percent of its candidates run uncontested. 
Only two Worker’s Party (WP) candidates and five independent candi-
dates braved the PAP onslaught. In approaching the 1972 elections, oppo-
sition parties reconsidered their boycott. With the PAP’s complete domi-
nance of political power in the country, they had been cast into the political 
wilderness. Eager to correct their earlier mistake and to use the opportu-
nity to broadcast their message of democratic reform to the rest of the 
population, opposition parties jumped back into the electoral arena. 
Unfortunately, since no single opposition party had won any seats and the 
large majority of electoral districts went uncontested in 1968, there was no 
publicly available information about how strong each party was in 1972. 
Uncertainty about their relative popularity was high. Therefore, all had 
maximum incentives to misrepresent their weaknesses by making rhetori-
cal claims to boost their perceived strengths to contest more electoral dis-
tricts. Both the WP and the United National Front (UNF), for instance, 
announced that they were preparing to contest in all constituencies.2 The 
People’s Front (PF) declared that it would field candidates in about half of 
all the available constituencies.3

Close observers of domestic politics in 1972 were not convinced by 
such boastful claims. Declassified political reports from the American and 
British embassies suggest that these political parties were much weaker 
than they claimed to be. An American embassy airgram in late 1969 sum-
marizing the notes of a meeting between an American diplomat and lead-
ers of the UNF concluded that “the UNF has no significant popular sup-
port at present and has no prospect of gaining support under present 
conditions.”4 Another airgram analyzing the Barisan Socialis noted that 
active membership had declined from 5,000 in the early 1960s to only 
about 700.5 The recantation of its previous leader, Lim Chin Siong, and the 
ineffective tenure of its new leader, Lee Siew Choh, had diminished what 
little influence it had among the Singaporean public. As for the Chinese- 
based PF, it was “the most active” among all opposition parties. But in 
truth, the influence of the party extended only to “yet another pressure 
group within Singapore agitating for closer ties with Mother China.”6 
Summarizing these sentiments, a lengthy report analyzing all opposition 
parties described them as “lackluster,” “desperate,” “woefully lacking in 
political experience,” with “small, weak shoe- string operations” that were 
“merely a phenomenon of an election year whose permanence is highly 
suspect; all of them could conceivably disappear following the next 
election.”7
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But despite their self- aggrandizement, opposition party leaders still 
undertook a significant effort to coordinate allocating electoral districts in 
the 1972 elections (Josey 1972, 60– 99). The PF appealed to other opposi-
tion parties not to contest in its 20 “stronghold” districts, so as “to avoid 
splitting the anti- PAP votes.”8 The party explicitly stated, “What we want 
is a one by one straight fight with the PAP.”9 The PF even signed an agree-
ment with the WP in an attempt to cement their coordination on allocat-
ing electoral districts between the two parties.10 Yet the countervailing 
incentives to misrepresent their true strength in the first truly competitive 
general elections proved difficult to resist. This intransigence was reflected 
in the numerous rounds of negotiations, where the WP accused Dr. Lee 
Siew Choh’s Barisan Socialis opposition party “of adopting a ‘take it or 
leave it’ attitude.”11 Similarly, PF leaders criticized the UNF leaders for 
being “a bunch of publicity seekers.”12 Ultimately, despite all the negotia-
tions, 24 out of 57 contested districts, or about 40 percent, saw at least 
three candidates (two from opposition parties and one from the PAP). The 
public was not convinced by this display of opposition infighting, and the 
PAP won all the parliamentary seats.

Since the disastrous exhibition of intra- opposition conflict in 1972, 
Singaporean opposition leaders have learned to be cognizant of the nega-
tive consequences of not cooperating with each other. In the more recent 
general elections in 2015, bargaining over the allocation of 29 contested 
districts among eight opposition parties was resolved over two meetings 
in a little more than a month, with only one small district the subject of 
conflict. My interviews with the party leaders after those elections revealed 
several findings. At the outset, they all confirmed that the logic and benefit 
of coordinating over district allocation were clear. No one wanted to con-
test in electoral districts with multiple opposition candidates who would 
split the votes. Such a move by obstinate party leaders would serve up 
electoral victory to the PAP on a plate. Furthermore, opposition party 
leaders understood that time and resources spent in fruitless bargaining 
are time and resources wasted. In the narrow electoral campaign window, 
they could be better utilized to mount attacks against the ruling PAP.

To reduce the “transaction costs” spent negotiating over district alloca-
tion among so many parties, therefore, they have observed an informal 
rule over the multiple cycles of general elections since 1968, just like their 
counterparts in Malaysia. The informal rule is this: if party A contested in 
a district against the PAP in the previous election, it had first dibs on con-
testing in that district for the next election.13 This rule applied for all par-
ties unless a separate party B could create a justifiable reason why it should 
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be allowed to contest instead. Debate then raged among opposing leaders 
about what was a justifiable reason. New parties staking their claims in 
districts previously contested by other parties oftentimes misrepresented 
their strength.14 Dying parties seeking to protect their districts from 
expanding opposition parties would point to their longevity, the number 
and quality of potential candidates that they could field, or their long- 
standing grassroots activities in a district to bolster their claims of popular 
support. As opposition leader A confirmed,

You start off first with having to look big and muscular, everybody 
huffing and puffing themselves up to look bigger than they actually 
are. Some will blink. Some won’t. Then in the end, if we can agree, 
we agree. If not, three- cornered fight. More often than not, you know 
someone will blink and then the game of chicken will come to an 
end.15

Predictably, notwithstanding the informal rule and clear recognition 
of the benefits to coordination, opposition interparty disputes oftentimes 
arose due to incumbent meddling rather than intra- opposition intransi-
gence. Gerrymandering by the Electoral Boundaries Review Committee 
(EBRC) creates conflicts between opposition parties over who should 
have the prerogative to contest in newly created electoral districts in two 
ways. First, because the boundaries of electoral districts change ahead of 
every election, opposition parties must wait until the exact boundaries of 
the new constituencies are released in the EBRC report. They cannot 
coordinate their district allocation prior to the report’s release. Therefore, 
the informal rule of “first dibs” by the opposition party that contested 
previously in a district is oftentimes upended when parties realize that 
electoral districts that they have contested in previous election cycles 
have been wiped off the map. Second, even after the EBRC releases its 
report, newly created electoral districts again create uncertainty over 
each party’s relative popularity in those new districts. While party leaders 
may rely on past electoral results of neighboring districts to boost their 
claims, the increased uncertainty in voting patterns hampers effective 
and efficient coordination.

For example, consider the dispute between the NSP and the WP over 
which party would contest in Marine Parade GRC and MacPherson SMC 
for the 2015 general elections (E. Ong 2016).16 In the 2011 elections, the 
NSP had contested in the five- member Marine Parade GRC, while the WP 
had contested in the adjacent single- member Joo Chiat SMC. Approach-
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ing the 2015 elections, however, the EBRC absorbed Joo Chiat SMC into 
Marine Parade GRC, deleting it from the electoral map. At the same time, 
MacPherson SMC was carved out of Marine Parade to be a single- member 
district. By virtue of the fact that the WP had contested in Joo Chiat SMC 
in 2011, the party seized the opportunity to claim that it had legitimacy to 
contest in both Marine Parade GRC and MacPherson SMC in 2015. 
Incredulous at this “territorial grab,” the NSP tried to negotiate a settle-
ment in two rounds of all- party negotiations. Yet the WP rebuffed the 
NSP’s approaches and did not attend the second meeting to negotiate 
terms.

At first, it appeared that the NSP recognized the futility of trying to get 
the WP to withdraw from Marine Parade and MacPherson. The NSP 
announced on August 10, 2015, almost a month before nomination day, 
that it would not contest in either constituency. After all, it was fairly obvi-
ous that the WP was by far the stronger opposition party from the publicly 
available information of its success in previous elections. It was the largest 
opposition party in parliament at that point, having seven fully elected 
members of parliament and two non- constituency members of parlia-
ment.17 The NSP had no seats and, in fact, had had no parliamentary pres-
ence since its establishment in 1987, save for a single non- constituency 
member of parliament between 2001 and 2006. Yet nine days later the 
NSP reneged on its decision, declaring that it would contest in MacPher-
son SMC anyway “because the WP is too arrogant.”18 The NSP betrayed its 
status as an old and dying party when its candidate said,

Everyone was surprised [by our decision to contest in MacPher-
son]. Even experts thought we wouldn’t enter a three- corner fight. 
But this is life and death. If we keep backing down, residents and the 
general population will think we are very weak. An MP cannot be 
weak— how are you supposed to speak up for residents if you are 
weak?19

In justifying its decision, the acting secretary- general, Lim Tean, 
attempted to misrepresent his party’s relative strength vis- à- vis the WP by 
emphasizing indicators of strength other than representation in parlia-
ment. He referred to his party’s popularity from its previous electoral 
result, its internal discipline, and its leadership among the opposition:

I believe to a very large extent we have avoided multi- cornered 
fights, but for MacPherson we had to do it. . . . We did very well in 
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the last GE (general election) and we have already made a huge 
concession to WP there. . . . That decision to contest in MacPherson 
was made a few weeks ago, and we’ve never departed form that 
decision. NSP has been the most active party promoting opposition 
unity. We initiated talks to avoid three- cornered fights.20

In the end, the results in MacPherson SMC verified the relative strengths 
of the two opposition parties. While the PAP romped to victory with 65.6 
percent of the votes, the WP’s candidate earned a credible 33.6 percent 
vote share, and the NSP candidate polled less than 1 percent. The NSP 
wasted precious time and resources contesting in MacPherson SMC, 
including the candidate’s US$10,000 election deposit. A member of the 
central committee of the NSP at that time confirmed that influential party 
members who did not want to back down in the fight against the WP 
pushed the party’s leadership to renege on its pre- electoral promise.21 The 
overwhelming loss by the NSP’s candidate in MacPherson SMC was not 
anticipated by these dissenting members.

To summarize the discussion so far: I have triangulated empirical evi-
dence demonstrating that Singapore’s opposition elites typically focus 
their energies on bargaining and coordinating with each other to reduce 
the number of opposition candidates in each electoral district in order to 
maximize their vote shares within those districts. Bargaining between 
opposition parties is generally successful, as shown by the nearly 93 per-
cent success rate over four decades of elections, aided by the “first dibs” 
informal rule that opposition parties developed. Infrequent instances of 
bargaining failures occurred when information about the relative strengths 
of opposition parties was missing, such as during the first competitive 
elections in 1972, or when incumbent gerrymandering impaired the bar-
gaining process.

Nonexistent Joint Campaigns and Full- Fledged Opposition  
Alliances in Singapore

Given that Singapore’s opposition parties have been so successful at elec-
toral district coordination, one might think that coordinating joint cam-
paigns against the PAP would be an easier endeavor. Afterall, unlike 
Malaysia’s ideologically divided opposition parties, which must coordi-
nate their campaigning across a large geographical territory (Malaysia is 
about three- quarters the size of the state of California) and make signifi-
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cant compromises on important ideological positions, Singapore’s ideo-
logically similar opposition parties campaign at the national level in a geo-
graphical area approximately half the size of Los Angeles. Yet several 
indicators confirm this book’s hypothesis that the persistent, overwhelm-
ing dominance of an autocratic incumbent deters Singaporean opposition 
party leaders from building opposition alliances with joint campaigns.

Consider, in the first instance, the PAP’s domineering performance over 
the multiple election cycles between 1968 to 2020, as shown in figure 8.3. It 
reveals that even as the PAP’s vote share has fluctuated between 60 percent 
and 80 percent for the past five decades, its stranglehold on the vast majority 
of seats in parliament has been unrelenting. It was only in the most recent 
general elections in 2020 that opposition parties won just over 10 percent of 
parliamentary seats. If Singapore’s opposition parties’ experience over more 
than five decades has been repeated failure to win a substantial number of 
seats from the PAP, how could they ever contemplate campaigning together 
to overthrow the PAP and form a new government?

Consider also the fact that Singapore’s PAP has never experienced 
regime- debilitating events like those in the Philippines, South Korea, and 
Malaysia, as described in the preceding chapters. Transitions from the first 

Fig. 8.3. PAP’s Performance in Singapore Elections, 1968– 2020
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prime minister, Lee Kuan Yew, to the second prime minister, Goh Chok 
Tong, and to the third prime minister, Lee Hsien Loong, were all very 
smooth. There have been no mass protests on the streets (particularly vio-
lent protests), even as dissent on specific topics has spiked from time to 
time. The economy has weathered multiple financial crises, bouncing back 
even stronger through the government’s robust fiscal and monetary inter-
ventions to prevent job losses. The PAP is so disciplined that one rarely 
hears rumors of internal dissent, much less witness defections from the 
party’s top leadership. Internationally, the small country wields significant 
influence within the region as a founding member of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations, and has cultivated durable and productive ties 
with major powers like the United States and China. Most importantly, it 
has almost never experienced any form of pressure from the United States 
for democratization. The military has always been professional, disci-
plined, and subordinate to civilian leadership, with no hint of intramili-
tary fracture. Lastly, the political leadership has almost always been cor-
ruption free— Singapore’s very high ranking in the Corruption Perceptions 
Index alongside other developed nations in Europe has always been the 
envy of its East and Southeast Asian counterparts.22 In fact, its anticorrup-
tion practices have been exported as a model for other developing coun-
tries around the world (Ortmann and Thompson 2014; Quah 2001).

Third and finally, my field interviews with opposition party leaders 
revealed that they foresaw no explicit benefit if they campaigned jointly 
(see table 8.2). They reiterated that there was no need for any pre- electoral 
coalition between the opposition parties because “there was no use for it.” 
They consistently expressed the opinion that joint alliance campaigns 
would be futile— campaigning jointly would not actually increase their 
vote share or their chances of winning extra constituencies. All assumed 
that they would be able to maximize their vote share so long as they did 
not split the opposition votes by fielding multiple opposition candidates in 
each electoral district. The idea of campaigning jointly to induce PAP sup-
porters to switch their votes to the opposition did not cross their mind. 
Opposition party leader C declared to me about the uncertain electoral 
benefit of building pre- electoral alliances, “I can tell you this. If I can make 
the guarantee that if we come together in an alliance we will win, then 
everyone will come. I cannot. The pull factor is not strong enough.”23

In addition to clear recognition of weak “pull factors,” opposition party 
leaders were also crystal clear that the numerous obstacles hindering the 
coordination of joint campaigns were strong. Throughout my interviews, 
opposition leaders referred to the personal costs of coalition formation— 
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the reduced autonomy to make decisions when they need to work with 
other opposition leaders whom they have personality differences with.24 
For instance, as mentioned in chapter 6, a rift occurred between Chee 
Soon Juan and Chiam See Tong, who were both in the Singapore Demo-
cratic Party (SDP) in 1993. Chiam left the SDP and established the Singa-
pore People’s Party (SPP). Since then, the parties have refused to work 
with each other, with both sides citing “past political baggage” for their 
irreconcilable differences. Opposition leader A claimed, for all opposition 
parties in general,

Going into the next general election, I do not think you are going to 
see any substantive significant change in terms of the opposition 
forming up. . . . They got their own constituencies. . . . But then the 
big difference is in terms of how XXX and YYY25 can get along. . . . 

TABLE 8.2. Interviews with Singapore Opposition Party Leaders

Code

Opposition 
Party 

Leader Gender Age Race
Informal 

Rule?a
Mis- 

represent?b
Ideologically 

Similar?c
No 

Benefit?d

SG004 A M 55 Chinese 1 1 1 1
SG005 D F 54 Chinese 1 1 1 1
SG006 E M Indian 0 1 0 1
SG007 F M 67 Malay 1 1 1 1
SG008 G M 61 Chinese 1 1 1 1
SG009 C M 47 Chinese 0 1 1 1
SG010 H M 63 Chinese 1 1 1 1
SG011 B M 52 Chinese 1 1 1 1
SG012 I M 49 Chinese 1 1 1 1
SG013 J M 32 Chinese 1 1 1 1
SG014 K M 40 Chinese 1 1 0 1

Note: All 11 interviews were conducted in Singapore between July 2016 and July 2017 for about 1 hour each. 
Interviewees were canvassed through snowball sampling. Due to the sensitive nature of the interviews, I 
agreed to conceal their identities, as per the rules of the Institutional Review Board. Before each interview, I 
explained the nature of my research project and obtained verbal consent to quote them.

Coding Rules:
a Did the interviewee articulate the informal rule for bargaining between opposition parties over the alloca-

tion of different electoral districts for opposition parties to contest (i.e., the “first dibs” informal rule)? Coded 
1 for yes, 0 otherwise.

b Did the interviewee agree that opposition parties oftentimes attempted to misrepresent their relative 
strengths? Coded 1 for yes, 0 otherwise.

c Did the interviewee say that opposition parties in Singapore were ideologically similar to each other? 
Coded 1 for yes, 0 otherwise.

d Did the interviewee say that there was little or no benefit to forming a pre- electoral coalition with joint 
campaigns, such as a common policy platform? Coded 1 for yes, 0 otherwise.
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You still got to talk to that guy. You have to work with him. Is that 
worth all the trouble? Worth all the effort? That kind of situation. 
And when you think about it, it does not really matter.26

Of course, all this is not to say that opposition leaders have not experi-
mented with weaker signals of opposition unity to try to improve their 
electoral odds over the decades. But these experiments with developing 
some form of joint campaigns yielded very few electoral returns, and have 
hence deterred future efforts at building fully fledged alliances. In 1976, for 
example, the Barisan Socialis, the United Front, the Singapore Malay 
National Organization (PKMS), and the Justice Party came together to 
form the Joint Opposition Council (JOC) alliance. This was the first time 
in Singapore’s electoral history that opposition interparty coordination in 
both electoral district allocation and joint electoral campaigning occurred. 
Opposition party leaders were much more motivated to coordinate allo-
cating electoral districts and campaigning together at that time, due to 
their disastrous electoral results four years earlier, when no opposition 
candidate won a seat in parliament. The alliance produced a common 
manifesto.27 In it, the JOC called for numerous policy changes, such as the 
reduction of various taxes, the release of political detainees, and the revo-
cation of the Internal Security Act. Yet beyond the mere release of this 
manifesto, the component parties did not develop or coordinate other 
joint anti- PAP campaigns (Donough 1977, chapters 3 and 4). The parties 
campaigned using their respective party logos. They also campaigned sep-
arately in the districts where they contested. Moreover, the JOC did not 
include the largest opposition party at that time, the WP. Evidently, the 
WP did not want to associate with smaller opposition parties within the 
JOC. Consequently, the common manifesto lacked credibility as a united 
anti-regime signal, undermining its effect in mobilizing opposition voters 
and in persuading moderate PAP supporters to defect to the opposition. 
In general elections that year, the PAP won a clean sweep of all available 
parliamentary seats.

Two and a half decades later, approaching the 2001 general elections, 
opposition party leaders would once again attempt to form an opposition 
alliance to improve their electoral fortunes. Recall that by the end of the 
1990s, Chiam See Tong had become leader of the SPP after his acrimoni-
ous split with the SDP in 1993. Eager to improve his new party’s standing 
after another set disastrous electoral results for the opposition in the 1997 
general elections, Chiam created the Singapore Democratic Alliance 
(SDA) together with the NSP, the PKMS, and the Singapore Justice Party. 
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The key objective was to gather the strongest leaders from each compo-
nent party in order to contest in and win a multimember GRC (Loke 2019, 
312– 13). By pooling the charisma of the top leaders from each component 
party, the coalition hoped to convince moderate PAP supporters to vote 
for more opposition candidates. More opposition members of parliament 
would mean more opportunities to gain experience debating in parlia-
ment and in delivering constituency service. On the surface, the SDA 
appeared to be Singapore’s second pre- electoral coalition: the component 
parties campaigned using the common name and logo of the SDA, pro-
duced a common manifesto, and ran only one or a team of opposition 
candidates in each electoral district they contested in. Key decision- 
making authority was centralized under Chiam as chairman, who had the 
power to appoint the top officials of the alliance (Loke 2019, 313– 14). For 
the 2001 general elections, it fielded 13 candidates, the most of all the 
opposition parties— more than the SDP’s 11 and the WP’s two candidates.

Yet at least two reasons undermined the SDA’s credentials as a compre-
hensive pre- electoral opposition alliance, as I define it in this book. First, 
and most important, the SDA included neither the WP nor the SDP— the 
other two most prominent opposition parties. While Chiam apparently 
invited the two parties to join the alliance, they both declined. The WP, 
under Low Thia Khiang’s leadership, refused to join even though Low was 
under “immense pressure” to do so (Loke 2019, 315). Ultimately, the WP’s 
central executive committee concluded that it was not worth it for the 
party to join the alliance. By their calculations, the party would have a bet-
ter chance of winning votes and electoral districts through building its 
own brand and contesting on its own outside of the alliance. Unsurpris-
ingly, the SDP did not join due to continued animosity between the SDP’s 
leader, Chee Soon Juan, and the SDA’s leader, Chiam See Tong, over the 
latter’s exit from the SDP in 1993 (Loke 2019, 315). With few electoral ben-
efits to be expected from Chiam’s new SDA experiment, the costly com-
promises required to work with one’s rival were deemed not worthwhile.

Second, the SDA’s joint campaigns among ideologically similar oppo-
sition parties signaled little substantive difference from their previous 
identities as distinct individual entities.28 The alliance campaigned on a 
platform of having more opposition parliamentarians being good for the 
country— an issue that was recycled from previous election campaigns 
(Mauzy and Milne 2002, 152). Furthermore, the component parties also 
adopted stances on the economic recession and foreign immigration 
similar to those of the WP and the SDP, both of which were outside of 
the alliance. Everyone “tried to shift the blame for the recession from 
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global circumstances to the PAP,” while “all the opposition parties com-
plained about jobs going to foreigners while Singaporeans were being 
laid off ” (Mauzy and Milne 2002, 152). Thus, even when the SDA cam-
paigned collectively against the PAP, it did not appear to matter to vot-
ers, as there was little substantive difference from the opposition’s past 
political messaging.

Ultimately, without the inclusion of the WP and the SDP, the opposi-
tion and the SDA underperformed in the 2001 general elections (Loke 
2019, 316– 20; Mauzy and Milne 2002, 152– 53). The parliamentary status 
quo was maintained— the PAP again lost only two seats in parliament, to 
the WP’s Low Thia Khiang and the SDA’s Chiam See Tong. Even more 
surprisingly, the PAP increased its vote share to just above 75 percent, its 
highest share since 1980. The SDA ceased being a major player in the 
opposition ranks after the NSP withdrew from the alliance in 2007 and 
when Chiam pulled the SPP out in 2011. Although the SDA still competes 
in more recent elections, it is a shadow of its former self. It contested only 
in one electoral district in the 2015 and 2020 elections.

Lastly, beyond the JOC in 1972 and the SDA in 2001, the 2015 general 
elections also saw a fairly weak experiment of joint campaigning against 
the PAP. Five out of the eight opposition parties contesting the elections— 
the Democratic Progressive Party, SDA, PPP, SF, and RP— came together 
to campaign using a badge with the phrase “Vote for Change.”29 By recall-
ing Barack Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign slogan, “Change We Can 
Believe In,” the parties sought to display “a sign of unity among the oppo-
sition parties.” Yet nothing more was forthcoming beyond some opposi-
tion candidates wearing the badge. The parties did not follow up by cam-
paigning with the slogan. Everyone continued contesting in the elections 
in their own districts using their own party logo. There were no further 
substantive and comprehensive policy proposals. The badge and slogan 
generated no attention beyond mention of its existence at a press confer-
ence. As expected, it did little to galvanize support, and the PAP won the 
2015 elections with nearly 70 percent of the votes, its best share since 2001 
(Lee and Tan 2016; Weiss, Loke, and Choa 2016; Welsh 2016).

Approaching the 2020 General Elections

Singapore’s latest general elections were held on July 10, 2020, amid the 
Covid- 19 global pandemic outbreak. Singapore was not unaffected— on 
the day of the elections, there were already 45,590 recorded cases of Covid-
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 19 in the country.30 But because the government implemented a strict “cir-
cuit breaker” period from April 7 to June 1, Covid- 19 cases were largely 
restricted to foreign worker dormitories, and community spread was low. 
Of the total cases at that time, 609 were imported, 2,004 were cases in the 
community, while 42,977 cases were in the foreign worker dormitories. 
The seven- day moving average of community cases on that day was only 
14.28 cases per day. In order to stem the spread of Covid- 19 during the 
campaign period and on election day itself, a wide variety of mitigation 
measures were undertaken. Large public rallies were banned, although 
politicians were still allowed to conduct face- to- face outreach to voters in 
public spaces such as wet markets and coffee shops. Social distancing 
ambassadors made sure that campaigning politicians followed social dis-
tancing regulations. In line with existing requirements, everyone in public 
wore a mask. On election day, socially distanced voters were provided 
with hand sanitizers before and after they voted. Voters of different age 
groups were also allocated different two- hour time bands to vote, so as to 
minimize possible intergenerational transmissions.

But despite the unprecedented nature of the elections, opposition par-
ties did nothing to change their time- tested strategies of only coordinating 
to allocate electoral districts among themselves. On nomination day, when 
the candidates of all the contesting parties were confirmed, there was only 
coordination failure in one among the 31 electoral districts— Pasir Ris 
Punggol GRC saw a three- cornered contest between the PAP, the Singa-
pore Democratic Alliance, and People’s Voice. In all other districts, there 
was coordination success— only the incumbent PAP’s candidate(s) and 
one opposition party contested.31 Despite talks since July 2018 among the 
opposition parties to upgrade their cooperation to form a pre- electoral 
alliance with joint campaigns, the previous status quo of only coordinat-
ing to allocate electoral districts was ultimately maintained.32 Why was 
this the outcome?

As the elections approached, there were indeed a handful of indica-
tions of growing anti- PAP dissent. These can be generally divided into 
economic and social dissent among the citizenry on the one hand, and the 
uncertainty of leadership transition on the other. In the economic and 
social realm, there are primarily growing concerns among Singaporeans 
about growing income and wealth inequality in the country (Wah 2012; 
Weiss 2014a). The country’s Gini coefficient among resident employed 
households per household member increased from .442 in 2000, to a peak 
of .482 in 2007, stayed fairly stable for the next five years, before decreasing 
till .452 in 2019 on the back of a slew of government redistributive pro-
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grams.33 While greatly welcomed, these redistributive programs, such as 
the government’s massive S$8 billion Pioneer Generation Package34 and 
S$6.1 billion Merdeka Generation Package,35 did little to undermine the 
structural forces of high wage inequality in Singapore’s highly liberalized 
labor market (Low and Vadaketh 2014; Rahim and Yeoh 2019). In 2020, 
there continued to be no minimum wage and no comprehensive unem-
ployment insurance policy, even as the workforce aged. Reflecting this 
mass concern about inequality is the stellar sales of This is What Inequality 
Looks Like, an acclaimed book authored by Singapore sociologist Teo You 
Yenn (2018). Through provocative narratives of how the poor in Singapore 
navigate their everyday lives, the book was a resounding success, selling 
more than 20,000 copies in its first print run in 2018, and is now into its 
third print edition. The impact of the book got Teo nominated to be a 
contender of the Straits Times Singaporean of the Year 2018 award.36 Soci-
etal discourse on income inequality obtained so much traction that sev-
eral PAP ministers from various ministries were compelled to make state-
ments addressing how their respective departments would address the 
issue in the March 2019 budget debates.37

But Singaporeans’ frustrations over stubbornly high inequality did not 
quite spill out into the open as much as their resentment over its perceived 
primary cause— the PAP’s liberal foreign immigration policies in recent 
decades. In 1990, Singapore’s foreign workforce comprised only 16.1 per-
cent (or 248,000 people) of its total workforce (Y. Ong 2014, 445). Within 
10 years, the proportion of workforce that is foreign almost doubled to 
29.2 percent (or 612,200 people). In 2008, the proportion was nearly 34 
percent of the total workforce. By 2019, Singapore’s 1.4- million- strong for-
eign workforce made up 37.5 percent of the total workforce.38 Because of 
their rapid increase, foreign workers were blamed for a panoply of issues 
at the workplace and in broader society— depressing the wages of low- 
income Singaporean workers, displacing Singaporean workers from their 
existing jobs as employers preferred hard- working foreigners, workplace 
discrimination against locals by foreign bosses, foreign worker enclaves in 
certain parts of the island, and their inability to speak English, among 
other problems. Existing survey research also disclosed that the majority 
of Singaporeans were resolutely against the PAP’s liberal immigration pol-
icies (Welsh and Chang 2019). The PAP did not help matters by publishing 
a parliamentary white paper in January 2013, projecting a population of 
6.9 million people by the year 2030.39 The document sparked such a furi-
ous resistance from ordinary Singaporeans that unprecedented protests 
were organized in early February 2013 and in May 2013 at Hong Lim Park, 
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a government- sanctioned public space for protest.40 About three thou-
sand protestors turned up in what was noted to be Singapore’s largest pro-
test since independence.41

Predictably, opposition elites have seized on the mass dissent to orga-
nize against the PAP in the last decade. In the 2015 general elections, Sin-
gaporeans First, a new opposition party led by Tan Jee Say, an ex senior 
civil servant, was formed, advocating for more restrictive immigration 
policies and specific workplace policies to ensure that Singaporeans were 
not discriminated against. More recently, at the official launch of the new 
Progress Singapore Party (PSP) held in August 2019, the party’s leaders 
spoke on a number of issues they would campaign on against the PAP. 
They spoke out, in particular, against Singapore’s free trade agreement 
with India, otherwise known as the India- Singapore Comprehensive Eco-
nomic Cooperation Agreement (CECA).42 They alleged that CECA, under 
its chapter on the movement of natural persons, allowed too many Indian 
professionals to undertake work in Singapore, thus depressing wages and 
depriving Singaporeans of those jobs. The PAP government was subse-
quently forced to issue a significant number of statements clarifying that 
CECA did not, in fact, allow Indian professionals to work in Singapore 
with any special immigration privileges.43 That the PSP, the newest oppo-
sition party, led by Dr. Tan Cheng Bock, a PAP defector, would also seize 
on mass discontent with the government’s immigration policies speaks 
volumes about the importance of the topic and how the new party was 
trying to make itself relevant to the public.

The final source of dissent against the PAP was the growing uncer-
tainty about the party’s impending leadership transition. After having suc-
cessfully transferred the baton of prime minister from the venerable Lee 
Kuan Yew to the popular Goh Chok Tong in 1990, and then to Lee Hsien 
Loong in 2004, the PAP was in the midst of its third transfer of leadership. 
At the time of the elections in July 2020, the de facto prime- minister- in- 
waiting was Heng Swee Keat, the finance minister, and the de facto deputy- 
prime- minister- in- waiting was Chan Chun Sing, the minister for trade 
and industry. They ascended to second and third in command at the 
annual PAP party convention held in November 2018.44 But questions 
remain over the mass popularity of the new PAP leadership team. In the 
first instance, survey data showed that Singaporeans’ first choice as prime 
minister was neither of the two. Instead, their overwhelming first choice 
was Tharman Shanmugaratnam, the country’s previous finance minister.45 
Behind Tharman was Teo Chee Hean, Singapore’s previous deputy prime 
minister. Heng and Chan came in third and fourth, respectively. Shan-
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mugaratnam was not chosen ostensibly because he was deemed too old 
for the position, and because older Singaporeans were “not ready” for a 
non- Chinese prime minister.46 Shanmugaratnam is ethnic Indian. More-
over, both Heng and Chan were seen as flawed politicians who would not 
be able to command parliamentary respect and mass popularity. A series 
of stumbles in parliament by Heng were viewed as indicative of his inabil-
ity to think on his feet (Barr 2019), while a leaked audio recording of Chan 
labeling some Singaporeans “idiots” while speaking to industry leaders at 
a closed- door session revealed his crass elitism (Vadaketh 2020).

Yet ultimately, in the run- up to the 2020 general elections, it was 
quite clear that opposition elite perceptions of the PAP’s overwhelming 
dominance did not waver much. Indeed, despite increasing frustrations 
with growing inequality, the government’s liberal immigration policies, 
and increased political uncertainty over the PAP’s leadership transition, 
there was nothing equivalent to the multiple regime- debilitating events 
occurring within a short period of time, as in the Philippines, South 
Korea, or Malaysia. Recall that in these countries, there were severe eco-
nomic depression necessitated drastic policy actions, recurring mass 
protests publicly condemning the regime while disrupting everyday 
lives, publicly exposed grand corruption amounting to billions of dol-
lars, mass defections from within the core of the ruling party, a health 
crisis of the ruling autocrat, and public withdrawals of support for the 
ruling regime from international patrons. In Singapore, however, none 
of these incidences have come to pass. In the economic realm, incomes 
were still rising— between 2014 to 2019, real median income for Singa-
pore residents increased 3.8 percent annually.47 During the entire year of 
2020, moreover, the government announced four separate budgets 
aimed at stimulating the Covid- 19- depressed economy by sending direct 
checks to households and by directly subsidizing the cost of wages to 
prevent job losses. Politically, while there were some protests over the 
decade, participation at those events had dwindled, and none have 
caused any particular disruption that state security forces could not 
manage. And even though Heng Swee Keat suffered a stroke during a 
cabinet meeting in May 2016, while Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong 
himself fainted on stage while delivering the National Day Rally in 
August 2016, there has been no public health scares for any major leader 
since then. In the face of continued PAP dominance, no wonder opposi-
tion elites had little appetite to make costly efforts to construct an alli-
ance when there are few prospective benefits for it. When interviewed, a 
PSP central executive committee member stated,
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My opinion is that for our situation, I don’t see much benefit to a 
coalition because we are not yet at the stage where we are trying to 
form the government. I mean you go into a coalition to be strong 
enough to form a government. That is where you need the num-
bers. But if you are not aiming to do that yet, then the reason to do 
it doesn’t really exist. You actually bring coordination problems. 
There are more minuses than there are pluses.48

All this is not to say that there was no attempt to try to change the status 
quo. Indeed, since July 2018, there were various efforts by opposition parties 
primarily to enlist Dr. Tan Cheng Bock as the leader of a pre- electoral alli-
ance.49 Many in the opposition saw Dr. Tan’s decision to overtly contest in 
the 2011 presidential elections against the PAP’s preferred candidate, and 
narrowly lose by a margin of 0.3 percent vote share, as an indicator of the 
PAP’s increasing weakness and intraparty fracture.50 Even more compelling 
was his decision to create the PSP in early 2019 to challenge the PAP in par-
liamentary elections. In addition, opposition elites were inspired by the 
watershed elections in Malaysia in May 2018, when the Mahathir- led Paka-
tan Harapan alliance toppled the long- ruling BN. Some had hoped that Dr. 
Tan would be Singapore’s Mahathir. By allying themselves with Dr. Tan, 
some opposition elites hoped to improve their electoral fortunes by borrow-
ing his stellar reputation. Confirming this logic, the leader of the People’s 
Power Party, Mr. Goh Meng Seng, proclaimed,

We’re at rock bottom. When we come to that stage, nothing can be 
worse [than] to try . . . a new approach to get a different result. If we 
don’t change, the results won’t change. . . . All the leaders have their 
differences in their ideologies, policy- wise and how things should 
be done, but I do not think they are so egoistic as to say they can do 
it all by themselves. We understand that we cannot do it alone and 
we need to unite and depend on each other for our future success.51

But despite all their overtures, Dr. Tan remained unmoved. His new 
party was intent on cutting the PAP down to size, but not out to replace 
the incumbent regime.52 The PAP was still dominant, and the PSP had no 
need to rely on the help of the other opposition parties to achieve its own 
circumscribed objectives.

Even as most opposition elites recognized the futility of forming a full- 
fledged alliance with joint campaigns, interparty negotiations to allocate 
electoral districts were still at the top of the minds of opposition party 
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leaders and proceeded at a brisk pace. My interviews with three PSP lead-
ers confirm that the party still sought to coordinate with other existing 
parties to avoid multiple opposition candidates in electoral districts.53 In 
their view, stubborn belligerence— contesting in districts with multiple 
opposition candidates— was “not rational” and would only result in elec-
toral disaster for everyone involved.54 Evidently, other opposition parties 
frequently felt the same way and were jostling with each other to take steps 
to call first dibs on which electoral districts to contest in. Private negotia-
tions via text messaging and face- to- face meetings proceeded based on 
the “first dibs rule” and using the previous electoral map, even as a new 
EBRC was formed in August 2019 to redraw the electoral boundaries for 
the impending general elections. The SDP publicly staked its claim the 
earliest, holding a press conference in September 2019 to declare its inten-
tion to contest in five electoral districts for the next general election— all 
districts that it had previously contested in during the 2015 elections.55 
Another central executive committee member of an opposition party 
whom I interviewed in October 2019 revealed that the leaders of other 
opposition parties had already sent him text messages declaring where 
they intended to contest more than eight months before elections were 
called.56 Eventually, even as there were well- publicized disputes between 
some opposition parties over the specific districts each party had agreed 
to contest, almost all conflicts were resolved on nomination day.57

Conclusion

This chapter has revealed the implications for constructing opposition 
alliances when an autocratic regime is consistently dominant. Opposition 
parties in a parliamentary electoral autocracy can coordinate by allocating 
geographically segregated electoral districts through adopting informal 
rules and as uncertainty over their relative popularity decreases over time. 
In so doing, they minimize the number of opposition candidates contest-
ing against the autocratic incumbent in each district, thus maximizing 
their own individual votes shares and probability of winning. Yet these 
same opposition party leaders almost always eschew upgrading their 
coordination to full- fledged opposition alliances with joint electoral cam-
paigns. No amount of cajoling and references to foreign experiences of 
successful opposition alliance formation can jolt them out of their nonco-
ordination equilibrium when everyone perceives the costs of alliance 
building to exceed its meager benefits.
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9  |  Conclusion

Electoral authoritarian regimes are harsh environments for opposition 
parties to survive in, let alone thrive. Dominant autocrats and their ruling 
parties strategically deploy and manipulate state institutions to constantly 
shift the goalposts for making electoral gains, rendering prospective vic-
tory for the opposition appear like an unattainable, blurry mirage. Demor-
alized and resource- starved opposition parties must scavenge for public 
sympathy and financial support during normal times while launching 
sporadic guerrilla strikes at the dominant incumbent. Approaching elec-
tion time, opposition parties rally their supporters to full- scale attacks on 
the regime even as they dodge its swinging cudgel of repression. Yet intra- 
opposition divisions further dull its already- blunt attacks. Ideological dif-
ferences, mutual distrust, and uncertainty with the rules of the game 
undermine pre- electoral interparty cooperation at precisely the moment 
where it is most needed in challenging the dominant incumbent. Clarify-
ing the conditions under which opposition pre- electoral alliances are built 
in the face of these tremendous obstacles brings us closer to understand-
ing when electoral autocrats will encounter their sternest contests.

This book has argued that opposition party leaders are highly sensitive 
to the costs and benefits of building opposition alliances, and only con-
struct alliances when they perceive that it is worth doing so. Risk- averse 
opposition elites loathe to waste what little resources they have in terms of 
time, personal energy, and organizational manpower in protracted nego-
tiations without reasonable certainty about the benefits constructing alli-
ances may bring. This logic is most discernable when opposition elites 
observe that an incumbent autocrat is consistently dominant and invul-
nerable. Under such circumstances, when the probability of victory is very 
low, opposition elites will be very unlikely to build full- scale alliances, 
with both candidate coordination and joint campaigns. Costly compro-
mises such as sacrificing personal control over the party’s strategy or stay-
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ing silent on the party’s long- cherished policy proposals are not consid-
ered worthwhile investments. Of course, as the Singaporean case reveals, 
compromises in terms of allocating geographically segregated electoral 
districts may still occur in order to maximize each party’s own chance of 
winning in its own specific districts. Candidate coordination at this level 
is most likely to be successful when parties possess ex ante information 
about their relative popularity and associated winning chances in particu-
lar districts, which informs and lubricates interparty negotiations.

By contrast, when opposition parties assess electoral autocratic regimes 
to be vulnerable approaching election time, they are much more likely to 
build full- scale opposition alliances. An acceleration of regime- debilitating 
events such as economic crises, intra- regime defections, withdrawal of 
international support, and recurring mass street protests all occurring 
within a short period of time increase opposition elites’ expectations about 
their chances of victory in forthcoming elections. The enticing smells of 
prospective victory motivate opposition elites to find the necessary infor-
mation and agree on creative solutions to forge compromises and over-
come their coordination problems. Beyond elites, opposition supporters 
themselves may also be more open to persuasion to “hold their noses” to 
vote for candidates from ideologically distant opposition parties, where 
previously they may not have been able to do so. As the Malaysian case 
demonstrates, the country’s opposition elites worked hard over the years 
to persuade their mass supporters of their joint destiny in defeating the 
autocratic incumbent, particularly after their surprising electoral gains in 
2008. Heightened, but still cautious, expectations of cross- party strategic 
voting among their opposition supporters undoubtedly helped grease the 
construction of the Pakatan Rakyat alliance in 2013, and the Pakatan 
Harapan alliance in 2018.

Yet, as this book has also argued, a second variable affecting the likeli-
hood of alliance formation is perceptions of interparty dependency. With 
clear ex ante knowledge of their parties’ relative strengths and weaknesses, 
opposition party leaders find it easier to recognize that their prospective 
chances of victory are highly dependent on their parties working with 
each other. The Philippines case clearly illustrates how one opposition 
leader’s weakness in mass party organization can be mitigated by combin-
ing with another opposition leader’s superior party machinery. Another 
party leader’s weakness in charismatic popularity can be alleviated by 
another party leader’s greater mass popularity. By contrast, as in the South 
Korean case, where there was a lack of clear ex ante information about 
relative strengths and weaknesses, opposition party leaders were more 
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likely to be belligerent about their own chances of winning. No opposition 
party leader who believes in his or her own chances of winning will want 
to step aside for another leader to claim the role of opposition flagbearer 
and potential victory.

In sum, opposition elites’ perceptions of regime vulnerability and 
mutual dependency work as twin forces galvanizing alliance construction. 
Opposition party leaders will be most likely to assess pre- electoral alliance 
building as a worthwhile endeavor when they believe they have a reason-
able chance of winning, and when they believe victory is dependent on 
interparty support. These beliefs motivate opposition elites to exhibit flex-
ibility on their most cherished policy objectives and accept costly conces-
sions, even as they devise innovative joint campaigns to mobilize mass 
support against the incumbent autocrat. Malaysia’s recurring opposition 
alliances with new forms of joint campaign in each iteration suggest that 
there are a variety of ways in which a majority of voters can be persuaded 
and convinced to defect from the dominant incumbent.

Implications for Social Science Research

Temporality

This book’s arguments generate a variety of theoretical, methodological, 
and empirical implications for the study of comparative democratization 
of electoral autocracies. At the minimum, they suggest scholars must take 
the role of temporality much more seriously (Büthe 2002; Pierson 2004; 
Thelen 2000). Specifically, the timing, momentum, and sequencing of 
events occurring within a specified duration are crucial lenses through 
which to analyze particular causal mechanisms and processes of democra-
tization (Grzymala- Busse 2011).

With regards to the timing of regime- debilitating events, the existing 
literature on comparative democratization frequently examines the conse-
quences of one specific regime- debilitating event on particular regime lib-
eralization processes and overall democratization. Economic crises can 
cripple autocratic stability (Shih 2020; Treisman 2020). Mass protests 
occurring in one country can encourage coups (Casper and Tyson 2014), 
increase the chances of democratic reforms (Beaulieu 2014; Hollyer, 
Rosendorff, and Vreeland 2015), or spill over to other countries in the 
region, resulting in a cascade of democratic revolution (Bunce and Wol-
chik 2011; Hale 2013). Other scholarly work, however, suggest that regime- 
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debilitating events are not isolated, independent events. They are often-
times frequently found occurring together. Economic crises and 
depression, for instance, encourage regime defection (Reuter and Gandhi 
2011; Reuter and Szakonyi 2019). The masses may act collectively against 
the incumbent autocrat by observing cues from defecting elites, who in 
turn act strategically by observing the behavior of the dissenting masses 
(Little 2017; Little, Tucker, and LaGatta 2015; Schedler 2002).

If and when regime- debilitating events occur closely together, disag-
gregating and isolating their causal effects on regime stability and democ-
ratization is a perilous task (Pepinsky 2014). Not only is it theoretically 
and methodologically challenging for scholars to parse out the indepen-
dent causal effects of interrelated episodes, but our theoretical models 
may also be mis- specified if we ignore their complex relationships with 
each other. Already, in the cognate research field of political economy, 
there have been some benefits in a few scholars utilizing the tools of com-
plexity and systems theory to model complex political and economic out-
comes (Ang 2016). Arguably, by embracing the full empirical complexity 
of a regime’s democratization process, one can obtain a better picture of 
how the entire elephant moves and behaves.

The concurrence of regime- debilitating events also underlines the 
necessity of further clarifying the momentum of democratization. As this 
book has argued, multiple regime- debilitating events within a short period 
of time generate a subjective perception of accelerating regime vulnerabil-
ity, motivating elites to update their assessments of the probability of 
defeating the regime at the ballot box. Such instances were observed in the 
Philippines, in South Korea, and in particular periods in Malaysia. Yet 
acceleration is by no means the only means through which regime- 
debilitating events can occur. Such events can occur at a slow, steady pace 
over a long period of time, or even at a decelerating pace after an initial 
burst. Taiwan’s process of democratization, for example, was arguably 
slower and much more evenly paced. Its democracy emerged and matured 
only after a gradual, liberalizing reforms were initiated by a dominant 
party bent on preserving its staying power (Cheng and Haggard 1992; Rig-
ger 1999; Wong 2001). In these alternative worlds, opposition elites are 
much less likely to be motivated to undertake quick short- term action to 
resolve their immediate coordination problems surrounding elections. 
Instead, opposition party leaders may take time to build broader alliances 
with civil society actors who lend support through their mass networks, or 
with the international diaspora, who engage the international community 
to exert external pressure on the regime (Koinova 2009; Quinsaat 2019). 
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Rather than the immediate goal of regime defeat, these broader opposi-
tion networks build gradual pressure on electoral autocracies to gradually 
concede different degrees of democratic reforms in different institutional 
arenas (Eisenstadt 2004; Lehoucq and Molina Jiménez 2002; Ong 2018).

Finally, the sequencing of events in an electoral autocracy can pro-
foundly alter its fate by revealing information about the state of the regime 
and the opposition. Opposition parties’ experience with and results from 
prior electoral contests reveal information about their relative strengths 
and weaknesses (Miller 2015; Pop- Eleches and Robertson 2015). Similarly, 
prior experience with mass protests reveals information to opposition 
party leaders about whether the masses are ready to defect from the 
incumbent. Initial intra- regime defection divulges information about the 
cohesion of the autocrat’s ruling coalition. Absent these initial events that 
publicly reveal information about the true state of the regime, the motors 
of regime decline might not be set into motion. That is why autocrats keen 
on masking their true health invest so heavily in repertoires and institu-
tions of censorship and self- censorship (King, Pan, and Roberts 2013; Lee 
1998; Lorentzen 2014; Ong 2021; Sinpeng 2013; Stockmann and Gallagher 
2011).

This notion of paying theoretical attention to the sequencing of events 
is closely related to the idea of learning. Learning denotes a process of an 
actor taking in new information from a source or a variety of sources, and 
then using the new knowledge to achieve a particular objective. States can 
learn about their relative strengths and resolve to reach new bargains even 
as they fight against each other (Powell 2004; Spaniel and Bils 2018). Auto-
cratic regimes can learn new ways to repress from other autocratic regimes 
and thus entrench their dominance (Heydemann and Leenders 2011; Ort-
mann and Thompson 2014). Citizens can learn to coordinate against a 
regime when they learn new information about the regime’s vulnerability 
(Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan 2007; Little 2017; Shurchkov 2013). Con-
servative Islamists can learn to be Muslim democrats (Grewal 2020). In a 
similar manner, this book has explicitly demonstrated that opposition 
elites changing their actions after learning new, or reevaluating old, infor-
mation is a key causal mechanism in realizing pre- electoral alliance for-
mation. Furthermore, the Malaysian case has also demonstrated that 
opposition elites can learn from the past failures of previous alliances to 
render more effective their joint election campaigns. Where previously 
opposition votes were splintered by the use of different party logos and 
unimpressive manifestos in 1999 and 2013, the 2018 Pakatan Harapan 
(PH) opposition alliance undertook more compromises to use one party 
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logo and campaigned much more vigorously on its manifesto to mobilize 
opposition support and subsequent victory.

Of course, scholars should take care not to overestimate the frequency 
of learning. Empirical reality is replete with numerous examples of politi-
cal actors staying stubborn in the face of a rapidly changing empirical con-
text. Whether it is because of strong partisan identity, ideological purity, 
or principled convictions, political actors can frequently fail to update 
their priors and adopt their strategies to changed environments. Again, as 
the Malaysian case demonstrates, opposition elites from the DAP and PAS 
failed to adapt to coordinate allocating electoral districts within three 
election cycles, in 1978, 1982, and 1986. It was only with the emergence of 
S46 in the late 1980s that opposition parties finally managed to coordinate 
allocating electoral districts in the 1990 general elections. From this per-
spective, then, opposition elites’ learning was conditional upon a third 
actor emerging to mediate interparty negotiations. Moving forward, the 
primary challenge for researchers is to investigate the particular condi-
tions under which learning occurs, and what outcomes for comparative 
democratization emerge if the opposition and the incumbent learn and 
respond to each other at the same time over the long term.

After Victory

Now, suppose that constructing an opposition alliance does indeed lead to 
opposition victory. Can the ideologically diverse opposition alliance sur-
vive to consolidate democracy after having slayed the demons of autoc-
racy? It is on this question that Malaysia’s recent experience is the most 
instructive. After the PH opposition alliance won the 2018 general elec-
tions, the new government sought to implement reforms that expanded 
franchise, enhanced civil liberties, and further protected civil rights. These 
reforms include a reduction of the voting age from 21 to 18, which added 
approximately 7.8 million new voters, a 50 percent increase, for the next 
elections, due by 2023. New heads of the judiciary, the election commis-
sion, and the anticorruption commission and a new attorney general were 
promoted to replace politically biased bureaucrats. The election commis-
sion was pulled from the prime minister’s office to be placed under parlia-
mentary oversight, while an anti- fake news law was repealed.

Yet, despite these changes, the new government was thwarted at every 
step by the new opposition, the previous autocratic incumbent UMNO, 
alongside its erstwhile partner PAS (Dettman 2020). They deployed their 
supporters in the streets to protest against the new government’s intention 
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to ratify the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Racial Discrimination, arguing that the special privileges of the majority 
of the Malay- Muslims would be eroded. They also used extremist lan-
guage, decrying the outsized influence of the DAP on the new govern-
ment’s policies while vehemently criticizing the policies of government 
ministries with DAP ministers. Moreover, PH ministers, having seen stiff 
resistance from the civil service to their reformist policies, blamed Malay-
sia’s “deep state” for their uneven progress. Therefore, on an initial evalua-
tion of PH’s nearly two- year performance at the beginning of February 
2020, Malaysia’s overall trajectory toward deepening democratization 
appears to have decelerated significantly but not stalled.

At the end of February 2020, however, PH’s reform agenda appeared to 
have finally exhausted itself. An attempt by Anwar Ibrahim, PKR’s leader, 
to force Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad to anoint him as the next prime min-
ister sparked a furious reshuffling of political allegiances both within and 
outside of PH. After a week’s worth of surprising intrigue involving Tun 
Dr. Mahathir Mohamad’s resignation, a fracturing of both the PPBM and 
PKR, and the Malaysian sultan’s unexpected move to appoint Home Min-
ister Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin as prime minister, the PH alliance sud-
denly found itself short of numbers to command a majority of the parlia-
ment. In the middle of March 2020, a new Perikatan Nasional government 
was formed, primarily comprising defectors from PPBM and PKR, 
UMNO, PAS, and their allies from the eastern Malaysian states of Sabah 
and Sarawak. Through subtle backroom maneuvers, the authoritarian 
parties that lost the May 2018 general election found their way back into 
power in less than two years. In this sense, then, Malaysia’s democratiza-
tion appears to have been dramatically reversed.

The PH opposition alliance’s precarious victory in Malaysia therefore 
raises new questions and research agendas about the conditions under 
which democratization’s momentum can be sustained even after opposi-
tion victory. Democratic consolidation requires those in power to be sub-
ject to vertical and horizontal constraints on their power. In so doing, 
power has to be decentralized, rather than be consolidated in a single 
office or around a narrow circle of elites. But which newly victorious gov-
ernment would willingly give up exercise of power, having now acquired 
it? It is hard to imagine democratic consolidation being one of the main 
policy priorities of a newly elected opposition alliance when there are so 
many other pressing issues to resolve. Even more, when faced with a hos-
tile bureaucracy and an ex- incumbent party that has fallen from grace, to 
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what extent can the new government remain resolute? There is no guaran-
tee that the previously autocratic incumbent will play by the new rules of 
the game. For institutional innovations consolidating democracy to 
endure, they must be accepted by all the key political actors (Fearon 2011; 
Mittal and Weingast 2013; Przeworski 2006; Weingast 1997). Understand-
ing how power decentralization unfolds or how new institutions are built 
over the long term will demand more longitudinal theoretical frameworks 
than we currently possess.

Resisting Democratic Erosion

Beyond opposition parties fighting for democracy in electoral autocracies, 
this book also has important lessons for opposition parties fighting against 
populists with autocratic tendencies in existing democracies. In such 
existing democracies undergoing democratic erosion, popularly elected 
executives test the limits of constraints on their power, frequently break-
ing hitherto accepted democratic shackles (Bermeo 2016; Dresden and 
Howard 2016; Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018; Lührmann and Lindberg 2019; 
Waldner and Lust 2018). They appoint partisan loyalists to control key 
formal institutions such as the judiciary and the election commission. 
They use their legislative majorities and allies to minimize or exclude the 
opposition from previously bipartisan governance institutions. They 
undermine the press through their intimidating rhetoric and selective 
repression. Ultimately, whether it is through overt enablers or crafty rhet-
oric, autocratic executives use the tools handed to them by democracy to 
break democracy itself (Gandhi 2018).

Insofar as this book has proposed that opposition elites may disagree 
with each other about an incumbent regime’s vulnerability and only 
update their expectations under exceptional circumstances, opposition 
elites in democracies too may disagree with each other about what exactly 
constitutes democratic erosion. An autocratic executive’s individual trans-
gressions are not likely to trigger alarm bells. Rather, because reasonable 
people can disagree about what specific executive action constitutes an 
erosion of democracy, autocratic executives in democracies can frequently 
get away with their transgressions. Among opposition elites, for instance, 
the enactment of new legislation to curtail democratic institutions or the 
media under the rhetorical guise of national security can generate intra- 
opposition disputes about whether national security trumps democratic 
accountability. By the time multiple particularly egregious transgressions 
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occur, causing everyone to reassess the state of democratic erosion, 
democracy may have already been broken. Hence, more scholarly atten-
tion is warranted on the conditions under which the masses and opposi-
tion elites converge on a consensus that democratic erosion is occurring.

Moreover, even while opposition elites in democracies may agree on 
the alarming decline of democracy in their country, they may yet disagree 
about how to best fight to preserve it (Gamboa 2017). Shut out of legisla-
tive influence, some opposition elites and parties may prefer to mobilize 
their supporters in the streets, utilizing popular pressure to force incum-
bent executives to back away from their transgressive actions. Others may 
rely on cultivating domestic allies such as the press, or foreign allies such 
as the diaspora, to campaign against the incumbent autocratic executive. 
More desperate opposition elites and parties may even be forced to appeal 
to major foreign powers such as European countries or the United States 
to intervene on their behalf. Which strategy each opposition party prefers 
is likely to be conditional on its pre- existing capabilities and resources, 
such as the availability of funds, the party’s rootedness in society, and its 
organizational capacity (Lebas 2011).

Finally, it will be crucial to clarify the conditions under which opposi-
tion elites in backsliding democracies can learn to collectively defend 
democracy in time. Toward that end, more comprehensive, detailed, lon-
gitudinal, empirical data will need to be collected on the key political 
actors, the particular institutional context in which they operate in, their 
relative strengths and weaknesses, their relationships with each other, 
their strategies, alongside the processes and outcomes of interparty nego-
tiations (Gandhi 2015). For instance, consider the case of contemporary 
Turkey. As Erdoğan dramatically expanded his powers over one and a half 
decades, Turkey’s opposition were ridden by intraparty conflicts and 
interparty ideological divisions between Islamists, secularists, and pro-  
and anti- Kurdish parties (Esen and Gumuscu 2016; Öniş 2013). It was only 
in the 2019 subnational local elections that some opposition parties man-
aged to coordinate with each other and experience moderate electoral 
success (Esen and Gumuscu 2019, 325– 27). While this alliance excluded 
the pro- Kurdish and Islamist opposition parties, the limited coordination 
brought substantial gains for the opposition. Most symbolically, the oppo-
sition secured unprecedented victories in major cities like Ankara and 
Istanbul. Precisely how and why opposition parties got from one nonco-
operative equilibrium to a semi- cooperative equilibrium over the long 
term remains unexplained.
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Implications for Policy Practitioners in Democracy Promotion

Other than generating new agendas for future research, this book also has 
some implications for policy practitioners engaged in promoting democ-
racy. Given the importance of opposition elites and parties learning from 
past experience in enhancing their capabilities and cooperative relation-
ships over time, policy practitioners can potentially do more to help facili-
tate learning. After each electoral cycle, opportunities to learn from past 
failures can be facilitated to help the opposition parties find new ways to 
engage that are specific to their country and regional context. If opposi-
tion elites and parties can innovate new strategies of mobilization and 
organization, new ways of campaigning, and new rhetoric, their political 
standing might improve significantly among the electorate in the future.

Once again, Malaysia’s recent experience is exemplary. After the BN’s 
dominant victory in the 2004 general elections, opposition parties were 
demoralized. They won only 20 out of 219 parliamentary seats, giving BN 
its best electoral victory since 1974. Stung by defeat, the opposition con-
vened a workshop together with civil society organizations entitled the 
“Advocacy and the Role of the Opposition,” funded by the National Dem-
ocratic Institute (Khoo 2016, 422). At that workshop, the opposition par-
ties reached a consensus to jointly focus their attention on advocating for 
electoral reform— a new common objective that could mobilize more vot-
ers in the future. Their efforts soon snowballed into the Bersih movement, 
which turned out mass protestors in the streets campaigning for electoral 
reform and against the BN government in 2007, 2011, 2012, 2015, and 2016. 
Eventually, activists involved in these recurring street protests formed the 
organizational backbone of the opposition in the 2013 and 2018 general 
elections, and also raised voter awareness of the electoral malfeasance 
committed by the BN government (Chan 2019; Khoo 2014). On hindsight, 
a collective opportunity to learn from their past mistakes to organize and 
mobilize voters based on new social cleavages helped push Malaysian 
democratization into a positive trajectory over the long term.

The degree to which opposition elites and parties are willing to try new 
strategies for attracting new voters is dependent on their assessments of 
how such voters may react to the new strategies. If the opposition lacks 
information about how voters will react, it is likely to be more skeptical 
about attempting new mobilization strategies. It might prefer more tradi-
tional methods of appealing to erstwhile core supporters. From this per-
spective, policy practitioners can help fund public opinion surveys that 
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will be critical in helping the opposition assess voter preferences, how vot-
ers form those preferences, and what factors inform those preferences. 
Even more, survey experiments embedded within public opinion surveys 
can be especially useful tools for test- bedding new opposition rhetoric or 
campaign strategies. My own survey experiment conducted in Malaysia 
suggests that a joint manifesto is likely to substantially improve voter sup-
port for the opposition, contrary to common misperceptions of its mar-
ginal utility (E. Ong 2019).

The saturation of positive news from regime- controlled media, self- 
censorship, and preference falsification means that public opinion surveys 
in electoral autocracies are frequently biased. Opposition supporters, or 
even moderate, independent voters, may prefer to mask their true prefer-
ences. Researchers and policy practitioners will need to rely on new sur-
vey techniques to try to elicit responses to sensitive political questions in 
electoral autocracies. These techniques include the list experiment, the 
endorsement experiment, and the randomized response technique. By 
taking social desirability bias into account, researchers and policy practi-
tioners can provide better estimates of voters’ opinions and preferences, 
lending greater confidence to the surveys’ reliability.

Conclusion

Opposition actors within electoral autocracies have to maneuver within 
restricted political environments. If they are careless enough to breach 
those restrictions, they are likely to find themselves at the sharp end of the 
autocrat’s repressive tool. Their influence will be further curtailed, foster-
ing the demise of the opposition’s cause. In short, they have to take their 
political environment as it is, not as what they hope it will be.

But agency among the opposition is ever present and is at its most 
active when the shifting winds of political change motivate opposition 
elites to enlist their supporters to mount a counterattack against the auto-
cratic incumbent. The degree to which opposition elites can agree on a 
coordinated plan of counterattack has been the subject of this book. That 
question this book has answered by suggesting that the opposition’s joint 
perceptions of the incumbent’s vulnerability and their mutual dependency 
are the two most important variables affecting coordination outcomes. 
Even as they desire to coordinate, differing perceptions of these two vari-
ables lead to divergent consequences.

Over the long term, democratizing electoral autocracies will require 
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the opposition not just to swallow harsh compromises. It will also neces-
sitate learning from past mistakes and innovating to improve campaign 
rhetoric and methods in future electoral cycles. The end objective is to 
convince a majority of the population that regime change is plausible and 
good not only in and of itself, but also because it will deliver a better mate-
rial future for voters and their loved ones. It is on this fundamental vision, 
which is both normative in its meaning and substantive in its practicality, 
that the opposition in electoral autocracies will have to ground its agenda.
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